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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

The objectives of the International conference on Applied Internet and Information Technologies 
are aligned with the goal of regional economic development. The conference focus is to facilitate 
the implementation of Internet and Information Technologies in all areas of human activities. The 
conference provides a forum for discussion and exchange of experiences between people from 
government, state agencies, universities, research institutions, and practitioners from industry. 
Information  technologies  change  during  time  and  this  year  AIIT  conference  addressed  the 
diversity of ICT application areas and relevant research topics such as: 

 

▪    Information systems 
▪    Software engineering and applications 

▪    Data science and big data technologies 
▪    Business intelligence and IT support to decision-making 
▪    Communications and computer networks 

▪    Data and system security 

▪    Distributed systems 
▪    Internet of Things 

▪    Embedded systems 
▪    Software quality 

▪    Software maintenance 
▪    Computer graphics 
▪    IT management 

▪    E-commerce 
▪    E-Government 
▪    E-Education 

▪    Internet marketing 
▪    ICT practice and experience 

 
Information technologies enable collaboration across the globe. This year the conference was 
successfully co-organized by 5 institutions from 4 countries - Serbia, North Macedonia, Russia, and 
Bulgaria. It has been managed in collaboration with 4 co-chairmen from Serbia, North Macedonia, 
and Russia. 

 
International Conference on Applied Internet and Information Technologies (AIIT) is an annual 
conference that was held since 2012, based on successful results of the International Conference 
on Information and Communication Technologies for Small and Medium Enterprises in 2011. This 
year, AIIT2021 was held on October 15, 2021, in Zrenjanin, Serbia. 

 

 
The AIIT 2021 organizing committee would like to thank the authors of the papers for their 
contribution. All submitted papers were peer-reviewed by the members of the AIIT2021 program 
committee. Each submitted paper was assigned to at least two reviewers from different countries 
and the paper analysis was conducted as a double-blind review. 

Due to a COVID-19 pandemics, the conference is held in virtual form, with online presentations 
with Google Meet, and streaming video and poster presentations available at the web site of the 
conference (http://www.tfzr.uns.ac.rs/aiit/). There were 41 accepted papers and 2 accepted papers
 in abstract with 105 authors from 14 countries (Serbia, North Macedonia, Montenegro, Bosnia and
 Herzegovina, Croatia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Russia, India, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
 Canada).The papers are presented online, or in the video stream and poster sessions. Within the
 video presentation session, there is a presentation of IT company Crater Training Centar, Belgrade,
 Serbia. 

http://www.tfzr.uns.ac.rs/aiit/
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Special gratitude is addressed to many reviewers from co-organizing institutions that made a great 
impact on the quality of papers. The AIIT organizing committee especially appreciates the IT 
company’s efforts in supporting the conference by its participation. 

 
Information technologies are integrated with every human activity. IT application enhancements 
are encouraged by university research, business organizations, public institutions, and the IT 
industry. The AIIT organizing committee welcomes future presentations of work in this field at the 
next AIIT conference, hoping that all of us will meet again in the real conference event. 

 
Conference chairs: 

 
versity of Novi Sad, Technical faculty “Mihajlo Pupin”, Zrenjanin, 

Serbia 

 University of Novi Sad, Technical faculty “Mihajlo Pupin”, 
Zrenjanin, Serbia 

 

co-chairman    Evgeny    Cherkashin, Institute of High Technologies, Irkutsk, Russia 

co-chairman Andrijana Bocevska, Faculty of Information and Communication Technologies 
- Bitola, North Macedonia 

Visnja Ognjenovic, Uni

co-chairman Dalibor Dobrilovic,
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Customized image processing as a solution for 

compensating color vision deficiencies in the 

digital environment 

N. Milić Keresteš 

Faculty of Technical Sciences, Department of Graphic Engineering and Design, Novi Sad, Serbia  

milicn@uns.ac.rs 

 

 
Abstract - Colour vision deficiency is a functional disorder, 

predominantly genetic, manifested with reduced or 

complete loss of colour discrimination ability.  

The research objective is to resolve the accessibility issue of 

visual information encoded with colour for the population 

with colour vision deficiencies. Considering the 

shortcomings of previous image enhancement methods for 

colour deficient observers, so-called daltonization methods, 

as well as the prevalence of the target population (over 200 

million users), there is still an open search for a new 

daltonization method that optimally compensates weak 

colour discrimination and new ways for its implementation 

in a digital environment.  

The content-independent daltonization methods do not take 

into account the image content and the spatial distribution 

of confusing colours in images. As a result, content-

independent colour mapping does not assure colour 

differentiation by colour deficient observers. This way, it 

often happens that recolouring solves the initial problem, 

but creates a new confusing pair or, even worse, colours that 

are clearly different can be remapped into indistinguishable 

combinations. The content-dependent daltonization methods 

include more complex and computationally demanding 

image processing where the final pixel value depends on 

other image colours and/or its location. Although providing 

more successful differentiation of coloured elements, these 

methods are usually focused only on severe, dichromatic 

deficiencies causing problems with exaggeratedly changed 

colours and unnatural results.  

The primary research objective is to define an image 

optimization model, customised for different types and 

severities of colour deficiency and different image content. 

The purpose of proposed image adaptation is to correct 

confusingly coloured image segments that users with 

anomalous colour vision perceive as the same while 

preserving the image naturalness by restricting, for each 

colour, an area of admissible remapping. This achieves a 

recolouring balance where resulting colours are made 

sufficiently distinctive from each other but do not deviate 

too much from the initial values. Within the defined model, 

the following image enhancement methods (daltonization 

methods) have been proposed: enhancement based on the 

deficiency type, enhancement based on the deficiency 

severity and universal enhancement.  

The subjective evaluation confirmed that the severity of 

colour deficiencies affects the assessment of the image 

quality improvement, where users with mild deficiencies 

better evaluate the severity-based daltonization compared to 

users with more severe deficiency. It was also revealed that 

the image content affects the choice of preference — the 

severity-based daltonization is preferred in case of natural 

scene images while the type-based daltonization provides 

better chromatic contrast for the artificial images.  

Keywords: colour perception, colour vision deficiencies, 

digital image processing, colour gamut 
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Artificial Intelligence Implemented in Covid-19 

Detection 
 

Kostandina Veljanovska* 
*

kostandinav@gmail.com  

 

 

 
Abstract – Health professionals and scientists are at the 

forefront of the fight against the virus that humanity is 

currently battling. The next generation of scientists and 

physicians must be trained and prepared for a future 

pandemic, to respond to unexpected epidemics, and they 

must also learn to strengthen scientific communication. 

Scientists need to keep researching. Our attempt is in that 

direction to contribute to the study of a rapid way of 

diagnosing covid-19 that uses artificial intelligence. Namely, 

a machine learning algorithm for patterns recognition has 

been modeled in diagnosing the disease caused by covid-19 

virus that uses a review of X-ray images.  

Keywords - artificial neural network, covid-19, machine 

learning, deep learning, convolutional neural network  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The pandemic we have been facing for more than a 
year and a half is a widespread risk to humans and 
animals, and the effects are felt in everyday life, especially 
in the health and economic sector. Health professionals 
and scientists are at the forefront of the fight against the 
virus, together with people around the world managing the 
situation as best as they can. The scientific community is 
experiencing a negative impact from the outbreak of the 
virus, facing the closure of universities, research centers 
and laboratories, as well as the cancellation and 
postponement of some scientific events, professional 
conferences, symposia, workshops and training programs 
[1,2] . Universities, research centers and laboratories as a 
fertile ground for the development of new ideas and the 
promotion of advances in the science and the scientific 
community are in an inevitable situation. As scientists try 
to understand a new coronavirus and reduce the chaos it 
has caused, the epidemic has created chaos in science 
itself [2]. Reducing the number of scientific events and 
closing down scientific jobs will result in extended 
research time and, in some cases, will have to start again 
with full experiments, or put the experiments on hold, or 
reduce them at a minimum. The results of this will 
produce an economic burden on the researcher, eventually 
prompting psychological stress, anxiety, tension or 
depression, which will culminate in reduced scientific 
success [3].  

Covid-19 is a viral disease caused by the SARS-CoV-
2 virus that first appeared in the city of Wuhan, China, in 
December 2019, and then has spread around the world, 

II. CORONAVIRUS DETECTION 

Covid-19 is most commonly diagnosed with polymer 
chain reaction (PCR) and serological testing, for which 
there is a lack of necessary material and specialized 
personnel when performing these tests in regions and at a 
time when those regions are quite affected. In addition, 
PCR may have relatively low sensitivity. Therefore, 
alternative methods are needed to support the diagnosis of 
covid-19, such as noninvasive imaging. For example, 
computed tomography (CT) images can be used to detect 
certain manifestations in the lungs associated with covid-
19, and in general, CT is a more accurate chest imaging 
technique and has a higher sensitivity and efficiency than 
X-rays of chest. However, the use of CT to detect covid-
19 places a significant burden on diagnostic departments 
at times when they need to respond quickly to help 
minimize the risk of infection spreading. In fact, X-rays 
are part of routine screening of patients and remain the 
primary way to detect pneumonia due to shorter time and 
lower cost and, normally, lower radiation exposure 
compared to CT. Hence, our interest was directed in that 
area. 

 Department of Intelligent Systems, Faculty of ICT, University “St. Kliment Ohridski”,  

Bitola, North Macedonia 

leading to the declaration of a global pandemic. The virus 
has devastating effects on the lives of people around the 
world and to date it has infected over 226 million people. 
About 90% of them were cured, and 4.66 million people 
died, according to the Worldometers reference website. 
The general symptoms of the virus are: runny nose, sore 
throat, fever, cough, and headache. Some of the patients 
do not show strong symptoms of the virus, and some of 
them develop a severe form of the disease, especially 
combined with pneumonia of the lungs. Finding a way to 
quickly and accurately detect the disease is very important 
in order to reduce the negative effects of this disease and 
save human lives. Detection of coronavirus can be done in 
several ways: PCR - test, blood check and chest X-ray 
imaging. The first two are based on a simple comparison 
of numbers and reference values, but the third method 
requires more detailed consideration and analysis by 
experienced physicians. Our idea is to help in that 
direction and to develop a system that uses artificial 
intelligence (AI) to detect coronavirus in patients from 
radiographic images of their chest. 

2
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III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN MEDICAL 

DIAGNOSTICS 

A. General Applications 

Artificial intelligence (AI) models are already yielding 
successful results in the analysis of medical data. In fact, 
new machines with artificial intelligence models have 
already been developed and work similarly to experts in 
specific diagnostic tasks. In addition, AI systems are 
adopted to extract information from medical imaging with 
the ultimate goal of creating tools to reduce diagnostic 
errors, improve efficiency, and reduce costs. These 
systems are typically embedded in image-based decision 
support systems to assist shooting professionals. Medical 
recording enables characteristic activities such as risk 
assessment, diagnosis, prognosis, detection of response to 
a particular therapy. Automatic processing requires less 
laboratory infrastructure and supplies, as well as fewer 
healthcare personnel. In this context, AI-based models that 
use medical X-rays as input are an alternative worth 
exploring for the automatic detection of covid-19 in 
patients for clinical analysis and diagnosis.  

B. Artificial Intelligence in Coronavirus Detection 

To study the impact and dynamics of the pandemic 
that is relevant to AI, various academic databases on 
clinical applications of machine learning and deep 
learning should be studied, including clinical features, 
electronic medical records, medical imaging (CT, X-ray, 
ultrasound images, etc.) to diagnose covid-19. This field 
has already being researched in scientific circles [5, 6]. 
Artificial intelligence techniques have been used to detect 
pneumonia by computed tomography of the lungs [7, 8]. 
Machine learning models have also been applied to covid-
19 case data to predict infected cases and recovery rates 
using chest X-rays [9]. The k-NN model has been studied 
to distinguish imaging from a positive patient and imaging 
from a patient with another disease [10], or the AI model 
which, in addition to these two types of imaging, also 
includes imaging of healthy patients [11].  

IV. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

For the purposes of this research, deep learning 

techniques as well as general machine learning 

techniques and algorithms were studied, and it was 

concluded that one of the most effective ways to analyze 

visual images when it comes to deep learning are 

convolutional neural networks (CNN). Experiments are 

already known for the diagnosis of coronavirus using 

CNN from CT scan [12, 13, 14] and from X-ray scan [15, 

16, 17, 18, 19]. Analysis of the functioning of the 

database biases in the diagnosis of the virus is also part of 

scientific experiments with CNN [20]. Convolutional 

neural network has been applied on audio recordings of 

patients coughing to make an accurate diagnosis of covid-

19 [21].  

The artificial intelligence model includes machine 

learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) in order to 

automatically detect significant patterns in data and solve 

problems that are impossible (or impractical) to represent 

and solve with conventional algorithms [22, 23]. Deep 

Learning (DL) learns high-level abstractions in data using 

hierarchical architectures. It combines several layers of 

nodes to build a gradually more abstract representation of 

the data, allowing concepts such as categorization or 

classification of objects to be learned directly from raw 

data collected by onsite-mounted sensors. The current 

success of DL is directly related to the production of 

inexpensive graphics cards with multiple processors or 

graphics processing units that increase speed and reduce 

training time to create a deep learning model. 

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are used to 

recognize shapes / forms / patterns and are the dominant 

DL architecture for image classification that may even 

compete with the human ability to perform recognition 

and classification tasks. 

A. Artificial Neural Network – Convolutional Neural 

Network  

CNN brought a revolution in the field of computer 

vision by increasing the accuracy of image classification, 

but also many times improved scene classification, object 

detection, semantic segmentation of biological images 

and face detection, text recognition and human body 

recognition in natural images. The main practical success 

of CNN is the face recognition and automatic driving of 

cars.  

The CNN uses hierarchical layers of convolutional 

filters to mimic the effects of sensory fields in the visual 

cortex of animals, taking advantage of the local spatial 

correlations present in the images [22]. The CNN-based 

model generally requires a large set of training samples to 

achieve good generalization skills.  

Convolutional neural networks as one of the most 

powerful deep learning algorithms designed for image 

processing contain three types of layers (levels): 

convolutional, pooling layers and fully connected layers.  

CNN is a multilayer perceptron that uses a bit of pre-

processing unlike other image classification algorithms. 

The network learns to optimize filters through automatic 

learning as opposed to conventional algorithms where 

such filters are manually designed. This means that CNNs 

have a key advantage because they are independent of 

prior knowledge and manual property extraction. They 

use convolution in at least one network level instead of 

general matrix multiplication [24].  

The following figure (Figure 1.) shows an example of 

a convolutional calculation where a block of pixels 

through a filter generates a map of properties, i.e. an 

image that will be used for further processing. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Method of convolutional calculation 
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The convolutional layer contains a set of filters and 

their parameters have to be learned. Every individual 

filter is convolved with the input data to calculate an 

activation map which is made of neurons. Normally, the 

height and weight of the filters are smaller compared to 

the same of the input volume.  

The way convolutional calculation transforms size of 

data, we can see in following calculation. If the size of 

the image is N x N and the size of the filter is F x F, then 

after convolution the result will be matrix with 

dimension:  

(N x N) convolve (F x F) = (N-F+1) x (N-F+1) 

Each step at the convolution level is followed by a 

non-linear activation function.   

The output from the convolutional layer contains 

high-level features extracted from the data. A fully-

connected layer in order to learn non-linear combinations 

of these features is added after cycles of convolution and 

reduction of the size of data features.  

Pooling layer is usually used to reduce the spatial 

volume of input images after convolution. It is used 

between two convolutional layers. The max pooling or 

average pooling or L2-norm pooling is used in order to 

reduce the spatial volume of the input image.  

At the end, a fully connected layer which involves 

weights, biases, and neurons connects neurons from one 

layer to neurons in another layer. It is used to classify 

images between different categories as process of training 

the network goes on.  

B. Covid-19 Detection Algorithm  

For the purposes of this study, we developed a model 

that, based on collected X-ray images of the chest, 

recognizes positive and negative patients on covid-19, 

that is, images of patients who tested positive for PCR 

and patients who tested negative for coronavirus or 

patients without any diseases. A set of chest X-ray 

images of people that have been processed and divided 

into two sub-sets for training and testing is used as an 

input database. The data were taken from a database 

available online and were properly prepared for 

processing and designing the model. We used Keras 

library. The experiments were performed in two phases: 

training of the model in 10 epochs as the first phase and 

second phase, training in 20 epochs. In both phases, 

almost 90% of the data were used (224 images) for 

training and 12% for testing.  

V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS  

Our model contains four convolutional levels. The 

first level accepts pictures and does filtration and 

activation. The next level is pooling level where the 

pictures are processed and divided into blocks. Over-

fitting of the model is avoided using dropout of certain 

percentage of data. The last level of the network uses 

only one dimensional data, so three dimensional data are 

flattened with specific function.  

Database has 224 images for model training. As the 

process of training was going on, it was evident that the 

model was improving in terms of increasing the accuracy 

and lowering the loss in predicting the result of diagnosis 

for patients. Still, there were epochs where the model 

entered in over-fitting, stagnating the process of 

increasing the accuracy of prediction.   

As it can be seen from Table I., in the first phase, the 

maximum result that is reached in the 10th epoch is 

95.982% classification accuracy.  

It was noticed that after testing the model with 30 

images, four mistakes were done, i.e. four images that are 

from positive covid-19 patients, the model classified 

them as normal.  

During the second phase we noticed that the model 

does over-fitting again, due to the size of the database, 

reaching a maximum percentage of accuracy of 98.25%, 

which is not enough.  

The maximum result was reached at the 20th epoch of 

98.25% accuracy. Table II. shows the whole process of 

training. There were epochs where the model is over-

fitting, after 10th, 13th and after 17th epoch. Our 

supposition is that it was due to the database size. Still, if 

the database size is big enough, dropout could improve 

the situation. But, at this time due to difficulties in 

functioning in hospitals and radiographic departments it 

was impossible to gather database that has proper size in 

order to make this research more accurate.   

For the second phase after testing the model with 30 

images, it made two mistakes, i.e. two images that are 

from patients negative on covid-19 model predicted as 

positive on covid-19. It can be seen that the model after 

20 epoch training corrects the error of the model that was 

trained in 10 epochs. It was noticed that the model in the 

learning process starts with about 50% accuracy and 

1.2% loss. After that as the training process continued 

and as the weights were adjusted the accuracy increased 

and the loss decreased.  

TABLE I.  TRAINING PROCES FOR THE FIRST PHASE 

N. of 

Epoch Discussion of the training 

process 

Accuracy 

(%) 

1 Trained after 7 iterations 56 

2 Trained after 6 iterations 64 

3 
The accuracy increased, loss 

decreased  
73 

4 Loss decreased 85 

5 
The accuracy increased, loss 
decreased  

91 

6 
Model stoped increasing 

accuracy (overfitting) 
90 

7 Slightly increased accuracy 94 

8 
Due to the size of the 

database, overfitting 
93 

9 

The loss increased, and the 

accuracy is lower than in 7th 

epoch 

93 

10 
Model reached maximum 

accuracy 
96 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

In the hope that the world will continue to learn more 
about covid-19 and control the virus effectively, we need 
to continue to research, and re-examine and only then will 
science advance again and the scientific community 
function normally again.  

This research was conducted in order to help health 
professionals to effectively, accurately and fast detect each 
single positive case on covid-19 using X-ray images. The 
method that we propose is convolutional neural network 
as the most effective deep learning technique for machine 
learning visual patterns recognition. Network was trained 
on a small database of X-ray images. We can conclude 
that after training the model with 20 epochs, we got a 
maximum accuracy of 98 percentage which means that the 
model has a high degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, further 
upgrades and increases in the collection of recordings are 
needed for future training and testing. By applying a larger 
database, and additional tools and libraries the model 
training process will improve and testing will show better 
results. After that the well-designed model could be 
implemented to use in a real situation.  

Combining the model of convolutional neural network 
for covid-19 detection from X-ray images of the patients 

with other data gathered from the medical record of the 
patients, such as coughing for example, could be one of 
future steps in our research that will improve the precision 
and speed up the process of establishing the diagnosis for 
the patients and simplify the procedures for the medical 
staff.  

Implementing another technique from artificial 
intelligence combined with convolutional neural network 
could speed up the process of recovering for the patients 
and save lives, at the same time, save money, save time 
and save energy for paying attention to other diseases and 
patients. We have started analysis of this issues and that 
will be focus on our future research.  
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Abstract - This paper presents the new structural design on 

the e-learning aid system currently in development at 

Computer Science Department of the University of Niš, 

Faculty of Electronic Engineering. The system enables the 

student to query the lecture in plain or rich text format for 

any existing relations between keywords, thus reducing the 

learning time and eliminating the student's need to 

periodically back up in order to review definitions of terms 

in order to infer their mutual relation. This is achieved 

through the graphical user interface, by the drag and drop 

operation performed on the chosen keywords, which 

triggers the query on the database of relations. The database 

can be developed manually or inferred based on any existing 

set of relations, and any database of relations can be applied 

to any chosen textual document, thus enabling cross-domain 

application. The paper describes the current state of 

development of the system, as well as possible directions for 

further research. Research presented supported by the 

University of Niš.  

Keywords: e-learning, manual semantic extraction, aid 

system 
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Abstract – As a result of using newest technical 

opportunities in contemporary medical diagnostics, there 

is need for compression of medical images that requires 

special approach. In order to achieve to best possible 

archiving and transporting of medical data, special 

algorithms have been developed. Modern medicine 

cannot be imagined without utilization of informational 

technologies. In this paper, 4D compression technique are 

analyzed based on the reviewed literature. The main goal 

was to determine where 4D compression is applied. 4D 

compression has been found to be used for diagnosis, 

including 4D MRI, 4D CT and PET scans. 

Keywords: 4D compression, medical image, lossy, lossless, 

MRI, PET, CT, SPECT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing use of medical imaging in 
clinical diagnosis, there is a need for a fast and safe 
method for sharing a large number of medical imaging 
among healthcare professionals [1]. Medical imaging is 
playing an increasingly important role in modern 
healthcare where is used for noninvasive diagnostics, 
therapy planning, and follow-up evaluations. The most 
updated imaging technologies offer enhanced features 
including additional levels of morphological and 
anatomical details as well as functional mapping. 
Among these advanced technologies, 4D imaging is 
experiencing growing popularity for its capability of 
producing a three-dimensional view of the object while 
at the same time monitoring the object over time (time 
is the fourth dimension)[2]. The lossless approach 
ensures that the output image (reconstructed) to be 
equivalent to the original input image after performing 
compression. Unfortunately, the scheme can only attain 
minimal compression. Even in lossy approach, the 
output image possess certain level of degradation as 
compared to original input image. The prime reason for 
this is because the redundancies lying within the image 
is rejected by the compression technique. Fortunately, 
lossy technique can accomplish higher degress of 
compression along with better retention of perceptual 
quality compared to lossless schemes[3]. 

Four-dimensional (4D) medical images are 
increasingly used in diagnosis, including 4D MRI, 4D 
CT, and PET scans [4][5]. Without efficient 
compression, large amounts of data would easily 
overwhelm storage and transmission systems. Doctors 
want lossless compression for accurate diagnosis and 
treatment, as well as in accordance with legal and 

regulatory requirements. Although there has been 
extensive work on the compression of still (2D) and 
volume (3D) images without loss and loss, the problem 
of 4D image compression is a relatively new research 
area [4]. 

 This paper analyzes the 4D compression technique. 
The aim of this paper is to show what the 4D 
compression technique is used for and to explore all 

the potentional uses of 4D compression.  

II. BACKGROUND OF MEDICAL IMAGES 

All modern medical imaging devices (imaging 
modalities) such as X-ray, CT (computed tomography) 
scan, and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) use 
DICOM. The DICOM standard (Digital Imaging and 
Communications in Medicine) is a set of rules that 
allows trading of medical images and information 
between hospitals and computers [6][7]. Image 
archiving and communication systems (PACS) enable 
archiving, review and distribution of medical images. It 
is a system used for manipulation of medical images 
and information, communicates with hospital 
information systems, radiological information systems, 
departmental information systems etc[8]. Detecting and 
analysing the diseases has become Significant role 
played by the medical imaging devices in detecting, 
analyzing the diseases. Many medical imaging 
equipment’s like X-Ray, CT SCAN, PET SCAN, 
SPECT etc., are in the market by different vendors like 
GE, SIEMENS, PHILIPS etc., Many of the 
equipment’s are 2D and even 3D/4D. All medical 
modalities have built in native image file format 
usually DICOM [9]. Based on the dimensionality 
medical images are classified as 2D, 3D, 4D.  2D 
medical images representation of object in 2 axis i.e. X 
axis and Y axis. 3D medical images representation of 
object in 3 axis i.e. X, Y and Z axis. 4D medical 
images represents 3D and time series [9]. 

A. CT (COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY) 

CT scanning uses special X-ray equipment to take 
multiple images from different angles around the body. 
The computer processes the information from the 
images and creates an image that shows a cross section 
of the area being examined. CT scanning is mainly 
suitable for studying parts of the chest and abdomen of 
the human body. Four-dimensional computed 
tomography  is a dynamic system for imaging the 
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extent of moving organs with image quality 
comparable to conventional CT [9].  

B. MRI (MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING) 

An MRI machine or scanner uses a powerful 
magnet and radio waves linked to a computer to create 
remarkably clear and detailed cross sectional images of 
the body. MRI can be used to view, monitor and 
diagnose spinal, joint or muscle problem, abdominal 
tumors and disorders, brain tumors and abnormal 
breast cancer, heart or blood vessel problems. 4D MRI 
can be used to visualization of complex flow patterns 
associated with healthy and pathologic of blood 
movement[9]. 

C. PET (POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY) 

Scan uses radiation or nuclear medicine imaging, to 
produce 3 dimensional, color images of the functional 
processes within the human body.  It is mainly used in 
diagnosing epilepsy cancer. 4D PET scans and outlined 
a PET imaging technique that reduces image blurring 
arising from respiratory motion[9]. 

D. SPECT (SINGLE PHOTON EMISSION 

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY) 

The scan provides highly functional information 
about the patient's specific organ or body system. 
SPECT is one of the best tools used to diagnose the 
brain, heart, kidneys, etc., and also to detect tumors in 
the body, because it provides information about blood 
flow, body temperature, etc[9]. 

III. APPLICATION OF 4D MEDICAL IMAGE 

4D imaging is finding application in various 
branches of medicine, the most common being 
oncology, cardiology, and neurology, and is 
contributing to understand disease progression, locate 
abnormalities, fine-tune radiation dosage, assess 
therapy efficacy, and monitor disease remission or 
spread. 4D imaging is also becoming a useful tool in 
image-guided surgery (IGS). Also known as surgical 
navigation, IGS is a method for performing a surgery 
with the aid of one or more imaging systems. In IGS, 
typically, 4D imaging is utilized to obtain preoperative 
images. Preoperative images show a view of the 
patient’s anatomy and are combined to generate a 
digital map, which is used by the surgeon to precisely 
position and orientate his surgical tools. Lately, 4D 
imaging systems for intraoperative imaging have also 
been introduced. These instruments are for the most 
part multimodal systems that not only provide images 
but also supply a therapeutic agent [2]. 

As technology continues to advance and evolve, 
innovators are constantly creating new ways to detect, 
diagnose, and treat disease with the help of medical 
imaging technology-including 3D and 4D models that 
push the frontiers of medical science. Advancements in 
3D and 4D imaging technology facilitate efficient and 
accurate real-time visualization of the human body 
while minimizing distortion for the patient [10]. 
Advanced of 4D imaging method makes image 
analysis much faster and more accurate than ever [11]. 

Dynamic volumetric (four dimensional- 4D) 
medical images are typically huge in file size and 
require a vast amount of resources for storage and 
transmission purposes[12]. Dynamic medical imaging 
modalities enable the examination of functional and 
mechanical properties of the human body and are used 
for clinical applications, e.g., 4D CT for respiratory 
organ motion modelling, 4D MR imaging for 
functional heart analysis and 4D ultrasound (US) for 
echocardiography analysis. These 4D modalities have 
high spatial (volumetric) and temporal (time sequence) 
sampling rate to capture the periodic motion cycles of 
organ activities, and this information is used for 
clinical decision making. However, the acquisition of 
these dynamic images requires larger radiation doses 
which may cause harm to humans, and longer image 
scanning and reconstruction times; these factors limit 
the use of 4D imaging modalities to broader clinical 
applications[13]. 4D medical images consist of 3D 
images (volumes) captured at different time points, 
with each volume comprised of 2D images (slices). 
These data are usually huge in file size and pose a big 
burden on the resources needed to store them for future 
study and follow up. With the increasing use of 
telemedicine and the picture archiving and 
communications system (PACS), there is also a need to 
quickly transmit these data over limited band width 
channels. Hence, it has become essential to design 
efficient lossless compression methods for storage and 
transmission of 4D medical images. Since lossless 
compression of 4D medical images is still a relatively 
new area of research, 3D and 2D lossless compression 
algorithms are often used to compress volumes or 
slices independently. Current state-of-the-art 2D and 
3D compression methods use mainly wavelet 
transforms or prediction coding to decorrelate the data 
and improve the compression performance. However, 
these compression methods fail to exploit redundancies 
in all four dimensions. Few methods that exploit 
redundancies in all four dimensions have been 
proposed using either 4D wavelet transforms or 3D 
motion compensation. However, the lossless 
compression ratios achieved by these approaches 
remain comparable to those achieved by state-of-the-
art 3D compression techniques, such as 3D-JPEG2000, 
thus leaving room for much needed improvement [12]. 

Recent advances in computer science and image 
technology have led to the innovative development of 
cardiovascular imaging. Recent three-dimensional 
volumetric computed tomography (CT) has increased 
the diagnostic accuracy of aortic and coronary artery 
disease, and scintigraphic imaging on color maps 
provides functional information on ventricular muscle 
viability, and computer-controlled film films are much 
more convenient than use. film images. Blood flow 
imaging is a new trend in cardiovascular imaging. Two 
types of blood flow imaging tools are available today: 
measurement-based flow visualization, including 4D 
flow magnetic resonance imaging, or echocardiography 
flow visualization software and computer flow 
simulation based on CF dynamics). MRI and 
echocardiography flow visualization provides 
measured blood flow, but has limitations in temporal 
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and spatial resolution, while CFD flow calculates flow 
according to assumptions instead of flow measurement 
and has fine enough resolution to limit computer 
memory, and allows even virtual surgery combined 
with computer graphics. Blood flow imaging can 
provide useful information for the development of 
predictive medicine in cardiovascular diseases and can 
lead to discoveries in cardiovascular surgery, 
especially in the decision-making process. Tools based 
on flow measurement are 4D magnetic resonance 
imaging and VFM echocardiography, both of which 
have limitations in temporal and spatial resolutions, but 
can visualize complicated flow by moving the heart 
chamber or valve. CFD simulation is a method of flow 
calculation with sufficiently fine resolution, but it 
depends on the calculation assumption. CFD 
simulation enables virtual surgery on a computer in 
combination with computer graphics. Blood flow 
imaging provides several predictive parameters of 
mechanical stress caused by diseased flow. Choosing 
the appropriate way to visualize the flow for each 
characteristic clinical situation is essential for the 
efficient use of blood flow images [14]. 

External beam radiation therapy (RT) is one of the 
main cancer therapies for lung cancer. Breathing and 
heart motion during irradiation causes significant 
variations in organ and target geometry in the order of 
several centimeters. This increases the dose to healthy 
tissue and reduces the dose to the target area, impairing 
the balance between complications and cure. 4D RT 
aims at compensating the deformation uncertainty by 
incorporating the motion characteristics into the dose 
calculation or gating the treatment device in phase with 
the motion pattern. These techniques require a patient-
specific motion model. With the advent of multi-slice 
CT, 4D image acquisition of dynamic processes such 
as breathing is now becoming possible [15]. 

The new 4D image reconstruction methods 
incorporate additional models of the respiratory and 
cardiac motion of the patient to reduce image blurring 
due to respiratory motion and image noise of the 
cardiac-gated frames of the 4D cardiac-gated images. 
They describe respiratory motion estimation and gating 
method based on patient PET list-mode data. The 
estimated respiratory motion is applied to the 
respiratory gated data to reduce respiratory motion 
blur. The gated cardiac images derived from the list-
model data are used to estimate cardiac motion. They 
are then used in the cardiac-gated images summing the 
motion-transformed cardiac-gated images for 
significant reduction in the gated images noise. Dual 
respiratory and cardiac motion compensation is 
achieved by combining the respiratory and cardiac 
motion compensation steps. The results are further 
significant improvements of the 4D gated cardiac PET 
images. The much improved gated cardiac PET image 
quality increases the visibility of anatomical details of 
the heart, which can be explored to provide more 
accurate estimation of the cardiac motion vector field 
and cardiac contractility [16]. The development of 
quantitative image reconstruction in medical imaging, 
including emission computed tomography (ECT) and 

x-ray CT, has recently shifted from three-dimensional 
to four-dimensional, i.e., the inclusion of the time 
dimension. There are two major goals for this 
development. First is to reduce reconstructed image 
artifacts due to patient motion. In particular, 
compensation of involuntary patient motion, e.g., 
respiratory motion, that causes resolution loss has 
received much attention. Second is to improve the 
temporal resolution of dynamic images for improved 
detection of global and regional motion abnormalities [ 
16]. 

In recent years, development in non-invasive and 
painless medical imaging such as CT or MRI, has 
improved the process of diseases diagnosis and 
clarification, including tumours, cysts, injuries, and 
cancers. The fullbody scanner with superior spatial 
resolution provides essential details of complicated 
anatomical structures for effective diagnostics. 
However, it is challenging for a physician in glance 
over a large data-set of over hundreds or even 
thousands of images (2D “slices of the body). When a 
doctor wants to view a patient’s CT or MRI scans for 
analysing, he needs to review and compare among 
many layers of 2D image stacks (many 2D slices make 
a 3D stack). If the patient is scanned multiple time 
(three consecutive months, for instance) to confirm the 
growth of the tumours, the dataset is turned to be 4D 
(time-stamp added). The manual analysing process is 
time-consuming, troublesome and labour intensive. 
The innovation of Augmented Reality (AR) in the last 
few decades allows to illuminate this problem. In one 
study, authors propose an AR technique which assists 
the doctor in instantly accessing and viewing a patients 
set of medical images quickly and easily. The doctor 
can use an optical head-mounted display such as the 
Google Glass, or a VR Headset such as the Samsung 
Gear VR, or a general smartphone such as the Apple 
iPhone X. He looks at one palm-sized AR Tag with 
patients document embedded with a QR code, and the 
smart device could detect and download the patients 
data using the decrypted QR code and display layers of 
CT or MRI images right on top of the AR tag. Looking 
in and out from the tag allows the doctor to see the 
above or below of the current viewing layer. Shifting 
the looking orientation left or right allows the doctor to 
see the same layer of images but in different timestamp 
(e.g. previous or next monthly scans). Their obtained 
results demonstrated that this technique enhances the 
diagnosing process, save cost and time for medical 
practice [17]. 

Medical image data (Ultrasonography, Computed 
Tomography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging etc.) 
consumes maximum storage and utilize maximum 
bandwidth for transmission that often results in 
degradation of image quality. Due to these inherent 
issues in such type of images, compression is the only 
applicable technique explored [3]. 
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IV. 4D ALGORITHMS 

In the text that follows 4D algorithm in medicine 
will be presented. 

A. 4D compression 

This model is presented as one of the possible 
solutions for the problem, a large amount data that 
cannot be stored so easily. This model can be divided 
into two main parts: exploring temporal redundancies 
and exploring frequency redundancies. Analyzing the 
shape of the original 4D dataset based on edge 
detection is the purpose of temporal analysis. Kernel 
then decides how the dataset is going to be segmented 
by the contours and characteristics. CNN convolutional 
neural networks) enables every segment subvolume, to 
have their own motion field, and every subvolume to 
be independent from others. Frequency redundancies, 
are removed after finishing with temporal 
redundancies, using 3D wavelet transform[18]. 

B. Temporal redundancies  

For temporal redundancies, time analysis is of the 
great importance. Time analysis requires registration of 
object and statical analysis. Static analysis is based 
ondividing data into time frames that can be observed 
how each frame is trying to match shape that is 
presented in kernel. In real time, every object is 
moving different motion in the space and time, so it is 
important to look on every object separately[7]. 

C. 3D canny edge detectorbased segmentation 

3D canny edge detector can be used for detecting 
edges. “The edge gradient of volumetric object can be 
by gradient components for each voxel. Second step is 
to estimate edge strength with the orientation of edge 
normal”[18]. 

D. Surface Extraction 

Every 3D object can be described based on shape 
of his surface. This description are used for 
classification object and movement predictions while 
compressing. HK segmentation is well-known method 
that allows finding patches of various shape for objects 
that as a result is giving visible object surface [18]. HK 
method is dividing object into homogeneous regions 
that are called homogenous surface patches. “For a 
given range object, the goal is to compute a new object 
registered with and with the same size in which each 
voxel is associated with a local shape class selected 
from a given dictionary” [18]. To complete the job, 
two tools are required: the dictionary of shape classes 
and the algorithm, that willdetermine which class give 
the best approximation of the surface for every voxel 
separately[ 18]. 

E. Estimating the motion field 

“In estimating the motion field of segmented 
subvolume the basic assumption is that the motion field 
is well approximated by a constant vector field within 
any small region of the object plane. The optical flow 
is the approximation of the motion field which can be 
computed from time-varying volumetric sequences 
[18].” 

F. Motion parameters for neural network 

The gold is to recreate motion of object, but that 
requires tie analysis to synthesis. Semantics of the 
system that will do visualization the motion needs to be 
known. Action and parameters should be linked to the 
3D model, in order to recreate the motion. This model 
converts result into visual parameters that will build 
motion field, which is previously mentioned[18]. 

G. Frequency redundancies  

Fast wavelet transform is used to explore frequency 
redundancies of still 3D object. Using wavelet 
transformation, the original data is decomposed on low 
and high coefficient frequency. One-dimensional 
wavelet is used on every row, column and in depth 
separately, for each voxel values. As result, average 
value is presented with coefficient[18]. 

H. Fast 3D wavelet transform 

“The fast wavelet transform is computed with 
filters that are separable products of one-dimensional 
low-pass h[n] and high-pass g[n] filters”[18]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Three-dimensional decomposition and subsampling along 

rows, columns and depth[18] 

V. DISCUSSION 

In one study authors extend initial ideas presented 
in by proposing a novel lossless compression method 
that fully exploits redundancies in all dimensions of 4D 
medical images. Their new method decorrelates the 
data in the spatial and temporal dimensions by 
recursively applying a multi-frame motion 
compensation process that employs a full 4D search 
with variable block-sizes and bi directional prediction. 
Redundancies in the resulting motion vectors are also 
reduced using a novel differential coding algorithm, 
while the residual data is losslessly compressed using a 
new context based adaptive binary arithmetic coder. 
Performance evaluations show that proposed method 
provides a significant improvement in compression 
ratio compared to current stat-of-the-art such as 
JPEG2000, 3D-JPEG2000 and H.264/AVC[19].  

In second study it is presented a lossless 
compression technique for 4D medical images which is 
based on the H.264/AVC video coding standard. This 
compression technique discover efficiently temporal 
and spatial redundancies between 2D image slices and 
3D images in 4D medical images and eliminates any 
concerns that can harm the quality of the image while 
compressing the same. Result of this technique shows 
the performance that is better for 70% percent from 
current 4D compression methods. This paper also 
shows that this compression technique is most valuable 
for compressing images from big scans such as MRI, 
PET, CT etc. In the following paper written by Hui 
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Yun et al, it is presented another solution in form of 
MP4 video coder for compression of 4D images in 
medicine. The size of 4D-CBCT is larger with every 
day and that became a burden to hard drive memory 
space of the hospital. For example, lung cancer patient 
with daily 4D-CBCT scan (33 fractions, 3-mm slice 
thickness, and 10 breathing phases), the total size of 
4DCBCT images in the whole treatment courses would 
be approximately 8 GB. For a cancer center treated 
with 300 patients per day, if only 10% of patients were 
using 4D-CBCT scan, the total size of images would be 
240 GB per day and approximately 5 TB per month. 
To transfer and backup such huge amount of 4D-CBCT 
data would be a challenge for a busy clinic. MP4 
shown better result from MJ2 and AVI video coders, 
the size of the file that is compressed can be reduce to 
the 99% percent from the original size [20]. 

Recent work of 4D lossless medical image 
compression is based on the application of techniques 
derived from video compression to effectively 
eliminate redundant parts in different image 
dimensions. In this context, some authors presented a 
new approach to 4D lossless medical image 
compression consisting of applying 2D wave 
transformation in spatial directions, followed or not by 
lifting the transformation or compensating for 
movement in the direction between sections, and the 
resulting sections are encoded by 3D SPIHT. Their 
approach was compared to 3D SPIHT with / without 
motion compensation. The results show that their 
approach offers better lossless compression 
performance [21]. 

Diagnostic imaging, especially brain imaging today 
widely developed involving more and more modalities. 
The size of the image data set then becomes very large. 
This is not only a problem due to problems with 
storage space, but also due to reliable data 
communication as in cloud architecture. The author 's 
goal was to develop a new method called sequential - 
preserving differences to compress a set of brain image 
data using redundancy in 4D format. They tested their 
method with actual clinical patient data produced by 
CT Perfusion and measured the compression ratio as 
well as the strength of the compression rate to assess 
performance. With 10 data sets, they have an average 
compression rate of 0.53 and space savings of more 
than 47%. This method is lossless, and the degree of 
compression was acceptable, which makes it suitable 
for application in cloud architecture [22]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

4D image compression is a relatively new research 
area. 4D data is commonly used for compression od 
medical images that are recorded for the patients with 
the cancer. By this it was meant the images from the 
big scans such as MRI, PET, CT. This data 
compression is very simple, choosing folder with the 
3D images that we want to transform into 4D and the 
folder where we want to save it. Since 4D compression 
is a newer area, the research could be conducted in a 
few years when this data compression technique is 
more applied.  Currently, there exists abundant 

research works on medical image compression 
considering lossy and lossless types, but the need of 
medical images to be compressed efficiently with 

optimal compression ratio is yet a question mark. 
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Abstract – In this paper we present the implemented 

software solution to visualize lap time data of Formula One 

Drivers on a chosen Circuit using Windows Presentation 

Foundation (WPF) Framework. We introduce three ways of 

comparing and visualizing Formula One lap time data, as 

well as a simple lap time prediction algorithm based on 

selected driver’s previous performance on the chosen 

circuit, with its results also visualized to be compared with 

actual race lap times. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Formula One is a racing World Championship 
established in 1950. Today, ten race teams (constructors) 
with two cars and drivers each compete during a, on 
average, twenty race (Grand Prix) long season for the 
Constructor's and the Driver's Championship.  

Drivers are awarded championship points depending 
on their finishing positions in a race, with the 10 best 
placed drivers score points, and each team gets the 
number of points which is the total of what their drivers 
scored in that particular race.  

The sport itself is governed by the Fédération 
Internationale de l'Automobile (FIA), that decides the 
regulations, both sporting and technical for its single 
seater open wheel and open cockpit racing cars.  

Formula One teams and drivers compete over a race 
weekend which consists of two hour-long free practice 
sessions on Friday, one hour long free practice and one 
qualifying session on Saturday and a race on Sunday. 
During a free practice session, the racing circuit is free for 
the drivers to post lap times and set up the cars to their 
liking, but in accordance with circuit configuration and 
weather conditions.  

With every outing of a single car on the circuit, the 
teams gather large amounts of data for almost every car 
component, and next to that, every car is fitted with a 
transponder in order to follow the car's position as well as 
the time it takes for the car to complete a lap. 

Using this data, the engineers of Formula One teams 
can get an understanding of their driver's pace during a 
stint (a set of consecutive laps driven) and how the 
different sets of tires perform. These are the factors at the 
center of the Race Strategy, which is the team’s plan on 
what lap their driver should change tires. All this data can 
be visualized in different ways, with one of them being a 
lap chart, displayed in Figure 1. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

A. Sport Data Visualization 

As with Formula One, other sports have a long 
tradition of data collection and reporting. Sport data is 
becoming more and more interesting for information 
visualization, visual analytics and data science, since 
through it, static and dynamic patterns can be identified 
[1]. 

Visualization can be characterized as a technique of 
creating images, diagrams or animations to convey a 
message. Data Visualization is a sub-category of 
visualization that enables graphic representation of data, 
utilizing charts, graphs or maps. Users can see, recognize 
and quickly recollect images, but also detect changes in 
color, size, shapes, movement etc.  

B. Related Work 

In [1], Perin et al. identified three types of sports data 
that are used in visualization:  

• box-score designates the statistical summary 
of a game. The authors use this term to 
describe any discrete data referencing in-
game events. These include summary 
statistics, and finer-grained data. This type of 
data is often simple and small-scale, but it is 
diverse and results in a wide variety of 
visualization approaches. The most 
interesting approach for this paper with box-
score data is showing relative differences, 
with relative times being shown. Charts 

 

Figure 1.  Official Formula One lap chart for the 2021 Styrian Grand 

Prix 
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presented here were line, column and step 
line charts. 

• tracking data is collected utilizing machine 
vision to gather precise spatio-temporal 
information about the players and equipment 
in real-time during the course of play. 
Visualization of this data type follows 
trajectories of player movement or density 
and areas that a player or a team occupied the 
most on the field. 

• meta-data adds context to the events that the 
previous two capture. These concern rules, 
stadiums, physical characteristics of players, 
kit colors, team badges etc. Visualization can 
add championship logo, team colors, player 
nationalities, tournament brackets, 
predictions etc. 

The role that visualization finds in sports is to be of 
use for analytical purposes, in order to get better 
understanding and gain insight about the data, and for 
narrative purposes, to present data in a way that is much 
easier to understand. 

Sulsters presented a way to simulate Formula One race 
strategies in [2]. They built a simulation model that can 
determine the optimal race strategy utilizing the same lap 
time data source as the used for this paper. Their model 
uses discrete-event simulation to simulate lap times of 
drivers during a race, with imitation of other on-circuit 
events that affect lap times. The simulation model was 
better with predicting the end positions and worse when it 
came to predicting race times. Results of the simulation 
were presented with overall race results and total race 
time, and were not visualized in any way.  

Interactive, calendar-based web visualization tool, that 
was the result of [3] has a similar idea to our visualization 
software with the same data source. Lampprech et al. 
presented races in a heatmap depending on the fastest lap 
driven, and by selecting a race, user will see two charts 
with single color-coding approach, faster the lap or better 
the finishing position is, the color chosen is dark green, 
while on the opposite end the color chosen is red, which 
means that not all drivers will ever be presented with the 
same color. There are options available to isolate specific 
drivers’ lap representation and zoom to a specific part of 
the data displayed. 

Visualization of player performance in the Overwatch 
video game gave another data visualization approach in 
[4]. For every aspect of the game, Braun et al. arranged 
data clusters along the X-Axis, while the values were 
arranged along the Y-Axis. Every value presented on the 
chart, was marked with a „X“ symbol, while the average 
value was marked with a horizontal line that is parallel to 
the X-Axis, and in turn serves as a referent value. Average 
value of every data cluster was marked with a „+“ symbol 
which gives an opportunity of comparing with the total 
average value, and to compare data between the clusters. 

Skau and Kosara, in [5] researched how people 
perceive and read pie and donut charts, and give 

recommendations how to use these types of charts. One of 
their discoveries is that the central angle is not the only, 
nor the primary factor when reading pie charts. Also, the 
center can be removed and not affect the precision of the 
chart reading. On the other hand, area-only charts resulted 
as being surprisingly effective. When approaching the 
radius of the pie chart, changing it interfered with people’s 
ability to read the chart, and the authors call for this to be 
avoided. 

In [6], Ottley, Kaszowska, Crouser and Peck utilized 
eye tracking to see how people extract information from 
text and visualization. Visualization was better for 
information retrieval, while textual data got more attention 
from people. Neither visualization nor text alone was 
effective in aiding information retrieval and processing. 
One way that the authors found could be the way to bridge 
the gap is to employ both representations in an interactive 
visualization, and take advantage of what text and 
visualization provide. 

 

III. MATERIALS, METHODS AND PROPOSED SOLUTION 

A. Data 

The Formula One data is provided by an internet API, 
ergast.com/mrd. It provides the user with both box-score 
and meta-data that consists of both drivers, teams and 
circuits data, and also the subject of this paper, lap times 
and other race result data. 

API queries require a GET request with arguments that 
define what data will be retrieved. There is a 
predetermined caching period, which lasts one hour from 
the first retrieval of a specific dataset, but the caching time 
can be changed.  

Ergast API cannot take more than four queries per 
second and 200 queries per hour, which limits data 
availability to some degree, but we took that into 
consideration when approaching the interaction and 
visualization options. 

Lap time data, when being used for processing, is 
represented in seconds, while when it is being represented 
in textual form is shown in mm:ss.sss format. When 
presenting lap times of a specific driver, the chart is 
colored in the color of the driver’s team. 

B. Visualization Options 

The software is made using the Windows Presentation 
Foundation (WPF), where we organized our software into 
five windows.  

Starting (Main) Window offers to the user to choose 
the data to visualize: lap times of a driver in a single race, 
compare the lap times of a driver in a race in two different 
seasons, or compare the lap times of two drivers in a race.  

The user selects the season (2019, 2020 or 2021), the 
race name, and driver name depending on the data he 
wants to visualize, and gets the resulting chart.  
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Visualization of lap times of driver in a single race is 
represented with a point chart and a heatmap. The point 
chart represents all of the lap times in a race and it is 
shown with a vertical line that corresponds to the time of 
the second lap, which is the first competitively posted lap 
time in a race after lap one, where drivers do a standing 
start, so the user can get an understanding of the driver’s 
race pace. This solution is inspired by the results presented 
in [4].  

Circuit and driver name are also shown, along with 
driver’s team name, finishing position in the race and the 
fastest lap time the driver posted during the race. The 
heatmap on the side shows how many laps did the chosen 
driver drive with a specific gap to the overall fastest time 
of the race, where the gaps are: up to 0.3 seconds, from 
0.3 to 0.6 seconds, from 0.6 to 1 second, from 1 to 1.3 
seconds, from 1.3 to 1.6 seconds, from 1.6 to 2 seconds or 
more than 2 seconds. This visualization solution is 
displayed in Figure 2. 

Visualization of the comparison of the chosen driver’s 
lap times in a race in two different seasons is represented 
as a column chart with two bars being shown for each lap. 
Since the chart is showing multiple data for a single 
driver, to escape using the same color twice, the second 
bar is shown half transparent.  

The same text data is shown as in the previous 
visualization solution with options to zoom and move 
through the zoomed-in chart. Another part of this 
visualization solution is a pie chart variant that shows total 
race time for the driver in both seasons. This visualization 

solution is displayed in Figure 3.  

Visualization of the comparison between the lap times 
of two drivers in the same race is shown with the race and 
circuit name, along with relevant race data for both 
drivers: their names and team colors, gap between the first 
and the second driver chosen, their respective fastest lap 
of the race, and the average speed of the fastest lap 
displayed with a speed-o-meter graphic and text label with 
the time itself, a solution that was proposed in [6]. 

Next to that, there is a Nightingale Rose Chart (pie 
chart with varying radii), which represents drivers’ lap 
times with the slower lap time showing with the maximum 
radius, while the faster lap time is showing with a radius 
that goes up to the percentage of the gap between the laps 
in relation to the slower lap time.  

With this type of chart not having Data labels, starting 
point of the chart is displayed in form of an arrow, that 
shows where the times for the first lap are shown. This 
visualization solution is displayed in Figure 4. Even 
though in [5], varying radii pie charts were presented as a 
bad solution, here it can be used to show which driver had 
better pace overall. 

All of the described charts have tooltips with data 
values. When the user moves his mouse pointer over a 
particular chart area, they will be presented with a tooltip 
that shows the chart value. 

 

Figure 2.  Visualization of lap times of a driver in a single race 

 

Figure 3.  Visualization of lap times comparison for a chosen driver in a 

chosen race in two odifferent seasons 

 

Figure 4.  Visualization of lap times comparison of two drivers for a chosen 

race  
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C. Prediction Algorithm 

Lap time prediction works in a similar way to 
visualization, it can be chosen as an option in the Main 
Window, with the additional data input being the first 
timed lap of a driver in the race (in seconds).  

Depending on the time given, the algorithm will take 
all of the times from the chosen race in the last two years 
that the chosen driver has driven. Then, depending on the 
gaps between the first lap and the subsequent laps in the 
races, it will calculate the lap times for the chosen race 
when looking at the relative pace of the chosen driver in 
that race in the past: 

• If the chosen driver has driven in only one 
occurrence of race chosen in the past, the 
algorithm will take his pace relative to the 
first lap of that race and apply those lap time 
gaps to the time provided. 

• If the chosen driver has driven in two 
occurrences of race chosen in the past, the 
algorithm will take 60% of the most recent 
race pace relative to the first lap and 40% of 
the other and combine them to apply lap time 
gaps to the time provided. 

• If the chosen driver has driven in three 
occurrences of race chosen in the past, the 
algorithm will take 50% of the most recent 
race pace relative to the first lap, 30% of the 
race in the middle, and 20% of the oldest 
race, and combine them to apply lap time 
gaps to the time provided. 

• If the chosen driver has driven in four 
occurrences of race chosen in the past, the 
algorithm will take 30% of the most recent 
race pace relative to the first lap, 25% of the 
two races in the middle, and 20% of the 
oldest race, and combine them to apply lap 
time gaps to the time provided. 

These lap times are visualized with a line chart where 
the prediction times are shown in purple color, while the 
actual lap times of the chosen race for the driver are 
shown in his team’s color, so the user can understand how 
precise the prediction was. 

The prediction algorithm also finds the fastest lap out 
of the laps predicted and displays it next to the actual 
fastest lap, so that they can also be compared. This chart 
solution also offers the zoom option, along with the option 
to move through the zoomed-in chart. This is displayed in 
Figure 5. 

IV. PREDICTION RESULTS 

There are three possible outcomes (limitations) to the 
prediction algorithm: 

1. With any incident or stoppage during lap one, 
the subsequent predicted laps could be much 
slower than the actual laps, since the 
reference point is a slow lap time. Example 
used: Pierre Gasly, Hungarian Grand Prix, 
2021 

2. With a regular lap one, the prediction 
algorithm can be quite close to the actual lap 
times if the driver continues with good pace 
similar to the past seasons. Example used: 
Valtteri Bottas, Austrian Grand Prix, 2021 

3. With a regular lap one, the driver can 
experience technical glitches that would 
hamper his pace, or if he is driving a car that 
does not perform as good as the cars he drove 
in past seasons, his actual times might be 
slower than those predicted. Example used: 
Daniel Ricciardo, British Grand Prix, 2021 

These outcomes are shown in relation to the predicted 
fastest lap in Table 1. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Result of this paper is WPF implemented software that 
proposes different ways to present similar datasets. It 
could also have been used to visualize any lap time data 
that comes from the Ergast API, like those simulated in 
[2]. The API’s limitations were bypassed by getting all of 
the race lap times in a single query, and not having to take 
one lap time per query. 

There are different ways to compare data, but also to 
inspect it more closely with options to zoom, move 
through the zoomed-in parts of the charts, and read the 
values from the tooltips provided.  

When looking at future work, model of this solution 
could be expanded to be more similar to the one showed 
in [2] and offer comparison of driver pace when running 
on a chosen tire compound.  

The prediction algorithm could be modified further, so 
that it takes data for two or more drivers and shows the 

TABLE I.  THREE OUTCOMES: ACTUAL AND PREDICTED LAP TIMES  

 Actual Lap Time Predicted Lap Time 

Outcome 1 1:20.359 
2:01.537 

(41.178 seconds slower) 

Outcome 2 1:08.375 
1:08.522 

(0.147 seconds slower) 

Outcome 3 1.31.284 
1.11.789 

(almost 20 seconds faster) 

 

Figure 5.  Visualization of actual and predicted lap times for a chosen 

driver in a chosen race 
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prediction of their lap times on the same chart. We would 
also look at some other performance visualizing charts, 
similar to the one proposed in [4], and find ways to utilize 
them with these datasets. Finally, one interesting 
challenge would be to transfer this software into a smart 
phone app. 
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Abstract - The Internet of Things (IoT) is a growing area 

of research in the context of smart cities. The need for 

remotely accessible data and information / knowledge on 

the technical performance of buildings, at any time, from 

anywhere, regardless of the type of parameters, together 

with the need for full remote control will lead to the 

development of IoT for buildings. "Intelligent Buildings" 

(IBs) are designed with this technology to optimize the 

performance of their life cycle. The aim of this paper was 

to find architectures for application in smart buildings, 

predominantly architectures applied in the field of 

energy. Efficient management of heating, ventilation and 

air conditioning (HVAC) systems in smart buildings is 

one of the main applications of the IoT paradigm. The 

IoT architecture for the application of the HVAC model 

predictive control system (MPC) in a real environment is 

presented. Thanks to the proposed IoT-based 

architecture, the sensor, control and drive subsystems are 

connected to the Internet, and a remote interface with the 

HVAC control system is guaranteed to end users. The 

design and application of a presence sensor platform that 

can be used to accurately detect occupancy at the level of 

individual offices is also presented. Their presence sensor 

is cheap, wireless and can be gradually applied in existing 

buildings, and significant opportunities for energy savings 

have been discovered. 

Key words: IoT, architecture, smart city, smart buildings, 

HVAC system, energy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart cities concepts focus on the main changes in 
people's lifestyle from traditional to technological 
solutions. Technological solutions are being proposed 
to increase citizen's quality of life. Smart cities deal 
with the deployment of a network of devices (including 
IoT, mobile, and sensors devices). IoT data sources can 
connect to different data sources in the smart cities, 
including third-party applications and other related 
databases [1]. IoT is emerging as the next big wave of 
digital presence for billions of devices on the Internet. 
[2].  

Smart Buildings are essential building blocks of 
Smart Cities.  Intelligent buildings (IB) have been 
gaining increasing interest in recent years, as various 
IB technologies have been developed. The European 
Group on Intelligent Construction (UK) or the Institute 
for Intelligent Construction (USA) are focused on IB 
from a performance perspective. Therefore, the focus 
from this point of view is on user comfort, the ability to 

quickly adapt to changing user needs, efficiently 
manage resources and minimize life cycle costs. IB 
should be viewed from a multi-industrial perspective, 
including the right combination of architecture, 
structure, information technology, automation, 
environment and energy, services and facility 
management, such as minimizing life cycle costs, 
maximizing comfort and adapting properly to cultural 
incentives [3]. A smart building is any structure that 
uses automated processes to automatically control the 
building’s operations including heating, ventilation, air 
conditioning, lighting, security and other systems. A 
smart building uses sensors, actuators and microchips, 
in order to collect data and manage it according to a 
business’ functions and services. This infrastructure 
helps owners, operators and facility managers improve 
asset reliability and performance, which reduces energy 
use, optimizes how space is used and minimizes the 
environmental impact of buildings [4]. 

This paper presents architectures which apply in the 
concept of smart buildings in field of energy. 

II. IOT AND SMART BUILDING  

A smart city is defined as a city ecosystem that 
leverages connected technologies for the purpose of the 
betterment of city operations and intelligent near real-
time decision making [5]. Smart cities are based on 
autonomous and distributed infrastructure that includes 
intelligent information processing and control systems 
heterogeneous network infrastructure, and ubiquitous 
sensing involving millions of information sources [6].  
The Smart Cities architectures envisioned or 
implemented up to date deal mostly with use cases 
from the following categories: energy, waste disposal, 
environmental management, and transport [7][8].  A 
city usually consists of a very complex system of 
different types of infrastructure like ICT infrastructure, 
civil engineering infrastructure, social networks, 
financial network, etc. All of these systems require 
management effort like monitoring, reporting, and 
interaction to ensure efficient performance of all 
activities [9].  The IoT can be defined as a set of 
interconnected objects, sensors, electronic devices and 
services which can help a human to perform his tasks 
and duties from anywhere [10]. The devices are 
connected with the web using different technologies 
such as ZigBee, Bluetooth, etc. The communication 
between the devices and the user is carried out using a 
web-based infrastructure using the Mesh services [10]. 
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According to some authors, term Iot was first used in 
1998 [11]. The number of deployed IoT devices by 
2021 just for smart buildings would be around 10.8 
billion (2.8 billion for residential buildings) [12]. The 
world human population is predicted to increase in 
mid-2050 to 9,804 million. In addition, over half of the 
world human population resides in cities [13]. It needs 
not only network connections and extension of the 
Internet but also the assistance of satellite remote 
sensing and other positioning systems. In this way, the 
Internet of Things can accurately locate any object and 
realize remote operation [14]. IoT does not allow the 
use of a universal software architecture for different 
fields in which it is used, but needs to be adjusted 
according to the requirements of users [15]. The object 
or ‘thing’ in IoT can be any physical object which is 
equipped with a processing unit, sensors and actuators 
and is connected to internet via wired or wireless 
connectivity [16][17]. Every object in IoT has an 
identifier through which it is identified within the 
network [16]. As the city grows, new problems arise 
e.g., traffic congestion, waste management, pollution, 
parking allocation, etc. and the resources are scarce 
[18].  

There are many possibilities for a smart city that is 
enabled with smart buildings and well provisioned and 
managed internet of things (IoT) frameworks. The 
benefits of such frameworks can be felt in multiple 
domains. On planning an integrated city, data captured 
from the infrastructures within a city can be analyzed 
and utilized for effective resource and services 
provisions within the city. In urban mobility, 
automated planning and demand responsive to public 
transportation integrated with self-driven vehicles. On 
safety, security and health of cities and their citizens, 
real-time surveillance and analytics can lead to better 
provision of emergency services, weather planning, 
early warnings on floods, tornadoes, man-made 
disasters and pandemics [19].  

Smart Building (SB) is a new concept where the 
building benefits from the development of automation 
and communication technologies to create smart 
environments which are more efficient in the use of the 
available resources and much more secure [20]. Smart 
buildings (SB) are structures that use automated 
processes to control operations such as heating, 
ventilation, air conditioning, lighting, and security, and 
allowing sophisticated monitoring and control over 
their functions [21]. Smart buildings comprise all 
communication technologies that enable different 
sensors, objects, and functions within a building to 
communicate/interact with each other and also to be 
managed, controlled, and automated in a remote way 
[22]. According to a general survey, in the U.S., 
buildings are responsible for around 38% of the total 
carbon dioxide emissions, 71% of the total electrical 
energy consumption, 39% of the total energy usage, 
12% of water consumption, and 40% of nonindustrial 
waste. Hence, smart buildings can create a large-scale 
impact on environmental conservation, financial 
savings, and energy preservation [22]. 

IoT has also influenced conventional building 
models and with its state-of-the-art technology has 
transformed common designs into smart ones. Smart 
buildings contain all communication technologies that 
allow various sensors, objects and functions in the 
building to communicate with each other and are also 
managed, controlled and automated remotely [23].  A 
related and cost-effective user-level IoT application is 
the support of IoT-enabled smart buildings. 
Commercial space has substantial requirements in 
terms of comfort, usability, security, and energy 
management. IoT-based systems can support these 
requirements in an organic manner. In particular, 
power over Ethernet, as part of an IoT-based solution, 
offers disruptive opportunities in revolutionizing the 
in-building connectivity of a large swath of devices. 
Data from the Survey on Energy Consumption in 
Commercial Buildings show that in 2012, there were 
5.6 million commercial buildings in the United States, 
covering 87.4 billion square meters of floor space [24]. 
Globally, buildings (residential and commercial) are 
responsible for over 40% of total energy consumption 
[24]. 

Components of smart buildings are: 

• Occupancy Sensors: Motion detectors can be 
employed to confirm the authenticity of the usage of 
resources. Temperature, lights, and other utilities can 
be adjusted according to needs and thus augment 
savings. These components can make a huge impact in 
office environments.  

• Light Sensors: The variance of light according 
to the time of the day and the amount of sunshine can 
help in detecting the appropriate amiable light for 
rooms.  

• Thermal Sensors: Weather conditions can be 
taken into account to set apposite temperature values. 
Further data concerning time zone and area can be a 
factor in making decisions.  

• CO2 Sensors: Excess carbon dioxide in the air 
can be undesirable for well-being. With an increase in 
occupancy of an area, the level of CO2 also 
accentuates. Hence, the level of fresh air can be 
adjusted for alarming rates to develop a salubrious 
environment within the building area.  

• Actuators: An actuator can be employed to 
convert electrical energy into some form of useful 
energy. Some examples are heating or cooling 
elements, speakers, lights, displays, and motors.  

• Medical Sensors: In the healthcare field, IoT 
can be a really useful tool for the measurement and 
monitoring of medical parameters. Medical sensors can 
help in providing feedback and analysis to doctors or 
patients family at crucial times. 

The benefits of smart buildings can be listed as 
follows:  

• Improved Efficiency: Sensors employed in the 
vicinity help in the analysis of data which helps to 
predict the appropriate conditions and balance out the 
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requirements, thus by keeping a check on the 
consumption and overutilization of resources and 
energy, we can avoid losses and improve efficiency.  

• Easier Maintenance: With complete control 
and active monitoring of the systems, reliability, 
performance of parts, and other components can be 
easily tracked and maintained. Detectors can also be 
applied to find the reasons behind malfunctioning or 
other issues. 

• Savings: With sensors helping in identifying 
underused and overused areas and smart control 
systems allowing optimal climatic conditions to be 
maintained, a major factor of energy is saved and along 
with it an equally significant amount of lucre is 
procured.  

• Safety: For mitigation and disaster 
management purposes, smart buildings can play a vital 
role in securing occupants and surroundings [22]. 

To implement the architecture, it is suggested to 
consider some points. First, it’s very important to 
define the objectives of the SB, including what would 
be measured and/or controlled. Second, the 
implementation team must choose the components that 
they should acquire according to their needs, which 
involves if the building is a factory, an office, a 
household or other type of edification. The components 
include the MCUs, SBCs sensors and actuators. Third, 
the MCUs and SBCs must be programmed and the IoT 
devices must be configured all together, all in a 
specific way that serves the objective. After the SB has 
been successfully implemented, it’s important to make 
sure that it maintains a high level of operability. 
Devices must receive maintenance in defined 
recommended periods to prevent failure and the SB 
must have a monitoring system able to check if one is 
down. There’re special cases where the implementation 
team would have to take further actions, like covering 
some devices with protective cases or using 
dehumidifiers when the SB is near coast areas, where 
humidity can easily damage electronic devices [23]. 

III. HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR 

CONDITIONING (HVAC) SYSTEM IN SMART BUILDINGS 

In recent times, the increase of energy efficiency is 
a pivotal goal for energy policy makers that aim at 
promoting a conscious, cost-effective, and sustainable 
energy use in management of resources and 
infrastructures, transportation and logistics, the 
production and industrial sector, and all activities 
related to human life. A significant part of energy 
consumption concerns the energy demand of buildings 
that in Europe amounts to 40% of the total and is 
mainly due to the so-called Heating, Ventilation and 
Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems. HVAC systems are 
devoted to guarantee hygrothermal comfort in building 
indoor environments and their automated management 
can largely impact the virtuous behavior of its end-
users. In particular, it is of paramount importance to 
implement novel control architectures that on the one 
hand allow the energy optimization of HVAC systems 
without neglecting the thermal comfort of building 

occupants and on the other hand offer to the policy 
makers and citizens (i.e., the end-users) an interactive 
tool for the monitoring and control of the HVAC 
system. This can be achieved by combining two main 
modules: a control algorithm and a smart physical 
infrastructure. The first module must be devoted to the 
energy and thermal comfort optimization while the 
second takes care of the sensing, communication, data 
storage, and actuation of the HVAC system on the 
basis of the end-users’ requests. For the control 
algorithm module, many techniques can be considered 
that have been developed during the years for HVAC 
systems. However, the majority of them consist 
typically in the intuitive on/off controllers that cannot 
compensate for the high thermal inertia of many 
HVAC processes, or in simple PID controllers whose 
tuning is a complex activity and whose performance 
degrades if the system conditions vary. Only in the last 
two decades the more promising Model Predictive 
Control (MPC) approach is taking off: this control 
technique allows to effectively integrate issues such as 
disturbance rejection, constraint satisfaction, and slow-
moving dynamic control together with energy 
efficiency strategies into the controller formulation. 
Furthermore, thanks to the decreasing costs of smart 
devices, the large availability of distributed sensors and 
data analytics tools, and in general the advances of 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT), 
the implementation of optimal control approaches for 
the energy efficiency and thermal comfort optimization 
is becoming more immediate and affordable. It is then 
evident that MPC becomes useless if it is not 
associated to a proper smart physical infrastructure that 
allows the collection/forwarding of actual data from/to 
the field. The Internet of Things (IoT) offers a proper 
solution by allowing the connection of sensors, 
actuators, and other objects to the Internet, and thus 
permitting the perception of the world, as well as the 
interaction with it [24]. 

Buildings are among the largest consumers of 
electricity in the US. A significant portion of this 
energy use in buildings can be attributed to HVAC 
systems used to maintain comfort for occupants. In 
most cases these building HVAC systems run on fixed 
schedules and do not employ any finegrained control 
based on detailed occupancy information [25]. The US 
Department of Energy estimates that buildings 
consume 70% of the electricity in the US. Recent 
efforts have focused on making buildings more energy 
efficient, including research that target specific areas 
such as HVAC lighting and managing IT energy 
consumption within buildings. The energy usage in a 
building can typically be divided amongst several 
subsystems, including plug loads, lighting, and 
mechanical equipment used for climate control. 
Mechanical equipment includes the combined heating, 
ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) loads and 
constitutes a significant amount of energy 
consumption. Traditionally, most HVAC systems use 
only temperature and humidity as the primary inputs in 
determining cooling requirements. This limitation can 
often lead to inefficient energy usage. For example, a 
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room might be cooled to 22.9C regardless of whether 
there are any occupants [25]. 

IV. IOT BASED CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Figure 1 presents the overall IoT based control 
system architecture which allows to optimize the 
energy efficiency and thermal comfort of the internal 
environment of smart buildings. “It consists of the 
following elements:   

• a net of sensors that perceives the 
environmental conditions and sends measurements to a 
gateway; 

• a set of HVAC modules; 

• a net of actuators that control the HVAC 
modules and communicate with the gateway; 

• a gateway that connects the nets of sensors 
and actuators to the Internet; 

• an external Application programming 
interface (API) that provides forecasts of the weather 
conditions; 

• an external database server that 
collects/forwards data from/to the field and from/to the 
control unit; 

• a control unit that communicates with the 
database server and where the MPC algorithm is 
executed; 

• an IP device that acts as end-user interface 
that is connected to the database server and hosts a 
dashboard dedicated to monitoring the state of the 
environment and setting the control system mode” 
[24].  

 
Figure 1. The high-level system diagram of the proposed IoT 

based architecture[24] 

The environmental indoor conditions (i.e., 
temperature, CO2 level, number of occupants, etc.) and 
the energy consumption are measured by means of the 
net of sensors. The measurements are periodically sent 
to the gateway, which communicates with the database 
server, and then to the control unit where the MPC 
algorithm is deployed. This algorithm provides to the 
HVAC systems the control actions that ensure the best 
compromise in terms of energy consumption and 
comfort for the given comfort constraints during a 
particular time horizon. These control actions are sent 
via the gateway to the devices that actuate the HVAC 

modules [24]. “The HVAC modules modify the room 
temperature according to the decisions taken by the 
MPC algorithm. The database server stores the 
measurements of temperature and energy consumption. 
These measurements are displayed at the end user by 
means of the dashboard on an IP device, which is 
connected to the database server. The dashboard allows 
users to interact with the control unit and select the 
desired temperature and the desired control mode” 
[24]. 

V. RELATED WORK 

In one paper authors proposed an IoT based 
architecture for the implementation of Model 
Predictive Control (MPC) of HVAC systems in real 
environments. The considered MPC algorithm 
optimizes on line, in a closed-loop control fashion, 
both the indoor thermal comfort and the related energy 
consumption for a single zone environment. Thanks to 
the proposed IoT based architecture, the sensing, 
control, and actuating subsystems are all connected to 
the Internet, and a remote interface with the HVAC 
control system is guaranteed to end-users. In particular, 
sensors and actuators communicate with a remote 
database server and a control unit, which provides the 
control actions to be actuated in the HVAC system, 
users can set remotely the control mode and related set-
points of the system while comfort and environmental 
indices are transferred via the Internet and displayed on 
the end-users’ interface. The proposed IoT based 
control architecture is implemented and tested in a 
campus building at the Polytechnic of Bari (Italy) in a 
proof of concept perspective. The effectiveness of the 
proposed control algorithm is assessed in the real 
environment evaluating both the thermal comfort 
results and the energy savings with respect to a 
classical thermostat regulation approach[24].  

In one study authors proposed a self-managing 
architecture for multi-HVAC systems in buildings, 
based on the ‘‘Autonomous Cycle of Data Analysis 
Tasks’’ concept. A multi-HVAC system can be plainly 
seen as a set of HVAC subsystems, made up of heat 
pumps, chillers, cooling towers or boilers, among 
others. Their approach is used for improving the energy 
consumption, as well as to maintain the indoor 
comfort, and maximize the equipment performance, by 
means of identifying and selecting of a possible multi-
HVAC system operational mode. The multi-HVAC 
system operational modes are the different 
combinations of the HVAC subsystems [26].  

In some paper authors have presented the design 
and implementation of a low-cost and incrementally 
deployable occupancy detection system using battery 
operated wireless sensor nodes. Their evaluation across 
a ten room initial deployment shows that their choice 
of sensors and occupancy detection algorithm can 
detect occupancy accurately. Using this occupancy 
information as input to a simulation model of a 
building, they show that the HVAC energy 
consumption can in fact be reduced from 10% to 15% 
using their system. They also believe that the actual 
energy savings might even be greater with more 
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aggressive control algorithms that can utilize the 
occupancy information provided by our sensors to 
duty-cycle HVAC systems further [25]. 

Model predictive control is theoretically suitable 
for optimal control of the building, which provides a 
framework for optimizing a given cost function (e.g., 
energy consumption) subject to constraints (e.g., 
thermal comfort violations and HVAC system 
limitations) over the prediction horizon. However, due 
to the buildings’ heterogeneous nature, control-oriented 
physical models’ development may be cost and time 
prohibitive. Data-driven predictive control, integration 
of the “Internet of Things”, provides an attempt to 
bypass the need for physical modeling. One paper 
presents an innovative study on a data-driven 
predictive control (DPC) for building energy 
management under the four-tier building energy 
Internet of Things architecture. Here, they develop a 
cloud-based SCADA building energy management 
system framework for the standardization of 
communication protocols and data formats, which is 
favorable for advanced control strategies 
implementation. Two DPC strategies based on building 
predictive models using the regression tree (RT) and 
the least-squares boosting (LSBoost) algorithms are 
presented, which are highly interpretable and easy for 
different stakeholders (end-user, building energy 
manager, and/or operator) to operate. The predictive 
model’s complexity is reduced by efficient feature 
selection to decrease the variables’ dimensionality and 
further alleviate the DPC optimization problem’s 
complexity. The selection is dependent on the principal 
component analysis (PCA) and the importance of 
disturbance variables (IoD). The proposed strategies 
are demonstrated both in residential and office 
buildings. The results show that the DPC-LSBoost has 
outperformed the DPC-RT and other existing control 
strategies (MPC, TDNN) in performance, scalability, 
and robustness [27]. This paper reports an innovative 
study combining the data-driven predictive control 
strategy with a complex cloud SCADA-based building 
energy management platform, which attempts to 
standardize communication protocols and data formats 
and further implement advanced control strategies. The 
platform also provides useful data representations to 
different stakeholders (end-user, building energy 
manager, and/or operator), enabling the platform 
flexibility and scalability. They present two algorithms, 
based on RT and LSBoost, to create control-oriented 
models for the DPC. Moreover, an efficient feature 
selection method, which depends on the principal 
component analysis and the importance of disturbance 
variables, is leveraged to decrease the model’s 
dimension and further alleviate the DPC optimization 
problem’s complexity. They then apply the DPC to two 
different case studies for energy consumption in 
residential and office buildings. The numerical 
simulation shows that the DPC-LSBoost provides 
lower energy consumption while maintaining the 
required thermal comfort compared to the MPC, the 
TDNN, and the DPC-RT. With the same environmental 
comfort demand, compared with the TDNN, the peak 
power consumption with the DPC- LSBoost can be 

reduced by 11.92% and 30.4%, even compared to the 
DPC-RT 4.99% and 11.54% that are achieved. These 
advantages make the DPC-LSBoost an attractive tool 
for large-scale cyber-physical energy systems to reduce 
energy consumption. Also, in the context of prediction 
time, comparing with the MPC, the prediction time of 
the DPC-LSBoost is reduced by 72 s and 294.7 s, 
respectively [27]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Smart buildings are a rising endeavor of technology 
and a promising amalgamation of IoT with the 
contemporary world. 

One of main contributions to the consumption of 
energy in buildings is the heating, ventilation and air 
condition (HVAC) system. Multi-HVAC systems can 
be seen as an intermediate level of modeling, 
composed by different HVAC subsystems (e.g. boilers, 
chillers, heat pumps, among others), that define their 
operations and enabling the simulation of their 
behavior at a given time. HVAC systems are an 
essential part in buildings, since they are responsible 
for offering a temperature and air quality acceptable 
interior in buildings such as offices, hospitals, centers 
commercial, among others. They are also the main 
energy consumers in buildings. Therefore, apply 
adequate energy management in these systems, without 
compromise interior comfort, contributes greatly to the 
energy efficiency in buildings. A significant portion of 
this energy use in buildings can be attributed to HVAC 
systems used to maintain comfort for occupants. 
Buildings are known to be one of the largest consumers 
of electricity in world. 

The literature was searched and the authors in the 
mentioned works use IOT-based architectures for smart 
buildings and it was concluded that most smart 
buildings are based on HVAC systems which are used 
to achieve energy savings and improve energy 
consumation.  

Future research could examine whether smart 
buildings are the largest consumers of energy in Serbia 
and how electricity savings are achieved. 
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Abstract – Digitalization has taken off in Serbia and is 

supported in all aspect of Government. The Serbian Identity 

Card is one of the documents that support digital 

procedures. The Identity Card is used to identify people and 

in order to read the data from it, it is necessary to use a 

computer and a desktop application. This is a problem  

when it is necessary to identify people in the field. This 

paper describes an Android application that solves this 

problem. We describe the architecture of the application 

and the problems we encountered during its development. 

The application is published on Google Play and is available 

to the general public. The application has been received  

fairly well and its success can be seen through its excellent 

rating on Google Play.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digitization in Serbia has taken off and is supported in 
all aspects by the Government of Serbia [1]. One 
document that supports digital procedures is the Serbian 
Identity Card (ID) [2]. A Serbian ID can contain a contact 
microcontroller enabling the use of digital IDs. A majority 
of Serbian population is using just this type of ID. As a 
result, there is an official desktop application for reading 
Serbian IDs, named ČELIK, published by the Serbian 
Ministry of Internal Affairs [3]. Of course, the application 
requires adequate card-reader hardware. Although the data 
from a Serbian ID can be exclusively used in digital form, 
almost all of the procedures which include a person's 
identification require, in addition to the ID itself a 
supplemental document containing a printout of the data 
held on the chip. 

There are situations when the establishment of a 
person's identity is needed in the field, where the use of a 
computer is not practical. This includes both government 
agencies and the private sector. For example, insurance or 
property agents are required to identify their customers. 
Thus, they need a smartphone application which will 
enable them to read the customer’s ID if they wish to do 
this outside the office. Interestingly, to the best of our 
knowledge at the moment of writing, beside our 
application, there are no software solutions for reading 
Serbian IDs on Android smartphones of the new 
generation. Part of the reason is that special equipment is 
needed to read smart cards in general. These readers 
usually do not come with card reader software. And they 
do not come with such specialized software as the one 

needed for reading Serbian IDs, because of the proprietary 
format of Serbian IDs. Thus, in cooperation with MHT, 
the official distributor of ACS mobile card readers, we 
developed Čelik2Go application for reading Serbian IDs 
[4]. Our application works with ACR39U-ND and 
ACR39U-NF pocket smart card readers [5], [6]. 

There have been several challenges in developing the 
Čelik2Go application. One of them was the format of the 
Serbian ID, which is not freely available. Another 
challenge was the format in which data from the ID has to 
be printed. For it to be recognized as a valid document, the 
printed document has to look the same as if it was printed 
from the ČELIK application. Also, as it is highly unlikely 
that a printer will be present in the field, the application 
has to support output in the PDF format and to enable 
sharing of this generated document for later printing. 
Naturallyall of this must support full confidentiality. 

During the previous ten years the Serbian Government 
has issued several versions of Serbian ID. This often led to 
incompatibilities between the old Serbian IDs and the 
software relying on them. Therefore, the third challenge 
was that the application had to support all the versions of 
the Serbian IDs currently in circulation. 

The fourth and final challenge was user experience. 
Based on the potential market research done by MHT [7] 
group and their experience in selling pocket smart card 
readers, we had a good idea who our potential users are 
going to be. They range from expert and proficient users 
of Android smartphones to novice users with bad attitudes 
towards smartphones. Our users are of all ages, from early 
twenties to late seventies. In addition, the application’s 
most important requirement was that it should be used 
outside as part of business interaction. Given the nature of 
the user and the nature of this requirement, we opted for a 
design which minimizes interaction complexity and 
allows the most important actions to be achieved in three 
clicks or less ensuring that the most important choices at 
any given time are clearly marked ad distinguishable. 

The Čelik2Go application is published and available 
on Google Play for a small annual fee. The application has 
at the moment more than 50 users and its score on Google 
Play is 4.6 which clearly indicates that we have been 
successful in overcoming all of the challenges and bring 
our users a quality application with good user experience. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we present the current state in the field. We 
describe the applications that are used for reading Serbian 
IDs and give a brief overview of applications used for 
reading smart cards in general. In Section 3 we describe 
the architecture of Čelik2Go application. We also describe 
in brief the format of Serbian IDs and the smart card 
readers that the Čelik2Go application is compatible with. 
In Section 4 we discuss how we overcome the challenges 
presented in the Introduction. Section 5 concludes the 
paper and presents our plans for future work.  

II. BACKGROUND 

This chapter discusses the ČELIK desktop application 

and existing Android applications for the same purpose 

created for earlier versions of Android. 

 

A. ČELIK 

ČELIK [3] is a desktop application developed by the 
Serbian Government used for reading Serbian IDs. The 
data read from the ID card can be printed out and used in 
that form to identify persons. The application is primarily 
intended for business entities that need to identify citizens 
as a part of their business. It has a simple design and is 
easy to use. Reading data from an ID is simple as it 
requires the user just to insert the ID into a smart card 
reader to read the data that is then displayed on the 
application’s home screen. The data can also be printed in 
a paper format approved by the Serbian Government or 
saved as a PDF document.   

B. Android application for reading ID card 

Before implementing Čelik2Go application, we 

searched Google Play store for similar applications to 

help us design the app. We found an OMNIKEY 

application  that supports a specific type of OMNIKEY 

reader. The application reads ID data, and displays it on 

the mobile device’s screen. Here we point out few 

application disadvantages: (1) the application usage is 

limited to OMNIKEY card readers which makes users  

dependent on one card reader vendor, (2) to save PDF of 

the ID data, the user has to be registered which might 

trigger concerns about user’s personal data, and (3) the 

application does not support the latest ID format standard. 

However, the application has a simple and easy to use 

design. As it can be seen in Figure 1. , the application 

consists of a single screen to display data which makes it 

easy to navigate and suitable for both experienced and 

new users. 

The other applications found on Google Play are 

based on document scanning. The data obtained are based 

on an image obtained by scanning. Some of these 

applications are Android Id Card Reader [9], ReadID Me 

[10]  and BlinkID [11]. 

 

 

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE APPLICATION 

The format of the ID, the compatibility with smart 
card readers and the architecture of the application will be 
described in this chapter. 

A. Serbian ID format 

An ID is a document issued by the Serbian Ministry of 
Internal Affairs, which serves to identify citizens. An ID 
includes document data and basic citizen data. Document 
data includes the ID number, the date of issuing the ID, 
the date of ID expiration and the institution that issued the 
ID. Name, surname, unique master citizen number 
(UMCN), name of one parent, gender, residence, place of 
birth and date of birth are the basic information about the 
owner of the ID. In addition to these basic data, the ID 
also contains images of biometric data such as a 
photograph, a fingerprint, and a signature. The residence 
data consists of data on the residence of the owner of the 
ID consisting of the state, city, street, house number, and 
the date when the residence was last changed. 

B. ACS pocket smart card reader 

Čelik2Go app is compatible with two types of reader 
ACR39U-ND [5] and ACR39U-NF [6]. ACR39U is a 
portable smart card reader suitable for various applications 
in any field of business. This smart card reader, no larger 
than a USB stick, is capable of supporting demanding 
smart card applications. It provides valuable and reliable 
functionality to meet user’s security needs. It is 
multipurpose, as it can be used to read several types of 
smart cards, which include IDs, traffic licenses, as well as 
national health insurance cards. ACR39U supports ISO 
7816 Class A, B, and C smart cards (5 V, 3 V, and 1.8 V) 
and microprocessor cards with T=0 and T=1 protocol. In 
addition, it supports a wide range of memory cards. This 
makes it ideal for a broad range of solutions, such as PIV, 
Physical and Logical Access Control, Digital Signature, 
and Online Banking applications. 

The difference between the two mentioned readers is 
in the type of connector used. One reader has a newer 
USB C connector and the other uses a type USB B which 
is another thing that allows for widespread use of this 
reader. Figure 2. shows how the reader is connected to a 
mobile phone. 

 

Figure 1.  OMNIKEY application 
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C. Architecture of the application 

The Čelik2Go application was created for Android 
devices, primarily for mobile devices such as smartphones 
and tablets. The application is supported on Android 
devices start with Android 5, Lollipop, up to the latest, 
Android 11. Based on the market research done by MHT, 
we decided to focus our development solely on Android 
devices, because that is the type of the phone used by 
most of our potential users. 

The application consists of two parts. One part is an 
Android application developed using Android's XML and 
the Java programming language, and the other part is the 
Spring application. The main part is the Android 
application because it reads the data from the chip, 
displays the data, and creates a PDF that is identical to the 
printed document created by the ČELIK desktop 
application. The application’s layout is implemented using 
Android's XML. An EVK library for the Android 
operating system [12] was used to connect to the reader 
and read data from the chip. 

To make the application available to the general 
population, it was published on Google Play. One of the 
requirements was to add licenses to the application, in 
order to protect the application’s code and to make sure 
that one user account can use the application on only one 
device. It was necessary to use the LVL library [13] 
offered by Google Play to solve this request. With this 
library, we are able to communicate with a Google Play 
server that performs license verification. Additionally, it is 
necessary to set a policy to check the license. For that 
purpose, we used StrictPolicy. The Strict Policy is a strict 
verification policy, which means that every time an 
application is launched, it also checks whether the 
application is licensed or not. A difficulty was ensuring 
that only one device can be used with one license. The 
default behavior of Google Play is to allow a single 
account to use the application on multiple devices. Also, 
Google Play offers us an interface for the implementation 
of our device limiter, but due to the access modifier of a 

specific interface it was not possible to implement it. To 
successfully solve this problem, we implemented the 
Spring application as a licensing server. Each time an 
affirmative response is received from Google Play for a 
license, we also contact the background server to verify 
that the license is correct for that device. In addition to 
licenses, there is a request for implementing subscriptions 
to the application, which can be monthly or annual. 
Subscriptions are resolved using the Google Play Billing 
library [14]. In addition to the integration using the 
library, it is necessary to adjust certain settings on the 
Google Play Console, such as the type of application (free 
or paid), the type of subscription and the price. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION 

There were four important challenges concerning the 

application's functionality and usage we encountered 

during application development. These are decoding the 

format of the ID, matching the form of the ČELIK printed 

ID card report, supporting different types and editions of 

the ID and maintaining a consistent user experience. Each 

of these problems will be discussed in a separate 

subsection. 

 

A. ID format 

All of the data this application needed to read was on 

the chip embedded in the ID card. It was necessary to 

read out this data. The used libraries allowed us to get the 

raw binary form of the data in the form of byte strings. 

Careful manipulation and reverse engineering were then 

employed to determine the offsets at which crucial data 

was stored. Further, the byte strings needed to be decoded 

into human-readable string form using correct character 

encodings. 

B. Format for printing reading data from ID 

The PDF document our application creates must have 

the same format as the printed document obtained using 

the ČELIK application. This problem was solved through 

careful matching of the formatting extracting the PDF  

produced by the ČELIK application. Once the format was 

created the iText library was used to generate the first 

pass of the PDF from the Android application. The data 

was added first, and then in the second pass formatting 

lines. 

C. How to support multiple different ID formats 

Since the biometric ID was introduced to Serbia, its 

formats have changed. There are two types of ID, one is 

of ‘Apollo’ type and the other is of the ‘Gemalto’ type. 

Gemalto IDs are the ones currently in use, and the 

slightly older ones are Apollo. For these reasons, two 

types of ID were created in the application. Gemalto [15] 

and Apollo [16] IDs differ only in the format in which 

they store data, so it was necessary to define formats for 

both types. This part of the application is implemented in 

a modular way and it is very simple to extend it to 

support new types of ID. 

 

Figure 2.  Reader connected to a mobile phone 
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D. User experience 

First of all, the goal was to create an application that 

will be used by people of all ages and people with 

different expertise in the use of mobile devices. In order 

to successfully solve this problem, we first started 

creating an user interface flow diagram (UIFD) [17] in 

order to immediately see all the advantages and 

disadvantages of the solution we created. The parts we 

paid special attention to were the appearance of the 

application itself and the number of actions needed to 

perform a certain functionality. 

The first version of the UIFD is shown in Figure 3.  

When the application is launched, the user is shown the 

main window from which, if user launches the 

application for the first time, he goes to the window for 

entering data to check the license, and only if the license 

is correct the application home page opens. It is designed 

to have two buttons on the home page, one for reading a 

new ID and the other for viewing all previously read IDs. 

Clicking on the new ID button opens a window where the 

data is displayed after the reader is connected to the 

mobile device and the ID is inserted. If the user wants to 

view all processed IDs from the home page the user can 

access the list by clicking on the button ‘view all IDs’. 

The list is displayed on the screen where they can select a 

particular ID from the list to delete it, share it with 

someone or save it on an arbitrary location in a phone’s 

filesystem. To read the ID and save the data, the user 

should perform four actions: click on the button in the 

home window, enter the serial number, and then click on 

the new ID button and save when the data is successfully 

read. To view all IDs, he needs 3 actions, and one more to 

display a certain ID. 

The evolved UIFD of the final application is shown in 

Figure 4. . If we look at this UIFD we will see that there 

are some significant differences in relation to the UIFD 

from Figure 3. The first and main difference relates to the 

number of actions required to perform an operation. Since 

the main function of the whole application is reading the 

ID, then the user should be enabled to do that 

functionality as simply as possible. The application is 

connected to Google Play, so there is no need for a screen 

on which data on the serial number is entered and thus the 

license is checked. Dropping this window reduced the 

number of actions. Also, the home page has been 

changed, and the list of read IDs is now displayed on that 

page, so that with one click the user can see all IDs that 

he has read so far and saved in his mobile device as 

shown in Figure 5. . 

 

Figure 3.  First version of the UIFD 
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Clicking on one of the IDs displays the PDF of the 
selected ID, in addition to viewing with one click, we can 
also delete the PDF document of a previously read ID, 
change the place where the document is stored or share it 
to someone via one of the available applications on the 
mobile device. By clicking the ‘Scan’ button, a 
connection is made between the connected reader and the 
mobile device and the data read is displayed on the 
screen. Thus, we need three actions to read the ID and 
store the read data, which means one less than the 
original idea of what the application should look like. 

By modifying and removing individual windows, we 

got an application that requires fewer steps to perform the 

action. In addition to the number of actions, another 

important thing that affects the usability of applications is 

the avoidance of errors and the design of the application 

itself. Since the users of this application are a diverse 

group, we decided on a simpler design so that even 

beginners can use the application in an easy way. The 

simple design of this application also helps to reduce the 

mistakes that users can make. Only the necessary actions 

at any given time are displayed on the screen. Only 

available actions are ever displayed, if an action cannot 

be performed then it is not even displayed on the screen 

at that time. Also, all actions are clearly highlighted and 

icons that are commonly used are used to mark them. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Digitalization in Serbia is in full swing and there are a 
lot of procedures that include reading data from smartcard 
IDs. A lot of these procedures take place outdoors, in the 
field and a smartphone solution for reading Serbian IDs is 
needed. Čelik2Go, as described in the paper, is one such a 
solution. The entire process of creating the application is 
described in the paper. We described the problems we 
encountered during the development and how we solved 
them. The main problems that we had to addressed were: 
reading the format of the IDs, creating PDFs which match 
the printed of the ID reading, compatibility with different 
types of IDs, and adaptability to different user groups. 

The application was published on Google Play. Based 
on the statistics and the reviews so far, we can say that we 
have successfully solved all the challenges and 
requirements that we encountered during the development 
of the application. Currently, the application has over 500 
downloads and is rated 4.6. 

Although we have managed to solve the present 
problems, we are expecting that new problems will arise 

 

Figure 4.  Final version of the UIFD 

 

Figure 5.  Home page of Čelik2Go  
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in the future. Serbian Government has so far changed the 
ID format and card type several times, so it is safe to 
assume they will do so again. Also, it is possible that there 
will be changes in Serbian law that will lead to changes in 
Serbian IDs. For this reason, we designed the application 
so that it can be easily modified and expanded to meet any 
new demands resulting from these changes. 

As part od our future work, we will continue to 
maintain the application so as to support latest 
developments in the Android platform, and to continue to 
provide support for any changes in Serbian IDs that may 
arise. Also, we plan to support other documents types in 
addition to the personal ID cards, such as driver and 
vehicle licenses. 
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Abstract - The popularity of information technology (IT) 

over the past decade has brought about the innovative use of 

the Internet in English language learning and teaching 

process. Using computers and Internet can improve EFL 

learners’ language abilities, and they also reach real 

learning experiences. They gain the opportunity to access 

useful language resources and communicate with native 

English speakers through computers and Internet. Critical 

thinking is a higher-order cognitive skill that is 

indispensable to students, readying them to respond to a 

variety of complex problems that are sure to arise in their 

personal and professional lives. The aim of the paper is to 

explore the relationship between critical thinking ability of 

EFL learners and the use of different media such as audio 

vs. visual texts in English classes. The participants of this 

study are 80 first year university students from the Faculty 

of Information and Communication Technologies, Bitola, 

North Macedonia. Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 

Questionnaire is used as an instrument to evaluate the 

learners’ critical thinking. For these purposes MANOVA 

was used. In this paper we specifically focus on the use of 

audio and multimedia files in order to extend the students 

critical thinking skills through interactive activities that 

force them to diverse opinions, analyze and synthesize 

course content. The results revealed that video materials 

with text performed better than audio group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The popularity of information technology (IT) over the 
past decade has brought about the innovative use of the 
Internet in English language learning and teaching process 
as Evans (Evans, 1983, according to Ilievski, 1999: 192) 
in his study "Computer Challenge" will say: "Instead of 
increasing muscle strength, we aim towards increasing 
brain strength”. Using computers and Internet can 
improve EFL learners’ language abilities, and they also 
reach real learning experiences. In addition, computers 
contribute beneficially to learners’ learning and 
development. They gain the opportunity to access useful 
language resources and communicate with native English 
speakers through computers and Internet. Computers are 
important in language learning because they help students 
to think critically in their learning process and make them 
have active and stable knowledge. That is, they are 
provided with more creative activities to analyze and 
assess through using computers. Critical thinking is a 
higher-order cognitive skill that is indispensable to 
students, readying them to respond to a variety of complex 

problems that are sure to arise in their personal and 
professional lives. Critical thinking has been recently 
introduced and gained a high position in foreign language 
teaching (FLT) settings so that nowadays enhancing 
critical thinking in learners is considered one of the 
foreign language teachers’ tasks. The relevance of critical 
thinking with technology is to prepare the students in 
order to be the best solver and make the better decision. It 
is important for the students to be independent thinker 
since there are many jobs needed skillful workers which 
have critical thinking ability. Meanwhile,3 the students 
should know how to be creative and to develop reflective 
and logical thinking in order to decide some problems.  

Based on the above thought, this study investigates the 
use of audio and video with texts recording lessons in 
stimulating critical thinking among EFL students from a 
public university in North Macedonia. More precisely, the 
lessons contain a wide range of topics about technology 
that encourage students to answer the questions through 
interactive activities that help students advance their 
thinking. 

II. THE INTERPLAY OF TECHNOLOGY AND CRITICAL 

THINKING 

There is a thin line between language and thought in 
relation to interaction (Bowerman and Levinson, 2001; 
Chomsky, 1975; Vygotsky, 1978; Whorf, 1956). It means 
they are interrelated, and teachers must train students in 
order to develop their linguistic and cognitive skills by 
contrasting the target language with their own language, 
hypothesizing the grammatical rules of the target 
language. The use of technologies as cognitive tools 
engage students in thinking while they learning by 
visualizing with technology, learning by reflecting, and 
learning by exploring that it is not to do without 
technology support. When students use audio and video 
activities they can  examine question and reflect on what 
they learn. In other words, with these media tools students 
have opportunities to learn through visual formats, mental 
models and problem-oriented activities that provide them 
with higher degree of CT (Carmichael and Farrell, 2012). 
The correlation between critical thinking skills and a 
technology-rich environment provides an improvement of 
students’ motivation, scaffolding, and feedback. The Fig.1 
below represents the cognitive skills at the foundation of 
critical thinking (Facione, 2011). 
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Fig.1 Core critical thinking skills  

The image shows when students think critically, they 
engage in the following process: analysis, synthesis, 
evaluation, problem-solving, communication and 
reflection. It means they can develop both lower- level 
(remembering, understanding) and higher level (applying, 
analyzing, evaluating and creating) critical thinking skills 
(Facione, 2011).  Huang et al. (2012) mention that 
learning environments that incorporate technological tools 
into classrooms enable students to develop arguments 
supported by making thinking processes ‘visible’, and 
eventually foster enhanced critical thinking skills. 
However the utilization of audio and video materials 
could improve students’ critical thinking ability and 
language teaching. Audio tends to use one channel, that 
include only audio information which is spoke language 
information. Now, combinations of media as input could 
be selected and the learners have a possibility to be 
exposed to authentic language. This kind of media 
provides “methods that reflect the cognitive processes 
necessary to successfully perform a given learning 
tasks’’(Clark and Paivio 1991). Multimedia means a 
combination between sight and auditory and can  improve 
learning process and achieve high critical skills. Digital 
learning helps students see the importance of what they 
are learning and make a connection  between theoretical 
ideas and critical thinking (Mayer, 1997). Mayer pointed 
out when learners use multimedia to stimulate thinking 
they are better in applying, coherence, modality 
redundancy and individual differences. Specifically, when 
learners use auditory-verbal and visual-pictorial channel, 
verbal thinking is involved. Besides, this learning media 
was one of dominant aspects after learning method which 
could improve learning process and achieve high learning 
result (Sudjana and Rivai, 2007, p.2). Technology makes 
students to be self-dependent thinkers (Burgess, 2009). 
According to Abreu (2010) media literacy can enhance 
students’ critical thinking skills, as a big  challenge for the  
21st century. The application of learning technological 
tools and critical thinking skills provides an opportunity 
for interested students to achieve higher levels of knowing 
and to practice critical thinking skills (Carmichael and 
Farrell, 2012). Li (2010) claims that through activities that 
include processes by providing Internet resources, 
designed tasks, and interaction with others, students can 
develop critical thinking skills more effectively. Critical 
thinking is the ability to connect new knowledge to 
previous knowledge, to construct and evaluate arguments, 
and solve problems systematically. Students are better 
able to grasp complex concepts when tasks are explained 
using a wide array of modalities (verbal, visual,  graphical, 
and symbolic) and instructional formats (audio files, video 
lectures, graphic displays, and simulations). Digital 
learning environments foster critical thinking and increase 
the accessibility of content by offering learners more 

options for applying knowledge and skills. The capacity 
to, monitor, evaluate and control thinking while 
completing new tasks—helps support critical thinking and 
transfer of knowledge. By providing, coaching, extensive 
modeling, scaffolding, and problem solving, technology 
offers learners opportunities to build metacognitive skills. 
(Yang and Wu, 2012).  

In relation to cognitive research the extensive student 
practice is a vital component of learning. Technology 
provide more opportunities for students to practice skills 
and concepts. It helps foster critical thinking by 
transferring knowledge from short-term to long-term 
memory as a significant process that helps students apply 
and remember information to new settings (Mandernach, 
2006). 

III. METHOD 

Using both qualitative and quantitative methods, this 
experimental study seeks answers to the following 
research question: Is there a significant difference between 
critical thinking ability of EFL learners and the use of 
different media such as audio vs. visual texts in English 
classes? 

A. Participants 

Participants of the study are 80 first year university 
students from the Faculty of Information and 
Communication Technologies, Bitola, North Macedonia 
who study English as a foreign language. For the purpose 
of this study two intact groups consisting of 40 in each are 
included.  

B. Instruments 

To carry out the research investigation, 3 different 
instruments were employed in the present study: 

Straightforward Quick Placement & Diagnostic test – a 
language proficiency test,  

Audio and video with text recording lessons/interactive 
activities 

Seven topics which are in accordance with the English 
subject in the first year study program same for both 
groups are selected as audio and visual materials. The 
participants are asked to respond to the materials in a 
personal way. 

Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Questionnaire  

In order to evaluate the students’ critical thinking, 
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Questionnaire was used. 
It is consisted of five subtests: a) Inference b) Recognizing 
Unstated Assumptions c) Deduction d) Interpretation e) 
Evaluation of Arguments. 

C. 3.3 Procedures 

For the purpose of this study the following procedures 
were followed: 

First, a general proficiency test was administered in 
order to make sure of the proficiency level of the students 
(intermediate). Then, 80 students were divided into two 
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groups (audio and video materials with text) of 40. 
Second, one of the groups (called audio) had a task only to 
listen the materials, while the second one (called video 
materials with text) to hear, see and read the same 
materials. The audio/video files took up 2-3 minutes. The 
students were required to complete the questions through 
interactive activities in stimulating critical thinking in 
relation to the level of numeration and explanation, 
explanation of functions and characteristics and 
explanation of differences and similarities about 
technology during one month. Third, the students were 
asked to complete Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Questionnaire.  

IV. RESULTS AND METHODS 

Based on the results we can conclude that students are 
active with particular interest on higher thinking skills in 
their audio and video activities. It means that every 
student manages their learning process in order to achieve 
the relational thinking. They can share their experience 
and knowledge actively. This implies that knowledge and 
understanding are constructed when students are engaged 
actively. In this case students prefer a certain single 
different learning style. They have different ability to 
manage the input through technology tools. In fact, 
technology has an impact on students involvement in 
learning activities. Indirectly, that activities have been 
mixed with critical thinking abilities. 

Table 1 shows that the sample is 40 observations 
(students). In this sample, the average of critical thinking 
level in audio group is 36.45. 24 students are above that 
average (with an average score of 41.21) and 16 students 
are below that average (with an average score of 29.18). 

Table 2 shows that the sample is 40 observations 

(students). In this sample, the average of critical thinking 

level in audio group is 62.7. 21 students are above that 

average (with an average score of 69.95) and 19 students 

are below that average (with an average score of 54.68). 

Related to the above results students are motivated to 

discovery critical thinking. Providing words with images, 

pictures or other graphics enhances critical thinking skills 

instead of materials that include words. Results show that 

students from ‘audio group’ have “lack of focus”, they 

are less critically oriented then the students from the 

group video materials with text, and not enough able to 

receive, evaluate and respond to a message. They are not 

much engaged in activities that require them to develop 

critical thinking skills and evaluate and analyze course 

content. The students from the second group ‘video 

materials with text’ are more inspired to think critically 

and deeply and to seek out different solutions. 

 
TABLE I: Audio materials 

Dummy 

variables for 

critical thinking 

Critical thinking 

level 
Observations 

0 29.1875 16 

1 41.29167 24 

Total 36.45 40 

 

TABLE II: Video materials with text 

Dummy 

variables for 

critical thinking 

Critical thinking 

level 
Observations 

0 54.68 19 

1 69.95 21 

Total 62.7 40 

 

On this basis multimedia emphasizes critical thinking 

rather than rote learning. It helps students advance their 

knowledge and engage them in multiple levels of critical 

thinking through reflective activities. Students can 

construct hypotheses and make decisions. It promotes the 

development of students’ critical thinking skills and self-

regulation. Students are the active creator of their 

knowledge. This means that students must be creative and 

active in all their activities. Critical thinking and 

multimedia increase the development of students’ 

expressions and different learning style as well as the 

ability to manage and monitor the input. The visual and 

auditory nature of video stimulates critical thinking, it 

provides opportunities for interacting materials. This kind 

of information forms can cause heavier cognitive load, it 

provides broader context and visual details that can help 

develop critical thinking skills. Results indicate that 

multimedia is closely a superior tool for visually 

demonstrating “how-to” through the presentation of 

authentic information. Multimedia aids critical thinking 

in a number of ways. These include stimulating interest, 

increasing knowledge and assisting in comprehension. 

Multimedia design enable students to make their sense of 

what and how they think. It is based on action-oriented.  

Results display the fact that when students are presented 

with visual aids such a printed text or visual information 

they create their own critical thinking through experience, 

they think actively, create schemes, etc. They use both 

“top-down’’ and “bottom-up’’ learning methodology 

while thinking process. In this thinking, the students get 

the details of the given idea and explain opinions by 

making thinking processes ‘visible’. This positive 

indicators of usage of multimedia help students develop 

their critical skills, make connections between arguments 

and information and meet their individual needs.  

V. CONCLUSION 

The findings of the study found a significant difference 

between the critical thinking ability of EFL learners and 

the use of different media such as audio vs. visual texts in 

English classes.  The study suggests that presenting 

information with image, sound and text gives better 

results versus presenting information only with sound and 

positively reflects on students’ knowledge. Multimedia 

creates an effective learning environment that motivates 

students to develop critical thinking skills. It also 

provides effective tools for students to share the content 

and construct knowledge through learning activities. 

Technology has an impact on the intellectual learner and 

on the development of both micro and macro world 

technology. It can be used as an effective tool to facilitate 

critical thinking skills within a higher education setting or 
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in the content of audio and multimedia learning. Critical 

thinking also extends to the field of linguistics and 

learning process in particular.  

Technology can extend language classes so critical 

thinking can open new avenues for foreign language 

teachers. However, multimedia plays a visible role in 

enhancing critical thinking and language pedagogy. 

Bringing together critical thinking skills and learning 

technological tools may be beneficial in that it provides 

an additional opportunity for students to practice critical 

thinking skills, problem solving and to express feelings 

and thoughts. 
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Abstract - The modern business environment is 

characterized by the globalization of markets and the 

digitalization of socio-economic dimensions. Such an 

environment brings challenges to enterprises when it comes 

to achieving a competitive position on the market 

maintaining adequate business performance. Managers of 

enterprises have to include a wide variety of tools, 

techniques and methods when it comes to effective and 

efficient decision making. Decision support systems have the 

potential to significantly improve business performance 

through enhancing the decision making process. In this 

paper, the application of business intelligence system for 

effective decision making is discussed. The main goal is to 

present a theoretical model that can be used for future 

research in this domain. Additionally, suggestions and 

guidelines regarding the application of business intelligence 

systems in enterprises are noted.  

INTRODUCTION 

The modern business environment, which is 
characterized by the globalization of markets, the rapid 
development and distribution of modern information-
communication technologies (ICTs), and the post-
pandemic business paradigm, brings challenges for 
domestic enterprises, and for enterprises in developed 
countries as well. Due to the globalization of markets, 
obtaining and maintaining competitiveness is difficult, as 
small and medium-sized enterprises are competing against 
big corporations and vice-versa [1]. In order to improve 
competitive ability, enterprises have to address the 
constant changes on the international market, and to adapt 
flexible business strategies that are sustainable in the long-
term. This requires the continuous evaluation and analysis 
of internal and external business indicators and metrics. 
Managers have to be able to overview every business 
process and the majority of impactful market trends. This 
further indicates that effective and timely decision-making 
is an imperative.  The decision making process is a crucial 
part of effectively and efficiently managing business 
processes. Managers have to address and take into 
consideration every possible ICT solution that can help 
them make short- and long-term decisions.  

Business intelligence (BI) is often used to describe 
large decision support systems that are used in enterprises. 
Business intelligence represents a key infrastructural 
investment and a great deal of attention is given to it by 
chief-information-officers (CIO) in large enterprises, and 
by managers in SMEs [2]. Business intelligence possesses 

various analytical capabilities including central data 
storage (data warehouse), data analysis, trend analysis, 
and business process optimization. Business intelligence 
systems possess value creation capabilities through 
effective and data-driven support in the domain of various 
business process including, but not limited to, 
manufacturing, marketing, sales, accounting, inventory, 
storage and other internal operations [3]. Business 
intelligence systems present an immense opportunity for 
enterprises as they have a big potential to increase 
productivity, improve risk management and increase 
overall profitability [4]. Business intelligence systems as a 
form of decision support systems have the ability to 
provide infrastructural support for knowledge 
management, which also contributes to effective and 
efficient decision making processes [5]. 

In this paper, the application of business intelligence 
systems for decision making in enterprises is analyzed. 
The main goal is to develop a generic theoretical model 
that can be used for future research and analysis in the 
domain of business intelligence systems application in 
various enterprises and in their various sectors. The paper 
consists of four main sections (excluding the Introduction 
and Conclusion sections). The first section provides an 
overview on business intelligence and business 
intelligence systems. The second section addresses the 
application of business intelligence systems in decision 
making processes. The third section presents the 
theoretical model for decision making that is based on 
business intelligence systems. The fourth section discusses 
suggestions and guidelines for enterprises when it comes 
the implementation and application of business 
intelligence systems and similar solutions.  

I. BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS 

The fourth industrial revolution - Industry 4.0 brought 
the digitalization of business processes through data-based 
and leveraged value creation for the customer [6]. 
Business intelligence is not functional on its own, but 
rather it presents the core of data collection, storage, and 
analysis, and these processes are often delegated to other 
systems or even third parties. Business intelligence is a 
very effective tool to extract large amounts of information 
from big datasets (Big Data), thus it includes analytical 
abilities and operations, data integration, content analysis 
for quality, and overall it has a strategic importance in key 
functional areas of conducting business [7].  
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Business intelligence systems can significantly 
contribute to enterprises in their goal of achieving 
competitiveness. Some of the cornerstone applications of 
ICTs in business that characterize business intelligence 
systems in various capacities are data visualization, data 
reporting, report generating, enterprise-wide data 
warehouses, process monitoring and conducting analytical 
tasks [8]. 

Business intelligence systems include activities, 
processes, tools and techniques that can be used in 
commerce, manufacturing industries, law, government, 
and other technological areas and non-manufacturing 
industries. In addition, communication is the main 
mediator and facilitator of the technical side and 
application side of business intelligence systems. 
Intelligence and the system concept indicate the ability to 
learn and extract information from existing datasets and to 
apply that knowledge in an enterprise that will support 
specific business processes and activities [9]. 

It is important to note that business intelligence 
systems that are used in decision making can be addressed 
also as decision support systems.  These are important and 
crucial tools that include a wide array of statistical 
analysis, artificial intelligence, and effective big data 
analysis. Business intelligence systems can improve real-
time reporting and forecasting of various internal and 
external trends (profitability, market share, work overload, 
bottlenecks, revenue, sales etc.), customer relations and 
overall it can significantly contribute to faster decision 
making [10]. Business intelligence systems can handle a 
large amount of data and simplifies the whole data 
gathering, storage and analysis process on different 
organization levels. This further indicates that such 
systems can provide a detailed overview on the external 
and internal business environment of the enterprise. This 
overview can significantly contribute to the decision 
making process and overall it can improve business 
performance.  

Furthermore, it can be noted that business intelligence 
systems have to be aligned with business process 
management. Through this alignment, business 
intelligence systems can integrate additional value into 
business process management, which further translates 
into value for the customer and for the enterprise 
(stakeholders) [11]. The application of business 
intelligence systems in enterprises derives from the 
expansion of ICT use in business. The digital 
transformation that affects both markets and enterprises 
has brought changes not only how business interact 
between each other on the market, and with customers, but 
also how managers apply modern ICTs within the 
enterprise. 

II. APPLICATION OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS 

IN DECISION MAKING 

The process of decision making in a business 
environment requires experience, leadership and 
knowledge as key factors of efficient and effective 
decisions. Business intelligence tends to focus on the large 
amounts of data for extracting significant information 
regarding the internal and external business environment. 

Well-established business intelligence systems can be a 
strong basis for expanding business and achieving 
competitiveness [12]. Business intelligence solutions can 
be applied in various business sectors and for various 
business processes. The implementation and application of 
business intelligence solutions depends on the needs, 
capabilities, and strategies of the enterprise. The main 
principle of a business intelligence solution is real-time 
data, which is, in addition, actionable and contains key 
information for effective and efficient decision making 
[13]. 

Further, combining cloud-computing technologies 
with business intelligence solutions creates a whole new 
level of data and information management with the focus 
on decision making. Cloud-based business intelligence 
solutions can used through the Internet. The data and 
information can be accessed from almost any device that 
has Internet connection capabilities and minimum 
required hardware and software. Authorization is also an 
imperative, as business intelligence systems contain 
exactly that - "intelligence" or information on the 
business/enterprise. Cloud-based business intelligence 
solutions provide on-ground support and they are flexible, 
require less resources, require less infrastructure, and the 
majority of technical/non-business oriented factors are 
operated by the cloud platform provider. Some of the 
main platforms for cloud business intelligence are SaaS 
Business Intelligence solutions, Business Intelligence 
Platform as a Service, and data integration tools [14]. 
However, cloud business intelligence platforms bring 
challenges of their own. For example, there are security 
issues of sensitive data; latency of real-time data, which is 
slower compared to on-site business intelligence 
solutions; lack of expertise as cloud technologies advance; 
data integration, which can be tedious if there are no 
adequate mechanisms in place for distributing and sharing 
data; and control over data, as the provider is the main 
governance body of the cloud business intelligence 
system, there is a risk of losing the whole system 
alongside with data if the provider is not in-sync with the 
enterprise's goals and strategies [14]. 

Business intelligence systems are driven by the fast 
growth of technology and its diffusion in the business 
world. Such systems integrate complete sets of techniques, 
tools (software solutions) and methodologies that are 
applied in enterprises with the goal to obtain, store and 
analyze data through which effective decision making can 
be conducted [15]. It was also noted that the 
implementation process is just the beginning when it 
comes to applying business intelligence systems. More 
precisely, adoption by the employees and managers also 
plays a crucial role, as resistance can annul the potential 
positive effects of such implemented systems. 

When implementing a business intelligence solution it 
is necessary to evaluate the situation within the enterprise 
as there is a big chance for inadequate implementation, 
which further leads to failure or produce sub-par results. 
More precisely, over 70% of business intelligence system 
implementations fail and this has an extremely negative 
effect on the enterprise as the implementation process is 
resource draining [14].  
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Applying business intelligence systems in a business 
environment enables the overview of specific business 
indicators (external and internal) as the obtain data is 
transformed into a perspective that helps managers to 
make effective and efficient decisions. Business 
intelligence systems aim at turning the obtained data into 
structured information that will help the enterprise to 
improve its business performance [16]. The basis of the 
business intelligence systems includes the analysis of data 
stored in operational databases, forecasting and trend 
prediction on the market, strategic indicator evaluation, 
and combining intellectual capital with the decision 
making process. 

Manufacturing enterprises can implement and apply 
specific business intelligence solutions that can help 
improve and optimize manufacturing processes with the 
goal to increase efficiency and to secure real-time data 
collection and analysis. Through this real-time data, 
managers can obtain significant insight into the 
manufacturing process and arrange changes accordingly. 
Changes can be in the form of load capacity optimization, 
additional employee hiring, process speed reduction, etc. 
[17]. In this process of real-time data presentation, the 
business intelligence system involves algorithmic 
calculation and evaluation of material flow, inventory 
capacity and status, supplier status, manufacturing 
schedules, orders, and stock levels. 

The advantage of business intelligence systems when 
it comes to decision making lies in its capability of fast-
paced selection of irrelevant information and can present 
complex relations between various indicators in 
accordance with the enterprise's goals and set projections 
[18]. These systems can improve decision-support and it 
can manage to obtain and analyze large datasets and 
transforms them into potential actions that can enhance 
organizational capabilities (optimization and adjusting 
resources, schedules, supply chains etc.). It uses the 
extracted knowledge from data as drivers for innovation, 
creativity, productivity, and sustainable expansion of 
business activities. Through these activities, enterprises 
can significantly increase their chances when it comes to 
achieving a competitive position on the globalized 
international market [19]. 

III. DECISION MAKING MODEL BASED ON BUSINESS 

INTELLIGENCE 

Based on the conducted overview of business 
intelligence system application in enterprises and its 
specific use in decision making, a theoretical model is 
developed that provides a concise overview on the 
mechanisms that drive the concept of effective decision 
making that is supported by business intelligence. The 
model is generic in nature and for it to be applicable in 
enterprises it has to be defined in more detail with 
specifications, parameters, and characteristics of the 
enterprise that would implement it and apply it. This 
further indicates that the model is not applicable in the 
practical sense, but rather presents the main modules and 
relations that are part of an integrated whole, which is 
decision making through business intelligence systems. 
The modules/elements on the model are numbered and 

additional details are noted. The model is presented on 
Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1.  Decision making model based on business intelligence 

The model presented on Figure 1. has five main 
modules/elements. The first element (1) Big Data refers to 
the large volume, large variety and velocity of data that is 
collected from various networks, but mainly from the 
Internet. Such data in itself is not sufficient for application 
and decision making, as it contains a lot of "noise". 
Hence, in the second element of the model (2) artificial 
intelligence-based data analysis and advanced statistical 
analysis with prediction scenarios is conducted. The 
analyses are conducted in accordance with the existing 
business procedure and business requirements. This way, 
the extracted information from the large amounts of data 
can be applied for specific business processes and 
decision making can be specific and can contribute to 
business performance.  

The decision making process is conducted in the third 
element (3) of the model. Here, the managers and even 
authorized employees are supported by valuable 
information extracted from databases. From the decision 
module, there are two main results. The first is a decision 
that is integrated into business processes (4) in order to 
improve them and see the potential expected results. The 
second result of the decision module is an action that is 
applied in real-time (5). These actions are applied in 
managerial strategic and operational processes. Compared 
to decisions in business processes (4), real-time 
application (5) is conducted in stand-by business 
processes, which require timely action. This approach 
increases efficiency as time-sensitive issues and processes 
are categorized and decisions are "tailored" in a timely 
manner, while decisions for non-urgent business processes 
are handled differently as they don't require prioritized 
action. This option is crucial especially when there are 
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multiple actions/decisions required for different processes, 
and prioritization is imperative. 

IV. GUIDELINES AND SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the analyzed literature in the domain of 
business intelligence systems, big data and their 
application in enterprises, the following suggestions and 
guidelines for improving business performance through 
decision making are presented: 

• domestic enterprises should evaluate their 
business processes and to identify which 
processes and functions can be supported 
through business information systems. 

• when choosing a business intelligence 
solution, managers have to aware of the 
enterprise' financial and intellectual 
capabilities as well as the enterprises 
requirements. 

• the business intelligence system should be 
configured in manner that includes a wide 
array of business processes and the analysis 
part of the system should include modularity 
to some degree, which would allow for 
narrow and specific decision making.  

• if the enterprise doesn't have enough financial 
resources for internal business intelligence 
systems, managers could consider such 
systems provided from third parties. These 
solutions are mainly cloud-based and can be 
appropriate for enterprises of any size. 

• data security has to be taken into 
consideration depending on from where the 
data is obtained. Regulation has to be 
followed and privacy laws should be taken 
into consideration when extracting and 
applying data. 

• before considering any type of business 
intelligence system, managers have to 
evaluate the situation in which the enterprise 
is. Namely, business intelligent system can't 
solve structural issues and strategic issues 
within an enterprise. Similarly, if the 
enterprise can't achieving even moderate 
competitiveness on the market, then the 
potential of a business intelligence system to 
improve business performance is low. 

• business intelligence systems have the main 
role as decision support systems, and they 
should be treated as such. This means that 
these systems are not a solution but rather a 
type of enhancement. However, in rare 
occasions, if the main issue is decision 
making, then a business intelligence system 
model for decision making would, in fact 
significantly contribute to business 
performance improvement.  

Overall, enterprises have to consider the possibilities 
of modern technologies. Especially advanced systems (in 

this case business intelligence systems) that have the 
potential to improve the various aspects of conducting 
business. It is also important to note, that conducting 
business in the modern, digitalized economic 
environment, requires complex and flexible approaches 
and business strategies that can adapt quickly to dynamic 
changes on the market. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The digitalization of socio-economic dimensions, the 
globalization of markets, and the rapid development of 
technologies, has led to new business dynamics, where 
enterprises face challenges and issues regarding 
competitive ability and sustainable business development. 
In this paper, the application of business intelligence 
systems for decision making was addressed. It can be 
concluded that such systems possess tremendous potential 
if applied correctly. The presented generic and theoretical 
model provides an overview on how big data from various 
sources transform into a decision that can help improve 
business processes.  

The main limitation of this paper is the lack of meta-
analysis and the lack of empirical research. However, the 
paper is structured as a review paper with discussion on 
suggestion and guidelines. The paper provides a solid 
basis for future research, and contributes to the existing 
body of literature as it analyzed the modern concept of 
business intelligence application. For future research it is 
recommended to conduct surveys in enterprises to 
investigate indicators (decision making time, 
communication, revenue, reaction to market changes etc.) 
pre- and post- business intelligence system 
implementation.  
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Abstract - Due to the dynamic changes on the international 

and digitalized market, enterprises have to adjust their 

business strategies in order to obtain and maintain a 

competitive position on the market. Finding use in Internet 

of Things and Big Data for enterprise opens doors for 

development in various business functions. The large 

volume, velocity and variety of data presents a "goldmine" 

when it comes to obtaining significant information that has 

the potential to increase business performance. In this 

paper, the improvement of CRM systems through Internet 

of Things and Big Data is addressed. The paper presents a 

generic theoretical model of a CRM system that is based on 

Internet of Things and Big Data. This way an overview is 

provided when it comes to the development of CRM systems 

and their application in domestic enterprises. Modern CRM 

systems present an important part of conducting business in 

dynamic markets where there is a "battle" for every 

customer and retaining existing customers is an imperative. 

Overall, this paper provides a solid basis for future research 

in this domain.  

INTRODUCTION 

The modern business environment is characterized by 
the fast-paced distribution information and data from 
customer to customer, from business to business, and from 
customer to business. In such an environment customer 
relationship management (CRM) systems are becoming an 
imperative when it comes to achieving and maintaining a 
competitive position on the international and globalized 
market [1]. CRM systems, if implemented and applied 
correctly, can positively affect the development of 
appropriate relationships with key customers and market 
segments [1]. CRM in the context of the modern business 
environment focuses on activities and processes that 
define revenue streams and through demand can be 
optimized [2]. The strategic importance of CRM resonates 
through business performance indicators, thus enterprises 
have to find the most appropriate solutions when it comes 
to technology application within CRM. Internet of Things 
(IoT) and Big Data Analytics (BDA) possess the 
necessary framework for obtaining data, and for 
effectively processing the data for good relationship 
building with customers. The noted technologies have 
capabilities for ensuring benefits and positive outcomes in 
the customer-enterprise relationship [2]. 

Big Data Analytics can be viewed as the analysis of 
multidimensional data that is accessed through various 
forms of digital media. The majority of data comes from 

the Internet of Things. As the development of hardware 
and software progresses at an immense rate, the available 
data that is being hyper-distributed across Internet 
platforms, requires larger and more sophisticated and 
high-powered infrastructures that can manage the analysis 
of such robust datasets [3]. More precisely, the application 
of Big Data Analytics requires the parallel  advancement 
of the implement infrastructure alongside with the 
advancement of data that is distributed and obtained.  

Furthermore, as noted earlier, the Internet of Things, 
which includes the wide use of devices and software that 
have the capability to record and capture information, as 
well as to distribute it in an automated-way [4]. It can be 
defined as interrelations between computing devices and 
physical objects and it involves a wide range of 
technologies that emerged in the digital revolution. The 
communication transpires between two or multiple 
devices on the Internet [4]. Internet of Things in the 
context of data driven CRM systems, can be viewed as 
part of Big Data analytics. More precisely, Internet of 
Things represents one of the main sources of data that is 
analyzed with the goal to develop and improve the 
customer-enterprise relationship.   

This paper consists of four main sections (excluding 
the Introduction and Conclusion sections). The first 
section addresses Internet of Things and CRM. The 
second section Big Data Analytics and CRM. The third 
section presents the theoretical model of a CRM system 
that is based on Internet of Things and Big Data. The 
fourth section notes guidelines and suggestion regarding 
CRM system application with Big Data and Internet of 
Things. 

I. INTERNET OF THINGS AND CRM 

The Internet of Things can be viewed as complex, 
intelligent and innovative network of interconnected 
devices and services where the main constructs are 
information-communication technologies (ICTs) [5]. This 
complex network of smart devices and internet-based 
services provide extensive and comprehensive information 
on customer experience, product information during and 
post- exploitation, and other type of metrics. Marketers 
can apply this information for developing better products 
and services with the goal to improve the relationships 
with customers [5]. 
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Internet of Things is based on four key areas. These 
are sense (collecting large datasets from sensors that are 
implemented in various scenarios); communicate (refers 
to data communication and how the pre-existing platforms 
changed and transformed and that smart devices provide a 
new channel through which data is collected); analyze 
(includes the analysis of data collected from devices and 
from Internet platforms in real-time); and act (this refers 
to the action and closing a cycle, which is based on the 
collected, stored and analyzed data) [6]. 

 Product development through Internet of Things can 
differ in type, and there are several main types such as 
new-to-the-customer, new-to-the-enterprise, broadening of 
existing product lines and brands, product modifications, 
innovations and improvements, remarketing of products 
and reducing costs [5].  

As the globalization of markets has brought challenges 
to enterprises across industries, achieving a competitive 
edge on the international market is difficult and for the 
majority of enterprises practically impossible [7]. CRM 
systems in such a dynamic business environment represent 
an important technology segment that help organizations 
manage business processes in a manner that will result in 
better relationships with customers. Modern ICTs have 
made it possible for enterprises to apply sophisticated 
solutions at lower costs compared to a previous period 
when advanced ICTs and devices with large computing 
powers were exclusive to enterprises that could afford 
them due to their high sale price [6]. Today, the wide use 
of modern ICTs, opens doors for enterprises when it 
comes to CRM. More precisely, modern CRM systems, 
which are based on advanced ICTs, have the potential to 
collect significant data on about customers. From here, the 
CRM system is involved with large number of business 
processes including lead generation, data analytics, 
campaign management, solution customization, content 
management, and enterprise marketing management [6]. 

CRM systems based on the Internet of Things can be 
viewed as e-CRM that includes several key indicators and 
dimensions such as product and service customization, 
customer care and support, online community integration, 
convenience of product and service use, personalization of 
values, interactivity with customers. It is important to note 
that a lot of CRM initiatives are not successful, and just  a 
handful of CRM strategies bring adequate results. 
Customer data is collected, stored and analyzed for 
achieving and improving sustainable profits, creating 
value for the enterprise and for the customer, and to 
improve customer satisfaction [8]. In addition, the current 
business environment and current digitalized markets 
require that enterprises adapt to the behavior of digital 
consumers. A CRM model that is based on online 
customer and consumer data can be applied in 
combination with consumer-related software and 
hardware and through this the management process can be 
improved which further translates into improved business 
performance [8]. 

Internet of Thing has changed the dynamics and 
relations between customer and enterprises. Customer 
networks are intensified through hyper-dissemination of 
information about products, services, enterprises, and 

other customers' experiences. These digitalized customer 
networks are cornerstone of data collecting in the modern 
CRM systems that are based on the Internet of Things and 
other Internet platforms. [9]. An important segment of 
such CRM systems is the development of trust between 
customers and enterprises, as often sensitive data is 
collected. Overall, the Internet of Things in the function of 
CRM systems represents a complex network of customer 
data which is accessed. The collection and analysis of 
robust datasets resides under the domain of Big Data 
Analytics.   

II. BIG DATA ABALYTICS AND CRM 

Big Data Analytics can be viewed as an integrated 
whole of data mining tools, techniques and technologies 
that are implemented into enterprises with the goal to 
extract valuable information about customer and 
consumer behavior with the goal to generate business 
reports. These reports include information on trending and 
future trends as well as insight on other metrics, with the 
goal to improve business performance [10]. The business 
performance improvement comes from an effective CRM 
system that is based on the noted data analysis. Big Data 
Analytics refers to the analysis of robust datasets, while 
the Big Data phrasing refers to the dataset itself. Such data 
is considered to be a crucial factor for innovation, 
technological improvement, strategy development, and 
business process improvement.  

Big Data tools make massive analyses of large datasets 
possible. Big Data can provide significant and statistically 
acquired information on the existing relationships between 
internal and external business metrics. In this paper the 
main focus of Big Data is its application in CRM systems. 
Data collected with the purpose to support CRM systems 
is often categorical and this can be a challenge for 
extracting information for decision support. However, 
smaller and categorical datasets can be useful for 
determining specificities. Namely, larger datasets can 
annul some relations between indicators if they are not 
numerous. This can be an issue if the enterprise aims at 
these low probability events and occurrences. Therefore, 
Big Data Analytics has to be optimized and synchronized 
with the objectives of enterprise and the implemented 
CRM system. [11]. 

 

Modern CRM systems rely on Big Data for acquiring 
data that is high in volume, variety, veracity, velocity and 
provides value for the enterprise. Enterprises, both public 
and private, move towards big data solutions with the goal 
to extract value from digital sources such as social 
networks, smart devices, voice recordings, image 
processing, government data, consumer and customer 
activity online, and search engine data [12]. The market 
for this data is so vast, that there are numerous enterprises 
that specialize in collecting, storing and processing data 
from the noted sources. They package this data and sell it 
to enterprises who themselves don't have internal Big Data 
Analytics systems. After purchasing the data is applied for 
improving CRM systems. These CRM systems are the 
frontline of enterprises and require accurate data in order 
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to ensure efficient and effective support for developing 
better customer relationships.  

Furthermore, Big Data is not without limitations and 
flaws. Some of the key noted and experienced flaws of 
such large datasets are vagueness (lack of volume 
threshold definition, and the lack of understanding what 
kind of data should be collected and what should be 
looked for in order to extract value); lack of managerial 
focus (there is no certainty when it comes to big data 
analytics use and its influence on financial metrics, and 
this may be due to data sources which are not, by design, 
suitable for direct analysis regarding its impact on 
business indicators); trivial significance (with the 
advancement of ICTs it was somewhat expected that the 
volume, variety and velocity of data will dramatically 
increase, however, with such data, traditional statistical 
approaches are not appropriate and statistical significance 
based on these approaches is not applicable with big 
datasets). [13]. 

III. IMPROVING CRM AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE 

Enterprises implement and apply big data with the 
goal to gain advantage, technology resources, 
technological and innovative competence, support from 
top management, and regulatory environment. Customer 
big data has the potential to significantly improve and 
CRM performance and operation management efficiency. 
In addition, big data analytics can improve supply chain 
logistics and financial performance [14]. However, in the 
same study it was noted that even though due to the 
advancement of modern ICTs, collecting and storing 
customer data is not challenging as it used to be, this data 
does not contribute to the CRM system without proper 
analysis and processing. The process of data mining 
involves techniques, tools and methodologies to extract 
insightful and valuable information on the specific areas 
of interest. The high volume and high velocity data has to 
be effectively and efficiently analyzed and managed in 
order to extract operable value creation and to enable bid 
data related strategies.  

Improving CRM practices and overall business 
performance is mainly based on derived value from large 
datasets through the process of data mining. Customer 
behavior data can categorized and graded in order to 
develop internal specific customer segmentation reports. 
Based on these reports, the enterprise can optimize and 
modify its strategy models and operational functions so it 
results higher customer satisfaction. [15]. 

Improving CRM and business performance through 
Internet of Things and Big Data requires different models 
of data mining and data analysis that depend on the set 
goals that the enterprise wants to achieve. These different 
models, or better say, different frameworks depend on the 
volume, type, velocity, variety of data that is being 
collected. Data can be collected online and offline as well. 
The analysis in this case has to include a comparative 
approach, too. CRM performance and overall business 
performance involves the level of how extracted value is 
applied in business processes and in CRM practices. 
Utilization of data depends not only on the dataset and the 
sophistication that involves its analysis, but also on 

managerial processes that decide on specific actions that 
are to be conducted within business functions, including 
the CRM system. [16].  

Big Data can additionally enhance business operations 
that further positively affects business performance 
through increasing support in decision making. This is 
particularly true for supply chain management. Data from 
supply chains can be collected and analyzed in manner 
that provide insight on how to optimize the distribution 
and logistics. This approach has a tremendous impact on 
lowering costs and increased efficiency of product and 
service delivery, which positively affects customer 
relationships and contributes to the effectiveness of CRM 
practices [17]. 

Business performance and CRM performance and 
directly and indirectly affected by the application of Big 
Data Analytics. The indirect improvements come the 
application of data mining in other business functions 
including marketing (location-based marketing; micro-
segmentation of markets; sentiment and trend analysis; 
and multichannel performance improvement); 
merchandising (pricing optimization, design optimization, 
placement optimization, assortment optimization); supply 
chain (distribution optimization, supplier negotiation, 
logistics improvement, inventory management); 
operations (transparency of conducted actions, labor input 
management); new business models (web-based markets 
and market segmentation; price comparison services [18]. 
A theoretical model of a CRM system that is based on 
Internet of Things and Big Data is presented on Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1.  CRM system based on Big Data and Internet of Things 

The model presented on Figure 1. has seven main 
elements. The first two elements are Internet of Things (1) 
and Big Data (2). As noted earlier both of these include 
large amount of networks and devices from which data 
can be collected. After this data is collected it is not yet in 
an adequate form to be applied in the enterprise. 
Therefore, the data has to be analyzed, categorized, and 
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extracted in a manner that it provides valuable information 
on the subject of interest. This part of data analysis and 
information extraction is conducted in the third element of 
the model - Big Data Analytics (3). Afterwards, the 
obtained valuable information is applied within the 
existing CRM system (4). The application can be in the 
form of decisions and actions. The action part (5) refers to 
the enterprises operational and strategic actions that aim at 
improving the relationship with customers. Next, the 
results of specific actions are evaluated through customer 
feedback (6). Based on the feedback, comparisons are 
made with the existing actions, plans and strategies, and 
optimization is conducted where necessary and applicable. 
This way a continuous loop of optimization and 
improvement can assured, which can significantly affect 
the outcome of business processes.  

IV. SUGGESTION AND GUIDELINES 

Based on the noted literature sources in the domain of 
Internet of Things, Big Data, and CRM systems, and in 
accordance with the developed theoretical model, the 
following suggestions and guidelines for domestic 
enterprises are noted: 

• Existing CRM systems should be evaluated 
and weaknesses have to be identified. From 
here, the potential of Big Data and Internet 
of Things application can be taken into 
consideration as solutions or means of 
improvement. 

• Managers have to define and identify 
existing relationships with customer as well 
in what percentages are these relationships 
the direct result of CRM practices. Based on 
the obtained information, managers can 
decide if CRM practices should be improved 
and modern ICTs implemented or a whole 
new CRM system approach is needed from 
bottom-up. 

• Internet of Things and Big Data applications 
in CRM systems can be expensive depending 
on the needs of the enterprise. Thus, 
managers have to determine if the existing 
CRM system is sufficient, or the risk of 
implementing new technologies has positive 
expected value. 

• The application of Internet of Things and Big 
Data in CRM systems can be through a third 
party service provider. These providers 
possess the necessary infrastructure and can 
extract information for clients (enterprises). 
However, for achieving maximum efficiency 
and efficacy, internal CRM systems with the 
noted technologies are preferable. 

• An important aspect of CRM systems is data 
security. Enterprises have to conduct Big 
Data Analytics and use customer information 
in accordance with regulatory policies. 

In sum, the Internet of Things and Big Data as two 
important sources of customer data can significantly 

contribute to existing CRM systems. It is important to 
note that, like with any other modern technology, without 
and existing strong basis (in this case a well established 
CRM system), the implementation of a new technology 
doesn't guarantee success, rather it should be viewed as an 
enhancing mechanism. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Internet of Things and Big Data present tremendous 
sources of data that can help an enterprise to achieve its 
business goals. The theoretical model presented in this 
paper provides and concise insight on how Big Data and 
Internet of things can support CRM systems. This can 
further increase the intensity of customer relationship 
development and increase the percentage of retaining 
customers. It can be concluded that regardless of 
enterprise size and industry in which it operates, a CRM 
systems based on advanced technologies is imperative, 
especially in the new hyper-dynamic and information rich 
digitalized market. It is important to note, that such 
systems have to take into consideration privacy laws, and 
data security as inadequate handling of sensitive data can 
severely affect the enterprise.  

The main limitation of the paper is lack of meta-
analysis and comparison of studies conducted in this 
domain. Therefore, for future research, it is recommended 
to address similar studies in this domain and to conduct 
empirical analysis in enterprises that apply Internet of 
Things and Big Data Analytics in their CRM systems and 
CRM practices.  
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Abstract - Sustainable development and conducting 

business while taking into consideration the sustainable 

development goals (SDGs) presents a new reality of the 

modern business environment where socio-economic 

dimensions are affected by ecological dimensions due to the 

increasing negative effects of resource overexploitation. As 

the majority of enterprises focus on increasing profits, the 

negative impact on the natural environment takes its toll in 

various forms (climate change, fauna and flora destruction, 

pollution etc.). Therefore, enterprises should consider 

changing and adapting their business model to fit within the 

context of sustainability, and to take into consideration the 

SDGs. Sustainability and sustainable development 

indicators are important metrics that shape future business 

performance and competitiveness. In this paper, the 

application of information systems in the context of 

sustainability is analyzed. The main goal of the paper is to 

provide an overview on information system application in 

the context of sustainability. In addition, based on the 

literature review, suggestions and guidelines regarding 

information system application and sustainable business 

development are proposed. The paper provides a solid base 

for future research in the domain of information systems 

and sustainability. 

INTRODUCTION 

Information systems can be viewed as an integration 
of hardware and software that are implemented and 
applied in enterprises. The main goal of information 
systems is the collection, storage, evaluation, analysis, 
creation and distribution of data. The obtained information 
from such analyses can be applied for improving 
management, control, coordination and optimization of 
business processes. This type of data dissemination can 
significantly help and support both employees at lower 
hierarchical levels in enterprises as well as employees in 
middle to upper management in making decisions or 
improving overall business performance. Information 
systems can be viewed from the aspect of its components 
and from the aspect of its roles in the enterprise [1]. 

Sustainable development can be presented as the 
means of development that meets human needs with 
available resources, without endangering natural systems 
and the environment, thus ensuring the long-term 
existence of human society. The concept of sustainable 

development represents a new strategy and philosophy of 
social development. Unfortunately, the majority of 
enterprises are focused on increasing profits, productivity 
and overall enhanced business performance. This often 
leads to sharp rises in resource overexploitation rates on 
micro (local communities, regions) and macro (national, 
international) levels [2]. Sustainable development goals 
(SDGs) that address seventeen dimensions of 
sustainability require enterprises to address the concept of 
environmental efficiency as well as impact indicators that 
show the volume and intensity of negative or positive 
impact of business processes on the environment. The 
application of modern information systems can improve 
how enterprises conduct their business from the aspect of 
sustainability and resilience. This resilience refers to the 
resilience of enterprises to the continuous and dynamic 
changes on the market, as well as on the resilience of the 
environment that is affected by business processes. 
Resilience in both cases can be viewed as the ability to 
cope with sudden changes (exploitation shocks, sharp 
trend changes on the market). Information systems can 
increase resilience through dampening the intensity of 
changes as enterprises can prepare for them. Similarly, if 
there is enough data on environmental effects of a new 
business strategy, the potential harm can be predicted, the 
negative effects can be reduced, effectively increasing the 
resilience of the environment [3]. 

In this paper, the potential of information system 
application in the context of sustainability is analyzed. 
The paper consists of four main sections (excluding the 
Introduction and Conclusion sections). The first section 
provides an overview on sustainable development. The 
second section addresses information systems, while the 
third section notes the application of information systems 
in the context of sustainable development. The fourth 
section notes suggestions and guidelines when it comes to 
information system application for sustainable 
development on a national level and on the level of 
enterprises. 

I. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

The first association to sustainable development of 
people is usually environmental protection, ecology, 
recycling and renewable energy. Some of the biggest 
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problems that sustainable development addresses are 
global warming, ozone depletion, the "greenhouse effect", 
the disappearance of forests, the conversion of fertile land 
into deserts, the appearance of acid rain, the extinction of 
animal and plant species. Additionally to the ecological 
and environmental aspect of sustainable development, it 
also implies the balance between resource consumption 
and the ability to regenerate natural systems. It is also 
important to note that the goals of sustainable 
development are interconnected, so that when achieving 
one goal, there is a positive influence on the other goals of 
sustainable development. Similarly, if there is a lack of 
improvement in one of the sustainable development goals, 
this can negatively affect other sustainable development 
goals. There are a total of 17 sustainable development 
goals and these are: 1) A world without poverty; 2) A 
world without hunger; 3) Good health; 4) Quality 
education; 5) Gender equality; 6) Clean water and sanitary 
conditions; 7) Available and renewable energy; 8) Decent 
work and economic growth; 9) Industry, innovation and 
infrastructure; 10) Reduction of inequality; 11) 
Sustainable cities and communities; 12) Responsible 
consumption and production; 13) Climate action; 14) Life 
under water; 15) Life on earth; 16) Peace, justice and 
strong institutions; 17) Partnership to goals [4]. 

The way enterprises manage waste and how they treat 
the natural environment affects how natural resources are 
managed in the long-term. Through sustainable 
development economic growth is optimized in order to be 
inline with environment principles. There are 4 key 
principles of sustainable development. These are 
maintaining the same volume of production; maintenance 
of unchanged stocks of natural resources; setting a safe 
minimum standard; application of operational 
environmental principles [5]. The first principle mostly 
refers to the consumerist society. Society is often not 
guided by needs but by desires and impulses. People buy 
not only what they need but also everything they want and 
as much as their possibilities allow. This leads to 
overproduction and mass production of surpluses, which 
often end up unused in some form of waste. This can 
further have a negative impact on sustainable 
development. It also directly affects another principle that 
deals with the management of natural resources. It often 
happens that resources are wasted without any worries or 
thoughts about the future. Society needs to understand that 
of certain resources there is only a limited amount and that 
some do not belong to the group of renewable resources. 
An alternative should be sought for such resources and 
their current consumption reduced [6]. 

Sustainable development as an imperative for 
enterprises that conduct business in a globalized market, 
requires exceptional efforts from management when it 
comes to improving business to the extent that it is in line 
with standards that have the function of maintaining and 
protecting the natural environment [7]. As management 
information systems are based on information systems and 
computer infrastructure, they have the ability to report to 
management on business results, resources expended, and 
even on employee satisfaction. In this way, management 
can make adequate operational and strategic business 
decisions that will further affect the competitiveness of the 

enterprise. If a superior solution in the form of information 
system management is developed and implemented, then 
there are higher chances of achieving a competitive 
market position. 

II. INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Information systems specialized for decision making 
and enterprise management belong to the concept of 
information system management. These systems collect, 
store and process large datasets from the internal and 
external business environment. Based on the processed 
data, market trends and other indicators that can affect 
business performance are identified and defined [8]. By 
identifying and defining the situation in which the 
enterprise is in relation to the market, managers can make 
decisions aimed at improving business performance and 
achieving a more competitive position in the market. 

The components of information systems represent the 
core structure of these systems and as such are an integral 
part that cannot be left out. The five components of 
information systems are hardware, software, data, human 
resources, or more simply, people and processes. 
Hardware, software and data fall under technology. In 
addition to the above five components, due to the 
expansion of the application of ICT, communication as an 
exchange concept can also be considered a component of 
information systems [9].  

The first type are Executive Support Systems (ESS), 
and are used predominantly by executives in the strategic 
decision-making process [9]. The next type are 
Management Information Systems (MIS). These 
information systems focus on the internal business 
environment where data is collected on business processes 
that are difficult to improve [10]. Managers can also apply 
management information systems to strategic planning.  

The third type of information systems are Decision 
Support Systems (DSS). These systems focus exclusively 
on data collection, storage and processing in order to 
identify and define alternatives and make effective and 
efficient decisions for certain business processes [11]. 
Furthermore, the fourth type of information systems are 
Knowledge Information Systems. These systems are 
implemented and applied in order to create and exchange 
information that creates and develops intellectual capital 
within the enterprise [11]. 

The fifth type of information systems are Transaction 
Processing Systems (TPS). These systems are designed to 
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
implementation of transactions that are by nature repeated 
several times within business processes. They can be used 
to automatically issue invoices, pay bills, pay taxes, create 
reports [12] 

The sixth type of information systems are Office 
Automation Systems (OAS). These systems aim to 
increase and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
employees who process data and information. These 
information systems are mostly in the form of various 
software applications and integrated solutions [12]. 
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III. INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT 

From the perspective of sustainable development, 
information systems often focus on "green IT" rather than 
direct on sustainable development. However, information 
systems possess the capacity to address multiple 
dimensions of conducting business. These are economic 
dimensions (increasing profits, reducing costs, growing 
revenue), social dimensions (wellbeing of local 
communities and engaging in corporate social 
responsibility), and environment dimensions (preservation 
of the environment, reducing and annulling 
overexploitation of resources, and reducing the 
degradation of the environment that sustains society) [13].  

The new technological revolution and the 
digitalization of social and economic dimensions has led 
to big changes that affect the environment. The 
application of information systems can provide an 
interdisciplinary approach to resolving environmental 
issues through sustainable practices. Information systems 
can be integrated into organizational and economic 
mechanisms that embrace sustainable development [14]. 
Information systems can be implemented into various 
organizations with a wide variety of functions. For 
example, sustainable living was addressed through 
information system-based village indexing where 
parameters such as bank facilities, transportation, water 
distribution, electricity distribution, road infrastructure 
and other services were analyzed. Through such system, 
allows a more effective and efficient way of resolving 
issues, thus improving several aspects of the sustainable 
development goals [15]. 

Another approach of achieving and improving several 
sustainable development goals at once includes the 
application of information systems in supply chain 
management. This approach includes the integration of 
raw material selection, product design, delivery of raw 
materials, delivery of end products to the market, 
manufacturing processes, end-of-life product 
management, and overall it includes the integration of 
capital flows, material flow and information distribution 
[16]. On a broader scale, information systems along with 
advanced ICTs can significantly improve agriculture in a 
sustainable manner [17]. Furthermore, improving 
education can be achieved in the domain of computer 
science with the addition of sustainable development 
goals. Integrating information systems could increase the 
learning experience and improve education quality [18]. 

Finally, information systems application with modern 
ICTs are the cornerstone of a sustainable information 
society. The concept of information society is aimed at by 
numerous countries as such societies have higher social 
and economic growth compared to countries that didn't 
advance to higher levels of ICT application, or better say, 
are not fully operating in within the context of information 
society [19]. 

IV. GUIDELINES AND SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the analyzed literature in the domain of 
information system application in the context of 
sustainability, and taken into consideration the sustainable 

development goals, the following suggestions and 
guidelines for domestic enterprises and the domestic 
economy are proposed: 

• Enterprises have to evaluate their business 
processes and business strategies in 
accordance with the main sustainable 
development goals. After identifying critical 
issues, potential solutions should be 
addressed. 

• Modern information systems should be 
considered for specific business functions in 
order to make it sustainable and reduce 
overexploitation. 

• National incentive programs could be 
introduced for enterprises that modify and 
conduct their business in accordance with 
sustainable development. 

• Achieving sustainability should not be only 
on paper. More precisely, organic, long-term 
sustainable strategies are an imperative, as 
short-term solutions are not adequate. 

• Information systems can be implemented into 
various socio-economic and ecological 
dimensions. On a national level governance 
services should be centralized, and main 
governance bodies should be connected with 
local communities and their governance 
bodies.  

• Information systems can be applied for 
national competitiveness indicator analysis 
and segment competitive ability into smaller 
parts that all the way to single enterprises.  

• The implementation of information systems 
on a national scale should be conducted 
simultaneously across all urban and rural 
areas. Integration into a functioning 
information system on such a large scale 
requires adequate implementation 
percentages across the country. 

• Enterprises have to identify what negative 
effects are they causing in which sustainable 
development category and modify their 
business process accordingly.  

• One of the main problems of sustainable 
development is the lack of awareness among 
people. It is a consequence of omission in 
education. Raising the general educational 
level of the population can contribute to 
solving future environmental problems and 
provide a stronger basis for sustainable 
development. 

• Sustainable development as a new model of 
society development and its interaction with 
nature is difficult to imagine without its 
reliance on science and education. In fact, the 
idea of the priority of education is the core of 
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the transformation according to the model of 
sustainable development of society. 

Overall, information systems have the potential to 
improve the process of achieving sustainable development  
in various areas and enterprises along with governance 
bodies on a national level should evaluate the possibilities 
of information system implementation in the context of 
sustainability.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Sustainable development and sustainable development 
goals require strategic approaches from enterprises and 
effective actions on a national level. Information systems 
have the potential to increase the process of achieving 
sustainability across the seventeen goals of sustainable 
development. It can be concluded that information 
systems, if applied correctly, can improve and enhance 
business process and public services in a sustainable 
manner across industries, including but not limited to 
SMEs, manufacturing enterprises, law, governance, 
environment preservation etc. The necessity for 
sustainable development and its role in socio-economic 
and ecological dimensions will only grow. National 
strategies have to take place in order to optimize economic 
growth and environmental preservation. Enterprises have 
to consider sustainable business models in order to 
become and stay competitive on the international market.  

The main limitation of this paper is the lack of 
enterprise data analysis. However, the main aim of the 
paper was to review sustainable development and 
information system application along with noting 
suggestions and guidelines in this domain. For future 
research it is recommended to address sustainability 
indicators in enterprises. In addition, a structured meta-
analysis can conducted across industries. 
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Abstract - The deficiency of data for patients with chronic 

diseases and other diseases and previous medical treatments 

shows a significant weakness with many patients. Typically, 

due to the healthcare system insufficiently, patients with 

comorbidities might not survive the diseases, especially 

when the disease is novel. The lack of information on genetic 

disorders in patients they are not aware of also contributes 

to increased patient deaths. This leads to the need to 

integrate medical and health data with various biological 

and other data, especially in pandemic circumstances and 

the increasing number of patients with chronic diseases. 

Patients' health data issues are evident, but they are stored 

in various hospital and public health systems such as 

electronic health records (EHRs), healthcare institutions, 

and laboratories. Furthermore, biological data are often not 

integrated and cannot be used by patients, physicians, and 

specialists to treat particular diseases. Although the urgent 

need for healthcare and medical data integration is 

apparent, personal data protection laws are rigorous. They 

do not allow much progress in the field without 

implementing patient healthcare data security and privacy 

standards. One solution for this issue is establishing a 

personal health record (PHR) as an integrative system for 

the patient. Many ontological frameworks have been 

proposed to unify the record formats, but none of them is 

accepted as healthcare standards. The efforts towards 

approving the HL7 standards and the well-known medical 

codding systems promise future data integrations. Also, 

some attempts are made to associate particular diseases with 

data obtained from external environmental sensors that 

measure disease-related data. Using these data, called 

exposure data or exposome, one can clarify the increasing 

symptoms of particular diseases influenced by external 

factors. This paper proposes a cloud-based model for 

integrating healthcare and medical data from different 

sources as EHR, health information systems, and 

measurement sensors into PHR as the first stage towards 

integrating patient health data. The medical data, PHR, 

numerous biological and exposome data, and data obtained 

from wearables are considered and stored on the cloud 

following the required data security and privacy standards. 

Keywords- Electronic Health Records, Personal Health 

Records, Internet of Medical Things, Data Integration. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The streams of healthcare and medical data nowadays 
are stored in diverse hospital information systems (HIS) 
providing protected data for patients in the form of EHR, 
medical prescription, diseases diagnoses and treatments. 
These data are owned by many healthcare providers and 
usually are not accessible to the patients. Taking into 
account the trends of the population ageing as well as the 
need for medical care that increases all the time the 
patients use some wearables according to the concept of 
IoT and its part Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). They 
use these wearables for health purposes, according to the 
concept of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) that produce 
many different types of data for the patients’ live 
conditions and some health parameters. These wearables 
(sensors) usually are connected with the measurement of 
some healthcare parameters and collect data for human 
behavior and health parameters and conditions. If we 
consider also the exposome concept and all data collected 
from the environmental pollutions that influence 
healthcare, we can realize that there are wide amounts of 
data connected with human health. Recent research 
shows the increasing interest in the usage of personal 
patient’s data in the residence where the patient resides at 
the moment, providing accurate data for healthcare staff 
that can provide healthcare at the moment when the 
patient needs medical help and care. The development of 
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques also can provide a 
mechanism for healthcare risk assessment when the 
environmental and chemical exposure data, known as 
exposome, and other omics and medical data are 
available. This fact and the usage of this kind of data lead 
to the need for healthcare and medical data integration. 

The proposed solution for this very complex issue is 
connected with the implementation of strong security 
standards for healthcare and medical data is the creation 
of a patient-centric system with Personal Health Record 
(PHR). This concept considers the responsibility of the 
patients to secure their PHR and the possibility to share 
with a selected medical person, temporarily. This concept 
demands a complex cloud-based architecture as well as 
the education of the medical staff and patients for 
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increasing digital healthcare literacy. This kind of 
integrated system also has to support the usage of many 
wearables connected with mobile applications for 
measuring and monitoring the vital signs of life, 
connected with wireless sensors. In addition, the concept 
has to support input of unstructured data types as 
healthcare history, medical images, lab results as well as 
some biological data or data from HIS, EHR, data owned 
by healthcare providers.  

The second challenge nowadays is the patient’s 
healthcare risk assessment. This risk assessment demands 
the usage of PHR, omics and exposome data [3] that have 
to be accessible for boots (software agents) for risk 
assessment. Such complex digital structure is created in a 
cloud environment, taking into account the security and 
privacy data protection issues, differ from one country to 
other. All these different types of collected data, 
structured, semi-structured and unstructured, have to be 
saved and acquired according to well-known standards in 
healthcare as HL7, FHIR, openEHR [16] and to use 
codding systems as ICD10, standard key terms, such as 
Medical Subject Headings od SNOMED. 

The paper proposes a model of integration of 
healthcare and medical data in a patient-centric electronic 
PHR cloud-based system, connected with previously 
mentioned biological and medical data, omics and 
exposome data (Fig.1). The purpose is to provide the 
possibility of combining PHR data with others data types. 
The paper considers some related works connected with 
the areas of interest – the attempts for healthcare personal 
data integration. The third section explains the proposed 
model of integration of healthcare and medical data and 
the possibilities for semantic integration of medical, 
clinical, patient-oriented data, as well as sensors’ and 
exposome data. The final section validates the model and 
gives some recommendations for future works. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Some many attempts and papers that describe some 
efforts to integrate healthcare, HIS, clinical and medical 
data to provide healthcare data analysis intended for 
healthcare decision-makers. Nevertheless, all these 
heterogeneous data are stored in many different places, 
formats and heterogeneous platforms and their integration 
is a very challenging and demanding task. We can 
mention Silvestri et al. in [10], in which they proposed a 
big data architecture for big data analysis considering 
EHR and PHR data from structured and unstructured HIS 
document, considering a model for decision makers’ 
support according to the national law, using Spark, 
MongoDB and DL-bases AI module for NLP. An open 
data integration platform for patient, clinical, medical and 
historical data, stored across multiple HISs, is proposed 
in [13], in which they address patient-centred healthcare 
and clinical decision support requirements. In this model, 
they integrate further heterogeneous data sources such as 
data streams generated by wearable IoT devices. The 
distribution of scanned documents at one health 
institution and the design and evaluation of a system to 
categorize documents into clinically relevant and non-
clinically relevant categories as well as further sub-
classifications were described in [14]. Serbanati presents 

a method for digitizing the concept of health by 
processing the existing information in EHRs with the 
help of several dedicated services [20]. Precision 
Medicine includes the discovery of a patient-specific 
pattern of disease progression and a determination of the 
precise therapy for that pattern, and the corresponding 
personalized delivery of care [7]. An IoMT platform for 
pervasive healthcare that ensures interoperability, quality 
of the detection process, and scalability in a machine-to-
machine-based architecture and provides functionalities 
for the processing of high volumes of data, knowledge 
extraction, and common healthcare services, was 
proposed in [15].  

In [8], the authors had demonstrated the feasibility of 
a scalable, accurate, and efficient approach for medical 
device surveillance using EHRs, presenting that implant 
manufacturer and model, implant-related complications, 
as well as mentions of post-implant pain can be reliably 
identified from clinical notes in the EHR. Liang et al. had 
identified three threats from real cloud-based eHealth 
systems, i.e., privacy leakage, frequency analysis, and 
identical data inference [6].   

Koren, Jurčević and Huljenić aimed at investigating 
wireless sensors in the IoT context in contemplation of 
model solutions in the field of eHealth [8]. Shah and 
Khan outlined various secondary uses of EHR to give an 
idea of how effectively EHR data can be used in different 
domains such as clinical research, public health 
surveillance and clinical audits to provide effective, 
timely and quality healthcare facilities to the patients [5]. 
Gamal, Barakat and Rezk discussed different database 
models’ appropriateness for integrating different EHRs 
functions with different database specifications and 
workload scenarios [17]. An application of an 
unsupervised machine learning approach in discovering 
latent disease clusters and patient subgroups using EHR 
data was described in [18]. A knowledge-driven 
framework able to transform disparate data into 
knowledge from which actions can be taken to help 
clinicians and data practitioners in the complex tasks of 
extracting valuable knowledge from heterogeneous 
datasets is described in [19].  

Saripalle et al. have described a tethered PHR that 
seeks to achieve interoperability by using open-source 
standards and their implementation [9]. Warner and Levy 
had debated several emerging paradigms for integration 
including non-standardized efforts between individual 
institutions and genomic testing laboratories, 
“middleware” products that portray genomic information, 
albeit outside of the clinical workflow; and application 
programming interfaces that have the potential to work 
within clinical workflow [11]. 

The conclusion is that the mentioned models indeed 
try to connect EHR data and provide data integration for 
decision-makers or some national-wide integration 
intended to high-level decision-makers in healthcare and 
medicine. The security issues are considered from the 
aspect of the patient and the patient’s country of living 
[2]. First, the model is a cloud-based cross-border 
healthcare system based on the PHR concept with an e-
health strategy. The key point is that data collection can 
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be made out of hospitals and HIS and it is not obligatory 
to be connected with EHR and country of living. This 
concept demands also an increase in e-health and health 
digital literacy and can support the national and local 
medical and healthcare authorities [1] [4]. In addition, 
data integration should be wider and has to provide data 
integration not only for data analysis and decision-
making but to provide wider integration of a patient-
centric electronic PHR system with the possibility to 
connect them with biological and medical data. The 
purpose is to provide the possibility of combining PHR 
data with omics data as well as with open access data 
from exposome data that affect human health. This 
concept demands solving the privacy issues of the level 
of PHRs.  

III. MODEL OF HEALTHCARE DATA INTEGRATION 

The model of a PHR-centric integrated healthcare 
system is built according to HL7 standards with included 
security and privacy concerns, especially in the part of 
PHR, e-prescription and the e-referral system [4]. Taking 
into account that this concept includes the usage of 
sensors for measuring the vital signs of life, according to 
the IoT concept, connected with mobile applications for 
patients and medical practitioners, many security and 
privacy issues have to be considered. There have to be a 
couple of scenarios of data integration with the roles of 
physicians, patients and pharmacists. Patients who have 
their PHR in the system can have their data stored 
according to HL7 and FHIR standards and provided 
privacy and security from cloud systems. The patient 
temporarily can grant access to their data to medical staff 
who is also registered in the system. Patients also can use 
PHR and mobile applications for citizens to collect 
healthcare data in their PHR.  

The doctors can use mobile applications connected 
with the measurement of a patient’s vital signs of life 
with sensors for professionals to provide data and to 
collect them in the PHR. All sensitive data have to be 
protected and secure in a cloud environment [1]. Users’ 
data also contain sensitive data such as personal 
information, health family history, medical and 
healthcare data, protected properly according to national 
regulation regarding the personal data protection low in 
the intended country.  Some scanned unstructured data 
can be entered in the PHR also and they can be accessible 
to the medical staff. Labs and biometrics reports also can 
be input into PHR as unstructured documents.  

In the next stage, some medical and omics data can be 
connected with PHR and related to some diseases. These 
data can be analyzed by clinicians in order to provide 
some genotype, phenotype and metabolic data related 
data with some diseases. In addition, some soft data 
related to healthcare can be provided and integrated into 
PHR by a patient using environmental, social media and 
other data known as exposome data.  

A suitable structure has to be provided to have 
available data for healthcare risk assessment for disease 
taken from PHR and environmental data, connected with 
location as well as some social media and stress 
connected data. This extremely complex task has to 

include data analysis and complex algorithms, AI and 
medical knowledge as well as risk factor analysis.  

When the integration of healthcare and medical data 
has to be considered, security issues are very important. 
Security issues can be classified into two main categories: 
information security and system security. Information 
security usually means data encryption, data integration 
and authentication. System security is connected with 
some administrative, technical and physical security 
levels. We can use the Authentication, Authorization and 
Accounting server (AAA) that have to be integrated with 
attribute authority (providing Role and Routing 
information). The encryption also has to be used as well 
as access control to protect and enable PHR security and 
privacy for the patients’ country of origin. Prevention of 
unauthorized access to sensitive patient data at rest is 
provided by data encryption. AAA layer of the system 
uses the Keycloack Server as an Open Source Identity 
and Access Management server. Authenticated users 
(doctors and pharmacists), according to the level of 
digital identity assurance and patient consent, will have 
access to this information.  

Standardization is provided to prevent malicious 
system misusing and has to enable security access 
protocols, intrusion detection and prevention techniques, 
providing SIEM systems, with audit logs of the users and 
administrator activities [2]. The proposed model is 
presented in Fig.1. This model relies on high-level 
security and privacy and provides adequate access to data 
for the appropriate user. In the proposed model, the first 
step to proper user orientation to the appropriate resource 
is the AAA. It uses the Keycloak server to check type, 
credential and the affiliation of user access. The first 
check for secure access is verifying the authentication - 
username and password to check if the user has the right 
to access. If the user (patient or doctor) is authenticated, 
the authorization check is performed, the role of the user 
is determined. The last step in the AAA framework is 
user accounting that measures the resources the user 
consumes during access.   

In this first level of security control, the user is 
redirected to the appropriate control server in the 
appropriate domain in the country of origin or affiliation. 
Distribution is transparent to users, only one unique and 
integral location for the API URL is used by applications 
and end-user integrations, regardless of the origin of the 
request. Upon completion of the authentication and 
authorization procedure, the client receives an 
authenticated token that can be used to access the API 
endpoints and through them access the EHR data. 
Because user access data is disaggregated based on 
affiliation, specifically on the user's country of origin, this 
user identification and authorization data is stored on the 
federal (shared) server in the respective country and is 
used. The user can be assigned the appropriate role: a 
patient who owns the PHR data, the physician who can 
access and generate additional PHR data, and the 
pharmacist who can access only parts for e-prescription 
services. Role-based access control for accessing some 
part or while PHR data is defined in user roles. 
Subsystems that allow routing/redirection to appropriate 
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API endpoints follow these rules, check the authorization 
token, and grant or deny access to the required data.   

Biological, medical and PHR data usually are stored 
in relational and non-relational databases containing 
structured and unstructured parts based on documents that 
are encrypted at rest. Encrypted data can be further 
segmented into two parts: a user-identifiable part and a 
depersonalized part with medical data. Both parts use 
different encryption keys and thus provide even better 
security segmentation. This approach provides secure 
access to personal data from PHR, for specific roles such 
as a doctor, who need access to data for data analysis. 
Keycloak allows these privileges to be defined in the role 
of a doctor, but also allows the identified user to request 
third-party authorization to access his or her data. The 
special part is data taken from different owners of data, 
EHR of the patients, HIS systems, labs, biological data, 
the data from different bioinformatics databases of omics 
data related to the specifics of each individual that require 
special access by the authorized person. They can be 
imported from physical paper documents in an 
unstructured format, highly secured and there is no 
integration of these data with the PHR.   

 

Figure. 1 Model of integration of healthcare heterogeneous data 
into PHR 

The model contains another important part - patient 
healthcare medical analyzes and assessment of the health 
risk. The risk can be assessed using the exposome data 
related to the location where the patients reside and work. 
These data are usually public and connected with the 
environmental conditions, saved in time-series data 
stores, as well as social conditions of living. Data are 
usually stored in external databases with high scalability 
and can be used with efficient algorithms for the 
detection of pollutants and alert of patients with some 
chronic disease. Data are stored usually stored in time-
series and graph-based data repositories with predefined 
parameters and values and are free for usage. This part 
should not be subject to high-security criteria for access 
and the user authentication is a sufficient condition for 
access to the data. 

Access to the base model of integrated electronic 
PHR can be described in the next steps: First: the user 
demands access to the system through Keycloak; Second: 
Keycloak redirects to an appropriate sub-system with a 
Keycloak server, located in the user's country of origin; 
Third step: The corresponding Keycloak executes AAA 

compliance (log of the access -AAA); Fourth: Keycloak 
assigns an appropriate role to the user. 

The patient has access to their electronic PHR and 
free access to the exposome data. These data can be used 
for some tools for patient’s healthcare risk assessment. 
The patient’s healthcare risk assessment can influence the 
decision of doctors and patients about the lifestyle, place 
of living, analysis of the patients’ medical condition and 
the doctors’ recommendations. The patient has access to 
the PHR from the encrypted database and can modify 
their data but not their medical and healthcare data. The 
patient can add scans from medical paper documents 
obtained from HIS, lab and other diagnostic data.  

The selected doctor has access to the electronic PHR 
given grand permission by the patient. In addition, the 
doctor has access to exposome data and consider 
according to the gained health risk assessment for the 
patient, decide for the needed treatment, give some 
recommendations for future patient’s behavior, avoiding 
some risk factors associated with particular patient’s 
disease and health risk. Also, the doctor has access to the 
patient’s PHR data, medical and historical data and 
reports and was granted to enter new measurements for 
the patient, results obtained with devices based on sensors 
those measure vital signs, parameters of biometric data. 

The doctor has the role and privilege to write an e-
prescription or e-referral. With the e-prescription, the 
doctor shares that part of PHR with the pharmacist and 
the patient can take the medicine for which his authorized 
pharmacist has received an e-prescription. The e-referral 
authorizes the referral physician to be able to see the 
shared results by the physician who created the referral 
for the patient. 

The role pharmacist was granted access to e-
prescription given to the patient in the same domain in 
which the doctor writes e-prescription. The pharmacist 
has to provide the drugs or medication to the patient. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The emerging healthcare situation and today lifestyle 
demand quick access to patients’ healthcare and medical 
data. Many problems can arise from a lack of healthcare 
information, especially for patients with chronic diseases. 
For this reason, the proposed model of a PHR-centric 
integrated healthcare system is implemented following 
HL7 standards. This concept of integration and proposed 
model can solve the security and privacy issues, 
especially in the part of PHR, e-prescription and the e-
referral system. The PHR-centric model integrates 
heterogeneous data to provide an implementation of 
evidence-based medicine for the patient who possesses 
PHR in the place of temporary residing, accurate 
healthcare risk assessment taking into consideration its 
PHR, medical, exposome and omics data. The patients 
who have their PHR can temporarily grant access to their 
data to the registered medical staff and have the 
possibility to use PHR and mobile applications to gather 
healthcare data in their PHR. The medical staff can use 
mobile applications connected with measurement sensors 
for professionals to provide a measurement of a patient’s 
vital signs and to collect them in a patient’s PHR, using 
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the concept of IoT, IoMT and sensors or wearables. The 
sensitive personal data are protected and secured 
properly. In the proposed model, specific medical and 
omics data are connected with PHR and related to 
diseases. 

 The other important advantage is the possibility for 
healthcare risk assessment connected with the usage of 
exposome data from environmental databases [12], social 
media, and other public data that can be connected with 
location and used by the software agents for healthcare 
risk assessment [21]. It can be very useful for personal 
healthcare risk assessment. All these depersonalized 
medical and healthcare data can be analyzed using 
suitable big data analytics tools for medical purposes, 
using disease data for disease group risk assessment. 
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Abstract – In this article, an analysis of outage performance 

of selection combining (SC) receiver exposed to α−µ fading 

and α−µ co-channel interference (CCI) is done. The 

expressions for probability density function (PDF) and 

outage probability (Pout) are derived and presented in some 

graphs. Fading and CCI parameters impact is reviewed. 

Then, simulation software environment for modelling and 

planning of MIMO system with multi-branch SC receiver 

working under influence of α−µ fading and CCI, as 

described in previous part of the paper, is described. The 

aim of this procedure if to minimize the transmission costs 

and provide the best possible Quality of Service (QoS) for 

defined data transmission scenario.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) is an efficient 
antenna technology for wireless communication systems 
where multiple antennas are used at both - transmitter and 
receiver [1, 2]. The antennas at each end of the system are 
combined to minimize errors, enlarge data rate and 
improve the channel capacity. This technique allows to 
radio signals to transmit over many different paths at the 
same time. This manner of transmission with multiple 
versions of the same signal provides possibilities for 
signals to arrive at receiver without fading and co-channel 
interference influence. This technique increases the signal-
to-noise ratio and transmission quality, what creates more 
stable connections [3]. 

A few diversity combining schemes are used in the 
receiver to choose the best received signal. They are: 
maximal ratio combining (MRC), equal gain combining 
(EGC) and selection combining (SC). SC is not technique 
with the best performance, but is the least complicated and 
the cheapest, and therefore often used in wireless 
communication systems. Because of that is analyzed in 
many papers [4]-[7]. 

In last few year many general fading distributions are 
analyzed in available literature for describing fading in 

wireless communications. For example, in [4], the first-
order statistical characteristics of dual-branch SC diversity 
combiner, employed to reduce the influence of η-μ fading 
to the wireless telecommunications systems performance 
were analyzed.  The authors determined probability 
density function (PDF), cumulative distribution function 
(CDF), signal moments, variance, characteristic function 
and channel capacity (CC) for defined system model. 

The paper [8] introduces a general κ–μ fading 
distribution. This distribution includes the Rician, the 
Nakagami-m, one-sided Gaussian and the Rayleigh 
distributions. Also, the log-normal distribution may be 
well-approximated by the κ–μ distribution. This 
distribution shows a very good fitting to experimental 
data. Many researchers know deal with κ–μ distribution. 
So in the letter [9], a novel analytical, closed form 
expression for the outage probability (Pout), when useful 
and interference signal experience κ–μ fading in the 
presence of Gaussian noise is calculated. 

The generalized α−κ−μ fading channel is analyzed in 
[7]. Closed-form expressions for probability density 
function (PDF) at the output of SC and MRC diversity 
systems are given. Also, closed-form expressions for 
Shannon capacity for cases of SC and MRC diversity 
systems, and for the case of no diversity, were determined. 

In newer time, the α−µ distribution was proposed for 
modeling the small scale fading variations. The α−µ 
distribution is also a general PDF characterizing the signal 
envelope variation in multipath fading [10]-[18]. The 
property of generality of the α−µ distribution motivates 
researchers to consider this distribution to model the small 
scale multipath fading environments, but a little 
complicated expression for PDF restricts the performance 
evaluation of this generalized channel model. 

So, in [11], the expressions for the amount of fading 
(AoF) and the average CC for α−µ fading channel were 
derived. These expressions can be reduced to the 
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expressions for other channel models, obtained from α−µ 
fading as special cases [10], and that: Rayleigh 
distribution by setting α=2, µ=1, Nakagami-m (µ becomes 
a fading parameter m by putting α=2), Weibull (α/2 as a 
fading parameter if µ=1). The level crossing rate (LCR), 
the average fade duration (AFD), and the joint statistics of 
the correlated α−µ random variables were analyzed in 
[10]. In [12], the multivariate distribution of the α−µ 
distribution is derived. Further, the Pout, the moment 
generating function (MGF), and the bit error probability 
(BEP) evaluation were obtained in [13].  

The mathematical expressions and simulation of the 
α−μ channel model is described in detail in [2]. In [14], 
the problem of energy detection of an unknown 
deterministic signal over fading channels is observed. A 
closed-form expression is derived for the average 
probability of detection of the energy detector over α−μ 
generalized fading channels with SC diversity reception. 

In [15], a model for the complex 𝛼-𝜇 fading channel is 
presented. An efficient, simple, and general method to 
generate complex 𝛼-𝜇 samples is proposed and the bit 
error rate (BER) performance of an orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) system is derived. Channel 
parameters (nonlinearity, clustering, and power imbalance 
of components in-phase and quadrature) are analyzed. 

An enriched α−μ distribution as feasible model for 
fading in wireless communications systems is investigated 
in [16]. Some performance measures of wireless 
communications systems over this enriched α−μ fading 
are determined in terms of the Meijer G-function and 
analysis of the system reliability investigated. 

In [17], the authors analyzed joint influence of non-
linearity, described by α − μ distribution, and shadowing 
with inverse gamma distribution, to the wireless channel. 
An approximate expression for PDF was derived over 
α − μ/inverse gamma fading channel by using Gauss–
Laguerre quadrature polynomial. Further, this formula is 
used for derivation of CDF, moment generating function 
(MGF) and nth moment. After, the average symbol error 
probability (SEP) with MRC and EGC diversity is 
obtained. 

The paper [18] investigates the secrecy performance of 
the Wyner’s wiretap model, where the main channel and 
eavesdropper channel suffer correlated α-µ fading. New 
expressions for the average secrecy capacity and secrecy 
Pout are derived for the considered scenario and the effect 
of correlation on the secrecy performance has been 
analyzed. 

The average bit error rate of generalized spatial 
modulation (GSM)-Spatial multiplexing (SM) is 
calculated for fading channels described by k-µ, η-μ and 
α-μ distributions and compared with other existing 
schemes (GSM and spatial modulation) in [19]. It is 
proved that proposed scheme gives the best result. 

Our paper is organized over five sections. In 
Introduction, we described papers from the area. In the 
second section, Pout of the signal to interference ratio (SIR) 
at the output of multi-branch SC receiver operating in 
α − μ environment was derived. In the third one, we 
showed numerical results and analyzed parameters’ 

influence. Planning and simulation environment are 
presented in the fourth section. Finally, in Section V we 
interpret findings and conclude the paper with possibilities 
for future work.  

II. CALCULATING THE OUTAGE PROBABILITY OF 

SIGNAL TO INTERFERENCE RATIO AT THE OUTPUT OF THE 

MULTI-BRANCH SC RECEIVER 

In this section, outage probability of the MIMO 
system which uses multi-branch SC receiver, is observed. 
The transmitted desired signal experiences α-µ fading as 
well as co-channel interference. The model of the SC 
receiver is shown in Fig. 1.  

The input signal envelopes are denoted as x1, x2, …, 
xn. SC receiver has L input branches (L  2). SC receiver 
chooses the signal from the antenna with the highest SIR, 
and conducts it to the user. Output signal is denoted by x. 
The envelopes of co-channel interference appearing at the 
receiver input are y1, y2, …, yn at each of the L SC 
receivers’ inputs. A corresponding output CCI signal is y.  

The PDF of the signal envelopes follow the α-μ 
distribution given by [10]: 
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where 𝛼 is a positive arbitrary parameter related to the 

nonlinearity of the wireless medium, 𝜇 ≥ 1/2 is the 

inverse of the normalized variance, Γ(·) is a Gamma 

function. In a described channel, CCI also follows α-μ 

distribution: 
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The mean square values of the signal envelopes xi≥0, 
i=1,2, …, L, are denoted by Ωi, while the mean square 
values of the CCI envelopes yi≥0, i=1,2, …, L are denoted 
by si: 

( ) 22 , iiiii ysxx == .                                   (3) 

The ratio of the desired signal envelope and the CCI at 
the ith input branch of the SC receiver is: 
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Figure 1. The model of the multi-branch SC receiver  
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The PDF of the desired signal to CCI ratio, SIR zi, is 
given by [20]: 
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The CDF of zi is [21]: 
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The integral in expression (6) can be solved emploing 
Beta function [20]: 
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By combining the expressions (6) and (7), we can 
rewrite the expression for CDF of zi. It becomes: 
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where Bz(a, b) is the incomplete Beta function defined in 
[22; 8.39].  

At the SC receiver output, the SIR for i=1,2, …, L 
will be: 

( )1 2max , ,... ,...,i Lz z z z z= .                        (9) 

Mathematically, Pout is equal to CDF. So, if use 
equation (8), where i=1,2, …, L, we can calculate Pout.  
Consequently, Pout of z at the SC output is obtained in the 
form [8]: 
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PDF of the SIR at the output of the L-branch SC 
receiver can be calculated by using expressions (5) and 
(9) [7]: 
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Graphic view of system performance at output of 
multi-branch SC receiver is given in Figs 2 and 3. Some 
fading parameters change, while some are taken to be 
equal for all curves. The graphics are plotted using 
Software Mathematica and Origin. 

III. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In order to analyze the influence of fading and 
interference severity on the concerned performance, 
numerically obtained results are presented graphically. 
Figs. 2 and 3 show PDF and CDF of signal-to-interference 
ratio at the output of the SC receiver versus crossing 
threshold. Obtained results presented in the figures are 
calculated in the expressions (10) and (11). 

In both figure is taken that Ω1=Ω2=…Ωn=1, and 
s1=s2=…sn=1. The cases of two or more SC combiner 
inputs are observed. 

The PDF of output SIR is shown in Fig. 2. One can be 
seen that the performance of the system is improved with 
increasing number of branches L because PDF decreases. 
Also, the influence of nonlinearity parameter α and 
parameter µ on PDF can be visible from this figure. 

 

 
Figure 2. PDF of MIMO system with multi-branch SC combiner 

versus SIR, for different values of parameters µ, α and L 

 

 
Figure 3. Pout of observed system with multi-branch SC receiver, for 

different values of parameters µ, α and L 
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It can be noticed from Fig. 3 that as the parameters µ, 
α and L increase, Pout decreases and the system has better 
performance and a lower probability of failure. 

IV. PLANNING AND SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT  

This section introduces a software environment for 

providing modelling and planning of MIMO multi-branch 

SC diversity system that can be accessed using web 

browser, built upon [23, 24]. In Fig. 4, the working 

principle of this tool is depicted [5; Fig. 4]. 

In the first step, it is necessary to draw a diagram 

representing network model. The model takes into 

account the following factors when it comes network 

planning [23, 24]: base stations, service consumers 

(surveillance systems, drones, autonomous vehicles, 

robots), environmental configuration (obstacles) and 

characteristics of communication channel. 

Furthermore, the value of outage probability is 

calculated NVIDIA CUDA [25], leveraging the Graphics 

Processing Unit (GPU) as described in [23]. This way, 

the time required for loop-based calculations is reduced, 

as this approach provides parallelization in this case. Due 

to fact that loops are constituent part of Pout computation 

expression, the speed up of up to 59 times was achieved, 

if compared against the equivalent implementation using 

Mathematica, running on CPU.  

Moreover, we make use of GPU hardware to predict 

the demand of a service for given location using deep 

learning regression model implemented in PyTorch [26]. 

We consider the following as input variables: location, 

day within the week and average daily temperature. The 

implemented deep neural network used for this purpose 

has three hidden layers with 50 nodes performing ReLU 

activation. For training, the mean squared error (MSE) 

cost function was used and learning rate 0.01. The model 

achieved relative error around 11%. Fig. 5 shows an 

excerpt of Python code that illustrates the architecture of 

the described neural network. 

In the last step, when we have both the Pout and 

service demand prediction values, linear optimization 

procedure is executed in order to find the optimal base 

station assignment (from set BS) for the observed 

locations within smart city (from set L). AMPL [27] was 

used for optimization model definition. The aim of 

objective function is to maximize the performance by 

minimizing the value of Pout, while keeping the costs as 

small as possible: 

,

[ , ] [ , ] [ , ]
bs BS l L

minimize assign bs l Pout bs l cost bs l
 

 .   (12) 

Users

Linear 
optimization

Pout calculation

Modelling tool

Pout

Model AssignmentDiagram

Demand prediction

Demand

Minimize cost

Maximize QoS

 
Figure 4. Network planning software environment workflow 

 
class DemandModel(torch.nn.Module):

    def __init__(self, input_length):

        super(MyNeuralNetwork, self).__init__()

        self.input_size = input_length

        self.l1 = torch.nn.Linear(input_length, 50)

        self.l2 = torch.nn.Linear(50, 50)

        self.l2 = torch.nn.Linear(50, 50)

        self.l3 = torch.nn.Linear(50, 1)

    def forward(self, x):

        predicted = F.relu(self.l1(x))

        predicted = F.relu(self.l2(predicted))

        predicted = F.relu(self.l3(predicted))

        out = self.l4(predicted)

        return out

demand_predictor=DemandModel(5)

 Figure 5. Regression neural network Python code excerpt 

TABLE I. RESULTS FOR VARYING NETWORK MODEL SIZE 

Base 

station

s 

[num] 

Location

s 

[num] 

Pout  

[s] 

 

Pred. 

[s] 

 

Opt. 

[min] 

 

Cost red. 

[%] 

3 1 0.37 0.08 0.16 61 

6 3 0.88 0.19 0.29 58 

9 4 2.04 0.25   1.05 72 

 

On the other side there is a constraint that for each 

location l, the value of channel capacity [28] for base 

station s at given location cap[bs,l] has to sufficient 

regarding the previously predicted demand value 

demand[l]: 

[ , ] [ , ] [ ],
bs BS

assign bs l cap bs l demand l l L


  .           (13) 

Decision variable assign[bs, l] will take value 1 if base 
station bs will be placed on location l, but it is 0 in the 
other case. 

In context of approach evaluation, the performance 
improvement and cost reduction percentage, together with 
times of execution for varying sizes of models are 
presented in Table I. According the results, it can be 
concluded that more time is required in case of larger 
models, while the achieved performance improvement and 
cost reduction depend on the specific instance of model 
that is considered. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we analyzed a MIMO system with a 
multi-branch SC receiver in the presence of generalized 
α−µ fading and CCI with the same distribution. For such 
scenario we derived an expression for outage probability 
and presented it graphically. The impact of fading and 
CCI parameters is observed and some conclusion are 
made. Namely, a system performance is more favorable in 
case the Pout is smaller, what is achieved with lower values 
of µ and bigger α, for lower SIR. Likewise, enlarging the 
number of input branches L, what gives possibilities to 
combiner to choose the branch with the best SIR, lealds to 
better system performance. 

Employing obtained expression for Pout at the output of 
the multi-branch SC combiner, we have proposed the 
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software environment for simulation of Pout. The approach 
with GPU for calculation the Pout considerably decreases 
the response time of mobile network simulation tool. 
Also, implementation of linear optimization shows 
promising results in network planning as it reduces the 
costs of system, staying QoS at the same value. 
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Abstract - Our atmosphere may not seem like a habitat suitable 

for bacteria to many people, but with some recent research, we 

get the opposite. They indicate that it contains a diverse range of 

bacteriological flora. Does, and to what extent, polluted air affect 

the presence of these bacteria in our atmosphere, and does it 

catalyze their reproduction? We will answer the answers to these 

questions with regular measurements of air pollution at several 

outdoor and indoor locations, the difference between outdoor and 

indoor pollution, and bacteriological measurements of indoor air 

at the same locations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With each passing year, more and more air pollution is 

imposed on our daily lives as an unacceptable daily routine 

that is very difficult to control and avoid. World Health 

Organization (WHO) reports [1] are becoming increasingly 

alarming with the number of lives being taken by air pollution. 

The World Health Organization claims that as much as 7.6% 

of global mortality is a product of air pollution or more than 7 

million per year. Of which over 3 million deaths are the 

product of ambient air pollution and another 4.3 million deaths 

are the product of household pollution in more than 3,000 

cities worldwide [2]. This problem raises another question, is 

air pollution a catalyst for bacteria and viruses in the 

atmosphere? Our atmosphere may not seem like a habitat 

suitable for bacteria to many people, but with some recent 

research, we get the opposite. Bacteria that are considered 

normal indoor air flora live with us and in our atmosphere 

every day of our lives, and it is usually composed of: 

Staphylococcus, Corynebacterium, Bacillus, and gram-

negative fermenting bacteria. Studies show that the 

atmosphere contains a diverse range of bacteriological 

branches that are not recognized as normal, some of which 

are: Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, and 

Bacterioids that can form active bacteriological communities 

[3]. Their complexity is similar to that of bacteria found in 

terrestrial and marine environments. Today we have a very 

limited number of studies on this issue of the metabolic 

activity of microbes in the air. Microorganisms in the 

atmosphere can come into contact with two types of 

pollutants: in PM (particulate matter) particles, or 

microorganisms can be part, or embedded in them and also 

gaseous pollutants, such are: ozone (O3), nitrogen oxides 

(NOx), and volatile organic compounds (VOC) PM and 

tropospheric ozone are considered to be the most problematic 

pollutants in Europe. Especially the respiratory part of PM 

particles, PM2.5 (diameter below 2.5µm), is associated with 

heart and respiratory diseases. Heavy metals are claimed to be 

one of the major toxic components of PM2.5 because they can 

be toxic at low concentrations. We aim to find the direct 

impact of air pollution on the existence and their behavior by 

regularly measuring air pollution over the annual seasons 

indoors and outdoors, as well as the bacteriological presence 

in the air by measuring it with appropriate laboratory 

equipment [7]. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY OF MEASUREMENT 

(METHOD AND MATERIALS) 

II.1. Sampling for air quality control 

We realized the external collection of aerial samples at two 

locations, one external and one internal. The external 

measurement was performed with the device (BAM-1020 

MetOne Instruments Inc.) which, in addition to accurate PM 

measurements, also gives readings for O3, NO2, SO2, and CO. 

Internal aerial measurement is performed with an apparatus 

(Aerocet 831 MetOne Instruments, Inc.) that provides accurate 

readings for PM1, PM2.5, PM4, PM10 & TSP particles. 

II.2. Collecting the microbiological samples from the air 

We applied the internal collection of aero-microbiological 

samples in two microbiological laboratories through impactor 

type sampler. Hard or adhesive substrates (55mm x 90mm) are 

used with for the Impactor samplers. The time required to take 

a sample with such a sampler is between 3-5 minutes. The 

most commonly used TSA (Trypticase soy agar) agar 

substrates with blood, MacConkey agar. This method is a 

quantitative method because it involves programmed 

collection of various volumes of air (10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 250, 

500, 750 and 1000 liters). The reading is directly from the 

modern analytical agar system, Chromocult coliform agar 

(Merck). 

II.3. Air quality measurement locations 

Air quality measurement takes place at two locations: one 

outdoors and one indoors. 

External measuring station – The location of the city 

measuring station in the center of the City of Skopje 

(41.992436,21.423548) [5] was chosen as the location for the 

external measuring station [5] in order to obtain information 

on air pollution in one of the busiest places in the city, also 

near the Medical Faculty Skopje where the internal measuring 

station is located. 
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Internal measuring station - The Medical Faculty Skopje - 

Microbiology and Parasitology was chosen as the location for 

the indoor measuring station, as the ideal location for 

monitoring the correlation of the indoor ambient air with the 

outdoor air on the influence of bacteria. We started the 

measurement in the winter period of the year when the 

pollution is expected to be the highest, and it will be measured 

one year annually, in all 4 yearly seasons on average twice a 

month. From the internal measurement, we get results from 

PM1, PM2.5, PM4, PM10 & TSP particles, we get the results 

from the readings every minute and we take an average value 

of 60 minutes of measurement as a result of a certain 

parameter. In our study, we place the greatest emphasis on 

PM2.5 and PM10 particles. 

TABLE 1: EUROPIAN AIR QUALITY STANDARDS. 

 

II.4. Criteria and significance of the values of the 

microbiological measurement of the bacteriological air 

pollution 

The upper limit for the hygienic correctness of the air is 150-

200 colonies of saprophytes, when the number of saprophytic 

colonies is greater than or equal to 200 we say that the air 

quality does not meet the required microbiological hygiene 

(reference values are according to ISO 14698-1 / 2 

International Standard to control contamination in cleanrooms 

and other controlled environment). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 2: ISO 14698-1 / 2 International standard for bio contamination 
control in clean rooms and other controlled environments 

Saprophyte colonies / 

value 

Criterion 

0-149 Satisfies the hygienic 

correctness of the air 

150-200 Upper limit of tolerance 

for hygienic air quality 

≥200 Does not satisfy the 

hygienic correctness of the 

air 

 

II.5. Machine learning methodology 

Machine learning algorithms have been used very recently in 

many areas, as well as in environmental studies, to gain new 

knowledge or improve the understanding of the existing body 

of knowledge regarding the inner-working elements of a given 

ecosystem. In this direction, in this paper we apply a particular 

machine learning algorithm of decision trees, notably 

Predictive Clustering Trees (PCT) [8], that are well known for 

their easy interpretation of the final model for the biological 

experts. The PCT algorithm operates on the principles by 

partitioning the data into smaller chunks of data by using a 

heuristic function computed on the input data. The final model 

depicts the relationship between the target attribute and the set 

of descriptive attributes. In experiments, the target attribute is 

the Saprophyte colonies value, while the descriptive attributes 

are the PM2.5 and PM10 measured data inside of the lab as well 

as the outside of the lab, combined with the information of the 

season that are measured (Winter or Summer). From this 

experimental setup, we obtained four models: two models 

regarding the measurements inside of the laboratory 

measurements (LabPM) and outside of the laboratory 

(OutPM) with PM2.5 and another two models with PM10. The 

final four PCT models are selected from several models that 

are obtained by applying certain constraints in the algorithm. 

Practically, in our experimental setup we applied constraints 

regarding the depth of the tree model that can maximally grow 

and the number of leaves that each tree model can have. From 

these models, based on the descriptive (training) performance, 

and more important based on the 10-fold cross validation 

procedure, the predictive (test) performance of the models, 

four models were finally selected. These four models are 

presented and discussed in the next section.  

 

 

 

 SO2 NO2 PM10 PM 2.5 O3 CO 

Very 

High 

˃500 >400 >180 >110 >240 >20 

High 350-

500 

200-

400 

90-180 55-110 180-

240 

10-20 

Mild 100-

350 

100-

200 

50-90 30-55 120-

180 

7.5-10 

Low 50-

100 

50-

100 

25-50 15-30 60-

120 

5-7.5 

Very 

low 

0-50 0-50 0-25 0-15 0-60 0-5 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

Figure 1. Measurements of total indoor air pollution by seasons associated 

with microbiological pollution measurements 

The obtained model refers to the total measurements of PM10 
and PM2.5 particles in indoor air compared to the degree of 
microbiological contamination of air expressed by the number 
of CFU / 1 L air (CFU = colony forming units), on nutrient 
blood agar substrate. The model shows comparatively the 
differences of the two measurements depending on the seasonal 
influence, i.e. winter and summer months. 

The total air pollution of the "indoor" air in the winter months 
is at least 3.5 times higher> 66 μg/m3 compared to the air 
pollution in the summer months> 19 mg / m3. The winter 
period that shows measurements above the obtained average is 
accompanied by higher microbiological contamination of the 
air 139.07 CFU / 1l, compared to air pollution that ranges in 
values around the legal norm, ie between 44.8 – 66 μg/m3 and 
subsequently 115.08. CFU / L for values closer to the legal 
standard for the Republic of Macedonia and then increases to 
124.6 CFU / L in parallel with the growth of taste air pollution 
with PM particles above average. 

The total air pollution of the "indoor" air in the summer months 
19mg / m3 which is at least 3.5 times lower than in the winter 
period is followed by 2.5 times lower microbiological air 
pollution, ie 64.5 CFU / L. Analogous to the winter 
measurements and summer measurements show a decrease in 
microbiological pollution with a decrease in average PM air 
pollution (47.1 CFU / L followed by 35.2 CFU / L). 

3.1 Conclusion The winter period is accompanied by a 
minimum of 3.5 time’s higher indoor air pollution, which 
directly affects the increase in the degree of microbiological 
contamination of the same air. 

 

Figure 2. Measurements of total outdoor air pollution by seasons associated 

with microbiological indoor air pollution measurements 

The algorithm refers to the total measurements of PM10 and 
PM 2.5 particles in the outside air compared to the degree of 
microbiological contamination of the air in the laboratory air 
expressed by the number of CFU / L air (CFU = colony 
forming units), on nutrient blood agar substrate. The 
measurements of air pollution with total PM particles are from 
the measuring station of the municipality of Centar.  

The algorithm shows comparatively the differences of the two 
measurements depending on the seasonal influence, i.e. winter 
and summer months. 

The total air pollution of the "outdoor" air in the winter months 
136 μg/m3 is at least 7 times higher than the average air 
pollution of the outside air in the summer months. From the 
measurements in the winter months it can be seen that if the air 
pollution with total PM particles above the average 1361 μg/m3 

is followed by 142.8 CFU / L air in the laboratory space which 
is a higher value than the microbiological contamination at 
lower load with PM or 120.7 CFU / L. 

Summer seasonal measurements, which are 7 times lower than 
winter, showed microbiological contamination at 53 CFU / L. 
and 69.14 CFU / L, if PM air pollution ranges between> 18.2 
μg/m3 and> 33 μg/m3, it decreases significantly to 40.41 CFU / 
L if total PM is around the average measured > 18.2 μg/m3 and 
almost decreases by 2-3 times at total PM > 9.82 μg/m3. 

3.2 Conclusion The winter period is accompanied by at least 7 
times higher air pollution in the outside air or "outdoor" air, 
which directly affects the increase of the degree of 
microbiological contamination of the indoor "indoor" air, by 
the same at least 7 (24.75 CFU / L - 142.8 CFU / L) times 
between the period of lowest summer PM (> 9.82 μg/m3) air 
pollution and the period of highest winter air pollution (136 
μg/m3) 
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Figure 3. Laboratory measurements of pollution with PM 2.5 and 

microbiological contamination and relationship with seasonal variation 

The algorithm refers to measurements of PM 2.5 particles in 
indoor air compared to the degree of microbiological 
contamination of air expressed by the number of CFU / 1 L air 
(cfu = colony forming units), on nutrient blood agar substrate.  

The algorithm shows comparatively the differences of the two 
measurements depending on the seasonal influence, ie. winter 
and summer months. 

Air pollution of air with PM 2.5 in the winter months is at least 
2.5 times higher> 46 μg/m3 compared to air pollution in the 
summer months> 18 μg/m3.  

Winter measurements of PM 2.5 in the laboratory are on 
average around the legally allowed standard, ie 46 μg/m3. If 
their value increases> 96 μg/m3. The microbiological pollution 
of 85.8 CFU / L does not follow the trend of their increase, 
contrary to the values of PM 2.5 which is above the standard 
but are between 46 μg/m3 and 96 μg/m3 when the 
microbiological pollution is significantly higher, ie. 137.5 CFU 
/ L. In some winter months where PM 2.5 particles were twice 
lower than the permissible standard (21μg/m3) the 
microbiological contamination does not decrease analogously 
but is around the values (115.08 cfu / L. And 124.3 CFU / L. ) 
which are also obtained for PM2.5 values between> 46 μg/m3 
and > 96 μg/m3. The summer results of PM particles of 2.5, 
with values > 10 μg/m3  to > 18 μg/m3are sent with 
approximately 2 times lower values 72.3 CFU / L, compared to 
their numbers at > 21 μg/m3 or 96 μg/m3 which were measured 
in some winter months. 

When the values of PM 2.5 fall> 10 μg/m3 but not> 18 μg/m3 
the values of microbiological contamination are the lowest 
(35.4 CFU / L and 51.5 CFU / L). 

 

3.3 Conclusion PM 2.5 Particle Values > 46 μg/m3 - 96 μg/m3 
inversely affect the amount of microbiological contamination. 

Only their values > μg/m3but not > 18 μg/m3 are sent to a 
greater reduction of microbiological contamination. 

TABLE 3.  Microorganisms that are used as indicators for a certain type of 
contamination of the living environment in a period of 1 year 

Month Bacterial Flora 

December 2019 Indicative microorganisms 

January  

February  

March  

April  

May Bacillus subtilis 

June  

July Bacillus subtilis 

August Streptococcus fecalis 

September  

October  

November mold 

December  

 

** Indicators of microorganisms 

Bacillus subtilis - an indicator of increased presence of the 

right 

 

Fecal streptococcus - an indicator of fecal contamination 

 

Mold - an indicator of increased viscosity in the space 

 

TABLE 3 shows qualitatively isolated microorganisms that 

are internationally accepted as indicators that can be 

associated with the type of hygienic air defect and other 

inanimate environment. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

1. There is a seasonal variation in total air pollution in relation 

to legal standards. 

a. Air pollution in the winter months is higher than the legally 

allowed standard in both outdoor and indoor air. 

b. In the summer months, the air pollution values are close to 

the standard allowed values in both outdoor and indoor air. 

 

2. There is a quantitative difference in air pollution between 

outdoor and indoor air, especially in the winter months. 

In the winter months the outside air is twice as polluted with 

total PM particles as the indoor air (136 μg/m3 / 66 μg/m3) 

(see Graphicon 1 and Graphicon 2) 

 

3. There is a seasonal variation in terms of quantitative air 

pollution of outside air as well as indoor air. 

 

a. The winter period for the outside air is at least 7 times 

higher air pollution than the summer months (136 μg/m3 vs. 

18.42 μg/m3) which directly proportionally affects the increase 

of the level of microbiological contamination, for the same at 

least 7 times (24.75 CFU / L - 142.8 CFU / L) times between 
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the period of lowest summer PM air pollution (> 9.82 μg/m3) 

and the period of highest winter air pollution (136 μg/m3) 

b. The winter period indoors is at least 3.5 times more polluted 

than the summer months (66 μg/m3 vs. 19 μg/m3), which 

directly affects the increase in the degree of microbiological 

contamination of indoor air (139, 07 CFU / L vs. 64.5 CFU / 

L) 

 

4. In the summer months there is no visible difference between 

the total air pollution outside the indoor air, but in the summer 

month’s microorganisms are more often present indicators of 

the presence of dust and fecal contamination 

 

5. Air pollution with PM particles proportionally affects the 

microbiological contamination of indoor air. The reduction of 

air pollution is proportionally followed by a reduction of 

microbiological air contamination in both seasons and in both 

measured air samples. 

 

a. The 7-fold increase in air pollution in the outdoor air in 

winter conditions directly-proportionally affects the increase 

in the degree of microbiological contamination, for the same 

at least 7 times (24.75 CFU / L - 142.8 CFU / L) times 

between the period of the lowest summer air pollution (> 9.82 

μg/m3) and the period of highest winter air pollution (136 

μg/m3) 

b. Increasing the air pollution of indoor air in winter 

conditions by 3.5 times in winter conditions, directly affects 

the increase in the degree of microbiological contamination of 

indoor air (139.07 CFU / L versus 64.5 CFU / L) 

c. There is no visible association of microbiological 

contamination with the origin of increased air pollution, i.e. 

outside / indoor air 

 

6. PM values 2.5 Particles > 46 μg/m3 - 96 μg/m3 affect 

inversely proportional to the amount of microbiological 

contamination. 

 

7. Only values of pm 2.5 of > 10 μg/m3 but not> μg/m3 3 are 

sent with a greater reduction of microbiological 

contamination. 
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Abstract – Applications in the field of medicine and 

healthcare would include electronic health records, health 

insurance, biomedical research, drug supply and 

procurement, and medical education. One of the 

requirements for health and medicine is 

interoperability, which represents the ability to exchange 

data or information accurately, efficiently and consistently. 

There are currently problems with the amount and 

exchange of data in healthcare. The potential for blockchain 

in healthcare is to solve the challenges connected with the 

security, privacy, sharing and storage of data. A proposed 

model in this paper describes a new procedure of design and 

implementation on a decentralized platform for managing 

data with blockchain for providing more secure, 

transparent and significant medical assistance for patients 

and providers of healthcare globally. 

Keywords: blockchain, data decentralization, 

electronic health data, e-health. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The first blockchain was created by the unknown 
persons behind the online cash currency bitcoin, under 
the pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. He 
described: “A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic 
cash would allow online payments to be sent directly 
from one party to another without going through a  
financial institution”. The word blockchain is a 
combination of two words, the first is “block” and the 
second is “chain”, and this is a combination of more 
blocks in a chain equal to the blockchain. The first block 
was developed at the beginning of 2009, and that is the 
beginning of the new revolution in informational 
technologies. Decentralization as the main feature on 
blockchain was introduced in Web 3.0, where the “Dapp” 
Application was decentralized and they will be 
everywhere [2].     

 

Figure 1. Blockchain blocks [3]. 

Blockchain is registered for all transactions because 
every system keeps a record of the transaction and is 
stored as a database. Important for blockchain systems is 
how the transaction information is sent and stored. At 
bitcoin transactions the data have stored in blocks, this is 
shown in Fig. 1. Cryptography is an integral part of the 
inner workings of blockchain technology, more precisely 
the hash function in such a way where is impossible to 
change content on one block without a content change for 
all of the blocks who follow him. This is an extremely 
important feature of blockchain's, as it ensures the 
immutability of the data entered into the block. 

Bitcoin is a decentralized system which means that 
there are no central servers. All users are connected in a 
peer-to-peer network and every user presents one node on 
this network is shown in Fig.2. Because a peer-to-peer is 
that every user makes a direct connection with several 
other users, it means that the user is indirectly connected 
to all other users. Information was travelling through a 
peer-to-peer network to each of its participants with sent 
a message only to users who are connected directly. It 
means each of the users when sent a message to users 
who are directly connected, the message passes to all of 
the participants in the network, but only those users who 
are directly connected to the sender have an overview.  

 

 

Figure 2. A peer-to-peer network 

The Byzantine generals' problem is one of the most 

well-known and classic problems faced by decentralized 

networks. Solving this problem was one of the key 

developments in the creation of Bitcoin and, by 

extension, all other cryptocurrencies. Some of the nodes 

in the network have a complete blockchain. Because the 

nodes constantly communicate with each other, they 

always check that their copy of the block matched to 

block on the other nodes. If the block doesn’t match with 

others, then the node updates automatically its version for 

agreement with the rest of the nodes in the network. This 

is a kind of database that is connected to thousands of 

Faculty of Information and Communication Technologies – Bitola 

University “St. Kliment Ohridski” University – Bitola, North Macedonia
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computers that are constantly updated in real-time. Every 

bitcoin user has a private key, public key and bitcoin 

address. 

  The public key has been created from the private 

key, but on the way that is impossible to make a reverse 

process that is to make a private key from the public key. 

Then, a public key is created, and a bitcoin address that’s 

not in danger of abuse does therefore not need to hide. 

From the other side, very important is a private key to be 

kept well, because it is needed upon signing transactions 

with bitcoin address with key what is connected. For 

example, if the bitcoin address is signing as banking 

number of user account and private key has signed pin of 

the user who is using to confirm payment from that 

account.  

There is one very important difference around this 

functionality: If the user lost his pin who confirm a 

transaction from his banking account, then the bank will 

create a new pin, but if the user loses his private key with 

it loses his bitcoin address forever. These bitcoins exist, 

but no one can access them without a private key. 

When the user will want to send his bitcoins to 

another user, he must enter the recipient bitcoin address, 

the amount he wants to send and sign the transaction with 

his private key. Then, the information for that transaction 

is sent to participants with whom a user connects directly 

with a peer-to-peer network, so that will be forwarded 

until it reaches the recipient. Bitcoin transactions were 

forwarded only by a mediator. Every node in a bitcoin 

network is a mediator, which checks the transaction and 

forwarded it when doesn’t reach all the nodes. Every time 

a transaction occurs it has to be approved by the nodes, 

each of them checks its validity. Once every node has 

checked a transaction there is a sort of electronic vote, as 

some nodes may think the transaction is valid and others 

think it is a fraud. The nodes referred to above are 

computers. Each node has a copy of the digital ledger or 
blockchain. Each node checks the validity of each 

transaction. If a majority of nodes say that a transaction is 

valid then it is written into a block. 

The process of mining or creating blocks is: 

The users take verified transactions from the pools to 

create a new block. The number of transactions that will 

be potentially added in the block, check the way of the 

payment and other criteria are decided by the user. The 

users created Merkle Tree from the transaction in the first 

step, until they take root in Merkle. Merkle tree, also 

known as a hash tree, is a data structure used for data 

verification and synchronization. It is a tree data structure 

where each non-leaf node is a hash of its child nodes. All 

the leaf nodes are at the same depth and are as far left as 

possible. It maintains data integrity and uses hash 

functions for this purpose [12]. The structure of the 

Merkle tree and Merkle root is shown in Fig. 3 [5]. 

If a parameter in the transaction changes, his hash will 

change, that way root hash will not correspond to the 

written root in the block. Miners hash the block header 

with the corresponding hash function. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

blockchain technology in healthcare and medicine is 

explained in Section II, while electronic healthcare 

records (EHR) is explained in the third Section.  Internet 

on medical things (IoMT) is described in the subsequent 

Section.  The process for issuing and filling out medical 

prescriptions is explained in Section V, while the sharing 

laboratory test/ data of result is explained in Section VI. 

Smart contracts based on Ethereum for clinical trials are 

described in the seventh Section. Data flow for 

compensation in healthcare is explained in Section VIII. 

The proposed model of the blockchain system in 

medicine and healthcare is highlighted in the subsequent 

Section. The last Section gives concluding remarks. 

 

 

Figure 3. Merkle Tree [5]. 

II. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IN HEALTHCARE AND 

MEDICINE  

The potential for blockchain in healthcare is to solve 
the challenges connected with the security, privacy, 
sharing and storage of data. 

One of the requirements for health 
and medicine in the industry is interoperability, 
which represents the ability to exchange data 
or information accurately, efficiently and consistently. 
Interoperability in healthcare has a purpose to facilitate 
the exchange of information connected with healthcare, 
between providers on healthcare services and patients.  

In healthcare, the blockchain has a positive impact on 
the result of the healthcare on the companies and 
interesting parties to optimize the business process to 
improve the patient result, management with data of the 
patient, lower costs and better use of records connected 
with healthcare protection. The ability to share 
information for medical healthcare without risk of privacy 
and security of records of endangerment on users and 
patients is one of the primary steps for improvement in the 
quality of healthcare service for patients and users. 

III. ELECTRONIC HEALTHCARE RECORD (EHR) 

Traditional medical files known as PHR (Personal 
Healthcare Records) are written on paper. Information 
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technologies allow the introduction of electronic 
healthcare records known as EHR [6]. 

EHR system is developed with help of blockchain 
technology, where data will be able shared securely or 
kept in the frame of the institutions. EHR content 
complete data of the patients like the history of 
examinations, tests, results, diseases, drugs and 
prevention, etc. Electronic access to health records allows 
the doctor to get a significant improvement of quality 
treatment on patients [7]. 

EHR allows better measures to treat the disease, 
improvement of healthcare delivery and increased level 
of preventive care to patients. 

 

Figure 4. EHR in Blockchain medical system [8]. 

The primary data was generating of interaction 
between the patient and his doctor and specialist. This 
data consists of medical history, current problems and 
other physiologic information. EHR was created for 
every patient by using primary data collected in the first 
step, as shown in Fig.4. Other medical information that is 
generated by medical care, medical picture, drugs and 
history are input in the EHR. 

Individual patients can access their EHR, while a 
customed control is given only on the institution for 
which the patient was referred [12]. Institutions that want 
to access information must ask for the permission of the 
patient, and a patient is a person who decided to whom 
give access control to his data. These three steps were a 
part of the core of all processes, including database, 
blockchain and storage data in the cloud. Healthcare 
providers, such as ad hoc clinics, hospitals are the end-
users who gain access to secure data delivery and are 
authorized by the owner or the patient. 

IV. INTERNET OF MEDICAL THING (IOMT) 

In the IoMT area, the patient is a source of all data. 
Medical IoT devices are normally connected or in the 
distance where they follow patients through generating a 
big data volume. The created data are stored on a block or 
they stored in the cloud. Artificial Intelligence will help 
the blockchain to make intelligent virtual agents, which 
will be able to automatically create new records [10].  

In the case of sensitive medical data, where the 
priority was security, a decentralized system will help 
with blockchain to reach better security. Lenders for 
health care are the last users who want access to health 
and secure delivery. The blockchain application for the 
Internet of Medical Things is shown in Fig.5. 

 

Figure 5. Blockchain for the Internet of Medical Things [8]. 

V. PROCESS FOR ISSUING AND FILLING OUT MEDICAL 

PRESCRIPTIONS 

The process of medical prescription management was 
going to eliminate a long time process for waiting, 
remove an element for fraud of system and reduce the 
mistake made on the side of misinterpretations by 
doctors.   

The doctor prescribes for the patient and he enters a 
patient’s data in health evidence with a smart contract. 

The pharmacy through a smart contract on the 
Ethereum blockchain access the prescription with 
permission given by the primary doctor and patient.  

After access to the prescription, the pharmacy issues 
medicine and the way of usage sending by a smart 
contract on Ethereum blockchain [9]. 

VI. SHARING LABORATORY TEST/ DATA OF RESULT 

The patient visits a laboratory for blood testing, and 
after the data processing and examination, the laboratory 
shares results and put them into the patient health record. 
Patients through the Ethereum blockchain will get a 
notification where the processed result of the test is 
available. 

The patient permits to share a piece of information on 
a blockchain. When a patient will allow to share a 
medical record of the blockchain medical system, the 
result will be available in the medical system. 

Laboratory through the Ethereum blockchain 
healthcare system will access patient information for his 
working place where they commit payment for this 
service.  

VII. SMART CONTRACT BASED ON THE ETHEREUM FOR 

CLINIC TRIALS 

To enable users to execute smart contracts connected 
with clinics trials on the Ethereum network was resulting 
in more secure drugs. 

In this process, more metadata, including registration 
on protocols, previous set details, diaries for screening 
and writing through a smart contract are used. 

Pharmaceutical companies’ metadata will be stored in 
the Ethereum blockchain for the identification of 
potential patients for inclusion in the clinical trials. 
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The organization was sending a message to selected 
patients, including applications for reading and access to 
their medical records, including any relevant results of 
laboratory studies. 

If the patient is allowed access to the account, the 
pharmaceutical company will be processed through a 
smart contract. The patients, meanwhile, besides 
compensations for participation in trials, will be 
accessible to the new treatment. 

VIII. DATA FLOW FOR COMPENSATION IN HEALTHCARE 

The doctors will quickly resume patient care instead 
to maintain the treatment of their patients while they are 
waiting for an answer from the payer. 

The companies from healthcare insurance are sharing 
their policies through the smart contracts on Ethereum 
blockchain technology. 

The supplier submits to blockchain application for 
previously permission for meeting on specialist, treatment 
or recipe. 

Smart contract for a medical decision-maker of the 
payer determines automatic payment approves with using 
patient medical information. The patient and all of the 
laboratories, pharmacy and specialists on which patient 
delegated access will be checked insurance with having 
authorization in real-time. 

IX. PROPOSED MODEL OF BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM IN 

MEDICINE AND HEALTHCARE 

The users such as doctors, nurses through applications 
connected with blockchain will access data when they 
have a patient code. The user to get a code of data of the 
patient has to check the PHR application and access with 

patient code which is required to input to required 
records. 

The medical user has received code and inputs him in 
the blockchain system where he was performing a check 
in the medical database in which they are enrolled patient 
records. The received data with blockchain technology 
are decrypted with a code entered in medical user who 
gets them EHR records of the patient, but a user can 
check patient’s insurance. When a medical user will 
finish the task with a patient, he/she writes a result 
through a blockchain in the medical database or on the 
cloud storage.  

During the payment, the medical users and hospitals 
where they are employed through the blockchain access 
to data in the healthcare fund, and the funds are 
distributed appropriately. If the patient has different 
insurance, it will calculate whether the cost will be 
covered by the healthcare fund, and/or by the company 
where the patient worked. 

Access to medical data may have and Pharmacy when 
patients are depending on medicines. Also, patients who 
have IoT devices connected through an application where 
entering data their code through their devices and will 
gain access to the data.  

The Farmacy companies through blockchain 
technologies will receive additional information’s for 
finding new pharmacy solutions, but also to improve the 
old ones through organized reports.    

Governmental and other institutions can access 
medicine data through blockchain technology through 
execution on different statistic procedures that are 
performed during check-in the healthcare system in one 
same country. The proposed blockchain system in 
Medicine and Healthcare is shown in Fig.6. 
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Figure 6. Proposed Blockchain System in Medicine and Healthcare. 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

Blockchain has the potential to solve many problems 

in the healthcare sector today. Through this technology, 

new solutions in healthcare and medicine can be 

provided. This new model uses new dynamics through 

different stakeholders in medicine, such as patients and 

providers of services.  

A proposed model in this paper describes a new 

procedure of design and implementation on a 

decentralized platform for managing data with blockchain 

for providing more secure, transparent and significant 

medical assistance for patients and providers of 

healthcare globally and in the hospital. Using a 

blockchain in this model improves the process of 

healthcare for the patient. 

Blockchain can help in many ways through reduced 

transaction costs by using smart contract which is 

embedded for the general purpose of simplifying 

procedures, reducing administrative burdens and 

removing intermediaries. 
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Abstract - 5G is a 5th generation mobile network which 

represents a new global wireless standard. 5G wireless 

technology brings greater bandwidth, increased speed, 

lower latency, higher performance, more reliability, etc. 

Because of its numerous business benefits, wireless 

communication is reaching new heights. With all of this 

comes higher electricity consumption, which will inevitably 

result in global environmental issues, and that is why 

sustainable 5G networks are necessary. Green 5G networks 

aim to make communication as green as possible. In this 

paper the review of network generations and comparison of 

their power consumption is given. Also, the presentation of 

green 5G network solutions for energy savings is presented. 

The results of these solutions in terms of reducing energy 

consumption were compared and discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When compared to previous communication system 
generations, the deployment of 5G networks is projected 
to deliver substantial improvements in capacity, the 
number of connected devices, energy efficiency, and 
speeds [1]. These characteristics will be achieved, among 
other things, by a mixture of larger bandwidths, improved 
antenna technology, and flexible radio access options. As 
a result of the increase in data traffic, energy 
consumption will increase as well, leading to an increase 
in worldwide CO2 emissions. Energy consumption will 
also represent a vital economic cost element for future 
wireless networks, posing significant difficulties for the 
development of green networks aimed at reducing carbon 
footprints [2]. Due to these reasons, network operators 
and device suppliers are actively promoting an energy-
efficient network evolution. Taking all of these factors 
into account, energy efficiency and sustainability are 
identified as important objectives for the deployment of 
5G. Numerous innovative technologies have been 
proposed to minimize traditional energy usage in order to 
achieve sustainable 5G. To minimize the reliance on 
conventional energy, green energy alternatives are being 
researched. 

In addition to summarising and defining all network 
generations from 1G to 5G, we will discuss and present 
an overview of recent academic and industrial research 
on 5G energy-saving solutions and their energy 
efficiency. 

II. GENERATIONS OF WIRELESS CELLULAR 

TECHNOLOGY 

Networks for Wireless Communication have 
undergone a radical transformation in the past several 
decades. Wireless communication generation (G) refers 
to systemic changes within the speed, technology and 
frequency of the networking system. Standards, 
capabilities, new technologies, and new features 
distinguish each generation from the previous one. 
Throughout the history of network development, four 
main generations emerged, with the addition of the fifth, 
currently under deployment. 

A. Network Generations from 1G to 4G 

The first generation (1G) of wireless mobile 
communication systems was created in the early 1980s 
using an analog architecture. Founded on Advanced 
Mobile Phone System (AMPS) technology, it provided 
voice services. Considering 1G systems were founded on 
analog technology, one of the typical issues that emerged 
was sensitivity to interruption, which affected call 
quality. Furthermore, there was an inherent vulnerability 
since analog signals do not permit the use of sophisticated 
encryption technologies. The considered speed of a 1G 
network is up to 2.4 kbps. The main limitations of this 
generation of communication technology include 
restricted capacity, device size, poor sound quality, 
battery life, and overall efficiency [3]. 

The second generation (2G) technology was 
introduced in the late 1980s, and it transmitted voice data 
via digital signals at a rate of 64kbps. It also offered 
services such as SMS, photo messaging, and multimedia 
message services (MMS). The GSM (Global System for 
Mobile Communication) represents the most widely used 
2G mobile standard, and was the first technology that 
supported international roaming [4]. This allowed mobile 
users to utilize their cellular connections in multiple 
nations across the world with higher quality and stability. 
However, 2G networks have limitations such as 
interference difficulties caused by frequency reuse, 
geographical circumstances that can cause occasional call 
drops, and other issues. The main major difference 
between the first and the second generation of wireless 
networks was that radio signals in 1G were analog, 
whereas in 2G, the signals were digital. 
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In the early 2000s, the third generation (3G) of 
wireless mobile communication technology was 
introduced. The objective of 3G networks was to provide 
higher data speeds ranging from 144 kbps to 384 kbps in 
large coverage regions. 3G offered advanced services in 
comparison to previous generations. In addition to 
standard voice communication, it provided internet 
services like: TV access, e-mail, web browsing, 
navigation maps and video calls [5]. The main 
disadvantage of the technology is its inefficiency in terms 
of energy use, because 3G consumes substantially more 
power than most 2G models and is less cost-effective to 
run and maintain in comparison to previous generations 
of networks [6]. The transition from Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication System (UMTS) to high-speed 
packet access (HSPA) gave considerably improved end-
to-end network performance, eventually leading to the 
creation of the fourth generation. 

The fourth generation (4G) mobile networking 
system, which was entirely IP-based, was launched in the 
late 2000s. The primary objective of 4G technology is to 
deliver high-speed, secure, and low-priced voice and data 
services over IP. The purpose of the shift to all IP is to 
provide a single platform for all the other technologies 
that have been created thus far [7]. The speeds for this 
generation vary from 100 Mbps up to 1 Gbps. Terminal 
mobility is an important aspect of 4G since it allows 
wireless services to be provided at any time and from any 
location. From a structural viewpoint, the 4G long-term 
evolution (LTE) framework is built to provide support for 
packet-switched communication with low latency and 
continuous mobility [8]. 

B. 5G network 

Generation after generation has seen periods of solely 
analog frameworks with no data capabilities (1G), digital 
systems optimized for excellent voice telephony (2G), 
broadband and multimedia systems (3G), the IP-based 
network revolution, and the emerging era of unified IP, 
enormous and effortless end-to-end connectivity, and 
mobility (5G) [9]. Moreover, a comprehensive 
examination of the timeline from the first generation to 
the present one reveals an obvious tendency for the 
arrival of new wireless technology to appear roughly 
every decade. Modern, more challenging use cases like 
high-resolution video content, traffic accident prevention, 
remote access, and real-time control impose new 
demands on the network in terms of end-to-end latency, 
dependability, and resilience. Despite the advances in the 
architecture and development of 4G cellular networks, 
these modern communication requirements demand the 
deployment of a fifth-generation mobile network. 5G 
aspires to give infinite access to data and the opportunity 
for anybody, everywhere, at any time, to exchange data 
for the benefit of the whole planet. It also features all of 
the sophisticated characteristics that make this generation 
of mobile technology the most powerful yet and in high 
demand. The 5G standardization processes have already 
resulted in the commercial availability of this technology. 
The increased output rate loss in 5G technology is 
addressed by using the Open Transport Protocol (OTP). 
5G outperforms the current 4G in terms of speed and 
coverage, as it uses a 5 GHz signal and is designed to 

provide speeds of up to 1 Gb/s for a handful of 
connections or tens of Mb/s for thousands of connections. 
Radio Access Networks (RANs) using fifth-generation 
technology would no longer be constrained by base 
station proximity or a complicated architecture, as 5G  
paves the path for virtual RAN by introducing new 
protocols that enable the creation of extra data access 
points. The implementation of other important technology 
concepts like massive MIMO (Multiple-Input-Multiple-
Output) is a cornerstone for the deployment of 5G. 
MIMO is based on the fact that a radio signal between a 
transmitter and receiver is processed by reflections from 
barriers, resulting in numerous signal pathways [10]. 
Another 5G trend that offers low latency and represents a 
new paradigm in wireless networks is Device-to-Device 
communication (D2D). It represents direct 
communication between users (devices) without 
incorporating base stations. Based on the evolution 
between generations of wireless networks, the fifth-
generation represents next-gen technology which is able 
to satisfy the most demanding networking tasks and 
provide a stable platform for incorporating new, 
demanding use cases. 

III. A GREEN 5G NETWORK 

The high energy usage of mobile networks has 
become a serious issue for sustainable development due 
to the rapid growth of mobile devices [11, 12]. The 
importance of energy efficiency in future mobile 
generations is increasing for mobile network operators. 
The need for green communication has never been more 
important in the matter of reducing energy consumption. 
The establishment of green 5G networks will not only 
result in energy savings, but also in cost savings, carbon 
dioxide emissions reductions, and other benefits. The 
overall power consumption of 5G networks is also one of 
the key factors affecting network performance and user 
experience, which are of great importance [13]. For 
researchers, green 5G networks have become an 
intriguing topic in the past few years, particularly in 
terms of finding energy-efficient solutions. 

Many authors have proposed various solutions to 
improve energy efficiency in order to enable sustainable 
5G networks. Hawasli et al. [14] propose three algorithms 
to dynamically adapt the operation of small base stations 
to active/sleep (on/off) for non-uniform user distribution 
in heterogeneous networks, which is a promising 
technology for 5G networks, and investigate the general 
optimal power minimization problem. Al-Rubaye et al. 
[15] embedded an intelligent system into 5G ultra-dense 
networks to provision dense and irregular deployments 
that maintain extended coverage and also improve energy 
efficiency. Rostami et al. [16] introduced a novel wake-
up signaling for the 5G control plane, aiming to reduce 
the energy consumption of the cellular module in the 
downlink. Arbi et al. [17] achieved energy savings in the 
5G radio access network based on LTE technology, by 
implementing an adaptive sectorisation technique. Al-
Quzweeni et al. [18] proposed an optical network 
supported architecture and investigated it to provide the 
wired infrastructure needed for 5G networks, and to 
support network function virtualization towards an 
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energy efficient 5G network. Ryoo et al. [19] designed 
the RRC connection control for 5G to enhance energy 
efficiency with moderate control signaling overhead. 
Saxena et al. [20] identified the complexity of optimal 
traffic awareness in 5G cloud radio access networks and 
designed a framework for traffic-aware energy 
optimization. Zhang et al. [21], benefiting from the 
assistance of macro cells, proposed a novel access 
scheme for heterogeneous cache-enabled 5G hyper 
cellular networks, according to both user interest and 
fairness of service, where the small cells can turn into a 
semi-sleep mode. Bouras et al. [22] present novel 
variations of sleep mode for 5G femtocells combined 
with hybrid access strategies and estimate capacity and 
energy benefits. Xiao et al. [23] proposed a unified 
placement model for energy efficiency of baseband 
functions and mobile edge computing in 5G networks. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The comparison of power consumption in different 
generations of mobile networks can be seen in Table I. It 
shows the development and progress of the frequency 
band, power density, mobile station, and base station 
power level through generations. 

TABLE I. POWER TRENDS FROM 1G TO 5G [24] 

Technology 
Frequency 

band 

Power 

density 

(Watt/M2) 

Mobile 

station 

power  

level 

Base 

station  

power 

level 

1G 800 MHz 4.0 Low Low 

2G 850/ 
900/ 

1800/ 

1900 MHZ 

4.5-9.0 GSM 
850/900:  

33dBm 

 
GSM 

1800/1900: 
24-39dBm 

Macro:  
46 

dBm 

 
Micro:  

14-32 
dBm 

3G 800/ 

850/ 

900/ 
1800/ 

1900/ 

2100 MHZ 

4.5-10 21-33 

dBm 

24-38 

dBm 

4G 1.8 GHZ,  

2.6 GHZ 

10 23 

dBm 

43-48 

dBm 

5G 30-300 GHz 10 High High 

 

From the 1980s, when the 1G network appeared, to 
the present day, when the 5G network is available, there 
has been significant progress in expanding the frequency 
range. Of course, such advancement has resulted in an 
increase in electricity consumption. Higher electricity 
consumption leads to higher carbon dioxide emissions but 
also to higher costs. That is why energy efficiency is of 
great importance, both for preserving the environment 
and for reducing  costs  for network companies. 

Figure 1 shows the expected electricity usage of 
wireless access networks (2G-5G) by 2030. Based on the 
graph, it can be seen that the 2G network had the highest 
electricity consumption until 2021, when it was equaled 
by  4G. Following that, the 4G network is expected to be 
the largest consumer of electricity from 2022 until 2029, 
while in 2030, 5G is expected to overtake it. 

 

Figure 1. Expected case electricity usage of wireless access networks 

[25] 

Taking into account this trend of increased energy 
consumption by 5G networks, an urgent need for energy-
efficient solutions has emerged. Figure 2 summarizes the 
energy-saving findings, obtained from ten relevant 
publications listed in the green 5G network section. The 
results show a percentage improvement in energy savings 
after the implementation of the proposed solutions. 

 

 

Figure 2. 5G network energy-saving findings comparison 

This graph shows that the proposed solution in [21] 
reduces energy consumption by 54%, which is the largest 
energy savings among the alternatives. With only 17% 
energy efficiency improvements in a given sample, [15] 
had the lowest energy savings. The proposed solutions 
achieved 28.3% of energy savings on average. It is clear 
from the standard deviation of 11.67 that the energy 
savings percentages of the proposed solutions do not 
deviate significantly from the average energy savings 
percentage. With a value of 29.1%, the coefficient of 
variation suggests that the arithmetic mean is a 
satisfactory measure of central tendency, and that the data 
is satisfactorily grouped around the arithmetic mean. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The increased number of wireless networks together 
with the needed service quality for expanding data 
services has generated the need to innovate green 
solutions that effectively satisfy essential energy 
efficiency requirements. In this paper, an overview of 
energy efficiency initiatives in 5G is presented. The 
comparison of the results achieved by these solutions 
clearly indicates that 5G has leveraged a unique 
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paradigm, which has led to the creation of various 
concerns for future wireless networks, stressing the 
importance of better energy consumption optimization 
and overall sustainability. 
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Abstract – The new technological era brings many benefits 

and made everyday life much easier. The E-Government 

portal is one of them. This portal enables people to submit a 

request to the state administration from home without 

waiting in line.  This portal has received increasing attention 

as an innovation method for improved governance and 

many countries are investing their efforts and resources into 

its development. The E-Government portal of Republic 

Serbia was launched in June 2010 and since then the 

government of Republic Serbia is constantly working to 

improve it. This paper is present a short analysis of this 

portal in the Republic of Serbia. The focus of this paper is 

on the development of this portal in a developing country in 

this case in the Republic of Serbia.         

I. INTRODUCTION 

The modern age has brought many benefits that make 
everyday lives much easier, and one of them is the 
possibility to submit a request to the state administration 
from home without waiting in line. E-Government is the 
portal that enables finishing all procedures without 
physical arrival to the counter.  This portal has received 
increasing attention as an innovation method for improved 
governance and many countries are investing their efforts 
and resources into its development.  

E-Government (electronic government) is the use of 
technological communications devices to provide public 
services to citizens and other persons in a country or 
region, and also offers new opportunities for more direct 
and convenient citizen access to government and 
government provision of services directly to citizens. It 
also allows citizens to interact with public administration 
to achieved objectives at any time and any location 24 
hours a day and seven days a week. There are three levels 
of interaction in the E-government: informing, 
communication and transaction. On the other hand 
interaction in E-Government with participants in the 
process is divided on the:  Government to Citizen (G2C), 
Citizen to Government (C2G), Government to Business 
(B2G), Government to Employs (G2E), Government to 
Government ( G2G), Government to Nonprofit (G2N), 
Nonprofit to Government  (N2G).  For the establishment 
of E-Government, it is necessary to carry out certain 
preconditions such are socio-cultural prediction, 
organization, legal prediction, and technical prediction, 
but the basic prediction is global connectivity at the level 
of all administrative bodies and access to communication 
infrastructure for all E-Government users. 

The first public service was established by Denmark in 
1970 through the Central Tax Return System. In other 
countries, EU electronic public services begin operating in 
the late 1990s and early 2000s. The first of the new EU 
member's electronic public was introduced in 2000 by 
Estonia. In the Republic of Serbia, E-Government was 
launched in June 2010 and is published at 
ww.euprava.gov.rs. In February 2020 this portal was 
updated by the office for IT and E-Government. This new 
version was created based on a questionnaire filled by 
citizens and which contains answers to 300 of their 
questions based on real-life problems. The team from 
different state institutions worked together to write the 
answers which would be understandable to all citizens. 
The information and services on this portal are organized 
according to 8 areas of life events. [2]  

This paper gives a short review of the E-Government 
portal in the Republic of Serbia.  In this research, the 
focus is on the implementation of this portal in our 
country. This paper is structured as follows: in the 
introduction, a section is described E-Government and its 
portal, the next section gives a short review of the 
development of E-government in the state of the EU and 
Republic of Serbia.  Section three gives services and 
modules of this portal in the Republic of Serbia, section 
four shows the technical implementation of this portal in 
the Republic of Serbia.  The discussion and conclusion 
remarks are given at the end of this paper.           

II. OVERVIEW OF E-GOVERNMENT  

A. E-Government in EU 

E-Government implies a way of organizing the 
public sector to increase efficiency, transparency, 
easier access and response to request citizens, 
through, intensive and strategic implementation of 
information and communication technologies in the 
public sector. [3] The concept of E-Government refers 
to three main target groups: administration, business 
sector and citizens. The influence of the public 
demand for central services depends on the choice of 
services that the government decides to offers. The 
EIF is a document published by the EU  in which it 
has given guidance and recommendations to public 
administrations on how to improve governance of 
their interoperability activities, and how to establish 
digital services.[1] The EIF is a common greed 
approach to the delivery of European public services 
in an interoperable manner. It defines basic 
interoperability guidelines in the form of common 
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principles, models and recommendations.[1] In paper 
[4] is given research studies about interoperability and 
particularly interoperability frameworks in state of 
EU and state which are in progress for membership. 
The aim of this paper was to describe the effort and 
producer done in order to conduct the worldwide 
survey and presents the results achieved whit it.  

The most important part of the implementation of 
E-Government is the contentment of socio-technical 
factors which affect the success of E-Government. 
The paper [5] presents the influence of Critical 
success factors (CSFs) on success implementation E-
Government in both term technology and non-
technology factors which were mapped in seven 
dimensions ITPOSMO (Information, technology, 
Process, Objective, Staffing and skill, Management 
and other Resource). This study in paper [5] showed 
that non-technical factors are more dominant than 
technical factors in the implementation of successful 
E-Government. In paper [6] is given quality model for 
measuring e-portal quality in a unified, reliable and 
easy manner, and identify as the missing best 
practices that could improve the quality for those e-
portals. Security of e-portal is another important part 
of the implementation of E-government. Paper [7] 
presents a security framework implementing 
centralized access control for providing authentication 
and authorization functions to Web applications and 
services delivered by Public Administration and 
hosted in the cloud. The framework shown in [7] 
implements authentication according to the paradigm 
of federated SSO using SPID complaint certifies IdPs 
and authorization which is enforced according to the 
RBAC model. But the main method for integrating 
applications and services with the framework is via 
the OAuth2/OpenID Connect protocol. [7] 

The implementation of E-Government in 
developing countries is a very complex and 
demanding process.  The paper [8] presents a method 
for assessing e-government implementation in 
developing countries to help them better identify 
problems and determine the appropriate responses to 
achieve their goals. 

B. E-Government in the Republic of Serbia 

The internet portal is the "front door" to infinite 
virtual space (cyberspace). E-Government portal in 
Republic Serbia is a central access point to electronic 
services of the state administration. The users of the 
portal are citizens, legal entities and employees in 
state administration bodies and local government. The 
E-Government portal consists of several subsystems: 
identification, registrations and log in (using all 
qualified certificates in Republic Serbia), services 
generator, submitting a request, request processing, e-
Schedule, e-Delivery, CMS (Content manager 
system), personalization of portal users based on a 
personal profile, E-Survey, E-Notifications. This 
portal was made on the EIF strategy for development 
government for the member states of the EU. Besides 
the E-Government portal exist M-Government 
application. In paper [8] is shown one solution of M-

Government application designed for finding answers 
for citizens questions, asked in the Serbian language. 
This paper also describes how to overcome the 
problem caused by legislation and also by the specific 
features of the Serbian language and as well as 
connect with existing e-Government applications. E-
Government portal is based on big-data and cloud 
computing. In paper [9] is given an overview of 
current concepts related to cloud infrastructure design 
that should provide support for big data and a model 
of the big data infrastructure in e-government based 
on cloud computing and SDN concepts.  The paper 
[10] and [11] shows the implementation of local e-
government in the Republic of Serbia. In this paper 
are given an analysis of services that administration at 
the local level gives to citizens and businesses 
electronically. 

III. E-GOVERNMENT PORTAL IN THE REPUBLIC OF 

SERBIA 

The E-Government portal of Republic Serbia is 
organized by a life according to events i.e. items such 
as family life, kindergarten, primary and secondary 
education retirement, studying, opportunities and 
opportunities for young people, looking for a job, 
purchase of the real estate, starting a business and 
retirement. The e-government portal has three types 
of users citizens, economy and country. Every model 
provides its users certain services. State bodies that 
provide services are local self-government, state 
administration, public services, preschool institution, 
primary education institutions, secondary education 
institutions, higher education institutions, centers for 
social work. [12] 

The e-government portal offers services to citizens 
related to the issuance of personal documents ( such 
as passports and ID cards, drivers licenses, birth 
registration, weapons documents, qualified electronic 
certificate), children-education ( such as baby 
welcome, e-kindergarten, rejection, my high school, 
e-diary), health (such as health insurance, health care,  
information about appointment and result of the test 
on covid-19 all this is shown in Figure 3. ), traffic-
tourism (such as vehicle registration, registration of 
residence of foreigners), certificates (criminal 
certificate), finance (  such as local tax administration, 
incentives, salaries, my data for the bank, digital 
assets), work ( such as personal training, competitions 
for public places), projects ( such as intellectual 
property, public calls), foreigner ( such as application 
for a work visa, residence registration). [12] 

 

 

Figure 3. Users interface for E-Health 
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Services that are available to entrepreneurs on the 
e-government portal are: business establishment 
(company registration), trade (tobacco products), 
agriculture (plant protection), conviction (criminal 
convictions), health (such as regulation of drugs in 
human medicine, regulation of drugs in veterinary 
medicine, regulation of medical devices), property ( e-
building permits), inspection services (e-inspector), 
tourism (tourist registration), traffic ( vehicle 
registration), weapons (weapons document), projects 
(project financing), digital assets ( such as white 
paper, providing services to entrepreneurs, providing 
services to legal entities). 

On this portal are also available services for 
country administration such as trust services ( as 
timestamp, e-payment), registers ( as data exchange 
system, local tax administration, real estate in public 
ownership, open data, central population register), 
training (exam for inspector) and seal (consent). 

E-government allows three types of user 
registration: registration with a qualification 
electronic certificate, registration with two-factor 
authentication and registration with username and 
password. In Figure 1. is shown steps for user 
registration with user name and passwords.  After 
registration with username and password, users can 
see the interface which is shown in Figure 2.  

  

 

Figure 1. Users steps for registration 

 

 

Figure 2. User interface after registration 

A. CMS Modules and External systems  

Content Management System is software that helps with 

creating and managing the content of the website. Also 

help in tracking the user sessions, handling the search 

queries, collecting visitor feedback and comments, 

hosting forums on the website [13]. The E-Government 

represents the collection of separate modules which are 

all developed in CMS technologies and combine in one 

functional system. These are Module for generating 

electronic services, Electronic application submission 

module, eSchedule, Module for processing electronic 

requests, ePolls. In addition to these four modules, there 

are also those that are separate units in relation to the e-

Government portal. The modules in the structure of the 

E-Government portal: [14] 

• Module for generating electronic services are 

the central part of the system. This module is for 

state employees and provides simple and 

successful service creation. Include defining the 

level of authentication at startup, service 

description structured by paragraphs, defining 

the attachments, creating an electronic form and 

defining payment parameters. 

• The electronic application submission module 

provides online application requests.  

• eSchedule is used to schedule an appointment 

when the user needs to come to the institution in 

person. 

• Module for processing electronic requests takes 

electronic requests to be processed. Also Used 

for change status of the case, communication 

with citizens and delivery of solutions in 

electronic form. 

• ePolls allow state authorities to create 

questionnaires. After users respond, data are 

presented in the form of statistical reports. 

The separate systems attached in the E-Government 

portal: [14] 

• The system for issuing registration stickers is a 

complete solution used to register vehicles. 

Authorized users carry out the entire procedure 

without going to the police station. The module 

exchanges information with systems in the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Business 

Registers Agency and the Association of 

Insurers of Serbia. 

• Newborn registration system in maternity 

hospitals used by authorized persons which 

keeps records of newborns and registers them in 

the registry book assigns residence and health 

and social insurance. This system uses the 

resources of the Ministry of State 

Administration and Local Self-Government, the 

Ministry of Interior, Central Register of 

Compulsory Social Insurance, Pension and 

Disability Insurance and the Republic Institute 

for statistics.  

• The candidate training system for driving 

contains modules that are in charge of recording 

all the processes of training candidates for 

driving. Candidates have their own profile which 

is used for checking the passed lessons, 

simulation of tests, final testing, results.... The 
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system is connected to the information system of 

the Ministry of Internal Affairs and actively 

exchanges data. 

• eKindergarten enables parents to register their 

children for preschool education and employees 

in preschool institutions provide insight into the 

registry books and a central register of 

compulsory social insurance. 

• eReminder electronic service intended to remind 

citizens about the forthcoming expiration date of 

the documents. 

• eParticipations enables electronic enforcement 

of public discussion and has two modules. The 

first is used by authorized persons from state 

administration bodies. The second module is 

used to submit comments. 

The government service bus is the central part of 

exchanging data between applications. This system is 

extended by a special application that allows 

parameterization authorization parameters for granting 

access rights to web services located on the platform. The 

interoperability platform allows applications to 

communicate via unique platforms. [14] 

  

IV. DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGIES 

The e-government portal consists of a basic application 

and many other systems that complement the functions of 

the portal. The portal and most other systems rest on the 

same development technology but some of the systems 

have different developing technologies. The core of the 

portal is developed on Microsoft .NET platform version 

of Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 with C # programming 

language and for the user interface was used JavaScript, 

jQuery, AJAX and CSS. For database is used SQL Server 

2008 R2 and as application server Internet Information 

Services 7.5 (IIS 7.5). [14] 

Three subsystems are developed in different technologies 

they are System for registration of newborns in maternity 

hospitals, a Candidate training system for driving and 

eParticipations. The difference is in the framework. These 

three systems instead of .NET Framework 4.0 uses 

ASP.NET MVC Framework. [14] 

The government service bus uses BizTalk Server 2010 as 

a basis. The application was developed using the 

Microsoft .NET platform with C # programming 

language, while Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 is used 

for the database. [14] 

V. CONCLUSION 

E-Government is the portal that enables finishing all 
procedures without physical arrival to the counter.  This 
portal has received increasing attention as an innovation 
method for improved governance and many countries are 
investing their efforts and resources into its development.  

E-Government portal in Republic Serbia is a central 
access point to electronic services of the state 
administration. The users of the portal are citizens, legal 
entities and employees in state administration bodies and 
local government. The E-Government portal of Republic 

Serbia is organized by a life according to events i.e. items 
such as family life, kindergarten, primary and secondary 
education retirement, studying, opportunities and 
opportunities for young people, looking for a job, 
purchase of the real estate, starting a business and 
retirement The E-Government Republic of Serbia contains 
separate modules which are all develops in CMS 
technologies and combine in one functional system. The 
core of the portal is developed on Microsoft .NET 
platform version of Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 with 
C # programming language and for the user interface was 
used JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX and CSS. For database is 
used SQL Server 2008 R2 and as application server 
Internet Information Services 7.5 (IIS 7.5). 

In our country after the appearance of Covid-19 this 
portal came to life.  The pandemic forced people to use 
this portal, and also our government to develop and 
improve this portal.  Nowadays E-government portal of 
Republic Serbia enable people to finish they 
administrative procedure without physical arrive to the 
counters such as E-Kindergarten, but for finishing some 
administrative procedure for example personal documents 
they still need to visit public counters.   Our government is 
hard-working to overcome this problem and improve this 
portal as soon as. 
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Abstract - The amount of data on the internet is increasing 

every day, and this is leading to information overload. 

Recommendation systems have been very efficient by 

significantly improving information retrieval in data 

mining. Machine learning techniques have been used to 

improve the performance of recommendation systems, 

which are typically trained to maximize user satisfaction 

and increase sales in business companies. This paper deals 

with the research of machine learning techniques, which are 

used in recommendation systems in different fields 

improving performance. 

Keywords – recommender systems, content-based filtering, 

collaborative filtering, hybrid filtering, machine learning 

techniques, decision tree, naïve Bayes, k-nearest neighbor, 

neural networks, support vector machines. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid increase in the amount of information in 
digital technologies has created a challenge for users in 
accessing relevant documents. Recommender systems 
(RS) are information filtering systems that deal with the 
problem of information overload by filtering vital 
information fragment out of a large amount of 
dynamically generated information according to the user’s 
preferences, interest, or observed behavior about an item. 
Recommender systems are beneficial to both service 
providers and users [21]. Many Researchers and 
organizations use data mining to extract useful knowledge 
regarding their needs. Data mining covers many 
techniques such as classification, clustering, regression, 
association rules, summarization, time series analysis etc. 
Each technique has some algorithms like classification has 
decision trees, naïve Bayes, neural networks etc., while 
clustering has k-means etc. [8] [26] [27] [28]. 

Recommender Systems propose useful and interesting 
items to users in order to increase both seller’s profit and 
the buyer’s satisfaction. They contribute to the 
commercial success of many online ventures such as 
Amazon or NetFlix and are a very active research area. 
Examples of recommended items include movies, web 
pages, books, news items and more. Often an RS attempts 
to predict the rating a user will give to items 170 based on 
her past ratings and the ratings of other (similar) users 
[12]. Due to the explosion of e-commerce, recommender 
systems are rapidly becoming a core tool to accelerate 
cross-selling and strengthen customer loyalty. There are 
two prevalent approaches for building recommender 

systems – content-based recommending and collaborative 
filtering (CF). The CF algorithm is one of the most 
common recommender system algorithms. This study 
focuses on improving the performance of recommender 
systems by using data mining techniques [19]. To improve 
the quality of recommendations, machine learning 
techniques are used in recommendation systems. The most 
popular techniques are decision tree classifier, naïve 
Bayes, k-nearest neighbor, neural network and support 
vector machines. 

This paper surveys the application of machine learning 
techniques in recommendation systems based on existing 
literature where recommendation systems have been 
proven to improve the process and quality of decision 
making depending on the technique used. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 
II describes the recommendation systems. The commonly 
used machine learning techniques are described in Section 
III. The subsequent section depicts the related work and 
compares the obtained results when different techniques 
are used. Concluding remarks are highlighted in the last 
section. 

II. RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS 

The explosive growth in the amount of available 
digital technologies and information and the number of 
visitors to the Internet has created a potential challenge of 
information overload which hinders timely access to items 
of interest on the Internet. Recommender systems are 
beneficial to both service providers and users. They 
reduce transaction costs of finding and selecting items in 
an online shopping environment. Recommendation 
systems have also proved to improve the decision making 
process and quality [21]. 

The use of efficient and accurate recommendation 
techniques is very important for a system that will provide 
a good and useful recommendation to its individual users. 
This explains the importance of understanding the features 
and potentials of different recommendation techniques. 
Figure 1 shows the anatomy of different recommendation 
filtering techniques [21]. 

Methods that use the former are referred to as 
collaborative filtering methods, whereas methods that use 
the latter are referred to as content-based recommender 
methods. 
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Note that content-based systems also use the rating 
matrices in most cases, although the model is usually 
focused on the ratings of a single user rather than those of 
all users. In knowledge-based recommender systems, the 
recommendations are based on explicitly specified user 
requirements. Instead of using historical rating or buying 
data, external knowledge bases and constraints are used to 
create the recommendation. Some recommender systems 
combine these different aspects to create hybrid systems. 
Hybrid systems can combine the strengths of various 
types of recommender systems to create techniques that 
can perform more robustly in a wide variety of settings. In 
the following, we will discuss these basic models briefly, 
and also provide pointers to the relevant chapters in the 
book where they are discussed [2]. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Recommendation techniques. 

A. Content-based filtering  

In content-based recommender systems, the content 
plays a primary role in the recommendation process, in 
which the ratings of users and the attribute descriptions of 
items are leveraged in order to make predictions. The 
basic idea is that user interests can be modeled based on 
the properties (or attributes) of the items they have rated 
or accessed in the past [2]. Content-based systems 
examine the properties of the items recommended. As 
shown in Figure 2 [25] content-based recommenders rely 
on the fact that a user is interested in items similar to those 
he liked (purchased, searched, browsed, etc.) in the past.  

They entail the description of items that may be 
recommended, the creation of a profile describing the 
types of items the user likes, and a strategy that compares 

 

Figure 2.  Content-based system for a paper recommendation. 

item and user profiles to determine what to recommend 
[17]. Content-based recommendation systems may be 
used in a variety of domains ranging from recommending 
web pages, news articles, restaurants, television programs, 
and items for sale.  

B. Collaborative filtering  

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a popular 
recommendation algorithm that bases its predictions and 
recommendations on the ratings or behavior of other users 
in the system [13]. Collaborative filtering is also referred 
to as social filtering as it filters information by using the 
recommendations of other people. Collaborative filtering 
recommender systems recommend items by identifying 
other users with similar tastes and use their opinions for a 
recommendation. Collaborative filtering explores 
techniques for matching people with similar interests and 
making recommendations on this basis [16]. The term 
“collaborative filtering” refers to the use of ratings from 
multiple users in a collaborative way to predict missing 
ratings. In practice, recommender systems can be more 
complex and data-rich, with a wide variety of auxiliary 
data types [2]. Collaborative filtering systems focus on the 
relationship between users and items as illustrated in 
Figure 3 [25]. The similarity of items is determined by the 
similarity of the ratings of those items by the users who 
have rated both items [1]. There are two types of methods 
that are commonly used in collaborative filtering, which 
are referred to as memory-based methods and model-
based methods.  

 

Figure 3.  Collaborative filtering system for a paper recommendation. 

C. Hybrid filtering  

Hybrid filtering, in many cases where a wider variety 
of inputs is available, one has the flexibility of using 
different types of recommender systems for the same task. 
In such cases, many opportunities exist for hybridization, 
where the various aspects from different types of systems 
are combined to achieve the best of all worlds. Hybrid 
recommender systems are close to the field of ensemble 
analysis, in which the power of multiple types of machine 
learning algorithms is combined to create a more robust 
model. Ensemble-based recommender systems can 
combine not only the power of multiple data sources, but 
they are also able to improve the effectiveness of a 
particular class of recommender systems (e.g., 
collaborative systems) by combining multiple models of 
the same type as shown in Figure 4 [25]. This scenario is 
not very different from that of ensemble analysis in the 
field of data classification.  
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The hybrid method of recommendation is also employed 
in many applications, such as the temporal purchase 
patterns derived from sequential pattern analysis (SPA) 
[4]. The hybrid method of recommendation is also 
employed in many applications, such as the temporal 
purchase patterns derived from sequential pattern analysis 
(SPA). On one hand, these applications derived implicit 
ratings that can be used in online transaction data for 
collaborative filtering. On the other hand, these 
applications used temporal purchase patterns to eliminate 
the harmful effect on recommendation services through 
SPA [17]. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Content-based system for a paper recommendation. 

III. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES 

Many algorithms are today classified as “machine 
learning”. All algorithms for the analysis of data are 
designed to produce a useful summary of the data, from 
which decisions are made. However, algorithms called 
“machine learning” not only summarize our data; they are 
perceived as learning a model or classifier from the data 
and thus discover something about data that will be seen 
in the future. Machine learning enthusiasts often speak of 
clustering with the neologism “unsupervised learning”; 
the term unsupervised refers to the fact that the input data 
does not tell the clustering algorithm what the clusters 
should be [27] [28]. In supervised machine learning the 
available data includes information about the correct way 
to classify at least some of the data. The data classified 
already is called the training set [1].  

Machine learning is a method of data analysis that 
automates analytical model building. It is a branch of 
artificial intelligence based on the idea that systems can 
learn from data, identify patterns and make decisions with 
minimal human intervention [13]. 

There are many different types of classification tasks 
in machine learning and specialized approaches to 
modeling but the most popular Machine Learning 
techniques are: 

• Decision trees have been previously used as a 
model-based approach for recommender systems. 
The use of decision trees for building 
recommendation models offers several benefits, 
such as efficiency and interpretability and 
flexibility in handling a variety of input data types 
(ratings, demographic, contextual, etc.) [12]. The 
general idea of the algorithm Tree structure that 
has been widely used is to represent classification 

models. Most decision tree induction algorithms 
are based on a greedy top-down recursive 
partitioning strategy for tree growth. They use 
different variants of impurity measures, like; 
information gain, gain ratio, and distance-based 
measures to select an input attribute to be 
associated with an internal node [6]. Decision 
Trees are classifiers on a target attribute or class 
in the form of a tree structure. The observations or 
items to classify are composed of attributes and 
their target value. The nodes of the tree can be: a) 
decision nodes, in these nodes a single attribute-
value is tested to determine to which branch of the 
sub-tree applies or b) leaf nodes that indicate the 
value of the target attribute [22]. 

• Another very popular linear classification 
algorithm is naïve Bayes. It has been applied to 
text categorization with reasonable performance, 
although the performance is significantly worse 
than that achieved by regularized linear classifiers 
such as support vector machines. It is also very 
suitable for online updating, which could be 
important in practice [7]. One can treat the items 
as features and users as instances in order to infer 
the missing entries with a classification model [2]. 
Naïve Bayesian classifiers assume that there are 
no dependencies amongst attributes. This 
assumption is called class conditional 
independence. It is made to simplify the 
computations involved and, hence is called 
"naive" [3].  

• K-nearest neighbor algorithm is one of the 
simplest non-parametric lazy algorithms called 
"Closest Point Search" is a mechanism that is used 
to identify the unknown data point based on the 
nearest neighbor whose value is already known. It 
is easy to understand but has incredible work in 
fields and practice especially in classification. It 
does not use training data to do generalization, 
that and in the best case, it makes a decision based 
on the entire training data set [6]. The k-nearest 
neighbor algorithm (k-NN) is a method to classify 
an object based on the majority class amongst its 
k-nearest neighbors. k-NN algorithm usually uses 
the Euclidean or the Manhattan distance. 
However, any other distance such as the 
Chebyshev norm or the Mahalanobis distance can 
also be used [3]. 

• A neural network is a set of connected input and 
output units in which each connection has a 
weight associated with it. Neural network learning 
is also referred to as connectionist learning due to 
the connections between units. It involves a long 
training process that requires a number of 
parameters for the classification of categories. A 
backpropagation neural network is a multilayer, 
feed-forward neural network consisting of the 
input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. 
The neurons present in the hidden layer and 
output layer have biases, which are connected 
from units whose activation function is always 1. 
The bias term also acts as weights [9]. Artificial 
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neural networks (ANNs) are also usually applied 
to traffic prediction problems because of their 
advantages, such as their capability to work with 
multi-dimensional data, implementation 
flexibility, generalizability, and strong forecasting 
power [23]. 

• Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are one of the 
most theoretically well-motivated and practically 
most effective classification algorithms in modern 
machine learning [24]. Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) improves upon perceptrons by finding a 
separating hyperplane that not only separates the 
positive and negative points but does so in a way 
that maximizes the margin – the distance 
perpendicular to the hyperplane to the nearest 
points. The points that lie exactly at this minimum 
distance are the support vectors. Alternatively, the 
SVM can be designed to allow points that are too 
close to the hyperplane, or even on the wrong side 
of the hyperplane, but minimize the error due to 
such misplaced points 

IV. RELATED WORKS 

Due to the extensive use of computers, smartphones 
and high-speed Internet, people are now using the web for 
social contacts, business correspondence, e-marketing, e-
commerce, e-surveys, etc. [2]. In recent years, 
recommendation systems have changed the way of 
communication between both websites and users. The 
recommendation system sorts through massive amounts of 
data to identify the interest of users and makes the 
information search easier [20]. 

The application of machine learning techniques in 
recommender systems has shown very good results and 
has significantly improved the performance of 
recommender systems. This is evidenced in related works 
that have been done so far. In the following, we can see 
the application of machine learning techniques in different 
areas of recommendation systems 

In paper [3] the authors used naïve Bayes, decision 
Tree, and k-Nearest Neighbor algorithms to propose a new 
method to search alternative designs in an energy 
simulation. Their experiment shows that the decision tree 
has the fastest classification time followed by naïve Bayes 
and k-nearest neighbor. Based on the Precision, Recall, F-
measure, Accuracy, and AUC value, the performance of 
naïve Bayes is the best. 

In the paper [10] authors compared machine learning 
methods depending very much on the characteristics of a 
particular data set and the requirements of the respective 
business domain. This case study provides an assessment 
of the predictive performance of different classification 
methods for campaign management. The evaluation of 
data mining methods for marketing campaigns has special 
requirements. Whereas, typically the overall performance 
is an important selection criterion, for campaign 
management it is more important to select the technique 
which performs best on the first few quantiles. The C4.5 
decision tree inducer in WEKA produced good results, in 
particular for the first few percentiles of the Gain Curve. 
K-nearest neighbor (k-NN) methods provided good results 

only after irrelevant attributes were removed from the data 
set. There are a number of useful extensions one can 
perform in addition to the steps described in this paper. 

In [12] a new method for decision tree-based 
recommender systems is proposed. The proposed method 
includes two new major innovations. First, the Decision 
Tree produces lists of recommended items at its leaf 
nodes, instead of single items.  The second major 
contribution of the paper is the splitting method for 
constructing the decision tree. Splitting is based on a new 
criterion - the least probable intersection size. The 
proposed decision-tree-based recommendation system was 
evaluated on a large sample of the MovieLens dataset and 
is shown to outperform the quality of recommendations 
produced by the well-known information gain splitting 
criterion. 

In this research work [13] a movie recommender 
system is built using the k-means clustering and k-nearest 
neighbor algorithms using The MovieLens dataset. The 
proposed work deals with the introduction of various 
concepts related to machine learning and recommendation 
system. In this work, various tools and techniques have 
been used to build recommender systems. It is seen that 
after implementing the system in the python programming 
language the root mean square error (RMSE) value of the 
proposed technique is better than the existing technique. It 
is also seen that the RMSE value of the proposed system 
is achieving the same value as the existing technique but 
with less no of clusters.  

 In paper [14] a comparison has been performed 
between different collaborative filtering algorithms to 
assess their performance. They evaluated k-nearest 
neighbor (k-NN), Slope One, co-clustering and non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithms. k-NN 
algorithm is representative of the memory-based 
collaborative filtering approach (both user-based and 
item-based). The other three algorithms, on the other 
hand, are under the model-based collaborative filtering 
approach. They used the MovieLens dataset based on six 
evaluation metrics and resulted that the k-NN algorithm 
for item-based collaborative filtering outperformed all 
other algorithms examined in this paper. 

In [5] authors propose a Bayesian methodology for 
recommender systems that incorporates user ratings, user 
features, and item features in a single unified framework. 
The key advantage of this approach is that it can use all 
the available information in a unified, coherent model. 

In paper [15], a collaborative filtering based 
recommender system is improved by the ask-to-rate 
technique to solve the cold start problem. This paper 
determines the optimal number of neighbors in the item-
based collaborative filtering k-NN algorithm after the 
login of the new user to the recommender system. After 
implementing the new user signup process framework, the 
results indicate that an optimal number of neighbors for 
the new user is 5 to 15 following the used standard 
dataset. If the number of neighbors is considered greater 
than 15, more neighbors with negative similarity will be 
involved in calculating the item rate prediction for the new 
user, reducing the accuracy of recommendations. If the 
number of neighbors is considered less than 5, no 
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neighbors may be found for the user. In these conditions, 
it is proposed that the k value is not constant for everyone, 
and only positive neighbors for each user are considered, 
k or number of the new user's neighbors is determined by 
an experimental evaluation. 

Paper [11] evaluates the performance of ten different 
recurrent neural networks (RNN) structures on the task of 
generating recommendations using written reviews. The 
RNN structures they studied include well know 
implementations such as multi-stacked bi-directional 
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) as well as the novel implementation of 
attention-based RNN structure. The attention-based 
structures are not only among the best models in terms of 
prediction accuracy, they also assign an attention weight 
to each word in the review. 

A unique switching hybrid recommendation approach 
is proposed in [18] by combining a naïve Bayes 
classification approach with collaborative filtering. 
Experimental results on two different data sets have 
shown that the proposed algorithm is scalable and provide 
better performance–in terms of accuracy and coverage–
than other algorithms while at the same time eliminating 
some recorded problems with the recommender systems. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This survey focused on the existing literature and 
explored the application of machine learning techniques in 
recommender systems. Based on our research and in 
previous works as well as recent ones, it is well known 
that no algorithm can perform and give satisfactory results 
in all areas of use. Some algorithms may perform very 
well in a given field but in a specific field, another 
algorithm may perform better.  

The biggest challenge of recommender systems is the 
so-called Cold Start problem, and it continues to be one of 
the key areas of current and future research. 
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Abstract – The smart city project requires constant 

collecting data of various formats and informativeness, 

whose processing should result in software solutions 

intended for smart management. Project specificity of such 

proportions implies reliance on narrow specialized database 

management system. PostgreSQL is a relational database 

that could solve the problem of storing enormous amount of 

data, but it cannot be adequately used for storage purposes 

data such as raster images without additional extensions. 

Realization of systems based on spatial data implies the 

application of specially optimized systems for data storage, 

of which it is currently the most popular PostGIS. 

Geoinformatics is the area in which is dominant working 

with geospatial data – the way they are modeling, storage, 

retrieval, selection and visualization occupies a central  

place in the work.  

Keywords – spatial data, spatial databases, raster data, 

PostgreSQL, PostGIS, QGIS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The modern age has brought numerous innovations in 
science and industry: new scientific disciplines have 
developed, they have emerged new potential problems to 
be solved, the idea of applying computer intelligence has 
crystallized, the need to monitor various types of 
geographical terrain has developed, the presumption of 
smart city existence is formed, etc. 

Positive consequence of the mentioned shifts with the 
largest potential spectrum of appliance is the possibility of 
working with spatial data. Thanks to constant observing 
areas of interest, it is now possible to execute prediction 
and visualization of (a)typical terrain. In order to define 
the preconditions for implementing a vision of smart city,  
it is necessary to research and study the existing database 
types, their extensions and optimizations for narrow 
specific scope. Nowadays, the database that proved to be 
the most optimal in working with geospatial data is 
PostgreSQL. [1] 

Main feature of relational databases is their 
interconnection with relations that are manifested in the 
form of tabular data. As a representative specimen the 
PostgreSQL database was taken, due to open source and 
extensibility. The smart city project is unique because the 
data which it manipulates with must be geospatial 
character, which means that any data individually carries a 
greater amount of information. The following chapters  
will explain the concepts of spatial data and spatial 
databases, the process of modeling spatial data and the 

query creation, with detail explanation of possible ways 
for indexing data – this will be illustrated with a few 
examples. This is followed by a detailed review of 
PostgreSQL and its specially optimized extension called 
PostGIS. Additionally, a solution for efficiently of 
working with geospatial data called QGIS will be 
expound. 

II. SPATIAL DATA AND SPATIAL DATABASES 

The term spatial data is defined as a special type of 
data which is characterized by the definition of attributes, 
but also geometry of real models of real world 
occurrences. Main reason for applying spatial data in 
geographical area of interest is their close correlation to 
space. Important property of spatial data is indirect and/or 
immediate description of individual positions. This group 
of computer data can be presented graphically or non-
graphically. Information carried by members of this group 
are also a form, descriptive attributes and relation to other 
spatial data. 

Geoinformation systems have created a good basis for 
appliance of spatial data - support for managing data itself 
and for managing their properties is now enabled. Similar 
systems organize and store real world information in the 
form of a collection of thematic layers interconnected by 
geography. The need for data standardization, how it 
could have an expanded range of appliance, occurs as a 
consequence of the development of information and 
communication technology, spatial databases, capabilities 
publication and further studies, requests for visualization 
and distribution over the network, etc. [2] 

What makes spatial data different from other data 
groups are the following properties: coordinates in 
coordinate system, latitude and longitude, name of 
observed geographic area, zip code (if any), distances and 
orientation in relation to other entities and similar essential 
descriptive attributes. In addition to what spatial data  
have different, next to characteristics, there are specific 
format and standards and possibility of storing all 
necessary and important features into a database. 

Spatial databases are specially designed that way to 
fulfill all the conditions necessary for placing spatial 
objects that are stored in the form of a table whose 
columns represent spatial data. Databases of this type are 
most often included in the group of relational databases, in 
order to provide support for setting spatial queries and 
spatial indexing data based on a declarative language such 
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as SQL. There is support for working with spatial data 
types (basic concepts are: point, line and polygon), for 
geometric calculations such as distance or connections 
between objects. Examples of spatial databases are Oracle 
Spatial, SQL Server and PostGIS. [3] 

The advantages of spatial databases are: spatial data 
are viewed like any other data in the database, the 
database management system performs the organization 
and indexing which results in the user not having to repeat 
the implementation of operators and functions, 
determination of spatial connections and appliance of 
spatial operations are possible thanks to the support for the 
use of simple SQL queries. Main shortcomings of such 
organized databases are: expensive implementation, 
reduced flexibility, incompatibility with some of the 
existing GIS software, lower speed compared to local, 
existence of specific structures, as well as the lack of user 
experience in working with spatial databases.  By a 
combination of good and bad properties of spatial 
databases, it is possible to come up with a conceptual 
solution to the problem of working with spatial data – 
future upgrades and optimizations would affect to the fact 
that spatial data have an increasing scope in domains that 
are not closely related to geoinformation systems. An 
example of where all this could be used is the process of 
developing the smart city project. 

III. RASTER MODELING AND QUERY CREATION OVER 

SPATIAL DATA 

As spatial data are determined by metric, topological 
and thematic component, it is possible to describe them 
using two basic types of models, depending on whether 
their properties are primary or their position is primary: 
raster (surface, areal) and vector model (line, linear). 
Figure 1 shows a comparative view of the raster and 
vector spatial data model representation. 

Figure 1. Comparative view of the raster and vector spatial data model 

representation 

The base of raster data are surfaces, while the pixel is 

basic geometric element. Raster data are commonly 

displayed in the form of a matrix, where the position of 

each pixel is determined by row and column. Raster image 

format represents a representation of point color amplitude 

values. The basic feature of raster systems is 

representation of space by a number of layers, whereby 

the space shown on each of the layers is divided on 

rectangles of the same shape and size. Cells of different 

layers overlap, which is the main one prerequisite for the 

appliance of various analyzes by combining values using 

mathematical and other operations. Raster data highlights 

features (positional accuracy is not essential), and 

therefore exceptional well describe objects or occurrences 

with vaguely defined borders. 

The pixel-based data model is distinctive demanding 
memory usage but simplified structure of data itself, a 
layout of defined cells that does not follow strictly natural 
boundaries but generating from satellite image is 
simplified, less precision than vector model but data 
analysis is not a complicated process. [4] 

Raster model of spatial data, as already stated, is 
described as the surface covered most often by a network 
of square cells of equal dimensions. Thanks to the fact that 
endpoint coordinates for the network are known, the 
dataset expressed as a 2D matrix is uniquely determined.  
In spatial databases the attributes are explained as the 
values assigned to each individual cells, which together 
form a single layer. There can be multiple such layers. 
Raster data extraction follows after applying special 
procedures such as remote detection, scanning of plans 
and maps and creation of digital model of the observed 
terrain. Continuous spatial entities are most closely 
modeled using a data model based on pixels, such as 
height, temperature, type of land, way of using the land, 
etc. 

Despite the fact that raster graphics has serious 
problem manifested in the form of pixel mixing, it is 
commonly used in domains where the surface is an object 
of interest. In order to archive raster files a number of 
compression techniques are applied. Computer supported 
file formats for storing this type of model are: jpeg, tiff, 
bitmap and bil. A format that allows not only storing but 
also processing raster data is a grid. [4] 

Querying spatial database data is a complex process 
since it needs to solve the problem of connecting spatial 
algebra operations with query language used by the 
database management system. Additionally, spatial data 
required inputs modeled by raster graphics (inputs can be 
entered via graphic input devices or can be calculated in 
the query), as well as graphic representation of the 
obtained results. From the standpoint of algebra, 
operations that must be conducted in order to prepare 
spatial data are spatial selection, spatial merging, 
appliance of spatial functions and operations that represent 
the relationship between the objects of spatial algebra and 
database management system facilities. The problem of 
the need for graphical presentation of values of spatial 
data types can be solved by using graphical user interface 
that enables input data transformation.  

The integration of geometry into the query language 
implies next steps: marking values of spatial data type as 
constants in the query and graphical input such constants, 
expressing the previously mentioned classes of algebraic 
operations and describing the presentation of results. 

Spatial indexing is supported by the spatial database 
management system and its goal is supporting spatial 
selection. This indexing method should organize space 
and objects so that they can be considered as parts of 
space and subsets of objects taken into account when 
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answering queries. In addition to that, spatial indices 
enable spatial selection, they also allow the performance 
of operations such as spatial merging and searching for 
objects close to the values from the query. Thanks to the 
appliance of approximative methods, spatial data can be 
indexed and searched. [5] 

From the aspect of object-relational databases, 
software implementation of spatial data models consists of 
a set of data types and operations enforceable on them. 
Executing queries over spatial databases became possible 
because of developing an abstract data type. Approach 
like that was introduced in order to overcome limitations 
in modeling entities of interest.  

Loading a raster image into a spatial database can be 
executed using the raster2pgsql command. Since it works 
with a relational database, it is possible to use a .sql file or 
graphical user environment pgAdmin. Example of using 
the specified software command is: raster2pgsql 
raster_options_go_here raster_file 
someschema.sometable > out.sql. Question language 
optimized for work with spatial databases allows 
specifying exclusive operations, defining constraints for 
correct binding of occurrences in raster catalogs, 
specifying optional parameters intended for handling input 
raster data set and enumeration of optional parameters for 
manipulating objects stored in the database.  

An example of how to use a loader to create input file 
and its upload (with resizing to a size of 100x100 pixels) 
is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Creating an input file and uploading it 

The -s parameter is a reference identifier of the spatial 

data. If the value is not explicitly specified or is equal to 

zero, metadata of the raster data model will assign 

appropriate identifier. The view to a raster image is 

created using the -I parameter, which is why the generated 

elev.sql file will also contain the main table and view. In 

order to be able to apply restrictions above the spatial 

data, it is necessary to specify the parameter -C. 

Frequently used restrictions are applied to assignment of 

unique identifier and pixel size in order to properly 

register raster in the columns of the table. Vacuum raster 

table analysis will be performed due to explicit specifying 

the -M parameter.  In concrete case, the input can have an 

arbitrary name, but must be specified in .tiff format. 

Adding a column with the file name can be considered as 

done by specifying the optional parameter -F, while -t 

100x100 performs cutting the grid into square cells that 

will then be represented in separate rows of the table. The 

cell is initially set to the value „auto“ in order to the loader 

could calculate the appropriate cell size using the first 

raster and then apply that size to everything others. 

Important feature of PostgreSQL is that the schema name 

does not have to be stated. If this is the case, the table  

with given name will be created in the default public 

database schema. To avoid the repetitive part of the job, 

redirection can be applied, for which the operator „ > “ is 

used. Thereby achieving the effect that all parameters that 

appear in the command which is executed over the 

database are listed in file with the given name (in the 

described example it is a file under the name elev.sql). 

The second command in Figure 2 is for deleting the 

existing table and for creating a new one that will be filled 

with raster data (parameter -d). Additionally, a column for 

storing information about raster data will be created – its 

name is given above previously saved .sql file. [6] 

Query over the data stored in the spatial database is 
realized by applying the appropriate commands. Thus, it is 
possible to select a part of a raster image by specifying the 
operation that seeks the intersection between the original 
image and its region of interest which should be 
segregated. During the realization of the query, non-
unique results for some operations are possible, so it must 
be taken into account. This means that it is necessary to 
perform conversion from text to geometric representation 
of spatial data. An example of a more complex SQL query 

is given in Figure 3. [7] 

 Figure 3. Query for selecting a part of a raster image 

IV. POSTGRESQL 

PostgreSQL is open-source object-relational database 

management system, reliable architecture, integrity and 

accuracy. It relies on the SQL query language (not only 

uses it, but also expands it) in combination with many 

functions that securely store and scale working data of a 

high degree of complexity. It allows the use of foreign 

keys, merging tables, creating views and working with 

stored procedures written in various programming 

languages. PostgreSQL has support to work with most 

SQL:2008 data types such as integer, numeric, boolean, 

char, varchar, date, interval and timestamp. It also allows 

storing binary large objects (so-called blobs) which 

include photographs, sound and video records.   

The database management system has the task to 

provide the ability to manage data and their processing, 

and consists of three units: logical, conceptual and 

physical. The specificity of spatial databases is reflected 

in the fact that it adds spatial data types that represent 

geometric properties, and include spatial structures such 

as boundaries and spatial data dimension. Additionally, 

this type of database defines a set of function for 

analyzing of geometric components, for determining 

spatial relationships, as well as for handling geometry.  

Such databases can store and manipulate with spatial 

objects in the same way as they do with every other 

facility.  

Three basic aspects that represent the link between 

spatial data and databases are: type of spatial data (point, 

line, polygon), multidimensional spatial indexing, 

efficient processing and spatial operations, as well as 
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spatial functions in SQL for queries about spatial 

properties and relationships. [1] 

The evolution of PostgreSQL has affected to the fact 

that today it is considered a tool of solid reputation thanks 

to the architecture it relies on, thanks to high reliability, 

data integrity, huge set of features, scalability and the 

open-source community’s dedication which stands behind 

this tool and allows consistent delivery of efficient and 

innovative solutions. It allows you to work on significant 

operative systems and is compliant with ACID principles. 

The development of this software has resulted in the 

construction of powerful plugins very common nowadays 

such as PostGIS geospatial database extension. [8] 

V. POSTGIS I QGIS 

PostGIS is defined as a spatial object-relational 

PostgreSQL database extension. It enables work with 

geospatial data and provides support for geographic 

features since it leaves space to execute geospatial 

queries in SQL. Innovations that introduce PostGIS into 

PostgreSQL are manifested in the new data types such as 

geography, geometry, raster and others. It also adds 

functions, operators and indexes extensions 

corresponding to these specific data types. These 

extensions make PostgreSQL fast and a powerful spatial 

database management system. 

Before the advent of PostGIS, PostgreSQL provided 

support for work with geometry data types, but its basic 

problem was that such types were too restricted for the 

data encountered by the geoinformation systems. 

Working on the construction of geometric object gets 

more intense over time, which resulted in the creation of 

a basis for the introduction of spatial index, and 

possibility to define the basic ones spatial data storage 

components. They include spatial objects and 

standardized text (well known text), elementary functions 

such as distance (Length()) and space (Area()), an 

extension for import/export to in Java and spatial indexes 

for fast data access. [5] 

Today, PostGIS is considered widespread database. 

Number of programs that store and download data based 

on this PostgreSQL extension is on the rise. Numerous 

reasons for the increasing appliance are contained in the 

fact that PostGIS is supported by both, open source and 

closed source software, as well as server and desktop 

systems. Easy installation and use of tools also contribute 

to the increase in the number of users. An example of 

how you can create a general query by location for an 

arbitrary geographic object can be seen in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. SQL query by location for an arbitrary geographic object 

The specified query should select the column called name 

from superhero table by considering only that torque 

from superhero table located in the same location as 

torque from table called city, with additional request to 

select torque which belongs to a town called Gotham.  

Since version 2.0 PostGIS fully supports working with 

raster data sets. The command by which the loading of 

raster model is performed is earlier mentioned: 

raster2pgsql. This command is able to generate sql query 

that will load spatial data for any raster supported format 

in the same way on which the shp2pgsql command works 

for files which contain data about the shape of the object. 

If it is necessary to get additional information about the 

raster object, it can be invoked by calling command 

gdalinfo that will list attribute values such as driver 

information, file size, coordinates, pixels, color, type and 

similarly (Figure 5). [10] 

Figure 5. Additional information about loaded raster data 

After loading raster image, access is checked whether 

records of it are really present among the relevant ones 

metadata. If it turns out to have nonzero values in the 

raster raster_columns column, this is the signal that the  

operation is executed successfully. The described effect 

can be achieved by applying the simple SQL select 

command shown on Figure 6. 

Figure 6. An example of simple SQL select command 

Preparations for the future visualization of loaded 

raster data involves converting the range of all rows in 

the table (each row of the table represents one segment 

raster block grid of square cells) into a file that contains 

information about shape of spatial data, for which the 

function ogr2ogr can be used for. Program code for the 

described transformation is given in Figure 7. 

Figure 7. Preparation of a raster model for visualization 
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QGIS is a free open-source application that provides 

support for collaboration with a large number of different 

platforms optimized to work with geographic information 

systems. It is intended for desktop computers and allows 

you to view, edit and analyze geospatial data. QGIS is the 

most commonly used with PostGIS. This plugin allows 

displaying raster images presented in the form of a table 

together with generated network of cells representing 

image pixels. Figure 8 shows the result of the QGIS tool 

operation. 

Figure 8. Visualization of a raster model of spatial data using QGIS tool 

The advantage of working with QGIS is reflected in 

the fact that the previously described process of 

preparation for visualization is not complex, and it is 

enough just to load the forms obtained as a result of 

applying the transformation over the input raster image 

(temp_example.shp). Thereafter the application will know 

how to interpret and then how to visualize the obtained 

data. [9] 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The paper presents the issues the geoinformation 

system is faced with. This system can be described as a 

system specifically designed to support spatial data 

processing that unites the field of informatics and 

geodesy. In order to explain the concept of working with 

spatial databases, it was necessary to process the 

procedure of creating spatial data models as well as to 

explain concept itself and base concepts of object-

relational databases in the general case. 

Numerous studies have influenced the creation of a 

strong bond between information technology and 

geographic and geodetic aspects. The obtained result is 

reflected in developing spatial databases designed to 

enable storing, searching and visual displaying of 

modeled data. Vector and raster model of spatial data are 

mentioned, but the accent was on raster images since they 

dominantly figure in the domain of the smart city 

concept. 

A system that combines hardware and software 

components, spatial data, human factor, scientific 

disciplines of informatics and geography, as well as 

different approaches of processing is the basis of 

manipulation with spatial data in the usual way, as it does 

with other standard data types. Because spatial databases 

exhibit characteristic properties, this paper briefly 

explains and illustrates way of creating queries and 

spatial indexing procedure.  

As a starting point for placing the collected raster data 

into database, PostgreSQL expanded with PostGIS 

enhancement was chosen. This geospatial extension 

affected into its appliance: it gradually begins to take 

precedence as it offers various possibilities of working 

with data and it contains numerous functions that use 

spatial data. PostGIS distinguishes between geometric 

and geographical type of data which becomes obvious 

during presentation of obtained query results. A tool that 

allows you to visualize the inputs given in the raster 

image form is QGIS which also becomes more 

widespread due to the simplicity of use. 

Work on software development of smart city project 

solution will be based on the principles of spatial 

databases because this completely new concept 

successfully overcomes many limitations and 

shortcoming characteristic for classical databases. 

Problems of working with spatial data expressed by a 

raster model will be less and less present and thus will 

gradually move towards satisfying a large number of 

necessary prerequisites for software support for the idea 

of a smart city. As well, future upgrades will affect the 

spatial database become the conceptual basis for 

designing solutions which would connect information 

technology and many other scientific disciplines. 
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Abstract - Current hardware quality to price ratio has 

enabled mass production of small, cheap electrical devices. 

It provided the use of computers in monitoring and 

automating buildings and cities, creating the Internet of 

Things concept. In such systems, various software and 

network protocols are being used because of an incoherency 

of used software, opening the space for malicious attacks. 

Out of all available types of systems, the ones with critical 

mission are the most affected with this problem. This paper 

explores the possibility of a system with a single, secure 

communication layer over all elements in a network on an 

example of an early fire detection system.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Hardware technology has advanced enough to mass 
produce various kinds of high processing power devices. 
Combined with global networking, it created a perfect 
environment for developing an Internet of Things (IoT) 
systems, which should help in everyday tasks. Apart from 
that, it gives another possibility to monitor the health of 
the system environment, such as residential buildings for 
example, for a set of characteristics. One set of those 
characteristics may be related for an early detection of a 
fire hazard in order to be early detected, or even better, 
automatically put down, thus minimizing the chances of 
human casualties. 

Early fire hazard detection/prevention systems are 
relatively complex systems composed of multiple 
hardware and software components. Regarding hardware, 
there are multiple types of sensors involved, which are 
sending measured data through communication devices to 
the final destination, which could be a local server, or a 
cloud provider, where the results are aggregated and the 
calculations are done in real time. After the raw data is 
processed, it can be displayed to the end user through 
various channels, for example, sending the data using the 
Internet with a dedicated client mobile or desktop 
application, or using the SMS protocol etc. 

One recognized problem with IoT systems is that 
acquired data most often goes through multiple different 
communication protocols, because different devices 
involved often are not supporting the same protocol, or 
there are some physical limitations involved in device 
usage, so a specific wired or wireless protocol has to be 
used. Security in IoT systems is a very important topic 
and there cannot be outside involvement (for example, 
tampering sensor measurements) of any kind, because it 
can cause the system with a critical mission to misbehave 
and cause damage or even human casualties. Since there 
are multiple hops in between acquiring a device (sensor), 
aggregating device (data server) and processing device 

(application server), there are multiple entry points for the 
attacker that are exploitable. This paper will try to explain 
how to prevent this issue with available software 
technology using an example of a fire hazard detection 
system. 

II. OVERVIEW OF AN INTERNET OF THINGS SYSTEM 

A. Hardware 

There are multiple device groups involved in an IoT 
system. Starting from the area of interest there are 
sensors, which are used to measure specific data (for 
example air humidity) and actuators, which are used to 
physically manipulate certain objects (for example, dim 
the lights). Usually, there is a microcontroller device that 
is capable of both communicating with sensors/actuators 
on one side using specialized, often simpler protocols, 
and the rest of the system on the other using TCP/IP 
protocol. Rest of the hardware includes network devices 
such as routers and switches and server computers that 
have much more computing power than microcontrollers 
and are capable of faster aggregation and deriving 
conclusions from aggregating data. Alternative to local 
server usage is to use cloud services for doing the 
calculations, but that can potentially introduce additional 
latency in the system which sometimes is not acceptable. 

B. Software 

Since the IoT system can be composed of many 
different devices, the number of used software may also 
be big. There are device and communication drivers that 
can be a part of an operating system, which usually is the 
case. Custom IoT software solutions use these drivers and 
protocols to send/receive data to the servers, where 
decisions are made by doing the calculations in 
specialized programs. In order for systems to be able to 
react in real time, the Real Time Operating Systems 
(RTOS) are being used. Most popular RTOSes are listed 
below: 

 

Figure 1.  Operating systems used in IoT solutions in 2018 [4] 
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Figure 1 shows that Linux and Windows are the most 

popular choices. These are, of course, stripped down 

versions relative to PC operating systems so it could run 

on devices with less resources. The third place belongs to 

FreeRTOS, which is a specialized operating system for 

real time devices. Interestingly, in the fourth place, there 

is a non-OS variant and after it there are some less used 

RTOSes such as TinyOS etc. 

III. SECURING COMMUNICATION IN IOT SYSTEMS 

C. Ockam Framework 

Ockam is a set of libraries grouped into a framework 
that offers safe communication between devices in an IoT 
system. Messages are encrypted and to enable end-to-end 
encrypted secure channels that don't expose application 
data on network intermediaries, Ockam includes a 
lightweight, binary, application layer routing protocol [1]. 
Using this protocol makes it possible to make a single 
channel that is on multiple underlying network protocols, 
thus being independent of the security level of a sole 
network protocol. Ockam is available as a library 
dependency in two programming languages: Rust and 
Elixir. In the case of this paper, Rust language will be 
used, but the examples will be simple, so anyone with a 
basic understanding of programming should be able to 
further follow. 

Ockam has a few concepts that need to be defined: a 
Node, a Worker, Routing and Transport between nodes 
using a Secure Channel. An Ockam Node is an 
asynchronous execution environment that can run very 
lightweight, concurrent, stateful actors called Ockam 
Workers [1]. 

#[ockam::node] 

async fn main(mut ctx: Context) -> Result<()> { 

    ctx.stop().await 

} 

Figure 2.  Simple Ockam Node example 

Figure 2. shows the simplest example of an Ockam 
Node definition. Declaring dependencies are removed for 
the clarity of an example. It is an asynchronous main 
function that accepts a Context as a parameter. The whole 
function is marked as Ockam Node using Rust's macros. 
This will generate all the necessary boilerplate code in 
order to create a new node. 

As it was already mentioned, Ockam Node may 
contain multiple Workers, which have the following 
properties [1]: 

● Run in an Ockam Node. 
● Have an application-defined address (like a 

postal mail or email address). 
● Can maintain an internal state. 
● Can start other new workers. 
● Can handle messages from other workers 

running on the same or a different node. 
● Can send messages to other workers running on 

the same or a different node. 

The following code is used for creating a simple Echoer 
Worker: 

pub struct Echoer; 

 

#[ockam::worker] 

impl Worker for Echoer { 

    type Context = Context; 

    type Message = String; 

 

    async fn handle_message( 

        &mut self, ctx: &mut Context, 

        msg: Routed<String>) -> Result<()> { 

 

        println!("Address: {}, Received: {}",    

             ctx.address(), msg); 

        ctx.send(msg.return_route(),  

                 msg.body()).await 

    } 

} 

Figure 3.  Simple Ockam Worker example 

A struct is defined for a new worker. If it contains fields, 
then it is a stateful Worker. New struct has to implement 
a Worker trait, then define an asynchronous method 
called handle_message. Inside that method is what the 
worker will do when it receives a message. In this case, it 
will print out an address from where the message is being 
received and the message content. After that, it will send 
the message body back to the sender. In order for a 
worker to be included in the node, the node itself has to 
be defined like this: 

#[ockam::node] 

async fn main(mut ctx: Context) -> Result<()> { 

    ctx.start_worker("echoer", Echoer).await?; 

    ctx.send("echoer", 

        "Hello Ockam!".to_string()).await?; 

    let reply = ctx.receive::<String>().await?; 

    println!("App Received: {}", reply); 

    ctx.stop().await 

} 

Figure 4.  Ockam Node with registered Worker 

The node will start the Echoer worker with an address 
“echoer” and then send the “Hello Ockam!” message to 
it. The Echoer worker will then execute, printing the 
message and sending it back, so the node will print the 
same message once again. After that, the context will stop 
all the active workers, the node itself and do the required 
cleanup. It is worth mentioning that every node has an 
implicit worker called “app” which is responsible for 
executing the main function. 

The communication between workers in the example 
below was direct, or one hop away. Ockam gives the 
possibility to send messages through multiple hops of the 
same or multiple nodes. This is obtained through 
Routing. 

pub struct Hop; 

 

#[ockam::worker] 

impl Worker for Hop { 

    type Context = Context; 

    type Message = Any; 

 

    async fn handle_message( 

        &mut self, ctx: &mut Context, 

        msg: Routed<Any>) -> Result<()> { 

        println!("Address: {}, Received: {}",  

                      ctx.address(), msg); 

 

        let mut message = msg 
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                          .into_local_message(); 

        let transport_message = message 

                               .transport_mut(); 

 

        transport_message.onward_route.step()?; 

        transport_message.return_route 

                        .modify() 

                        .prepend(ctx.address()); 

 

        ctx.forward(message).await 

    } 

} 

Figure 5.  Hop Worker example 

Figure 5. is an example of a Hop worker, whose handling 
message will remove its address from the onward route of 
the received message and put it in first place of a 
returning route of the message. After that, the message 
will be forwarded to the next worker. Node definition 
will contain information where the message should go. 

#[ockam::node] 

async fn main(mut ctx: Context) -> Result<()> { 

    ctx.start_worker("echoer", Echoer).await?; 

    ctx.start_worker("h1", Hop).await?; 

 

    ctx.send(route!["h1", "echoer"], 

             "Hello Ockam!".to_string()).await?; 

 

    let reply = ctx.receive::<String>().await?; 

 

    println!("App Received: {}", reply); 

 

    ctx.stop().await 

} 

Figure 6.  Node using Hop Worker example 

There are now two workers registered in the node, with 
addresses “echoer” for an Echoer worker, and “h1” for a 
Hop worker. The message is sent with “route!” macro 
containing the array of workers. The message is sent to 
workers in the order that is specified in the “route!” array, 
so “h1” worker will receive the message first, and, as 
previously said, remove itself from onward_route and 
prepend to return_route. That way, once the worker with 
the address “echoer” receives the message and sends the 
answer back, it will go back through “h1” worker first. 
There can be an arbitrary number of in-between hops. In 
that case, the Hop worker can be declared multiple times 
with a unique address for each worker (for example, 
“h1”, “h2”, “h3”, etc.) and they all can be added to 
“route!” array in a particular order. 

The provided examples were exchanging messages 
routed inside one node. Usually, there is a need to send 
messages to other nodes using different protocols. This is 
where Ockam Transport is used. It is a plugin for Ockam 
Routes. It moves Ockam Routing messages using a 
specific transport protocol like TCP, UDP, WebSockets, 
Bluetooth etc. [1]. 

#[ockam::node] 

async fn main(ctx: Context) -> Result<()> { 

    let tcp = TcpTransport::create(&ctx) 

                           .await?; 

    tcp.listen("127.0.0.1:4000") 

       .await?; 

    ctx.start_worker("echoer", Echoer).await?; 

    Ok(()) 

} 

Figure 7.  TCP responder node example 

Figure 7. shows a responder node, which uses TCP 
protocol and listens on port 4000 for incoming messages. 
In order for “app” worker to never stop working (unless 
the program is terminated), instead of stopping the 
context as it was the case in previous examples, there is 
only an Ok(()) which is a value of generic type Result. 

#[ockam::node] 

async fn main(mut ctx: Context) -> Result<()> { 

    let _tcp = TcpTransport::create(&ctx) 

                            .await?; 

 

    let r = route![(TCP, "localhost:4000"), 

                   "echoer"]; 

    ctx.send(r, "Hello Ockam!".to_string()) 

                              .await?; 

 

    let reply = ctx.receive::<String>().await?; 

 

    println!("App Received: {}", reply); 

    ctx.stop().await 

} 

Figure 8.  TCP initiator node example 

Figure 8. shows an initiator node that will trigger the 
responder node from Figure 7. The context is set to use 
the TCP protocol, then a message is sent to a worker with 
the address “echoer” through the TCP protocol route, at 
address “localhost:4000”, so the responder node worker 
“echoer” is triggered through the TCP protocol. Similarly 
with multiple hop workers, there can also be multiple 
TCP node hops. This is done by running new nodes to 
listen at different ports and using these ports in a route 
while sending a new message. 

All the previous examples showed how communication is 
done in Ockam, but the messages still aren’t encrypted. 
Secure channels are used for sending the messages that 
are encrypted. Ockam currently supports two different 
key agreement protocols - one based on the Noise 
Protocol Framework and another based on Signal's 
X3DH design [1]. 

Secure channels are obtained in a way that nodes get their 
identity and using that identity, the handshake is done 
between nodes. Once the handshakes are done, all other 
messages can be exchanged with encryption through a 
secure channel. The example configuration will be 
similar to the examples in Figures 7 and 8, with a middle 
hop between them. 

#[ockam::node] 

async fn main(ctx: Context) -> Result<()> { 

    ctx.start_worker("echoer", Echoer).await?; 

    let tcp = TcpTransport::create(&ctx).await?; 

    tcp.listen("127.0.0.1:4000").await?; 

 

    let vault = Vault::create(&ctx)?; 

    let mut bob = Entity::create(&ctx, &vault)?; 

    bob.create_secure_channel_listener( 

        "bob_listener",        

        TrustEveryonePolicy 

    )?; 

 

    Ok(()) 

} 

Figure 9.  TCP responder through secure channel node example 

Responder node still has an “echoer” worker and 
listens on the port 4000, but beside that, it has an 
additional Entity object that has its secret contained in the 
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Vault object. A secure channel listener will be created for 
an Entity and every new connection to a node must go 
through the secure channel first to perform a handshake. 

#[ockam::node] 

async fn main(ctx: Context) -> Result<()> { 

    let tcp = TcpTransport::create(&ctx).await?; 

    tcp.listen("127.0.0.1:3000").await?; 

 

    Ok(()) 

} 

Figure 10.  TCP middle node example 

Middle node listens to port 3000 for incoming 
messages. However, since it hasn't been handshaked with 
any other node, it can only serve as a mediator for 
encrypted messages that are going to be passed through 
it. 

#[ockam::node] 

async fn main(mut ctx: Context) -> Result<()> { 

    TcpTransport::create(&ctx).await?; 

    let vault = Vault::create(&ctx)?; 

    let mut alice = Entity::create(&ctx, 

&vault)?; 

    let r = route![(TCP, "localhost:3000"), 

                   (TCP, "localhost:4000"), 

                   "bob_listener" 

    ]; 

 

 

    let channel = alice.create_secure_channel( 

                      r,    

                      TrustEveryonePolicy 

    )?; 

    ctx.send(route![channel, "echoer"], 

            "Hello Ockam!".to_string()).await?; 

    let reply = ctx.receive::<String>().await?; 

 

    println!("App Received: {}", reply); 

 

    ctx.stop().await 

} 

Figure 11.  TCP initiator using secure channel node example 

  The initiator node will have its own Entity object, 
which is going to be used to create a secure channel . This 
will trigger responder node’s secure channel listener and 
the handshake will be performed between nodes. After 
the handshake is done, messages between nodes will be 
encrypted end-to-end, so any hop nodes in between 
wouldn’t be able to see message content. This concludes 
the core infrastructure overview that Ockam offers for 
secure message exchange between nodes. 

IV. EARLY FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM EXAMPLE 

D. System Architecture 

The example configuration is similar to the system in 
[2]. It contains a flammable gas detector, a smoke 
detector, GPS module and all that is connected to an 
Arduino programmable microcontroller. Beside that, it 
has a relay attached to the microcontroller in case there is 
an electrical installation that can cause fire, since fires 
caused due to electrical and heating equipment are the 
top-reasons for any residential fire [3]. The faulty 
electrical installation can then be quickly turned off in 
case of an emergency. 

Residential buildings contain multiple apartments, so 
one of these early detectors could be installed per 
apartment, or even per apartment room. This mesh of 
microcontrollers are all connected to a computer that’s 
inside the building, that can be a Raspberry Pi. That 
computer serves as a hop between the controller and the 
rest of the system. It can eventually decide whether to 
temporarily turn off power in a part of the building. The 
message is further sent on a cloud system that should 
contain the statuses of all residential buildings with the 
possibility for the user to see it with some kind of 
dashboard view. Also, alarm triggering notification with 
the exact information where the hazard is happening 
would be of use to, for example, firefighters, so they 
could react much more quickly. 

E. Communication overview 

The system will use Ockam as a tool for secure 
communication between system elements. 
Microcontrollers will have secure channels established 
with both residential computer and the system on a cloud. 
The connection with the residential computer will serve 
as a quick responding channel (for example, temporarily 
cutting off electricity in the room/apartment), while in the 
communication with the system on a cloud, the 
residential computer will serve as a Gateway Node, just 
passing the encrypted messages, without ability to see 
their content. 

So far, three types of nodes are identified in the 
system, the microcontroller, the residential computer and 
the cloud node. Each of them will have its own workers, 
which will do certain tasks. For example, a 
microcontroller node has a worker for periodically 
checking every sensor state. Sensor worker returns sensor 
state in an answer to the default “app” worker that’s 
previously mentioned, and if there's a need to trigger 
other devices through secure channels, “app” worker will 
be responsible for doing that. Similarly, once the 
execution command comes in from a higher instance, the 
“app” worker will delegate the message to the 
corresponding worker. Residential computer node has a 
worker that checks if there are any potential fire hazards, 
and if there is one, acts temporarily by cutting off the 
electricity in the area of hazard. Cloud system node 
worker notifies the closest firefighters crew to the hazard 
area with the collected hazard information and waits for 
the confirmation. If there is no confirmation in a certain 
time or the firefighters crew is currently unavailable, the 
next best possible fire fighters crew is notified. 

V. CONCLUSION 

IoT systems are being actively developed and are 

more and more present in everyday life. Smart cities are 

the aspirations whom the researchers and industry are 

trying to get to more than ever. Early 

detection/prevention of hazardous events has a very 

important place in IoT research. Existing systems are 

upgraded to be more reliable, robust and secure. Security 

is a very important aspect of every IoT system, since an 

easily breachable IoT system can do more damage than 

not using an IoT system at all. 
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The problem that rises with implementation of IoT 

systems lies in relying on multiple protocols that are 

being used in communication. If those are poorly 

configured, or not implemented properly, it can be an 

entry point for malicious attacks that could disrupt the 

system behavior. Ockam is a set of open source libraries 

whose mission is to provide communication through 

secure channels over multiple protocols and networks that 

are being used. Its main philosophy is to put zero trust in 

network communication and to encrypt the messages that 

are being exchanged through secure channels. With more 

sensors and devices watching us and reporting data to the 

Internet, the privacy of third parties who cross our 

sensors’ paths (either by accident or design) is an 

important consideration [5]. 

In this paper, a variant of the early fire detection system 

has been described. This is a form of a system with 

critical mission whose misbehaving can lead to fatal 

consequences including huge material damage and, more 

importantly, the cost of human lives. It is imperative that 

these kinds of systems securely communicate, so it is a 

good use case for Ockam. In Ockam, communicating 

computers are represented as nodes, which contain 

workers that can be triggered by sending a message, thus 

immediately reacting to the events in the system. Using 

this kind of communication, there is a broad spectrum of 

responses, including automated turning off the cause of a 

fire, or notification to the firefighters that will help 

benefit first responders reaction time to be drastically 

smaller. Next step for this system is further and broader 

design with concrete hardware components and an early 

prototype that will confirm or deny the starting 

assumptions of a stable, robust and secure system. 
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Abstract – Nowadays Internet of Things (IoT) represents a 

technological revolution able to change the world by 

connecting physical and virtual objects to the Internet. This 

technology can offer many advantages, but it still has some 

limitations such as overused local networks, uncontrolled 

data loss, etc. All these limitations can be overcome by using 

emerging IoT architecture which are consisting of sensor 

nodes, edge layer (devices), fog layer (gateways) and cloud 

layer. This paper has proposed a model for smart traffic 

applications which is based on fog architecture. This fog-

based model architecture helps reduce the network load by 

processing data before transmission and helps in reducing 

the energy consumption of sensor nodes by reproof 

computation from sensor nodes to fog layer (gateways). The 

most important advantage of this model is that only 

processing data are transmitted to the cloud, so data loss is 

avoiding.            

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a global infrastructure that 
allows people and things (e.g. sensors, actuators and smart 
devices) to be connected anytime and anywhere. [1] The 
virtual connection of IoT devices is based on interoperable 
information and communication technologies. The term 
“Internet of Things” was suggested by Kevin Ashton in 
1999. but this term first becomes popular through the 
MIT-related Auto-ID Center at MIT. However, today the 
term “Internet of Things” is used to determine advanced 
connections of devices, systems and services, that reach 
out from machine to machine-to-machine and overs 
various protocols, domains and applications. Nowadays 
The Internet of Things developed very quickly and these 
IoT technologies enable the connection of a large number 
of users, devices, services and applications on the Internet. 

The IoT platform is a software and hardware 
environment for the efficient development of IoT systems. 
This platform is complex for management because it 
includes several processes such as resource discovery, 
resource tracking and platform reconfiguration. During the 
development of IoT platform is necessary to consider the 
necessary functionalities elements such as devices, 
communication components, services, management of IoT 
platform functionalities, security and application. For 
development, IoT is used next technologies: network 
technologies and protocols, sensory networks, mobile 
technologies, cloud computing and big data.  

IoT application is the layer of IoT architecture where 
users can use processed data from the data warehouse on 
the cloud for one purpose. This is a spot where all the 
value of IoT materializes and gets the most practical 
possible application. IoT applications can be web and 
mobile, and they provide the user interface for interacting 
and using data from IoT devices, but the same IoT devices 
can have their user interfaces. For developing IoT 
applications popular languages such as Java, Swift and 
Node Js are used.  

IoT is applied in various areas such as agriculture, 
industry, medical and healthcare, transportation, building 
and home automation, industrial, energy management, 
environmental monitoring, living lab, military and others. 
The IoT application can be divided into personal and 
business purposes, urban environment, education, health, 
logistics, industry, environment, energy systems, retail, 
agriculture, robotics. One such category of application IoT 
is the Intelligent transport systems (ITS). ITS is an 
advanced application that aims is to prove innovative 
services relating to different modes of transport and traffic 
management. In these systems, the vehicle has sensing 
power, storage capabilities, onboard computing facilities 
and communication systems. The idea behind ITS was to 
solve the issues raised by the legacy systems efficiently. 

This paper gives a short review of IoT architecture 
based on Fog computing architecture for IoT smart traffic 
applications. In this research, the focus is on analyses of 
applicability of this architecture in IoT smart traffic. This 
paper is structured as follows: in the introduction, a 
section is given a short description of IoT and IoT 
applications. The next section gives different architectural 
approaches such as Cloud, Fog and Edge computing. In 
section 3 is given the most important technologies for 
enabling IoT applications. Section 4 gives examples of the 
application of Fog IoT in smart traffic. The discussion and 
conclusion remarks are given at the end of this paper.          

II. OVERVIEW OF IOT ARCHITECTURE 

The presence of IoT demands even more careful 
consideration of orchestrations due to the latency 
sensitivity of many IoT applications (or services) and 
limitations specific to IoT. [4] IoT applications require 
Edge and Fog computing for reducing overall delay. In 
consequence, fog and edge layers not only minimize 
latency data, but also bandwidth consumption of IoT 
applications. [4] 
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In paper [4] is given a generic model for the cloud to 
things landscape, which is based on research community 
efforts and industrial advances. According to [4] fully-
implemented landscape for IoT applications would consist 
of four layers: IoT Mist computing layer, Edge computing 
layer, Fog computing layer and Cloud computing layer. 
Mist computing layer or extreme edge is formed by IoT 
devices that are computation-enabled and can be coopered 
with each other similar to a mesh network. This increases 
the capabilities of IoT devices to constitute a mesh 
network that can be managed centrally by a nominated 
controller or distributed. This layer can only be realized 
without any communication with fog and edge or cloud 
computing layer. The edge computing layer enables 
gateways such as dedicated routers, switches or based 
stations located close to IoT devices to act as the gateway 
to the fog or cloud layer. This layer aims to minimize and 
manage data traffic. Edge can also be equipped with micro 
data centers (or so-called cloudlets) which can collect and 
filter the sensed data of IoT and send only the reduced 
analyzed data to the fog or cloud computing layer. In this 
way, minimization is achieved. The fog computing layer 
is an intermediary layer to alleviated edge and cloud 
limitation. This layer is benefiting from computations 
closer to the IoT layer than the cloud layer and is more 
powerful than the edge layer.  

The paper [2] more describes concepts, architecture, 
standards. Tools and application of this layer, as well as 
new research aspects about IoT-Fog-Cloud ecosystems. 
The Cloud computing layer is acting as the backbone and 
providing persistence data storage and powerful and 
unlimited computation resources which are not available 
in others computing layers. This layer can be categorized 
as private, public, hybrid, single-provider, multi-provider 
and federated cloud. 

In papers [5] and [6] is given a more detailed 
description of Fog computing and its related computing 
paradigms. The paper [3] investigates the role and 
applicability of both IoT and AI technologies in Edge 
computing based on Arduino. The result shows that 
Arduino and its clone boards can be used as an edge mode 
with AI codes for the Arduino Edge node.  

III. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR FOG IOT 

APPLICATION 

For efficient and cost-effective deployment of Fog-
based IoT systems with distributed architecture the 
standards play an important role. It is necessary to 
consider protocols and technologies to support devices 
that have limited bandwidth and energy. Technologies and 
protocols which can be used for efficient communication 
of IoT devices in fog-based IoT architecture include Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID), Wireless Identification 
and Sensing Platform (WISP), WSN (Wireless Sensor 
Networks), Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Near Field 
Communication (NFC), IEE 802.15.4, IEE 802.11 ah, Z-
Wave, Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A), 
LoRaWAN, IPv6, IPv6 over Low Power Wireless 
Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN), NarrowBand IoT 
(NB-IoT) and SigFox. 

The RFID systems operate on the frequency band of 
125 kHz and require 12V power support. These systems 
are made up of RFID tags and readers. The RFID tags use 
technology to reflect radio waves and pass on the data to 
the readers. On the other hand, RFID readers can read and 
extract the stored information inside the RFID tags. This 
system has the ability to pick up tag IDs automatically 
from a distance without considering the Line of Sight 
(LoS) operations. [1] 

WISP (WSPI) is a battery-free and wireless platform 
used for sensing and computation. These devices are 
powered by ultra-high frequency RFID readers. WSIP-
based systems use the same communication technology as 
RFID-based systems, but they are unique with a fully 
programmable microcontroller.[1] 

WSNs systems include small nodes with sensing 
capabilities, which can be easily deployed into IoT 
infrastructure with no (or little) modifications since IoT 
supports interoperability of various networks including 
WSNs. These systems communicate in a Peer-to-Peer 
manner. The WSNs sink nodes can be utilized to collect 
sensed data from other nodes in the network.  

BLE is a wireless technology for short-range 
communication that operates on the 2.4GHz frequency 
band. This technology can be utilized in various IoT 
scenarios such as medical monitoring, public 
transportation systems and monitoring industrial 
environments.  

NFC has very short-range communication and 
operates on a frequency band of 13.56 MHz, and this 
standard enables devices to communicate to each other 
only in close vicinity. This standard can be used in social 
networks, museums and mobile ticketing systems. 

Z-Wave is a low-power MAC protocol that operates 
on the frequency of 908 MHz and is utilized by small data 
packets with the range of 30m at low speeds up to 
100kbps.  

LTA-A is an enhanced version of LTE which provides 
higher throughput and lower latencies as well as improved 
coverage. [1] This technology supports higher bandwidth 
up to 100 MHz with aim of obtaining a higher level of 
system performance. LTE-A is suitable for fog-based IoT 
infrastructures because fog-based devices may be used to 
offer relay services to end-devices or other fog nodes in 
the network. 

LoRaWAN is a Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) 
technology that supports low power and low data rate. In 
fog-based IoT, this technology can be used by the end-
devices for communication with gateways using a single 
hop. 

NB-IoT is a low-power cellular technology 
specifically designed for IoT to improve coverage with 
respect to LTE. This technology allows connection 
between different objects with a small amount of data over 
a long period. The integration of NB-IoT and fog 
computing can save network bandwidth, ensure the 
quality of data analysis, improve the response time, and 
enhance the efficiency of data storage compared to 
traditional cloud computing models. [1] 
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SigFox is a network protocol that provides an M2M 
WAN communication solution that operates on the 
868MHz frequency band. In IoT applications, this 
protocol is used to enhance the network capacity, increase 
the life cycle of the devices, reduce the cost of devices and 
improve communication range and minimize energy 
consumption. Because of the capability of fog-based 
devices to perform tasks closer to the network edges, 
SigFox will have better potential in fog-based IoT 
systems. 

IPv6 is an Internet protocol that supports Internet 
Protocol Security (IPSec) and has the ability to provide a 
unique address to a large number of IoT devices. It also 
offers support for neighbor discovery which enables 
neighboring nodes to communicate and determine the 
presence of each other. [1] All these properties make this 
protocol suitable for fog-based IoT systems.  

For improving interoperability technologies, 
topologies and applications in fog-based IoT systems, 
IEEEStd 1905.1a and IEE 1451 are two standards that can 
be used. IEEE Std 1905.1a is a standard that supports a 
common interface, by defining an abstraction layer, in 
order to deploy multiple networking technologies at smart 
homes. An important characteristic of the IEEE 1451 
standard is that communicates on the Journal Pre-proof 
Internet in the same way for all sensors and actuators 
regardless of the type of the network which can be either 
wired or wireless. [1]      

IV. EXAMPLES OF FOG IOT IN SMART TRAFFIC 

A smart light traffic system is a network of connected 
traffic lights which is used to minimize traffic congestion, 
prevent an accident, reduce noise and fuel consumption. 
One example of using this system is given in paper [1] 
and there is described their application in health 
monitoring systems. Street cameras that sense the 
flashing light of an ambulance can change the street-light 
for the ambulance to pass through the traffic. It means 
that street lights communicate with sensors and detect the 
presence of vehicles and pedestrians and regulate the 
light accordingly. According to [1] fog devices can 
coordinate to provide green traffic waves and send a 
warning signal to vehicles approaching the traffic. In ITS 
fog-based devices which are placed at a certain 
intersection can be used to analyzed local data and inform 
people of the updated information about the routes. 

In paper [7] is presented research of the Fog 
computing approach for improving the performance of 
the Cloud computing technologies. This approach is 
implemented to a level of a prototype of a smart traffic 
monitoring systems (STMS). The purpose of this system 
is for congestion monitoring traffic and traffic lights 
management. In this research, a computer-on-module 
(Intel Edison) serves as a Fog node to collect real-time 
data from geographically distributed sensors and to 
transfer it to the Cloud platform (ThingSpeak) for storage 
and processing. This integrated platform in [7] is 
interfaced with Tweeter for sending alters in case of high 
traffic congestion.    

The paper [8] proposes a novel traffic control 
architecture that is based on the Fog computing paradigm 

and reinforcement learning technologies. This study has 
the aim to generate traffic control flow and 
communication flow for each intersection to avoid a 
traffic jam. The Fog computing paradigm and distributed 
reinforcement learning algorithm are designed in [8] to 
overcome communication bandwidth limitation and 
optimal traffic control flow with the purpose to make the 
whole city's traffic highly efficient. 

In paper [9] is presented a decentralized application of 
Fog nodes towards smart-cities traffic monitoring and 
forecasting. The architecture shown in paper [9] 
combines a data distribution layer, connecting the Fog 
nodes with a centralized Cloud focusing on resilience and 
near real-time communication and an online Machine 
Learning modeling technique. This application is 
designed to be used in a Fog-based infrastructure wherein 
real-time computing capabilities are proved by network 
antennas in combination with Fog nodes. This approach 
was tested in several experiments and the result shows 
that the data distribution process running in the Fog nodes 
is flexible to back-haul connectivity and is able to deliver 
data to the Cloud even in the presence of severe 
connectivity problems. 

Edge computing is used in smart traffic systems for 
time optimization smart navigation of vehicles optimal 
traffic load balancing in real-time. In paper [10] Edge-
Cloud-centric IoT based smart traffic management 
systems is developed for traffic inflow prediction and 
time-optimized smart navigation of the vehicles. This 
approach allows optimal traffic load and improved road 
safety.       

V. MODEL FOR TRAFFIC MONITORING IN SMART  CITY 

In this section is the proposed model for traffic 
monitoring in the city of Zrenjanin. The model is 
proposed based on review and the analysis of the 
available literature and existing solution and modeled on 
paper [7] and [8]. This solution represents the application 
of IoT architecture in combination with Fog computing in 
smart traffic monitoring. This proposed model monitors 
the traffic load by the number of vehicles on the main 
road in Zrenjanin. In this study, the main roads are 
divided into three sections: Veljko Vlahovic street, Cara 
Dusana Street and Zitni trg. The first two sections contain 
two and the third section contains three crossroads. Each 
crossroads has three magnetic sensors in every traffic line 
for monitoring the number, speed and dimensions of 
vehicles. 

A. Model architecture   

The architecture of this model is given in Figure 1. 
This model has three layers: Edge, Fog and Cloud. The 
Edge layer contains the magnetic sensors which are 
placed near the busiest streets for collecting the data. The 
collected data are sent to the Fog layer via a Wireless 
network (Wi-Fi). These data are processed and stored on 
the Local Server and Local Database. The display 
(positioned in the street for informing the drivers and 
pedestrians) in this layer shows the number of vehicles, 
and statistical data presenting covering analytical reports 
on average speed and size of vehicles in defined longer 
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intervals (e.g. every 5 minutes). The analyses data from 
the Fog layer are sent via LPWAN or another long-range 
technology is defined longer intervals (e.g. each hour) to 
the main server, centralized storage and application 
server which are on the Cloud layer. 

 

Figure 1.  Model architecture 

B. Model scenario 

The model scenario is given in Figure 2. The three 
sections: Veljko Vlahovic street, Cara Dusana street and 
Zitni trg, are shown in the Zrenjanin city plan. As we said 
before, the first two sections contain two and the third 
section contains three crossroads. Each crossroads has 
three magnetic sensors in every traffic line for monitoring 
the number, speed and dimensions of vehicles. This 
proposed model monitors the traffic load by the number 
of vehicles on the main road in Zrenjanin.  

The proposed scenario with the system element 
deployment for this model is given in Figure 2. The 
numbers 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 2. marks three sections: 
Veljko Vlahovic street, Cara Dusana street and Zitni trg. 
The blue dots represent locations of crossroads and where 
the sensors are deployed. The numbers 4 and 5 on this 
figure present the Fog and Cloud layer with their server, 
database and application server. All these three layers 
(Edge, Fog and Cloud) are connected via an LPWAN 
network or some other long-range technology. 

The position of the magnetic sensors on the crossroad 
is given in Figure 3. Each traffic line in the incoming 
direction to the crossroad (right side) has three sensors. 

Locations marked with the number 3 and 4 in Figure 
3. present traffic lines which each has three sensors for 
traffic monitoring. While locations marked with number 
1 and 2 has six sensors because there have two traffic 
lanes in one direction. 

 

Figure 2.  The position of the sensors on the crossroads 

The edge sensor devices are connected to the fog 

layer with Wi-Fi or some other short-range technology 

such as ZigBee, BLE, etc. The Wi-Fi access point 

collects all data and stores it in a local database. The 

collected data are analyzed and displayed in short 

intervals for a quick review on-street displays located 

near crossroads. Their purpose is to inform citizens, both 

drivers and pedestrians about the traffic intensity level. 

The LPWAN end-node sends the collected and 

summarized data in longer intervals (e.g. one hour) to the 

core of the system – the Cloud layer. In the Cloud layer 

collected data sent from all three sections are 

concentrated. The data are stored in the central database, 

analyzed, and provided to the end-user via the web, PC, 

tablet and smartphone applications.  

 

Figure 3.  Model scenario 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper is proposed the model of the system 
architecture with integrated LoRaWAN technology and 
Fog computing as a solution for reducing network load 
and distributing computational capabilities. The proposed 
model presents a model for traffic monitoring in the city 
of Zrenjanin.  

In this model sensor collected data and sent them via 
Wi-Fi network to the Fog layer where the processing data 
took place. These data are sent to the Cloud layer with 
LPWAN technology to the centralized storage. Sending 
only processed important data to the Cloud has many 
benefits such as energy consumption of sensors, reduction 
in the network load, and the most important avoiding data 
loss. 

The future works will include a traffic density 
estimation algorithm, also the incorporation of more types 
of sensors in this model (e.g. temperature, humidity, 
pollution, loudness, etc.). 
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Abstract - The world of programming and the range of 

programming languagesused is very large, and the 

dynamics of developing new solutions further complicate the 

selection of the right solution for their needs and knowledge 

development. The aim of this paper is to help beginners to 

choose the appropriate framework for learning and further 

development with the help of experienced users. With this 

choice, the users experience is very important - the 

framework that the user chooses can be used later in further 

development. This selected framework helps the user to 

dedicate himself exclusively to the solution and to get the 

most out of it and himself, rather than wandering between 

different solutions returning each time to the beginning of 

mastering a new tool. The paper presents all eight 

frameworks that have been presented and, based on 

research, offers a recommendation of experienced users that 

the solution chooses for beginners, while allowing an easier 

start and advanced web development.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, there are many tools used to develop web 
content. One of the tools that have found its application in 
the world of programming is the Python programming 
language [1]. Its application is large and is used from 
artificial intelligence to web development [2]. Many 
different libraries are used for the web, allowing users to 
develop from simple to very complex web solutions [3]. 
Such libraries are called frameworks that facilitate work 
for the specific purpose for which they were created [4]. 
Software frameworks are a set of standardized libraries [5] 
and programming tools that help create software 
applications.  

The Python programming language itself has many 
such frameworks that allow users to work [6]. This way of 
developing various frameworks in a programming 
language is frequent, so it can be seen in the programming 
language PHP. In addition to so many possibilities, the 
user is faced with a big question, and that is the choice of 
the right framework for the needs of development, but 
also for the level of knowledge of the user who should use 
during development [7]. In this paper, we describe several 
frames that have been selected according to the user's 
choice. The aim of this paper is to show the attitudes of 
users and thus make it easier for users in practice to more 
easily and quickly choose one of the frameworks to use in 
their development. 

Finding the frame quickly and easily facilitates the 
user and learning, and thus greatly affects the quality and 
speed of the final product. This is very important when it 

is known that a large number of frames are in circulation 
and that new ones appear every day that offer with them 
novelties that need to be mastered. Constant learning is 
something that is expected from a programmer, but it 
should also be reduced to an optimal measure. In order for 
a programmer to be good at his job, it is necessary to 
dedicate himself to a solution and master all the finesse 
that makes him a good programmer. If a programmer is 
constantly learning new technologies, then he has less 
time to dedicate himself more seriously to one of them 
and to get the most out of it. New programming languages 
and frameworks always bring some novelties that were 
once, but not always, better, so there are a large number of 
old programming languages that are still used today 
because they have quality solutions. 

 

II. PYTHON WEB FRAMEWORKS 

Python programming language is very modern in this 
respect and it develops a large number of frameworks that 
can be used for various purposes [8]. In this paper, we 
deal with web frameworks that compensate for the 
“flaws” of Python itself when it comes to web 
programming. In essence, we divide them into frames 
with which we get everything we need (full-stack) and 
those with which we can develop many necessary 
functionalities (micro-frame) [9] and thus do what we 
needed that frame for. This trend is very common in 
programming languages, with JavaScript and PHP leading 
the way, but Python is also present [10].  

Interestingly, these two mentioned programming 
languages are mainly based on web development, while 
Python is generally usable in other areas and the 
framework allows it to be applied on the web [11]. The 
following are web frames created from the Python 
programming language. 

A. Django 

The Django framework was created in 2003 and is 
based on the Python programming language. Its 
application is in web development where it is successfully 
used by a large number of users connected in a 
community that provides customer support. Django 
supports both the older 2.x and newer 3.x versions of the 
Python programming language. To use this framework, 
you need a server environment as well as some of the 
supported databases, which are: PostgreSQL, MySQL, 
Oracle and SQLite. The user who decides to use Django in 
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his work has all the necessary tools for the development of 
a modern web project, regardless of its complexity in 
development. Its packages also include an administration 
panel that makes it easier for the user to work with the 
content. One of the great advantages of this framework is 
its support by the large community and well-done 
documentation. This documentation and support in the 
work enables an easier start as well as advanced 
development of modern projects. Of course, in addition to 
many advantages, Django also has its drawbacks, and one 
of them is that it is monolithic, which makes it poorly 
adaptable and flexible for newer user requirements. 
Despite this drawback, this framework is very suitable for 
the development of standard applications. 

B. Pyramid 

Pyramid is a web application framework developed as 
part of the Pilons project. It is an open source framework 
published under a BSD license. The development of this 
framework was inspired by libraries such as: Zope or 
Django. One of the advantages, and on the other hand for 
some it can be a disadvantage, is that this framework 
comes without predefined libraries. This means that this 
framework has more flexibility when it comes to adding 
new features by users. This framework, like Django, can 
work on both the old 2.x and the new 3.x version of the 
Python programming language. In addition to the many 
similarities, Django and Pyramid differ greatly in the 
possibility that users themselves develop new 
functionalities that the authors of the framework 
themselves did not anticipate. In addition to this, there is a 
big difference that there is no integrated support for 
databases. This just means that the user has to integrate it, 
but of course it is possible. This framework is very open 
which often increases development costs due to the need 
to independently develop the necessary tools. This makes 
this framework suitable for very experienced developers, 
but on the other hand it makes it very difficult for 
beginners to work with. 

C. Bottle 

Bottle is a fast, simple and lightweight micro web 
framework created using the Python programming 
language. It is distributed as a single file and has no 
dependencies other than the Python standard library, but 
not many features like other Python frames. One of its 
main advantages is the process of distributing a single file, 
which facilitates the sharing and distribution of 
applications. To start programming, all you need to do is 
download bottle.py and place it in the project folder. Its 
design is flexible, easy to use and facilitates the 
development of a multitude of simple web applications. 
However, due to its single-file distribution pattern, the 
framework is best suited for smaller applications, or 
prototypes, rather than larger projects. 

D. CherryPy 

This framework appeared in mid-2002 making it one 
of the oldest frameworks for the Python programming 
language. Despite this fact, it is less known among users 
than, say, Django and Flask. This frame is also a micro 
frame that is flexible and expandable by the user. It has 

built-in tools such as sessions, authorization, caching, 
routing, and database support. This framework allows 
developers to design and implement a project similar to or 
similar to other object-oriented Python projects. This fact 
allows for smaller source code, which results in rapid 
development but also optimal performance. One of its 
dominant advantages is the ease of configuration. This 
framework also supports the old 2.x and new 3.x versions 
of the Python programming language. 

E. Tornado 

Tornado is one of the Python web frames that focuses 
more on the network (asynchronous network library) and 
speed, including all the features of the web frame. Not 
only does it come with performance-enhancing features, 
but it also has features like stenciling, routing to build a 
simple to scalable web application. By using non-blocking 
network I / O, the Tornado can scale to thousands of open 
connections, making it ideal for long-term testing and 
applications that require a long-term connection with each 
user. The tornado runs on all Unix platforms as well as 
Linux and BSD. 

F. web2pi 

This web framework was created in 2007, and its real 
purpose was to serve as a teaching tool in working with 
students. This means that it was developed from the 
beginning to be easy to use. Its creators were inspired by 
the Django frame but also by Ruby on Rails. This web 
framework contains a web server that enables SSL and 
streaming, work with relational databases as well as an 
integrated development environment based on the Internet 
as well as a batch management interface. Support in 
working with this framework is reflected in the extensive 
documentation that the user is gradually introducing into 
the issue. In addition to all its advantages, the community 
of this web framework is significantly smaller than 
Django or Pyramid-e, which in practice means that less 
support can be expected from experienced users. 

G. Zope 

This Python framework originated as an open source 
social project that is object oriented. Its full name is “Z 
Object Publishing Environment” or ZOPE for short. This 
framework is known for making Python known around the 
world. Zope has a developed community that in the last 
few years has developed additional frameworks designed 
for different uses and using different development 
principles, while retaining the old philosophy. Some of 
these frameworks that have been developed are: Plone, 
BlueBream and Grok. Zope is a leading Open Source 
Application Server and Content Management Framework, 
specializing in content management solutions, portal 
content management and custom applications. Zope is 
managed by the global Zope community, with thousands 
of developers and companies around the world. Zope 
enables teams to collaborate in creating and managing 
dynamic Internet-based business applications, such as 
intranets and portals. The Zope web application server and 
its Content Management Framework form the basis for 
one of the most popular and powerful content 
management systems in the world - Plone. 
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H. Flask 

This framework is a micro web application created in 
the Python programming language. It is published under 
the BSD license. Some of the well-known applications 
created using this framework are LinkedIn and Pinterest. 
This micro web application comes with much basic 
functionalities that can be easily extended. The motto of 
this framework is "one drop at a time", and this is 
achieved through extensive documentation that gradually 
introduces the user to the issue. This is one of the virtues 
that beginners opt for this framework at the very 
beginning, but they also often remain faithful to it because 
of its capabilities in working with very complex 
applications. In addition to its advantages, this framework 
also has disadvantages that are reflected in a large number 
of add-ons that are often not updated. In such cases, users 
have to spend a lot of time looking for replacements that 
have similar functions and are still active and supported. It 
is almost always difficult to find documentation or 
instructions for use for replacement files, so in such cases 
the help of a large community is necessary. 

III. CHOOSING THE BEST PYTHON WEB FRAMEWORK 

The choice of the appropriate framework depends on 
the domain for which it is planned to be used. Practically, 
this means that there is no perfect solution, but it is a 
matter of user choice that depends on the purpose for 
which it will be used. The choice of users can depend on 
several different factors such as, ease of use, support and 
even ease of setting up the user environment. 

Some of these frames are also divided into two main 
categories, full-stack frames and micro-frames (sometimes 
called non-full-stack). By choosing a full-stack 
framework, you will have at hand a variety of tools and 
packages for developing any type of application. These 
are MVC architecture, ORM, routers, security and more. 

In this work, we learned from users who use Python 
what they prefer in various web development frameworks. 
We included in the research eight frameworks that our 
respondents used in their work. We asked users three 
piranhas regarding ease of use, quality of support, and 
ease of setting up the user environment from the 
frameworks they used or prefer to use. For these three 
questions, users answered us using ratings that ranged 
from 1 to 5, which we tried to make it easier for them to 
rate. After these questions, we calculated the average 
grade and presented it on a scale from 1 to 5. 

The obtained results are shown in Table 1, in which 
the individual ratings can be seen as well as the final 
ocean for each frame according to the user's opinion. The 
table also shows the number of users who rated each box. 
Each user could rate only one framework he used and rate 
it. 222 developers participated in this research, which used 
some of the given frameworks in their work.  

From the presented results, the table shows the 
percentage of users who voted for one of the frames. It is 
clear that the largest number of users used Django, 
followed by Flask. It is also interesting that Flask is the 
first in the received grades, followed by Django and the 
others. 

TABLE I.  PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS AMONG 

EXPERIENCED DEVELOPERS 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

There are a large number of frames on the market that 
serve a similar purpose, but each is different. These 
differences are especially visible in beginners who are 
usually very confused and find it difficult to decide on a 
solution or experiment with everyone. Experienced users 
have already made a choice of frames that they use more 
often, which can be seen from our research. All 
frameworks listed here are used, but each has its own 
purpose, as well as the user to whom it suits, depending on 
the knowledge, experience and project for which they use 
it. Our research confirms what is known among 
experienced users and can be read on expert forums 
dedicated to web development and Python. The table 
clearly shows the number of participants who in large 
numbers opted for the two leading frameworks, namely 
Django and Flask. Other frames from our table also have 
good grades, but they are still used by a smaller number of 
users, so they recommend them to others, especially 
beginners. 

According to the ratings, two frames stood out, 
namely: Flaski, Django and Bottle. These ratings were 
obtained based on the three parameters we used, namely: 
support, usability, and tuning. These parameters are very 
important for every user, from professionals to beginners 
who first encounter these frameworks for the realization 
of their projects. 

What is characteristic of all the frameworks from our 
research is that they were created using the Python 
programming language and therefore require users to 
know that programming language. Another similarity is 
that they are all intended for web development and 
generally differ in their purpose and the size of the 
community that supports them. Community size is very 
important in open source projects [12] as well as 
documentation that helps to easily master each individual 
programming language or in this case the framework. 
Three separate frames from our research cover almost all 
segments that we have listed, so it is no wonder that they 
are used so much and of course recommended to users 
from the very beginning to more advanced development. 
This problem helps users to decide from the start on a 
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1. Django 4.2 4.1 4.0 121 4.1 

2. Tornado 3.9 3.7 3.6 20 3.7 

3. Bottle 4.1 3.8 4.0 12 4.0 

4. web2py 4.2 4.1 3.4 12 3.9 

5. CherriPy 3.9 3.2 3.5 12 3.5 

6. Pyramid 3.6 3.7 3.4 13 3.6 

7. Zope 3.5 3.4 3.9 4 3.6 

8. Flask 4.6 4.2 4.3 28 4.4 
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framework that can later serve them for advanced 
development, depending on their knowledge and needs. 

V. CONCLUSION 

There are many frameworks on the market that meet 
most of the needs of our users, and we usually leave the 
choice to the users themselves. One way of choosing is 
experiential, so in this research we asked professionals to 
recommend a framework according to their opinion that 
beginners should consider for their work. The research did 
not bring a ready-made solution which framework is 
better than someone else's, but showed what other users 
recommend for work. The paper singled out two 
frameworks according to the grades they received, but 
also according to the number of users who recommended 
them. Django is definitely the first choice of the user, 
which is quite logical considering its application, 
documentation and the support that the community 
provides to it. The second frame is Flask and it is the first 
in terms of ratings, but a smaller number of users 
recommend it compared to Django. Flask is also very 
useful, which can be seen from the listed projects for 
which it is used in the world, but users still recommend 
Django first and only then Flask. 

The choice is up to the user, and this work and 
research in it has managed to reduce the eight offered 
frameworks to two from which users can choose, again 
depending on the need, knowledge, support or some 
subjective feeling. Each of these frameworks is a good 
solution and as such should be viewed, but the user's 
experience has given its recommendation and as such 
should always be taken into account when choosing and 
deciding on the framework that the user chooses for 
learning and further development. 
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Abstract – The coronavirus pandemic upended almost every 

aspect of life. Education has undergone significant changes. 

The need for online teaching has emerged. Several questions 

have arisen as to how effective online teaching is; what are 

the advantages and disadvantages? This paper analyzes the 

impact of student attendance and activity on the learning 

outcomes of students as well as a success during online and 

regular teaching. The paper analyzes the downloaded log 

files from the Microsoft Office 365 portal for the used 

programs Microsoft Teams and Microsoft Forms and the log 

files from everyday activities from University Information 

System – UIS in North Macedonia. Using the Python 

application the data obtained from the University 

Management System – UMS are extracted about the 

achieved success of the students. Additionally, log files for 

student activities are downloaded from the Microsoft portal. 

Keywords: E-learning, Online Learning, Learning analytics, 
Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Forms, University Information 
System.  

INTRODUCTION 

The transfer of knowledge or education is almost 
equal to human history. The history of e-learning is 
diverse, filled with success stories from the early 1900s 
and success stories from the 2000s [1]. Until the 80s of 
the previous century, the classical education era of 
lecturers lasted -1983 [2]. Between 1994 and 1999, the 
first wave of e-learning began to be used. With the 
development of Internet speed, LAN, wireless Internet, 
and the advent of Web 2.0 in 2000, the second wave of e-
learning began. The emergence of mobile phones and the 
Mobile Web application in 2008 and HTML 5 in 2010 
should also be emphasized, which have made a great 
contribution to the development and use of e-learning [3]. 

LMS is a multi-user software application usually 
accessed through a web browser [5] This application 
manages distance learning, self-study courses, and mixed 
learning programs. Provides automation that replaces 
rigorous and expensive manual work, saves time, and 
allows content, data, and students to be organized in 
cyberspace. This application also monitors and reports on 
the activity and training results of a particular course. 

LMS grew out of a series of multimedia and internet 
developments in the 1990s. In the last four years, the 
systems have matured and been adopted by many 

universities worldwide. LMS are scalable systems that 
can be used to support university-wide learning and 
learning programs [6]. With the development of LMS, the 
need for learning data analysis has emerged. 

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in 
automated data analysis to enhance the learning 
experience, a research area called learning analytics [4]. 

Learning Analytics (LA) has attracted a great deal of 
attention in recent years as educational institutions and 
researchers increasingly see LA's potential to support the 
learning process. LA approaches share the movement 
from data to analysis to action to learning [7].  

Olga Viberga's analysis shows that the field of LA is 
still a developmental area of practice and research in 
which descriptive studies and methods of interpretive data 
collection predominate, according to Papamiciu and 
Economid (2014) [8]. 

The use of student data by AU institutions calls into 
question students' privacy. Kyle M., with a developed 
model, argues that students should be more informed 
about how their institution uses recognizable data and 
information and what it ends up with and gain purposeful 
controls over the flow of information. This proposed 
awareness and consent model ultimately supports student 
privacy and autonomy [9]. 

Mihaela Cocea and Stephan Weibelzahl analyzed the 
educational institution log files and assessed the level of 
student motivation. According to them, a prediction 
module should be set up in the basic systems [10]. 

Information from the International Vision University 
in the Republic of North Macedonia is used in this paper. 
The University has a University Management System, 
which students, professors, and student affairs use. In the 
following articles, the University Management System 
will be called UMS. UMS generates data or log files from 
everyday activities. Microsoft Portal 365 is used during 
the online teaching, from which the applications Teams, 
One Drive, One Note, Forms, etc., are used primarily. 

From the data obtained from the University 
Management System - UMS, using the Python 
application, information is extracted about the achieved 
success of the students (obtained grades). Additionally, 
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log files for student activities are downloaded from the 
Microsoft portal from the admin panel. The paper 
analyzes the impact of student activity on success during 
online teaching in the summer semester 2019/2010 
academic year and the winter semester 2020/2021. The 
paper also analyzes the difference between success in 
online learning and regular learning during the 2020 and 
pre-2020 pandemics. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The 
second section describes the used system in online 
education. In section III the used research methodology is 
explained. The results of data analyses are present in 
section IV. The final section gives concluding remarks 
and points out some directions for future works. 

II. SYSTEM USED IN ONLINE EDUCATION  

University Management System 

This research used information from the UMS from 
the International Vision University in Republic of North 
Macedonia. UMS brings together the common data of 
university students and faculty members for their intended 
purpose. Combined data is processed without 
compromising relational integrity, resulting in significant 
results. The results from the data processing are prepared 
as a report. With user role management, data security is 
ensured, and the data accessed by each role is limited. 
Microsoft technologies are widely used in the UMS 
infrastructure. UMS using C #, Asp.Net MVC, MSSQL, 
HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, Jquery, and Javascript 
technologies is hosted on Internet Information Services 
(IIS). 

University Management System (UMS) is a web-
based application developed with the C # programming 
language, .Net Framework MVC, which supports users 
with disabilities. UMS is composed of several modules: 
Student Management System, Academic Information 
System, Student System. These modules are 
interconnected, and the goal is to assist the student service 
of the academic staff - professors, students, and the 
administration for the successful implementation of the 
educational process at the University. Another example of 
support for users with disabilities where the interface is 
made with WCAG 2.0 standards, a screen without many 
objects and elements so as not to confuse users with 
disabilities are given in the paper [11]. 

 

Figure 1- University Management System 

Microsoft Portal 365 as an LMS 

During the 2020 pandemic, teaching took place 
online. Online education took place with the Microsoft 
Portal, mainly with the Teams application. In addition to 

this application, One Drive and One Note applications are 
used, from where students download the materials set by 
the professors for their subjects. During the exams was 
used Microsoft Forms application was used with 
Microsoft Teams (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 2- Microsoft LMS. 

III. METHODOLOGY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

The LMS used at the University consists of two parts. 
The first is the University Management System - USU 
explained in more detail above. It can use AIS, students 
can download or follow from the SS portal or upload to 
One Drive. The second part is Microsoft applications in 
the Portal 365 package such as Teams, One Drive, Forms, 
and One Note. As can be seen from the picture, professors 
and students can log in to both systems with the same 
username and password. The professor can decide where 
to place the materials for the lesson they teach. 

 Microsoft applications are interconnected, ie, the 
material placed in One Drive can be easily shared on One 
Note or Teams. Every action of the professor in AIS, such 
as posting materials, comments, or messages to students, 
writing grades are visible in the Student System (SS), i.e., 
the student can see/access them. Also, the new data are 
ready to be used in the reports by the Student Affairs 
Service in SAS (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 - Used LMS at the University 

AIS - Academic Information System 

SMS - Student Management System 

SS - Student system 

Evaluation 

Our goal in this research is to analyze student 
achievement-related activity. The following figure (Figure 
4) shows the database from which the data and log files 
are taken. The data are taken from a university in North 
Macedonia. 
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Figure 4 - Data model 

The data Student ID, year of birth, gender, and year of 
studies are taken from SUS. From AIS, we extract the 
Student ID data and, with this ID, related grades received 
by the students, subject, and time of assessment (Figure 
5). 

 

Figure 5 - Grades from AIS 

During the online teaching, the regularity and 
activities of the students are registered, and that data can 
be downloaded from the Microsoft portal (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6 - Regularity of students 

Using applications during the pandemic (Figure 7) 

 

Figure 7- Percentage of applications used 

The data is analyzed in the Python programming 
language. Python is a high-level scripting language, 
interpreted, interactive, and object-oriented. Python is 
designed to be very readable. It often uses keywords in 
English, where other languages use punctuation and have 
less syntactic structure than others [12].  

Python aims to be the most powerful and flexible 
open-source data analysis/processing tool available in any 
language. Data mining can also be done with Python, and 
any kind of analysis of this data can be performed. But to 
use Python, you need to know a certain level of 
programming. 

For Python visualization, must install special 
packages. One of the most important packages is the 
Panda package [13]. 

The Panda package provides fast, flexible, and 
expressive data structures designed to make it easier and 
more intuitive to work with "relational" or "tagged" data. 
It aims to be the primary blockchain for conducting 
practical, realistic data analysis in Python. 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS 

The data analysis is explained below. 

1. The downloaded data from Microsoft Portal and 
UMS are merged first. From SMS, we take the data 
Student ID, gender, and year of studies. From AIS, we 
extract the data Student ID, exam grades, subject, and 
assessment time. We merge the two tables into a new file 
called IlkerQuery.csv shown in Figure 18 - AIS Ratings. 
Data on student attendance and activities (Figure 6 - 
Student regularity) can be downloaded from the Microsoft 
Admin panel and saved under Teams4.csv. 

This achieving in the following way. The following 
codes are writing in the Jupyter editor: 

 

We are importing pandas and matploit packages. 
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This procedure combines the data needed for analysis. 
CSV files downloaded from UMS, from Microsoft Portal 
are imported in df1 and df2 modifications. The index is 
defined in both files. 

 

We merge the data with a right join. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Merged data 

2. After merging the data, various processing and 
analysis can be done on them. The impact of the activity 
and regularity on the achieved success of the student was 
analyzed. 

 

 

Figure 9 - Graphic representation of the results 

The following code is used to extract success at a 
given time. In the example, the grades in 2019 are filtered 
for the second half. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Success at a given time 

 

To calculate the average, we write the following 
codes: 

import array 

plt.xlabel('aktivnost') 

plt.ylabel('uspeh') 

EnYuksekDeger=int((max(df4.MeetingCount))) 

print(EnYuksekDeger) 

for i in range (0,EnYuksekDeger): 

    df6=df4.query("MeetingCount == @i") 

    if df6.YuzlukNot is None: 

        df6.YuzlukNot=50 

    avg=mean(df6.YuzlukNot) 

    plt.scatter(i,avg,c='blue') 

plt.show() 

 

Figure 11 - Mean 

The result of the examination, whether there is a 
connection between the activity and the success of the 
students, is shown in the graph where the 
regularity/activity is represented on the x-axis and the 
achieved success of the students on the y-axis (Figure 11). 
From the graph, we can see that there is a positive 
relationship between activity and success. That is, by 
increasing the value of regularity/activity, the value of 
success increases. Regularity/activity has a positive 
impact on student success.  
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In order to investigate the impact of our platform - 
UMS and the weight of the conducted exams. In addition, 
the distribution of student success during teaching online 
was analyzed. The results of the online exams were 
downloaded from UMS and Microsoft platforms in csv 
format. The downloaded results were processed in the 
Python programming language with the following codes. 

 

When processing the exam results, the following 
graph is obtained (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12 - Distribution of grades 

In the graph, we see that the distribution is distorted 
on the left: Arithmetic mean ≤ median ≤ fashion. 
According to the results, teaching is appropriate; in other 
words, students achieve the goals planned in the 
curriculum. Exams are of the proper weight. This 
distribution results following the mastery learning model 
are observed (i.e., all students' material is scientific). The 
learning level of the students is good. 

The second research in this paper is shown in Table 1. 
Given the success achieved before and after the pandemic 
with Covid-19, as we can see from the table of our 
University, there is no significant decline in the average 
success of students which we can conclude that the UMS 
system provides us with an opportunity in the successful 
implementation of teaching at MUV (International 
University Vision) 

Table 1. The success of exams at Vision International 
University. 

 
Пред COVID-

19 
Пост  

COVID-19 

Valid 2806 2592 

Missing 908 1122 

Mean 61.78 59.11 

Std. Deviation 11.214 19.659 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the most intensive period of digitalization with the 
development of the USU system, we also aim to respond 
to the University's needs and give a new meaning to the 
data being processed. The USU system provides many 
data from parameters such as course records, group 
courses, student records, and staff records. Our system is 
a web-based application with its practical application, and 
students are provided access from anywhere in the world 
where they have a connection to the Internet. Also, thanks 
to the web-based approach, this system provides easier 
access to students attending courses through distance 
education and online learning. 

In applying the UMS system, strengths and 
weaknesses have been identified and some issues that are 
requiring further research. Such a software solution 
helped us a lot in the realization of the curriculum during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Our software application had a 
positive effect on the realization of the teaching and 
educational process at our University.  

Based on the data we received from the university 
system and the research we have done with these data, we 
can say the following: There is not a big difference in 
students' success between face-to-face education before 
the pandemic and online education during the pandemic 
period. Students' success is better in face-to-face 
education, but there is not a big difference, which shows 
that it makes sense to apply online education during the 
pandemic period. 

During the pandemic, we calculated the continuity of 
students' participation in online classes in different 
periods. We calculated the duration of each student's 
involvement in the course and the grade he received from 
that course. We noticed this: As the time to attend class 
increases, poor grades decrease. This means that 
participating in online classes increases success.  

The problems that arose during the application of the 
UMS system were related to the inadequacy and 
weakness in the skills for digital competence of the 
academic staff and students, and the adaptation process 
lasted three weeks. 

 One of the essential findings we have identified is 
that teachers need to be given more practice to prepare 
exams in the Microsoft Forms forms and publish the 
exams on time. There was no problem with the 
connection during the realization of the exams. 

The recommendations of this research are as follows: 
the students should attend online classes for better 
success; the teachers should pay more attention to online 
exams, the questions should be timed, a pool of exam 
questions should be created, and questions will be 
randomly selected from the question bank; the 
management and educators should use the results of the 
data analyses. 

This research also raises some questions that require 
further study such as:  What type of courses in online 
education gives better exam results? What types of exam 
questions provide better results? How does multimedia 
affect students' abilities and instructors' ability to teach? 
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Abstract – Comprehension of what testing used to be has 

changed over the years. From being considered equivalent 

to debugging, testing became a separate process with four 

main phases: planning, design, execution and evaluation. 

Testing is a resource-consuming activity. Approximately 

50% of total projects costs are related to testing, especially 

with the increase in software size and complexity. By 

constantly improving testing phases, it is possible to 

optimize necessary resources. The main focus of this paper 

is to investigate the latest achievements in the execution 

phase of software testing. Therefore, a systematic literature 

review was conducted, four scientific repositories were 

chosen and after applying inclusion and exclusion criteria, 

the search resulted in 17 papers. This paper provides deeper 

insight into the latest trends regarding test execution 

improvement for both industry and academia. It reports 

how parallelism, redundancy and similarity of test steps 

were exploited to improve test execution phase. Further 

development of test types and acceleration of test execution 

using GPU were also proposed. Regardless of the approach, 

test execution time reduction had been reported, which 

could potentially decrease test execution costs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At an early stage of development, software testing was 
considered the same as debugging. However, that 
understanding of testing has changed. From one of the 
development phases, it became a standalone process 
(Software Testing Process). Various software testing 
models (e.g. ISO/IEC 29119, TMMi, TMap Next) were 
created to introduce systematic testing in software 
organizations [1], [2], [3]. As with any other process, 
software testing can be better. Therefore, its improvement 
has been in focus of practice and academia. Afzal and 
Torkar identified four key phases in software testing 
process: test planning, test design, test execution and test 
evaluation [4]. This paper is focused on investigating the 
latest achievements in the phase of test execution. 

After the Introduction, the rest of the paper is 
structured in the following order: Section II presents 
research methodology (research questions, chosen 
scientific databases, search strings, inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, and how the review was conducted); 
Section III extracts the review data, while Section IV 
discusses findings. Conclusion is given in Section V. 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Systematic literature reviews (SLRs) are focused on 
presenting detailed information about a specific 
phenomenon [5] and are vital in scientific research [6]. 
Fairness and thoroughness are exceptionally important 
[5]. Otherwise, a review's scientific value would be at 
risk. SLRs are a form of identification, evaluation, and 
interpretation of available research [5] regarding a certain 
topic. A SLR has three main phases: planning a review, 
conducting a review, and reporting review findings [5].   

A. Planning the Review 

Each phase of software testing is of the utmost 
importance, and both industry and academia are 
participating in its improvement. This review targets the 
execution phase of software testing to identify and 
summarize the available knowledge and current trends 
related to advances made in this particular phase.  

1) Defining Research Questions 

Based on the defined objective, the following research 
questions were constructed. RQ1: How many studies 
focused on software test execution were published from 
2010 till August 23rd, 2021? RQ2: What were the main 
topics discussed in these papers? RQ3: What are current 
trends in the area of software test execution? 

2) Defining Search String for Scientific Databases 

To answer research questions in focus of this paper, a 
SLR was conducted to identify topics and trends 
discussed in academia. Four scientific repositories were 
chosen for conducting the SLR: IEEE Xplore, 
SpringerLink, Science Direct and ACM Digital Library. 
The research string was set to “test execution” and 
applied in the above-stated repositories. 

3) Defining Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Publishing period was set to last 11 years - from 2010 
till August 23rd, 2021, to collect the sufficient and 
relatively recent research findings. Only journal and 
conference papers were included in the initial population. 
Grey literature (e.g. blog posts, white papers) was not 
examined for this SLR. Only primary studies in the 
domain of software test execution were reviewed. 
Language, although initially not an obstacle for entering 
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the initial population, may become one in the next stages 
(if title or abstract are not in English). 

B. Conducting the Review 

Advanced search was chosen in all repositories. After 
applying search string and criteria “document title” in 
IEEE Xplore, “where the title contains” in SpringerLink, 
“title” in Science Direct and “title” in ACM Digital 
Library, the search resulted in 40 papers, structured as 
follows: IEEE Xplore (18), SpringerLink (6), Science 
Direct (1) and ACM Digital Library (15).  

Titles, keywords and abstracts were examined to 
confirm that a study is in function of answering research 
questions. All papers that were not in the field of interest 
were eliminated.  

The only paper from Science Direct was irrelevant to 
the SLR, so the repository was eliminated. All 6 papers 
from SpringerLink were eliminated due to format 
(chapters) and relevance. After eliminating 5 duplicates 
present in ACM Digital Library and IEEE Xplore, 
abstract and domain-specific papers were eliminated from 
ACM Digital Library, while 9 papers from IEEE Xplore 
were eliminated based on relevancy and format 
(magazine article).  

The final population has 17 papers, 12 from ACM 
Digital Library and 5 from IEEE Xplore. 

III. EXTRACTING REVIEW RESULTS 

Data collected from 17 papers are summarized in the 
following paragraphs.  

It was observed in [7] that functional tests are mostly 
done manually based on hand-written notes, despite tools 
that support automation of functional tests. However, 
these do require programming skills and are hard to use 
in practice. So, the authors semi-automatically converted 
hand-written notes into automated tests. In the first stage, 
machine learning and natural language processing were 
used to compute “an intermediate representation from test 
steps”, and in the second “interactively disambiguating 
that representation to create a fully automated test”. The 
approach was evaluated and it was shown that 70% of 
manual test steps could automatically be converted into 
automated test steps without human interference. 

Authors in [8] noted that executions of A/B tests do 
have theoretical methodologies. However, without case 
studies and/or guidelines to support them, they have a 
high level of abstraction. As such, implementing them in 
industry brings challenges for practitioners. So, IPEAD 
(Ideation, Prioritization, Execution, Analysis and 
Documentation) framework for execution of A/B tests 
was proposed. It is based on the High Testing Tempo 
framework and Lean Startup book. The authors argued 
that High Testing Tempo is not detailed in the execution 
of A/B tests (e.g. when should a test be stopped), as well 
as how collected results are being analyzed. Their 
framework has five steps (ideation, prioritization, 
execution, analysis and documentation), instead of four 
steps from the High Testing Tempo framework. In 
execution, their framework provides a set of rules for 
stopping tests, as well as more detailed guidance 

regarding other four steps. IPEAD was also used in a case 
study, where users were stimulated, via a web page, to 
share content on Facebook. The case study was presented 
in detail and results were promising. 

E2E (End-to-End) tests are an exceptionally important 
part of testing process. Improvement of execution of 
these tests could be done through more efficient usage of 
necessary testing resources. Based on the previously 
published approach – RETORCH (Resource-Aware End-
to-End Test Orchestration), Augusto investigated how to 
optimize resources for execution of E2E tests in [9]. 
Three processes: resource identification, grouping and 
scheduling were in focus of optimization. His approach 
was implemented in practice. It succeeded in identifying 
and orchestrating smart resources, which resulted in 
deploying only needed functionality (not all). 
Approximately, orchestrated test suit required 61% less 
time than non-orchestrated test suite and usage of 
physical memory was also reduced. This has led to total 
cost reduction of test suite. 

In [10], authors were focused on improving 
correctness of test execution by implementing 
checkpointing for test isolation in domain of web 
applications. Their method enables web applications to 
support checkpointing and then use that support to isolate 
and optimize tests. Five PHP applications were used for 
evaluation of the developed method and it was shown that 
this method offers test isolation “essentially for free” and 
it also decreases testing time by 44%. 

Authors in [11] pointed out that when testing client-
side web applications, different browsers and platforms 
have to be taken into consideration. Also, evolving web 
applications require regression testing across all 
environments, which generates higher testing costs and 
delayed failure feedback. Therefore, six techniques for 
more rapid failure feedback in cases of regression testing 
across various environments were proposed. They applied 
the same principles of test case prioritization, only they 
prioritized environments based on recent and frequent 
failures. The approach was evaluated on four open-source 
web applications. It outperformed no ordering and 
random ordering methods, when cost-effectiveness was 

evaluated. Improvement “rates ranged from −12.24% to 

39.05% for no ordering and from −0.04% to 45.85% for 
random ordering”. 

Instruction locality problem in testing was explored in 
[12]. It was noted that other papers were focused on 
improving locality over single program runs, but one 
program could be executed multiple times. Therefore, 
instruction locality across the execution of test cases was 
proposed and test cases were also permuted to enable 
subsequent runs to share as many instructions as possible.  

Since quick localization of a fault is important, 
authors in [13] proposed SPEQTRA, a heuristic that 
mines executions traces of tests (failed and passed) to 
find faulty class. It also ranks classes based on their 
probability of being faulty. SPEQTRA was then 
compared with AMPLE on a small, representative case. It 
was shown that SPEQTRA surpassed AMPLE in class 
ranking (SPEQTRA and AMPLE are both instances of 
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the class of spectrum based fault localization heuristics) 
[13]. 

Bach, Andrzejak and Pannemans [14] researched 
coverage-based testing approaches in very large industrial 
software project SAP HANA to reduce time and costs of 
test execution. Execution time reduction is of vital 
significance, especially in large software projects, since 
the cumulative execution time of all tests (around 
130,000) is about 250 hours or more than 12 days. Their 
research has shown that in the observed large software 
project, an overlap-aware greedy approach for test case 
selection and prioritization achieved better results than 
standard greedy (by factor of 1,5). Another important 
conclusion was that up to 97% of all line coverage lines 
do not have unique behavior and are redundant, which 
carries potential for data size reduction. 

Authors in [15] developed a prototype TAO (Test 
Analyzer and Optimizer), for optimization of execution 
of test units and reduction of wait time from minutes to 
seconds in large software programs. TAO “implements 
simple and fast function-level dependency tracking that 
identifies tests to run on a code change; any false 
negatives missed by this dependency tracking are caught 
by running the entire test suite on a test server once the 
code change is committed”. It also provides developers 
with dependency information for easier adoption. The 
prototype showed that it can decrease execution time by 
over 96% on two large Python projects. 

Derivation of test plan was central topic in [16]. The 
authors noted that parallelism in test suits is not 
exploited, because main concerns are costs and risks. Test 
execution plans are not capable of handling dynamic 
events and test execution order is of at-most-importance. 
So, the authors presented an approach for creating 
execution plan that will “facilitate parallel execution, 
given resource availability and test case dependencies”. 
The results have shown reduction of test execution time. 
Although this approach is aligned with automated test 
execution, in manual execution other things have to be 
taken into account e.g. a tester’s domain knowledge. 

Authors in [17] stated that evolution of test suits leads 
to accumulation of redundant tests, which has been in 
focus of researchers. They also noted that more subtle 
problem, which was not explored, is accumulation of 
similar tests. Duplicated actions are executed repeatedly, 
which negatively affects execution time. So the focus of 
their paper was on reduction of number of duplicated 
steps. The technique identifies tests that can be merged 
and generates merged test, which covers all application 
states, but duplicated steps are only executed once. It also 
does not affect the detection of faults. The technique was 
also applied in practice on four open-source web 
applications and one enterprise web application. Over 
3300 test cases and 19600 test steps were analyzed. The 
test merging technique for GUI decreased the number of 
test steps by 29%, while execution time was decreased by 
39%. 

Having in mind reusability and applicability, Rahman, 
Chen and Gao [18] designed the parallel test execution 
service framework, with minimal application specific 
customization needs. For most applications, developers 

and testers have to configure test jobs using the standard 
configuration file. In addition, some environment 
variables (e.g. application port, database port) need to be 
generated and injected properly in the worker template 
for the application under test. The average execution time 
was reduced by 66.67% using four worker sandboxes. It 
was concluded that the execution time could further be 
reduced by increasing the number of workers with higher 
resource allocation. 

Authors in [19] pointed out that research is oriented 
towards predicting software defects from development 
process and final product. However, that is not possible 
when a company is conducting tests for a contractor, 
since the only source for defect prediction is its own 
quality of testing process. So, they extracted in-process 
testing metrics “from acceptance test execution logs of a 
large scale software application developed at Ericsson 
Turkey”. Measuring was conducted during 15 weeks and 
defects were predicted on a weekly basis. It was 
emphasized, however, that the number of training 
instances was not enough for solid conclusions regarding 
the model’s performance and that data accuracy was also 
problematic. The model was kept as a successful 
prototype. 

A set of test cases can have a significant number of 
test steps occurring in more than one test case. During 
execution, these duplicated steps increase test load while 
providing none or limited additional test results. To solve 
this, Walter, Schilling and Piechotta [20] proposed test 
case synthesis. After removal of redundant steps, all 
(non-redundant) test steps were also rearranged into a 
new set of test cases. This was achieved by clustering of 
similar test steps into new test cases. A Path finding 
algorithm was used to find an optimized test step 
execution order for each test case. By applying this 
method in a case study at Mercedes-Benz Passenger Car 
Development, the authors observed a test load reduction 
by 15% due to the removal of redundant test steps and an 
additional reduction of at least 3% due to the 
rearrangement of test steps. This led to at least 18% 
overall test load reduction and the authors argued that this 
was a strong indicator of usefulness of their approach. 

Yaneva, Kapoor, Rajan and Dubach presented an 
approach which was focused on accelerating the 
execution of functional tests of finite state machines [21]. 
The acceleration was achieved by running tests parallelly 
on GPU threads. The authors considered various design 
options for the encoding of the FSM (Finite State 
Machines) and its test inputs in order to maximize 
acceleration achieved by using GPU. They also evaluated 
the approach by using 13 subject FSMs from the network 
intrusion detection and signal processing domains. For 
each of the 13 subject FSMs they generated full test 
suites based on the all-transition pair coverage criteria. 
Their approach led to several conclusions. Maximum 
acceleration of 12× was achieved when compared to a 16-
core CPU. GPUs generally achieved higher acceleration 
for FSMs with long test sequences. Using a dense FSM 
layout resulted in higher GPU acceleration, particularly 
for FSMs represented as dense matrices. When test layout 
was considered, with-offsets layout tended to perform 
better for FSMs with shorter test sequences, while 
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padded-transposed layout was more suitable for FSMs 
with long sequences. Prioritizing test sequences before 
execution on the GPU improved acceleration. 

Authors in [22] stated that testing is execution of one 
program with multiple data sets and that it, therefore, 
manifests data parallelism which could be harvested by 
using GPUs. Their approach “simultaneously executes 
the program with one test case per GPU thread”. Test 
executions were accelerated by a factor of 27 when 
compared to single-core executions on CPU. 

In [23], authors stated that test execution techniques 
were chosen without any specific rules. Experience, rule 
of thumb and best practice were used by experts, but that 
may not be cost-effective. So, they proposed a cost model 
for estimation of economic impact of test execution 
models. It incorporates expert’s estimation and provides 
them with additional input in “balancing pros and cons of 
execution modes at hand”. The authors also applied their 
model in practice. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The idea regarding the scope of software testing has 
evolved over the years, due to the proliferation of 
software in every part of our lives - from mobile phones 
to safety-critical systems. This change has also had a 
tremendous impact on growth of software’s size and 
complexity [24]. Also, testing software of that robustness 
consumes a lot of time and effort [24] and up to 50% of 
total project costs are related to testing [25], [26]. 

Improving testing process has the potential to reduce 
resource consumption and ensure the highest possible 
quality of the final product (software). Therefore, testing 
is today perceived as a stand-alone process and academia 
and industry are actively seeking ways to make it better.  

According to Afzal and Torkar, testing process has 
four key phases: test planning, test design, test execution 
and test evaluation [4]. Improving each phase is 
important in reducing resource consumption as well as 
developing a high quality final product.  

The authors of this paper decided to focus on test 
execution phase and a SLR was conducted. Four 
scientific repositories were chosen - IEEE Xplore, 
SpringerLink, Science Direct and ACM Digital Library. 
“Test execution” string was applied in the above-chosen 
repositories. After evaluation, 17 papers entered the final 
population. This answers the first research question 
(RQ1: How many studies focused on software test 
execution were published from 2010 till August 23rd, 
2021?) 

Findings that were extracted from 17 papers provide 
answers to second and third research question (RQ2: 
What were the main topics discussed in these papers? and 
RQ3: What are current trends in the area of software test 
execution?). The papers are grouped based on the 
research topic and discussed in the following paragraphs. 

A. Test types in execution improvement 

Despite automated testing, functional tests are 
conducted manually using hand written notes, so those 

notes were semi-automatically converted into automated 
tests and evaluation showed that 70% of manual test steps 
could automatically be converted into automated test 
steps without human interference. It was also noted that 
automated functional tests require programming skills 
and are hard to use in practice [7]. 

Although A/B tests are backed up theoretically, they 
do not provide proper support for implementation. To 
overcome that, IPEAD framework for execution of A/B 
tests was proposed. It has 5 steps and provides users with 
detailed guidance regarding all 5 steps. The framework 
was applied in practice and its results were promising [8]. 

Optimization of resources for E2E tests was in focus 
of [9]. Three processes: resource identification, grouping 
and scheduling were investigated and it was shown that 
orchestrated test suite required 61% less time than non-
orchestrated test suite, physical memory usage was 
reduced. These led to total cost reduction of test suite [9]. 

B. Test execution in web applications 

Checkpointing was used to isolate tests designed for 
web applications, with the purpose of improving 
correctness of test execution. After evaluation on 5 PHP 
applications, it offered test isolation “essentially for free” 
and it also decreased testing time by 44% [10].  

During testing of client-side web applications 
different browsers and platforms have to be taken into 
consideration. Also, evolving web applications require 
regression testing across all environments, which 
generates higher testing costs and delayed failure 
feedback. So, six techniques were proposed to tackle with 
these issues. Prioritization was applied on the 
environments and the approach outperformed no ordering 
and random ordering methods, when cost-effectiveness 
was evaluated [11]. 

C. Exploiting parallelism in test execution 

An approach for derivation of execution plan that will 
take into account parallel execution, while having in mind 
“resource availability and test case dependencies” has 
resulted in reduction of test execution time. However, it is 
more suited for automated test execution. For manual 
execution other things have to be taken into account e.g. a 
tester’s domain knowledge [16]. 

Parallel test execution service framework was 
designed in [18] with minimal application specific 
customization needs. The average execution time was 
reduced by 66.67% using four worker sandboxes and was 
concluded that it could be further reduced by increasing 
the number of workers with higher resource allocation 
[18]. 

D. Redundancy and similarity of steps in test execution 

Although evolution of test suits leads to accumulation 
of redundant tests, no one has explored accumulation of 
similar tests, since these too increase execution time. So, 
approach in [17] identifies tests that can be merged, thus 
creating a test that covers all application states, while 
eliminating duplicated steps and does not affect detection 
of faults. The approach was implemented in practice and 
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decreased the number of test steps by 29%, while 
execution time was decreased by 39% [17]. 

Test cases can have a significant number of repeating 
test steps, which increase load during execution, so test 
case synthesis was proposed in [20]. After elimination of 
redundant steps, the remaining steps are rearranged into a 
new set of test cases. Optimized step execution order was 
determined by an algorithm. Test load was reduced by 
15% and reordering of steps decreased the load by 
additional 3% [20]. 

E. GPU in acceleration of test execution 

Acceleration of the execution of functional tests of 
finite state machines was achieved by running tests 
parallelly on GPU threads [21]. 13 subject FSMs from the 
network intrusion detection and signal processing 
domains were used for approach evaluation. Maximum 
acceleration of 12× was achieved when compared to a 16-
core CPU. GPUs generally achieved higher acceleration 
for FSMs with long test sequences. Using a dense FSM 
layout resulted in higher GPU acceleration, particularly 
for FSMs represented as dense matrices. When test layout 
was considered, with-offsets layout tended to perform 
better for FSMs with shorter test sequences, while 
padded-transposed layout was more suitable for FSMs 
with long sequences. Prioritizing test sequences before 
execution on the GPU improved acceleration [21]. 

When executing program with multiple data sets, 
parallelism can be harvested using GPU, so in [22] 
approach was developed which “simultaneously executes 
the program with one test case per GPU thread”. Test 
executions were accelerated by a factor of 27 when 
compared to single-core executions on CPU. 

F. Other topics in test execution 

As opposed to improving instruction locality over 
single program, [12] was focused on instruction locality 
across the execution of test cases and test cases were also 
permuted to enable subsequent runs to share as many 
instructions as possible.  

SPEQTRA was developed for mining executions 
traces of tests (failed and passed) to find faulty class and 
rank classes based on their probability of being faulty. 
SPEQTRA surpassed AMPLE in class ranking [13]. 

Reducing time and cost of execution is important, so 
in [14], overlap-aware greedy approach for test case 
selection and prioritization was applied and it achieved 
better results than standard greedy (by factor of 1,5). 
Also, up to 97% of all line coverage lines were unique 
redundant, which carries potential for data size reduction 
[14]. 

TAO was developed for optimization of test execution 
in large projects. This prototype decreased execution time 
by over 96% on two large Python projects [15]. 

Predicting defects from development process and 
final product, although extensively researched, is not 
possible when tests are conducted for a contractor. So, the 
only source is internal testing process, which has not been 
investigated. Therefore, in [19] testing metrics “from 

acceptance test execution logs of a large scale software 
application” were extracted and measuring was 
conducted during 15 weeks and defects were predicted on 
a weekly basis. However, the results cannot be used to 
draw strong conclusions due to several issues (number of 
instances, data accuracy) [19]. 

Choosing test execution techniques is done without 
any formal procedure, which could generate higher costs. 
Therefore, a cost model for estimation of economic 
impact of test execution models was proposed and 
applied in practice in [23]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Software testing has gained importance over time, 
especially with the proliferation of software in every 
sphere of our lives. With the increasing size and 
complexity of software, testing has become more 
demanding regarding necessary resources. Testing is 
considered a separate process with four main phases: 
planning, design, execution, and evaluation. 

The main objective of this paper was to investigate the 
latest achievements in the execution phase of software 
testing. The authors selected four scientific repositories for 
conducting the review. After applying inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, the search resulted in 17 papers.  

Parallelism, redundancy and similarity of test steps 
were exploited to speed up execution. Test types were 
further developed, while acceleration of test execution 
using GPU was performed in two papers.  

Despite presenting state-of-the-art improvements in 
test execution phase, there are several threats to validity. 
Firstly, as recommended by Kitchenham (2004), the 
authors selected only four repositories for conducting this 
review. If the repository selection had been different or if 
the number of selected repositories had been higher, this 
SLR could have potentially offered more diversity 
regarding test execution improvement recommendations 
and provide a deeper insight into how academia is 
investing their resources in improving execution phase of 
testing. 

Secondly, the authors decided to exclude gray 
literature, which could have potentially provided useful 
recommendations related to test execution improvement.  

Finally, only one string was applied in all chosen 
repositories. If variations such as “software test execution” 
or “test execution improvement” were applied, it is 
possible that the SLR would have offered additional 
valuable information regarding test execution 
improvement.  

To improve software testing process, it is not enough 
to just focus on the execution phase. Other testing phases 
have to be taken into consideration as well. In the future, 
the authors will explore how the rest of the testing phases 
could be improved. 
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Abstract – This paper elaborates comparison of a new 

programming language Dart that has been developed by 

Google and JavaScript. Dart has great potential to dominate 

in future. Both programming languages will be displayed 

and defined with their history features, frameworks, 

properties, functions of client server request. Focus is going 

to be on investigating key comparison points, comparison of 

main characteristics, concepts of programming languages 

Dart and JavaScript. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dart is an open-source, structured and flexible 
programming language developed by Google. It is 
primarly used for browser-based Web applications, but 
now with new versions, Dart is being used across a wide 
variety of compilation targets (Web applications, Mobile 
Applications, Desktop applications). 

Google cares a lot about helping to make the Web 
great. They are writing a lot of Web Applications, many 
of them are refined, such as: Gmail, Google Calendar, 
etc. They want Web Applications to load quickly, run 
smoothly and present engaging and fun experiences to 
users [1]. Behind Dart are Lars Bak and Kasper Lund, 
two of the authors of the V8 JavaScript engine for Google 
Chrome. For that reason the performance and efficiency 
of the language were two factors that were very important 
at the moment of developing this language. Despite what 
it seems, Dart was not developed to replace JavaScript. It 
was developed to offer an additional, modern option for 
Application development with better performances and 
for big projects in which the maintenance process is 
complicated [2]. 

Dart is a general purpose programming language. It is 
a new language in program C tradition, thereby to all 
programming languages that inherit from it. It was 
designed with ease, familiarity to the vas majority of 
programmers and scalability in mind. It is fully object-
oriented, class-based, optionally typed and single-
threaded [2,3].  

As it is said, Dart is an open-source, structured 
language used to create complex, browser-based Web 
Applications. Applications that were created in Dart 
could be run by using Web browser that directly support 
Dart code or by compiling Dart code to JavaScript. Dart 
has a familiar syntax, and it’s class-based, it has a 
concurrency model called isolates that allows parallel 
execution [3,4]. In addition to running Dart code in Web 

browser and converting it to JavaScript, user can also run 
Dart code on the command line, hosted in the Dart 
VM(Virtual Machine), allowing both the client and the 
server parts of users application to be coded in the same 
programming language. Dart has incorporated Future 
class into its SDK (Software Developer Kit). This class 
allows users to isolate in an object-oriented way 
asynchronous return results as built-in function. Future 
API makes user’s code more cleaner, readable. 

 

Figure 1. Standard Client-Server Request Scheme 

The programming paradigm has changed a lot over 
past few years. The server was in charge of doing 
everything. On Figure 1. when user wants to visit Web 
Page, server makes database queries, makes access 
validation, builds the HTML document, loads external 
resources as CSS, JavaScript scripts, images, videos, etc. 
This is happening in Web Applications devolped with 
PHP, Python, JS. Every link that user visits, it makes all 
processes run again and displays an HTML document 
rendered by the client browser. This makes every request 
very expensive with each time the client wants to view 
some resource on the server[2]. The emergence of new 
mobile devices and social networks, there are a milions of 
people trying to attempt all those requests. It is not 
possible for server to meet all the demands of users 
because every request is using a lot of resources and time. 
New HTML, CSS, JS versions makes it possible. Every 
time user’s browsers access through the Internet, to a 
Web service, from login screen to social network profile, 
etc., server sends to browser few scripts that use browser. 
On Figure 2. its shown new asynchronous Client-Server 
request. 
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Figure 2. New Client-Server Requests 

JavaScript was introduced in 1995 as a way to add 
programs to Web pages in the Netscape Navigator 
browser. The language has since been adopted by all 
other major graphical Web browsers. It has made modern 
Web applications possible – applications with which user 
can interact directly without doing a page reload for 
every single action. Ater its adoption outside of Netscape, 
a standard document was written to describe the way the 
JavaScript language should work so that the various 
pieces of software that claimed to support JS were 
actually talking about same language. This is called 
ECMAScript standard. In practice, the terms 
ECMAScript and JavaScript can be used for the same 
language[5]. The overwhelming majority of Websites use 
JavaScript, and all modern Web browsers on different 
devices such as desktop PC, tablets and phones include 
JavaScript interpreters, making JavaScript the most-
deployed programming language in history[6]. JavaScript 
is high-level, dynamic, interpreted programming 
language that is well-suited to object-oriented and 
functional programming styles. JavaScript’s variables are 
untyped. Its syntax is based on Java, but Java and 
JavaScript are unrelated. To be useful, every language 
must have a platform, or standard library for performing 
things like basic input and output. The core JavaScript 
language defines minimal API for working with numbers, 
text, arrays, etc. But does not include any input or output 
function. The main host environment for JavaScript was a 
Web browser and this is still most common execution for 
JavaScript code. Web browser allows code that is written 
in JavaScript to obtain input from the user’s peripherals 
by making HTTP request, it also allows JavaScript code 
to display output to the user with HTML and CSS[6]. 

Since 2010, another environment has been available 
for JavaScript code. Instead of constraining JavaScript to 
work with the APIs that is provided by browser, Node JS 
gave JavaScript access to the intire OS, allowing 
JavaScript programs to read and write files, send and 
receive data over network. 

II. DART AND JAVASCRIPT: COMPARISON 

Google is a real time interactive system application 
dealing with search, electornic mail, translation, play 
images, drive and many other applications. Hence, the 
company is in a constant search to develop programming 
languages that connect all of these and also future 
applications. Dart programming language has come to 
meet this need [7]. Dart is fairly new programming 
language for most of the developers that are outside of 
Google. Google has put a lot of effort into documenting 
the Dart programming language, it is still hard for 
developers to find solutions for specific problems. 

JavaScript is on the height of its popularity, we all 
know that JavaScript is in the fields of cross-platform 

mobile application development and server-side 
development. Node.js framework can be used for both 
frontend and backend development, thus JavaScript 
became highly popular among Web developers. The rise 
of React Native by Facebook, also mobile application 
developers moved towards JavaScript. This made 
JavaScript the most popular programming language to 
this day[8]. 

As an alternative to JavaScript or framework, React 
Native, Google has created framework for cross-platform 
mobile application development. Flutter is using Dart 
programming language. In contrast to React Native’s 
applications, applications that are previously built with 
Flutter framework look much more native and slick. 
While writing Dart code, code is simultaneously 
compiling and executing in background. With this, user is 
getting real time results. JavaScript has been in industry 
for so long and its stable programming language. 

JavaScript is very easy to use and has a lot of libraries 
and frameworks available online so developers can use 
existing code to develop their applications faster. 

Table 1 shows comparison of both programming 
languages on different criteria and comparison points.
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF DART AND JAVASCRIPT 

Comparison points Dart JavaScript 

Popularity 

Before Google announced Flutter, Dart 

was nowhere to be found. Since the 
announcement of Flutter in Google, Dart 

has drastic attention among mobile 

developers. Big companies like Google, 
Alibaba adopted Flutter. The popularity 

has raised but it is not popular as 

JavaScript.  

At very same moment, JavaScript is 

everywhere. There is no device in world 
that does not use JavaScript. There are 

many companies that  are using JavaScript 

frameworks for developing applications. 
Companies like eBay, Slack, Instagram, 

Reddit use JavaScript. 

Performance 

Dart does not rely on any type of bridge 

communication, instead it’s graphic core 

Skia, better known as 2D rendering engine 
that was written in C++, compiles user 

interface (UI) to cose as the user interacts 

with the application. 

JavaScript’s architecture requires a bridge 

that enables interaction between 

JavaScript and components of user’s 
interface and some of the device’s 

elements such as camera, sensors, 

bluetooth. Because of this bridge 
communication, JavaScript is slower than 

Dart 

Productivity 

Dart has awesome documentation but 
developers can get confused with Dart 

language features. Dart’s syntax is very 

similar to Java’s so developers who had 
programming previously with Java can 

pick syntax easily. There is a 

comparatively smaller community for Dart 
and Flutter. 

Because JavaScript has many frameworks, 
it boosts developers productivity by 

offering countless libraries, packeges and 

frameworks . It is easier for new 
developers to learn JavaScript because its 

faster, lightweight and dynamic language. 

Learning Curve 

Programming Language Dart can be 
challenging for begginers since it is not 

widely and commonly used programming 

language. There are only few courses and 
books that are available on Internet. 

Learning JavaScript is not easy task. After 
learning fundamentals concepts in 

programming, JavaScript can be really 

easy for learning. There are enormous 
number of courses, tutorials and books on 

Internet. 

Frontend vs Backend development 

Dart is currently used with Flutter for 

developing frontend cross-platform mobile 

applications. It can also be used for 
developing Web applications. Right know 

Dart is not being used for backend 

development 

JavaScript was in beginning used for 

frontend development with combination 

with HTML and CSS. Since the 
appearance of Node.js framework, 

JavaScript is now used even in server side 

and backend development 

Ease of use 

In terms of coding and syntax, Dart has 

similar syntax to Java, so developers with 

OOP knowledge can use Dart easily. 

JavaScript is mature language, it is easy to 

use and understand, it is stable with 

enormous frameworks that are available 
for everyone. 

Web vs Mobile development 

Dart can be used for developing both Web 

and mobile applications. Dart became very 
popular with combination with Flutter for 

developing mobile applications. Dart can 

also develop Web applications but it is 
rarely used for that purpose. 

JavaScript has dominated Web and mobile 

application development with different 
frameworks. With releasment of React and 

React Native from Facebook, JavaScript 

became glue for developing Web and 
mobile  applications for business. 

Frameworks that are also being used for 

Web and mobile development are 
Angular, Vue.js, etc. 

Safe-type 

Dart allows strict prototyping. Since it is a 

compiled programming language, 
programming errors are discovered during 

compiled process. With this information, 
Dart is more safe-type than JavaScript 

JavaScript is interpreted programming 

language that supports duck and dynamic 
typing. JavaScript is not safe-type since 

user can write any type of code. Errors can 

only be found during runtime 
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Debugging 

In Dart, debugging is easier while using 

tools for support that enabled in Android 

Studio and in VS Code. One of many tools 

is Inspector. He checks visual layer of the 
application and questions why application 
is the way it looks. 

In JavaScript, debugging is problematic, 

especially when a specific error originates 

in some part of user’s application. Bug can 

be on side of programming language 
JavaScript, in JavaScript’s framework or 

from third-party libraries. One of the tools 

that can help with errors is Flipper. Flipper 
can visualize, inspect and control 

applications from desktop interface. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

In comparison of Dart and JavaScript programming 
languages, both are great choices for developers for many 
reasons. Dart is a relatively new programming language 
compared to JavaScript. In this paper, these two 
programming languages were compared through 
popularity, performance, productivity, learning curve, 
frontend vs backend development, ease of use, Web vs 
Mobile development, safe-type and debugging. Right 
now, JavaScript is much more popular than Dart, but 
Dart’s popularity is rasing with every month. In 
comparison point, performance, dart is now much faster 
since it is not using bridge that is using JavaScript, but 
instead it is using Skia, graphic engine. Both 
programming langugages are challenging for beginners. 
For Dart, there is much less books, tutorials and courses 
where can people learn to program and design from. In 
other hand, JavaScript has a lot of books, courses, 
tutorials on Internet. Many references, literatures, videos 
can boost people to learn this language faster. JavaScript 
is very popular for developing Mobile applications, Web 
applications, etc., but Dart, right now, is mostly meant for 
mobile development. With knowledge of OOP, both 
programming languges can facilitate learning. It has 
interesting features such as building complex applications 
using modern paradigms, has great support from Google 
and it has big potential to be competitor for JavaScript. 
Darts helps programmers to find easily mistakes they 
have made in code. JavaScript is going to be top 
programming language for this kind of development for 
long time. 
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Abstract – The COVID-19 pandemic struck the world with 

fierceness unprecedented in more than a hundred years. 

Almost immediately after the outbreak, digital technologies 

were employed to directly fight the pandemic in manner of 

tracking the spread if the disease, monitoring the infected 

people, as well as managing the vaccination process. But, 

besides the primary global health concerns, there was a 

secondary impact, i.e. impact on the economy where small 

businesses and startups appeared to be the most vulnerable. 

Having this in mind, in this paper, we explore the 

possibilities of using digital technologies to mitigate the 

pandemic’s devastating impact on the most fragile economic 

entities. We compiled largely available digital systems that 

are immediately usable, affordable and appear to be quite 

adequate to help small businesses and startups survive the 

pandemic and even boost their income.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The sudden attack of SARS-CoV-2 virus at the end of 
2019 took the world by surprise, and even the most 
advanced healthcare systems were unprepared for such 
highly infectious disease. It swiftly circled around the 
globe severely affecting public health. As a primary 
response, the medical institutions promptly reacted to 
establish medical procedures for treatment of COVID-19. 
But, knowing the reproduction number of the new 
infection, it was maybe of greater importance to fights the 
spread of the disease. For this purpose the main role was 
given to digital technologies since electronic devices, tools 
and systems can quickly generate, store and process data. 
In this manner, multitude of tools for monitoring, 
detection and prevention of COVID-19 were developed in 
order to remediate the outbreak. Some of the research that 
discusses such implementations is presented in the 
following lines. 

Ting, Carin, Dzau and Wong [1] in early 2020 
explored the potential application of four inter-related 
digital technologies, such as Internet of Things (IoT), Big-
Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
Blockchain, to augment public-health strategies to prevent 
the spread of COVID-19 with better detection, monitoring 
and surveillance of existing and potential COVID-19 
patients. 

Kumar, Kumar Gupta and Srivastava [2] discuss the 
various aspects of modern technologies used to fight 
against COVID-19 crisis at different scales, including 
medical image processing, disease tracking, prediction 
outcomes, computational biology and medicines. Most 

notably, they speak about using smartphones and Internet 
to aid in detection and mitigation of the disease impact, 
the recent advances in technology that can help in 
effective tracking and quarantine of COVID-19 cases and 
potential uses of AI in managing the pandemic. 

Whitelaw, Mamas, Topol and Van Spall [3] share their 
viewpoint on the importance of the application of digital 
technologies in pandemic management and response, i.e. 
for early surveillance, testing, contact tracing, and strict 
quarantine. They also emphasize that countries that have 
adopted these technologies maintained low COVID-19 
per-capita mortality rates. 

He, Zhang and Li [4] examine the emerging 
technologies used to mitigate the threats of COVID-19 
and provide insights and suggestions into how information 
systems and technology scholars can help fight the 
pandemic. 

The aforementioned papers tackle the implementation 
of digital technologies to fight the direct health threats 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. But there was a 
secondary impact as well, i.e. impact on the economy, 
where the most vulnerable entities appeared to be small 
businesses and startups. 

For example, Facebook’s report from June 2020 [5] 
surveyed 86,000 owners, managers, and workers in 
companies across the US with fewer than 500 employees. 
They summarize that 31% of the small and medium 
businesses have shut down in the first 3 months of the 
outbreak in the country. Furthermore, the situation was 
particularly severe for personal business, among which 
even 52% reported shutting down. 

Bartik et al. [6] in July 2020 published a similar 
research, reporting that 43% of the businesses in the US 
stopped working, while the most affected were food, art 
and sport industries, reducing about 50% of the 
employees. 

In August 2020, the MIT Technology Review [7] 
published a research that explores the influence of the 
pandemic on the organizational plans and expectations of 
businesses during such outbreak. The research was based 
on a survey of 372 business leaders. Among the most 
notable conclusions were that 62% of the respondents 
expected 2020 company revenues to decrease, 25% of 
them expected decrease of more than 25%, but 90% of 
them expected accelerated implementation of new 
technologies in their businesses. 
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Another research on a similar subject was published in 
October 2020 by McKinsey & Company [8] that takes a 
rather different approach. They surveyed 899 executive 
directors and managers that work in different industries, 
regions and company sizes. Their research casts light on 
the acceleration of the planed implementation of digital 
technologies in their businesses in order to quickly 
respond to the market demand during such difficult times 
as the COVID-19 pandemic. The research revealed that 
digital technologies were implemented 43 times faster 
than planned, the organization of offerings of online 
products and services was accelerated 27 times with 20% 
immediate increase in actual online offers, and the 
implementation of digital data security increased 19 times 
faster than expected. 

Regarding the startups specifically, Calvino, Criscuolo 
and Verlhac [9] from the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) in May 2020 
published a report tackling the employment growth for 
startups, concluding that the employments are doubled for 
startups that implement digital technologies compared to 
ones that don’t. They also report that business formation 
during COVID-19 declined significantly and has been as 
severe as 70% in April 2020 in Portugal compared to the 
same month of prior year, and 46%, 54%, and 58% in 
Hungary, France, and Turkey, respectively. 

De Cuyper, Kucukkeles and Reuben [10] also 
published a research in June 2020, at the World Economic 
Forum, tackling pandemic induced problems of startups 
where they conclude that even more than 70% of startups 
have had to terminate full-time employee contracts since 
the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

This secondary impact of the pandemic, i.e. the 
devastating consequences to the economy, appeared to be 
as important to mitigate as the threat to the public health, 
thus the world needed to react quickly and intensively to 
alleviate the economy shock. As we mentioned 
previously, the most affected entities by the COVID-19 
outbreak are small businesses and startups. We have also 
disclosed that digital technologies were immediately 
applied to fight the spread of the COVID-19 disease. 
Hence, in this paper we are taking an approach to explore 
the possibilities to mitigate the devastating impact on 
small businesses and startups using digital technologies. 
We compile variety of digital systems and solutions that 
are available to the public, and seem to be especially 
useful to these vulnerable entities in such difficult times 
for economic prosperity. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2 we present the digital technologies that are 
readily available for use, and third section concludes the 
paper with a brief summary of contribution. 

II. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY TRENDS IN BUSINESS 

Everyday more and more businesses implement digital 
technologies. As elaborated in [9], employment growth is 
twice as high in business entities that use digital 
technologies compared to the ones that decided to be non-
digital. The COVID-19 pandemic further accelerated the 
digitization process, which turned out to be quite 
beneficial to businesses, especially the small entities and 

startups. In this chapter we compile several digital 
technology trends that can help small businesses and 
startups survive the pandemic and even increase their 
revenues. The following suggestions do not target a 
specific industry branch. They are a compilation of 
available and affordable techniques, trends, applications 
and systems of digital (Internet) technology that can be 
easily implemented by vast number of business entities. 
We organize the implementation of digital technologies in 
four categories, i.e. (i) teaching courses online, (ii) 
building e-commerce strategy, (iii) strengthening online 
presence and (iv) building an online marketing strategy. 

A. Teaching courses online 

For educational businesses or startups this is a vital 
step. As people mainly restrain to attend social or other 
gatherings in Covid-19 pandemic, offering the services 
online is the crucial step to realize. Even though the 
teaching as a service mostly implies in person, online 
teaching is an opportunity to offer educational services to 
interested parties in their homes and offered to much 
greater audiences. The possibilities to create online 
teaching courses include three distinct ways for delivery: 

 Online course delivery through web platforms that 
offer online learning environment; 

 Online course delivery through web platforms that 
offer course delivery by download; 

 Online course delivery on own course platform. 

Regarding the web platforms for delivery of online 
courses, some of the most popular ones, as well as most 
affordable solutions, are presented in the Table I. 

TABLE I.  COURSE DELIVERY PLATFORMS THAT OFFER ONLINE 

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

Platform Basic/Starter plan 

Udemy.com 
- No monthly subscriptions; 
- Undisclosed details before account creation, but 

usually in the range of 50-75% of the course sales. 

Slillshare.com 
- 8.25$/month; 

- Undisclosed details before account creation. 

Teachable.com 
- 29$/month + 5% per transaction; 

- Unlimited students, videos, courses and hosting. 

LearnWorlds.com 
- 24$/month + 5$ per transaction; 
- Unlimited courses. 

Teachery.co 
- 49$/month; 
- Unlimited students and courses. 

Kartra.com 
- 99$/month; 

- 50 videos, 20 products. 

Podia.com - 39$/month. 

Systeme.io - 27$/month. 

Kajabi.com - 119$/month. 

Pathwright.com 
- 99$/month; 

- Unlimited courses, 1000 members 

Xperiencify.com 
- 49$/month; 

- unlimited courses, unlimited students 

Thinkific.com 

- Free plan with limited courses; 

- Unlimited students, Quizzes & surveys, Content 

hosting, Instant access to your funds. 
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Among the many platforms for selling online courses, 
thinkific.com appears as most suitable to begin with. Not 
only that it is the only platform that offers free option that 
does not expire, the options included appear even better 
than many paid plans of other platforms. Some of the 
more interesting additional features of the free plan 
include: instant access to funds, full e-commerce solution, 
courses with any content type, unlimited number of 
students and detailed reporting & analytics. 

To summarize, thinkific.com free option offers 
complete website builder with content creation tools and 
included e-commerce solution than can integrate 3rd party 
payment processors. The online entity will receive a free 
subdomain and with a paid option it can be replaced with 
custom domain. The only, partly-undisclosed, feature of 
the free account is the “limited courses” feature that does 
not explain what exactly the limitation applies to. 

On the other hand, there is always the possibility to 
offer courses as digital downloads, even though it is not 
the most appropriate way for courses delivery. Regarding 
teaching courses, these platforms lack some of the 
essential features that dedicated course platforms offer, 
such as video preview of the course, student discussions 
and student surveys, to name a few. 

However, for the sake of completeness, in the the 
following Table II we present the most popular platforms 
that offer sales of digital items by download. 

TABLE II.  COURSE DELIVERY PLATFORMS THAT OFFER COURSE 

DELIVERY BY DOWNLOAD 

Platform Basic/Starter plan 

Shopify.com 
- 29$/month; 

- Additional 2.9% + 0.3$ per transaction. 

Etsy.com 
- 0.2$/item listing fee for 4 months; 
- 5% per transaction; 

Sellfy.com 
- 19$/month; 
- 0$ per transaction; 

- Unlimited products. 

Sellwire.net 

- 9$/month; 

- Manage up to 10 files; 
- Unlimited file versions; 

- Unlimited orders. 

Simplegoods.co 

- 0$/month; 

- 3% per transaction; 
- Up to 3 products; 

- 4BG per file; 

- Works only with Stripe accounts! 

Podia.com 
- 39$/month; 

- Includes custom website 

Getdpd.com 

- 10$/month; 
- 1GB storage space; 

- 20 products; 

- Unlimited bandwidth; 
- Unlimited sales. 

Fetchapp.com 
- 10$/month; 
- 2GB storage space; 

- Unmetered bandwidth. 

Sendowl.com 

- 15$/month; 

- 30 items; 
- 3GB storage space. 

Payloadz.com 
- 29$/month; 
- 2.9% + 0.29$ per transaction 

Platform Basic/Starter plan 

Selz.com 

- 26$/month; 

- 2.9% + 0.3$ per transaction; 
- Unlimited products; 

- Custom online store. 

 

It appears that the best options of this type are Etsy 
and Simplegoods, but since Simplegoods works with 
Stripe only (which is not yet supported in many 
countries), it is not quite suitable at this moment. The next 
best options are Sellwire and Fetchapp. In comparison to 
the previous dedicated course delivery platforms, 
Thinkific appears to be a better solution for delivering 
online courses. 

In essence, delivering any services, including online 
courses, via own custom platform is always the better 
solution regarding functionalities and customization. But, 
these solutions are expensive. From building to hosting, to 
processing payments etc. As such, these solutions are not 
recommended as starter solutions and should be employed 
only after a startup or small business has already built a 
sustainable community of users and has achieved a steady 
monthly income. 

B. Building e-commerce strategy 

E-commerce is the new business norm. It is the form 
of activity that many businesses cannot survive without. 
Building an e-commerce strategy is extremely valuable to 
any entity, and e-commerce solutions are readily available 
for any business today, regardless of its size or type. There 
are three different ways to incorporate e-commerce 
solution and we present them in ascending order of their 
investment requirements:  

 Using well established online marketplaces; 

 Using e-commerce platforms to build online store; 

 Building a custom online store. 

The easiest way to offer products online is by utilizing 
online marketplaces. According to UK Tech News [11] 
marketplaces in 2019 contributed 1.7 trillion USD to the 
world economy and they forecast that this financial impact 
will grow significantly in the next five years and it is 
expected to exceed 7 trillion USD in the next five years. 
This rise is driven by more and more companies 
embracing marketplaces as their choice to facilitate online 
sales, which emerged as a perfectly viable solution to 
expand sales quite substantially, in comparison to the 
traditional local sales. 

Choosing the right online marketplace to sell own 
products is a challenging task. To be as profitable as 
possible on these platforms, first we need to identify the 
best online marketplaces for the brand and products. On 
the other hand, each online marketplace has its own 
unique requirements such as product categories, listing 
fees, subscription fees, commission rates etc. Furthermore, 
we need to analyze and understand the different strategies 
for selling on e-commerce marketplaces, to ensure which 
ones hold the most promise for our products and what are 
the first steps to undertake to a stable beginning. 
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In Table III we have compiled a list of nine online 
marketplaces that hold promise as being among the best 
solutions for small businesses and startups, among which 
Bonanza’s offer appears as the most appealing.  

TABLE III.  ONLINE MARKETPLACES 

Marketplace Commission 

Etsy.com 

5% per sale 

and 
4% + 0.30 EUR per transaction (EU) 

Happeno.com 

10% per sale 

and 

3.4% + 0.35 EUR per transaction 

Bonanza.com 

Zero fees for direct sales made through the free 

referral link, OR 

3.5% per sale (min. 0.50 USD) 

Ebid.net 5% per sale 

Ecrater.com 
Zero fees for buyers you bring to the store, OR 
2.9% per sale  

Asos.com 20% per sale 

Poshmark.com 20% per sale 

Depop.com 10% per sale 

 

On the other hand, e-commerce platforms offer tools 
to build online stores. More specifically these platforms 
offer Software as a Service (SaaS) for quick building of 
online shops. The majority of such platforms will host the 
newly built store on their servers as well. In Table IV we 
present the most popular ones, accompanied with some 
relevant information. 

TABLE IV.  E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS 

Platform Basic features Base pricing 

Shopify.com 

Online store with included e-

commerce website and blog 

Unlimited products 

29 USD / Month 

Bigcommerce.com 

Online store 

Unlimited products, storage 
and bandwidth 

29,99 USD / 

Month 

Ecwid.com 

Online store 

10 products (free) 

100 products ($15/m) 

Free 
15 USD / Month 

Wix.com 

Online store 

Unlimited products and 
bandwidth 

17 USD / Month 

Volusion.com 

Online store 

100 products 

Unlimited bandwidth 

29 USD / Month 

Weebly.com 
Online store 
Free domain 

Unlimited storage 

12 USD / month 

 

E-commerce platforms compared to the previous 
online marketplaces offer e-commerce services that are 
somewhat more expensive, but using these platforms has 
some advantages, such as building a standalone store. 

Custom e-commerce solutions are the most expensive 
options and are best suitable for larger companies. 

To summarize, online marketplaces presented in Table 
III are chosen among many other primarily because of 

their commission rates. The majority of them charge less 
than 10% commission, which is an acceptable rate since 
no other costs, such as for e-commerce website 
development and hosting, are required to launch and 
online store. Since different online marketplaces usually 
have different customers, a good practice is to be present 
in more than one online marketplace, to ensure higher 
visitor rates and sales conversions. Using e-commerce 
platforms is mostly recommended for businesses that are 
not new and already have some steady revenues. They are 
a good option for boosting sales or expanding the store in 
general. Custom e-commerce solution should be 
employed when the business has grown enough to support 
the expenses that come along with it, but it is certainly 
recommended when the time to build such solution is 
right. 

C. Strengthening online presence 

Projecting an image of a prosperous business is crucial 
for its success. Thus, one of the main features that a 
business should possess is a corporate website. A website 
is not a means that would attract internet traffic by itself, 
but it is a vital part of the corporate image that describes 
the business quality. Having a website and online presence 
strategy allows marketing the business online. A website 
is also important because it helps to establish credibility as 
a business. Another important aspect is that the business 
can be adequately represented to the customers, and to 
build trust. A good website gives credibility to the 
business, but it also helps to give a positive impression 
that the company is bigger and highly successful. One of 
the great things about the Internet is that the size of the 
company does not really matter. Therefore, maybe the 
website is more important for small businesses than to the 
big ones. Websites are always available and accessible 24 
hours a day. As a result, the existing and potential 
customers can visit the website and acquire information 
about the new and upcoming products or services 
whenever it is convenient for them. 

The secondary benefit that should come along with 
building a business website is the possibility to build a 
database of email contacts for the users who wish to 
subscribe to newsletters or other periodicals. An email list 
enables the business to engage with current and potential 
customers on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. Some of 
the tactics to gather new users is to create a gated content 
that would be visible only to registered users. Additionally 
Call-To-Action (CTA) can be used on the website and 
social media pages to promote the email newsletter. 

Another good practice is to register the business with 
web search engines such as Google, Yahoo and Bing. The 
registration can be easily performed, while registering the 
business with search engines allows it to be found more 
easily on searches and it shows up on Google Maps. All 
that needs to be done is to fill out the registration form and 
verify the business through their confirmation process, 
which can be done either with a phone call or by standard 
mail. 

Finally, maybe the most important option to raise 
online presence are social media. Social media started as a 
tool for getting exposed, but over a short time it has grown 
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to become a necessary investment in time for every 
business to make. Today it is easy to achieve placing ads 
and offers on a Facebook page or have a direct channel 
with the customers on Twitter. Similarly, networking on 
LinkedIn, both at personal and company level, can be 
another way to help startup businesses promote. Besides 
standard social networking, a good practice is to employ a 
media channel of short videos (on YouTube or similar 
platforms) about the services offered that will act as a 
teaser advertisement. Depending on the business, other 
social media can be employed as well. 

D. Building an online marketing strategy 

There are multiple online tools for marketing support. 
Depending on their functions, online marketing tools can 
be classified into several groups, such as: 

 E-mail marketing 

 Social media marketing 

 Search engine marketing 

 Online marketplaces marketing 

E-mail marketing tools are tools used by marketers to 
create, send, test, optimize, and report on their email 
campaigns. Many of these tools are offered in free option, 
while other, more feature full options are not much 
expensive. Some of the best e-mail marketing tools are 
presented in Table V. 

TABLE V.  E-MAIL MARKETING TOOLS 

Tool Basic features Base pricing 

Mailchimp.com 2000 contacts Free 

Mailerlite.com 
1000 subscribers 

12000 emails / month 
Free 

Sendinblue.com 
Unlimited contacts 

300 emails / day 
Free 

Convertkit.com 1000 subscribers Free 

 

Even though these tools offer adequate features in 
their free plans, they are not necessary and with a little bit 
of effort e-mail marketing can be easily built when the 
business has a website and offers subscription possibilities 
to the users. 

Social media marketing is the use of social media 
platforms to connect with the audience or potential users 
to increase webstore traffic and increase sales. Advertising 
on social media comes with a certain costs. In Table VI 
we present the advertisement prices for the most popular 
social media platforms. 

TABLE VI.  SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING TOOLS 

Social media Base pricing 

Facebook.com 
About 0.2 – 2.0 USD per click (depending on the 

industry) 

Twitter.com About 0.2 – 2.0 USD per click 

Linkedin.com Min 2 USD per click 

Instagram.com About 0.5 – 1 USD per click 

 

Search engine marketing is the use of web search 
engines to advertise products or services over Internet. In 
Table VII we present the advertisement prices for the most 
popular web search engines. 

TABLE VII.  SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING TOOLS 

Search engine Base pricing 

Google.com 

Average of 1 to 2 USD per click Bing.com 

Yahoo.com 

 

However, we need to bear in mind the conversion rate, 
i.e. the percentage of clicks that have resulted in 
purchases. For example, the average conversion rate of 
Google Ads is about 3,75%, and for social networks is 
about 2,5%. 

Similarly to search engine and social media marketing, 
online marketing and advertising can be performed 
directly in the marketplaces presented in Table III. Here 
we present in detail the marketing and advertising 
possibilities and expenses for two marketplaces (Etsy and 
Bonanza), as their conditions and charges appear to be the 
most suitable for a startup or small business. 

Etsy Ads are based on an auction for ad space on 
Etsy’s properties. Etsy enters "bids" for an ad space on 
behalf of the business based on a daily budget set by the 
administrator of the business. Thus, the actual costs 
incurred will vary depending on the number of 
participants in the auction and their bid amounts. A bid is 
the maximum amount of money the business will be 
charged if a buyer clicks on the Etsy Ad. Etsy’s 
calculation of bids is based on information the business 
administrator provides, such as the daily budget or the 
listings the business wishes to include for Etsy Ads. Etsy 
sets the minimum daily budget and each business can set 
its daily maximum budget for Etsy Ads. To summarize, 
Etsy Ads prices are variable and therefore are undisclosed 
in general information. To see the current Ads prices the 
administrator must go to the Advertising Dashboard in the 
Shop Manager section of the business user account. The 
average conversion rate using Etsy Ads appears to be 
between 1% and 5%, but is varies largely among different 
industries. Therefore, to calculate whether Etsy Ads will 
yield more profit, a conversion rate of 2,5% should be 
considered. 

Bonanza’s advertising program functions quite 
differently compared to Etsy’s, and appears to offer a 
program that is the most suitable to small businesses, 
especially for startup businesses. The main reason for this 
suitability is because Bonanza advertising is payable only 
after a sale is made, so there are no prior expenses for 
advertisements. Bonanza offers their marketing plans in 
four advertising levels, which consist of a range of fees 
and benefits: 

 Basic level - 9% maximum fee per sale 

 Standard level - 13% maximum fee per sale 

 Superior level -  19% maximum fee per sale 

 Elite level - 30% maximum fee per sale 
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Higher advertising levels unlock access to additional 
shopping channels and include a higher ad spend to drive 
more buyer traffic to the listings. When we combine the 
“Zero fees for direct sales made through the free referral 
link” then Bonanza emerges as the primary choice to open 
an online store. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Besides the public health issues caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic there was a devastating impact to 
the world economy as well, where the most vulnerable 
entities were small businesses and startups. To fight the 
pandemic, digital technologies were immediately 
deployed, not only to prevent the spread of the disease, but 
to help vulnerable businesses survive and even boost their 
revenues. We have compiled four groups of digital 
technologies, quite appropriate for supporting businesses, 
i.e. teaching courses online, building e-commerce 
strategy, strengthening online presence and building an 
online marketing strategy. We reviewed the most popular 
systems from each group and we presented the most 
adequate options for mitigating the impact of the COVID-
19 pandemic on the small businesses and startups. 
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Abstract - This paper presents part of results in the 

project of setting up the unified information system 

for museums in Serbia in the web environment. Aim 

of this project was to propose a solution for a web 

application that could be used by all museums in 

Republic of Serbia. Adaptability of web application     

was identified as one of key features, because of 

changes in museum data recording standards to be 

applied, as well as diversity of museum collections and 

their specific data to be registered. Special emphasize 

in this paper has been put on the proposed conceptual 

data model in this project, that should support such a 

web application.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to UNESCO and International Council of 
Museums (ICOM) organizations, members of the 
international heritage community have acknowledged the 
lack of adequate human, technical, and financial resources 
to protect museums and their collections from a variety of 
threats. [1] The importance of the application of 
information technologies in the formation of data registers 
on museum collections is especially emphasized. In the 
aim to improve their organization, museum information 
systems are developed to support all business activities.  

International organizations have established data 
models that support obtaining and recording of data 
related to museum items, i.e. cultural heritage objects. 
Cultural heritage is defined as “any thing or concept 
considered of aesthetic, historical, scientific or spiritual 
significance” [1,2]. The structure of these standard data 
models have changed during time, as well as their scope 
and targeting objects. There are some international 
standards [3, 4], but also some national standards receive 
international recognition, such as UK [5]. At Serbian 
national level, one of the most comprehensive documents 
was established in 2017 (entitled “Guidelines for 
digitalization of cultural heritage in Republic of Serbia”) 
[6]. That document defines data structures needed to 
describe digitalized items of cultural heritage and it has 
been written according to international standards.  

Museum-related software design and development 
face difficulties of having consistent requirements with all 
different standards implemented. In constantly changing 

environment, one possible solution to software design is to 
have it directed towards adaptable (or even adaptive) 
solution. This way, the software could be adjusted to new 
standards and user requirements. Adaptable solution could 
be modified by a user or automatically, by importing new 
standards metadata. Other important issue is related to the 
need for extending and differentiation of data according to 
specific needs and types of cultural heritage objects. Aim 
of this paper is to present a conceptual data model that 
could support museum information system adaptability, 
particularly to support standards implementation, 
specialization to diversity of museum items categories and 
scalability to support any amount and type of data.     

The rest of the paper is organized in following sections 
– section two describes standards for museum data records 
formats and exchange, section three presents existing 
solutions of web –based museum software, section four 
explains the problem with short summary of the current 
state, while section five contributes with the proposed 
conceptual data model, that will support adaptable web 
portal for museum information system. Final section 
describes conclusions and future work. 

II. STANDARDS FOR MUSEUM DATA RECORDS 

FORMATS AND DATA INTERCHARGE 

A. Standards Organizations and Summary of Relevant 

Standards 

Several internationally recognized institutions have 

defined standards in the field of documentation related to 

museums:  

• UNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization [7],  

• ISO - International Standards Organization [8], 

• ICOM - International Council of Museums [9]. 

There are particular organizational units within 

aforementioned institutions and separate organization that 

are responsible for museum documentation and 

information interchange:    

• UNESCO World Heritage Center [10], 

• CIMI - Consortium for Interchange of Museum 

Information [11] [12], 

• International Committee for Documentation - CIDOC 

– organizational unit within the International Council 

of Museums.  [13]. 
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Globally acknowledged and respected are some 
particular countries institutions, that established standards 
for museum documentation, such as UK MDA (Museum 
Documentation Association) [5] and its’ successor 
organization Collection Trust [14]. 

Summary of some of the most relevant standards 
related to museum data are presented in Table 1. 

TABLE I.  OVERVIEW OF MUSEUM-DATA RELATED STANDARDS 

YEAR Standard Level 

1995 CIDOC standards International 

1997 Object ID International 

2002 SPECTRUM UK 

2014, 2020 ISO 21127:2014 

Ontology-based 

intercharge of cultural 
heritage data 

ISO 

B. Object ID Standard 

ObjectID [15] is an international standard, established 
and maintained by ICOM organization. This standard 
identifies and describes an object of cultural goods, i.e. 
heritage, with archaeological, artistic or other origin. 
“The Object ID standard was launched in 1997. It has 
been promoted by major law enforcement agencies, 
including the FBI, Scotland Yard, Interpol; organizations 
including the WCO and UNESCO; and by museums, 
cultural heritage organizations, art trade and art appraisal 
organizations, and insurance companies. Having 
established a descriptive standard, Object ID now helps 
combat the illegal appropriation of cultural objects by 
facilitating documentation of items from collections and 
by bringing together organizations from around the world 
to encourage its implementation.” [15] The aim of the 
application of this standard is to describe the key 
characteristics of the cultural heritage object, so that the 
data would be available for international identification 
and recognition, particularly in the event of theft, when 
Interpol can be hired on that basis. “The Object ID 
standard defines nine categories of information as well as 
four steps to fulfill the procedure. The categories are: 

• Type of object, 

• Materials and techniques, 

• Measurement, 

• Inscriptions and markings, 

• Distinguishing features, 

• Title, 

• Subject, 

• Date or period, 

• Maker. 

The four steps are divided as follows: 

• Taking photographs of the object, 

• Identifying the above mentioned categories, 

• Writing a short description, including additional 

information, 

• Keeping the constituted documentation in a 

secure place.”[15] 

 

C. CIDOC Standards 

International Council of Museums [9] is an 
international institution whose main focus is 
standardization and institutional work on cooperation and 
improvement of museums. The standards it adopts refer to 
specific activities of keeping and publishing museum 
objects, including loans. Some of the ICOM standards 
related to documentation are [16]: 

• Statement of Principles of Museum 

Documentation (CIDOC, 2012), 

• The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model 

(CIDOC, 2011), 

• Lightweight Information Describing Objects 

(CIDOC, 2010), 

• The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model 

(CIDOC, 2001), 

• International Guidelines for Museum Object 

Information: the CIDOC Information Categories 

(CIDOC, 1995), 

• Recommendations for Identity Photography 

(CIDOC Fact Sheet 3, 2010), 

• Labeling and Marking Objects (CIDOC Fact 

Sheet 2, 1993), 

• Registration Step by Step: When an Object Enters 

the Museum (CIDOC Fact Sheet 1, 1993). 
International Committee for Documentation – CIDOC 

[13] is an organizational part of International Council of 
Museums. In 1995, this institution formed the document: 
"International Guidelines for Museum Object Information: 
The CIDOC Information Categories" [17]. This document 
provides guidance on the objectives of documentation in 
museums, as well as explains groups of relevant data and 
their formats. The most important data groups refer to the 
data of the museum object related to: acquisition, 
condition of the object, description, images of the object, 
institutions related to the object, location, marking, 
material and production technique, dimensional 
measurements and other measurements, association and 
collections objects, data on the entrance of the object, the 
name of the object, origin-production, parts, references, 
reproduction rights, and more. 

D. SPECTRUM Standard 

Within the United Kingdom (UK), an Information 
Retrieval Group of the Museums Association (IRGMA) 
was formed in the 1970s. In 1977, the Association 
changed its name to the Museum Documentation 
Association (MDA) [5]. At that time, a system was 
formed where each museum was given an identification 
mark (MDA code). Beginning in 2008, the Collections 
Trust [14] continues to operate and take over activities 
previously implemented by the MDA. The MDA standard 
refers to the structure of data that needs to be recorded 
within the core business of the museum. The key feature 
of this standard is that, although it describes the data of 
individual segments of business processes, it is not 
process-oriented, because there is no defined procedure 
for working with data and, in general, business processes 
within the museum. Some standards developed within the 
MDA include: 
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• MDA Data Standard, 1991, 

• SPECTRUM procedural and data standard, 1994. 

The Consortium for the Interchange of Museum 
Information (CIMI) [11, 12] develops relevant standards 
and approaches to the exchange of digital information, 
through various projects and testing within organizations 
belonging to the consortium. Projects in 2002. concerned 
metadata, the description of museum collections, and the 
structure of a standard XML schema that will represent 
museum objects. “On behalf of the international museum 
community, CIMI has developed an XML Schema for the 
description of museum objects. This is based on MDA's 
international museum standard for describing objects 
called 'SPECTRUM'; a well-known and widely-used 
standard in the museum world. The CIMI XML Schema 
will enable museums to encode rich descriptive 
information relating to museum objects, including 
associated information about people, places and events 
surrounding the history of museum objects, as well as 
information about their management and use within 
museums. The CIMI XML Schema will be useful for 
migrating data, the sharing of information between 
applications, and as an interchange format of OAI (Open 
Archives Initiative) metadata harvesting.” [12] 

“Spectrum is the UK collection management 
standard that is also used around the world”  [18]. 
Current version 5 is promoted at the UK Collection Trust 
web site. 

 

Figure 1. Web site for UK SPECTRUM standard [18] 

E. ISO standards 

International Standards Organization ISO has 
established some general standards that are applicable to 
multimedia information that is related to digitalized data 
about museum items. These are: 

• ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29 – describes coding of 

multimedia digital presentation. It includes specific 

aspects, such as synchronization, presenting, 

recording and transport of separate media or their 

combination, their security, privacy, quality of 

experience, evaluation and performance metrics;  

• ISO 2709:2008 - defines general requirements for 

exchange format of recorded data suitable for 

bibliographic description.  This standard describes 

generalized structure, i.e framework for 

communication between systems that perform data 

processing, but it does not define internal processing 

and details of interoperability.   
There are ISO standards that are focused on museum-

related information: 

• ISO 21127:2014 “Information and documentation 

— A reference ontology for the interchange of 

cultural heritage information” – this standard 

defines guidelines for data exchange between 

cultural heritage institutions. It particularly 

describes information that is under control of 

museums, libraries and archives. Main focus of this 

standard is to define exchange and integration of 

heterogeneous documentation that is related to 

museum collections. Last version of this standard is 

made in 2020; 

• ISO TC46 – defines standard activities that are 

related to libraries, documentation, information 

centers, publishing, archives, records control, 

museum documentation, indexing and abstracting 

services. 

III. EXISTING SOLUTIONS OF WEB-BASED MUSEUM 

SOFTWARE  

A. Example of Estonian Museum Web Portal 

Museum information systems are often developed at 
particular institution level, but there are many countries 
that cultural heritage is treated with adequate attention at 
national level and inter-institutional information systems 
allow sharing of data across organizational boundaries.  

One of illustrative example is the central web portal 
which unites all museum objects in Estonia [19, 20]. It is 
based on a database that allows the exchange of data 
between different museums and the presentation of whole 
cultural heritage objects of the country, by selecting items 
of each museum that is listed at the web portal. This 
integrated web-based information system of the Estonian 
museum has been in use since 2008 and it has two 
modules: the part used by employees and the part that is 
for public use. The portal is implemented through support 
for three languages: Estonian, Russian and English. It was 
finalized in 2010. By 2014 it has integrated the work of 61 
museums and about 600,000 digital images. It allows 
visitors to search for museum objects, regardless of the 
location-specific museum. 

 

Figure 2. Estonian central web portal for all museums [19] 
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B. Serbian Web Portals for Cultural Heritage 

In Serbia, much effort has been made to create 
centralized web-based information system, which 
includes digitalized relevant documents and multimedia 
records about all cultural heritage objects. Some of 
existing or previously developed solutions include: 

• Web portal of  Republic Institute for the Protection of 

Cultural Monuments [21]; 

• Web-based interactive map with presentation of 

Serbian national heritage buildings and monuments 

[22]; 

• “Eternitas” web application for museum information 

system of Serbia [23]; 

• Serbian Cultural Heritage Browser [24], created 

according to [6]. 

 

Figure 3. Web portal of  Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural 

Monuments [21] 

 

 

Figure 4. Web-based interactive map with Serbian national heritage 

buildings and monuments [22] 

 
Figure 5. Deployment schema of Eternitas solution [23] 

 

“Eternitas” web application was developed as ASP.NET / 

MS SQL Server application, based on previously used 

Klio, CR and MISS solutions, in cooperation of National 

Museum of Serbia and external partner – company 

“Softver informacioni sistemi”. Development history 

behind this solution has been described in [23]. Main aim 

of previous solutions was to support Central registry of 

museum fund, i.e. movable cultural goods. Some of 

imprtant steps towards centralized information systems of 

museums in Serbia are [23]: 

1. Clio program, developed in the National Museum of 

Serbia in 1993 and in use until 2009; 

2. CR program, installed in 1996 at 46 museums in 

Serbia (Clipper for DOS) and in use until 2009; 

3. MISS (unified Museum Information System of 

Serbia) development started in 1995, as a strategic 

study. Practical implementation started in 2008. with 

implementation of central MS SQL Server database, 

primarly for Central registry of museum fund;   

4. Eternitas was the first software solution based on the 

new MISS MS SQL Server database. This application 

was officially available to all museums in Serbia from 

2011 at www.app.eternitas.rs;  

Currently, www.eternitas.rs web portal is not used. 

 

 

Figure 6. Museum object card in Eternitas system [23] 

The IMUS system has been developed by Museum of 
Vojvodina and Historical Museum of Serbia and it has 
been used since 2014. [25] Development of new integral 
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information systems for Serbian museums started in 
2018, where History Museum of Serbia received the 
primary role in conducting the project [26]. 

Web-application for browser of Serbian cultural 
heritage [24] has been developed in aim to integrate data 
and digitalized documents and other items from Serbian 
archves, libraries, museums, galeries, Institute for 
protection of cultural monuments and other sources. It 
has been developed with data structures according to 
“Guidelines for digitalization of Cultural Heritage in 
Republic of Serbia” [6], within a project that was 
conducted with support of Ministry of culture Republic of 
Serbia,Vojvodina Museum and technically supported by 
Microsoft Serbia and other IT companies [27].   

 
Figure 7. Serbian Cultural Heritage Browser [24] 

 

Figure 8. List of Serbian museums at culture.rs portal [24] 

 

Figure 9. Details about museum item at one of Serbian Museums – 

Museum of Contemporary Art [24] 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND CONCEPTUAL 

APPROACH FOR NEW ADAPTABLE MUSEUM WEB PORTAL 

By analyzing current status of Museum information 
system in Serbia, it could be concluded that there are 
several web-based solutions currently in use and they 
have been developed by different institutions and with 
support of Ministry of culture and information of 

Republic of Serbia. Regarding web support to museums 
in Serbia, currently there is “culture.rs” portal with 
integral data from museums, available from data 
browsing, while there is IMUS system (client-server 
solution) used in museums in Serbia for data entry. IMUS 
system is deployed at each museum by installing the 
software at local museum server and periodically sending 
copy of relevant data (not all data) to the central database 
for all museums, located at Ministry of culture and 
information of Republic of Serbia.  

Issues that arise from current IMUS solutions are: 

• Software maintenance, i.e. changes in client/server 

software require all museums to receive an update 

installation, which is very time-consuming; 

• Central database in Ministry of culture and 

information of Republic of Serbia does not have all 

data that were entered at local databases of each 

museum; 

• There is need for more easy adjustments of software 

application to changes of international standards 

related to museum data acquisition, recording, sharing 

and transport; 

• Data exchange between museums is not supported;  

• Currently not all different types of museum 

collections are supported with appropriate specific 

data. There is a need to make heterogeneous modules 

within the solution, to support different types of data 

for each specific museum collection type; 

• The existing software solution is too complex for 

users, since they are able to see parts of software that 

are not assigned to their role. 

 
Motivation for creating a new integral information 

system for museums in Serbia is to establish system that 
will: 

• Enable easy adjustments to constant changes in 

standards related to museum data acquisition, 

recording, sharing and transport; 

• Centralize the maintenance; 

• Increase availability of data to the Ministry of culture;  

• Improve the data exchange between museums; 

• Simplify the user interface for users from museums; 

• Support diversification for presentation of details that 

are related to the particular user type;  

• Support diversity of data needed for a particular 

museum items category. 

 
Conceptual approach to design of new information 

system is presented as follows: 

• Web portal will centralize data records and enable 

availability of data for all museums and to the 

Ministry, with integration of data and easier 

maintenance of the system; 

• “Event-to-Document” related data records in the 

database, with clear assignment of data entry and 

maintenance responsibilities of the system users. 

The approach is: an event produces documents, the 

event is conducted by a registered user, a document 

is signed by the registered user and the data from the 
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document could be stored in the database records. 

Data in documents describe events and 

characteristics of related museum items (objects); 

• Support to data records related to different types of 

multimedia digital representation of museum items; 

• Adaptable system: 

o Scalable to any amount of data items (features) 

related to any type of museum item (i.e. museum 

items categories), 

o Adaptable to changes in museum documentation 

standards, 

o Specialization supporting – adjustable to fit into 

data records for any particular type of museum 

object. 

V. THE PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL DATA MODEL 

DESIGN 

Data model represents the essence of any information 
system. In this particular case of museum information 
system, the proposed conceptual data model is designed to 

support aforementioned conceptual design approach. 
Therefore, there are entities in the data model that will 
enable records on: 

• Activities (events) with types of activities (such as 
procurement, restoration, exhibition) with attributes of 
activities (characteristics). Each activity produces one 
or many multimedia results; 

• Assigned employer is responsible for the activity 
conduction; 

• Multimedia result describes the event i.e. activity, such 
as document, photograph, 3D model,  video etc; 

• Multimedia result consists of one or many items, i.e. 
particular museum items (objects) listed or included in 
the multimedia result; 

• Each museum item (object) is described with set of 
characteristics of certain type that has appropriate 
value. 

 

 

Figure 10. The proposed conceptual data model for adjustable museum web portal 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents part of results in the 
conceptualization of creating new web-based museum 
information system in Republic of Serbia. The focus of 
this paper is in conceptual data model that will enable 
adaptability of the solution. 

To make an introduction and represent the current 
status in the field related to the topic of this paper, several 
most important internationally recognized standards were 
analyzed. These standards are related to data acquisition, 
recording and transport between cultural heritage 

institutions, with particular emphasize on museums. The 
most important standards come from ISO, UNESCO and 
other international museum-related institutions, but there 
is also significant role of UK institutions, which are 
globally acknowledged with their standards for museum-
related documentation and information systems.  

As an important part of this paper there is also a brief 
overview of existing web-based solutions applied in 
cultural heritage institutions, particularly related to 
museums in Serbia. It has been shown that there are 
several web portals in use, created by different Serbian 
institutions.  
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Issues of currently used system IMUS, as well as 
diversity of international standards for data recording and 
exchange, induced the idea of creating adaptable web 
portal for museums. This paper presents the conceptual 
data model that could support adaptability, scalability and 
specialization of data regarding particular museum 
categories of items.  

By implementing web portal based on the proposed 
data model, it would be possible to improve the 
maintainability of the system and to enhance the user 
experience. 
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Abstract - This paper analyzes the concept of clean code, in 

context of software structural quality. It presents a review of 

quality attributes of a clean code, related to ISO 25010 

standard for quality of a software product and attributes of 

structural aspect of software quality. It also provides an 

overview of clean code effects experiments and clean code 

attributes measurements methods. This paper also 

addresses methods, practices and effects of refactoring 

existing code to clean code. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to [1], code quality is important because 
there is estimation that 80% of all software work is 
maintenance and reading code takes a large portion of 
coding time. Bad code is difficult to understand, extend, 
maintain and test, which lead to delays in releases.  

 “The true nature of clean code rely on the fact that 
other practitioners should be able to read and maintain the 
code. Clean code is not something a machine or script can 
recognize (so far) but rather something that professionals 
can decide”. [2] Robert Martin describes that [3] writing a 
clean code is similar to creating art, but it requires 
discipline in applying set of techniques to reach the clean 
code goal. Having such an importance in programming 
practice [4] [5], it is crucial to emphasize the relevance of 
clean code within the educational environment and 
prepare students for requirements of code quality [6].  

Many programming communities and companies have 
established informal rules that direct creating code with a 
specific technology – coding conventions [7]. These rules 
are related to naming conventions, code formatting and 
layout, commenting etc. By following coding conventions, 
it enables [7] a consistent presentation of the code, so that 
readers can focus on the code meaning, not layout. This 
enables readers to understand the code more quickly and 
facilitates maintaining the code.   

Aim of this paper is to outline the concept and 
attributes of the clean code, as well as possible 
measurements methods and techniques to enable 
evaluation of a code regarding its’ quality, particularly 
cleanness aspect. [8] Particular focus is put on different 
programming languages and comparison of their rules in 
this context. Finally, the concept of refactoring the code is 
related to activities of establishing a code with a better 
quality, i.e. to have the code improved regarding the clean 
code principles. 

II. STRUCTURAL ASPECT OF SOFTWARE QUALITY AND 

CLEAN CODE CONCEPT 

ISO (International Standards Organization) standard 
for software quality (ISO/IEC 25010:2011) defines quality 
attributes of a software product, which are presented at 
Figure 1. These attributes include functional suitability, 
reliability, performance efficacy, operability, security, 
compatibility, maintainability, portability. 

 

Figure 1.  Quality attributes of software as a product (according to [9] 

[10]) 

According to Chappel [11], structural aspect of 
software quality “means that the code itself is well 
structured” and  includes characteristics such as: 

• “Code testability. Is the code organized in a way 
that makes testing easy?  

• Code maintainability. How easy is it to add new 
code or change existing code without introducing 
bugs?  

• Code understandability. Is the code readable? Is it 
more complex than it needs to be?  

• Code efficiency, especially in resource-constrained 
situations.  

• Code security. Does the software allow common 
attacks such as buffer overruns and SQL 
injection?” [11] 

“Clean code advocates for writing readable code, so 
that other people can know the code intent almost 
directly“ [3] [5]. Code readability leads to better 
understanding and increase of maintainability. The 
concept of clean code is tightly related to concepts of code 
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quality and code smells, but it is associated to naming, 
structuring, formatting, refactoring and testing of code.[5]. 

Clean code could be defined with multiple definitions 
and described via different attributes, and some of them 
have been provided by different authors in [3]: 

• Bjarne Stroustrup, inventor of C++ programming 
language, when describing quality code, uses word 
elegant and efficient, logic straightforward, 
dependencies minimal, error handling complete 
and performance close to optimal. 

• Grady Booch, author of  the book “Object-Oriented 
Analysis and Design with Applications” [10], 
explains the concept of clean code as simple and 
direct and highlights the code readability and 
clearly presents the designers intent (i.e. the 
purpose of the code).  

• Dave Thomas, founder of Object Technology 
International which produced the basis for Eclipse 
IDE, also points out the readability and ease of 
making improvements, but performed by other 
people, not original author of code. He also 
requires unit and acceptance tests to be enclosed 
with the clean code, while having minimal 
dependencies explicitly defined.    

• Ron Jeffries, author of books related to Extreme 
Programming, underlines simplicity of code - runs 
all tests successfully, contains no duplication, it is 
expressive with meaningful names and articulate 
all the design ideas that are included in the system, 
minimizes the number of elements (such as classes, 
methods, functions), follows rules of SOLID 
principles (like single responsibility and using 
abstractions early in building and application) etc.  

III. QUALITY ATTRIBUTES AND STRATEGIES IN 

BUILDING CLEAN CODE 

Robert C. Martin has presented the most important 

quality attributes of a clean code, in the handbook that 

could be used as a reference in coding practice [3]. These 

important clean code elements and appropriate attributes 

are presented in Table I. 

TABLE I.  CLEAN CODE ELEMENTS AND ATTRIBUTES, ACCORDING 

TO ROBERT C. MARTIN [3] 

CODE 

ELEMENTS 

CLEAN CODE ATTRIBUTES 

Names Meaningful, intention-revealing, 

searchable, pronounceable, avoid encodings 

(type-related names), using problem 

domain names, avoid mental mapping 

names (too short names, such as single 

letter) 

Functions Small, single focus, one level f abstraction 

per function, no side effects, command 

query separation, function arguments,  

Comments Clear and complete, Informative, 

explanation of intent, warning of 

consequences, amplification the 

importance, non redundant, non misleading 

Formatting Vertical formatting, horizontal formatting, 

openness between concepts, density, 

distance, ordering, indentation, alignment, 

scopes 

Classes Encapsulation, small classes (single 

responsibility, cohesion), organizing for 

change 

Objects Data transfer objects, active records 

Data 

Structures 

Data abstractions 

Error 

Handling 

exceptions with try/catch blocks (instead of 

returning error codes), no returning null 

External 

modules 

Boundaries to third-party code, having 

dependency to external services wrapped 

into separate classes “having very few 

places in the code that refer to them” [3].  

 

There are some strategies, i.e. activities related to code 

creating decisions and testing, which support clean code 

building, such as those presented in Table II. 

TABLE II.  CLEAN CODE STRATEGIES, ACTIVITIES AND ASPECTS  

CLEAN CODE 

STRATEGIES, 

ACTIVITIES 

AND ASPECTS 

DETAILS 

Unit tests Modularization of software leads to 

unit tests, but also integration tests 

Aspect-oriented 

approach 

Cross-cutting concerns, Separation of 

concerns 

Standards Using standards wisely, but be focused 

on value to bring with the system 

Using 

frameworks 

Semi-final modules, configuration, 

industrial software development 

Test driven 

development 

Test-based specifications 

Dependency 

injection 

Abstraction first, creating interfaces, 

then specific classes 

No duplication No duplicate code, but abstraction to a 

single class  

Refactoring Improving structure while preserving 

user interface and fuctionality 

SOLID 

principles 

Single responsibility, Open-close, 

Liskov substitution, Interface 

segregation, Depencency inversion 

Synchronization Concurrency of code 

Dependencies Among modules, class libraries 

Code smells 

heuristics 

Typical errors and refactoring to solve 

issues 

 
By analysis of the previously presented, it could be 

concluded that the concept of clean code is closely related 
to many ISO standard-defined quality attributes for 
software as a product and, also, to quality attributes of 
structural aspect of software quality. The concept of clean 
code, related to certain attributes that are included in both 
ISO standards and particular area of structural aspect of 
quality, has been presented at Table 3. 
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TABLE III.  RELATING THE CLEAN CODE ATTRIBUTES WITH ISO STANDARD FOR SOFTWARE AS A PRODUCT QUALITY ATTRIBUTES AND 

STRUCTURAL QUALITY ATTTRIBUTES 

 
 

According to Table III, there are certain quality attributes 

that are not included in ISO-defined quality attributes, but 

are included in structural quality attributes and clean code 

attributes as well, such as: structure, readability, 

testability. Since testability is closely related to structure, 

i.e. it is defined as a structure of software suitable for 

testing, therefore it could be concluded that there are two 

most important aspects of clean code (as well as 

structural aspect of software quality), different from 

general ISO 25010 standard:  

• Software structure – organization of code, 

functions, classes, objects, dependencies, 

application of standards, frameworks, SOLID 

principles and error handling; 

• Software readability – names, formatting and 

comments, which leads to better expressiveness, 

understandability and clear intent presentation. 

IV. CLEAN CODE EFFECTS – A SHORT REVIEW OF 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Academic research and education has been challenged 

with the clean code aspects, in aim to improve 

approaches, methods and tools for evaluation, but also to 

improve professional [5] and teaching practice [6] in 

making clean code.  

Some research and educational efforts are related to 

empirical analysis of impact of clean code to variety of 

software attributes and software development process, 

such as understandability. In research [13], experiment 

was conducted with legacy code transformed into a clean 

code version. Two groups of developers were given 

assignments upon legacy code version and clean code 

version of software and it has been proven that clean code 

version group was more efficient (faster) in solving given 

tasks. 

Particular issue arises when new developers enter a 

software project and there is a large amount of existing 

code to understand. Study [14] presents results of 

experiment with software project newcomers, that were 

exposed to previously unknown code. They were 

separated to two groups – one having the refactored code 

(made to to adhere to clean code guidelines) and other 

having introductory document to gain familiarity with 

existing (non-refactored and non clean) code. In this 

experiment, both groups were given tasks to implement 

within appropriate given version of software. It was 

concluded that the group with refactored (i.e. clean) code 

was more productive than the group having the 

introductory document about non-clean version of 

software. 

Research [15] examines the impact of clean code to 

unit testing. One of key hypotheses in this research is that 

applying clean code principles could lead to better code 

coverage in unit testing. Experimental research was 

conducted with two groups of developers that were given 

the task of write unit tests – one group for ad-hoc written 

code and the second for clean code. It was observed that 

the clean code achieves a higher code coverage in unit 

testing, compared to ad-hoc written code.  

 

V. CLEAN CODE MEASUREMENT METHODS 

As previously highlighted, the essence of clean code 

concept is readability and understandability. There are 

some recent research efforts in establishing methods for 

measurements related to clean code or clean code 

attributes.  

 Research [16] is conducted in aim to address issues 

related to source code readability. This feature could be 

used as a metric of the extent of source code 

comprehension.  “The better the code is readable, the 

easier it is for code readers to comprehend the system 

based on the source code” [16]. This research proposed 

an enhanced source code readability metric which is a 

quantitative measure of the extent of a code readability 

and two-way linear regression analysis was performed 

with data collected by a survey. 
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 “Reading code is an essential activity in software 

maintenance and evolution” [17]. There are several 

studies that investigated how different factors, such as 

naming conventions and employed programming 

constructs, influence code readability. Research [17] 

addresses the concepts of code readability (ease of 

reading and apprehending of code) and code legibility 

(ease of identifying elements of a program). This 

separation directs the research towards linguistics. This 

research contributes with comprehensive literature review 

and an approach to relate program readability with 

program comprehension as a human-centric learning 

activity and appropriate learning taxonomy and 

competencies. 

 Classification of code from the aspect of readability 

has been considered in research [18]. This classification 

is related to referring a source code segment as being 

either readable or unreadable. This paper contributes with 

automated source code readability classification, based on 

the use of Convolutional Neural Networks and Deep 

Learning Techniques. The proposed approach has been 

examined with experiment and it prove the efficacy, 

comparing to manual feature engineering.   

 

VI. REFACTORING TO CLEAN CODE 

“Code refactoring is a process used in a software 
development approach that involves editing and cleaning 
previously written software code without any change in 
code function. The main purpose of code refactoring is to 
make code more efficient and maintainable.” [19]  

Architectural refactoring and clean up upon previous 
code was addressed in research [20]. In this work, 
experiences were reported in this large migration from one 
to another software architecture, while preserving the 
functionality. The migration was performed with the use 
of reverse engineering upon industrial Java application. 
Together with architectural migration, the code clean up 
has also been performed. This paper contributes with 
experimental results of applying various quality metrics 
that describe the migration effects.  

There are various approaches and methods to code 
refactoring, with special focus on improving cleanliness of 
code in target solution. One of such approaches use 
databases as a tool for shifting a software solution from 
one form to another [21]. In this research, databases are 
used instead of syntax trees and the authors elaborate 
advantages of this approach.  

In research [22], special attention has been put on 
readability and comprehensibility of the source code made 
with functional programming languages. Particularly, this 
paper presents new methods of refactoring imperatively 
styped source code into a functional-styled code. 
Empirical findings (performed with real-life examples and 
data) contribute with conclusions that refactorings of this 
type lead to shortenings in length of source code, but also 
affect the complexity and readability.  

Technical debt grows as software systems evolve over 
time, but it could be reduced by using refactoring or using 
clean code approach in creating new code, where technical 

debt is limited. Research [23] addresses both cases, but 
focuses on the second approach. It investigates technical 
debt density in new code comparing to existing code. 
Experimental research has been conducted with 27 open-
source software projects by the Apache Software 
Foundation, with more than 66000 classes and more than 
50000 cmmits. The results enable making conclusions that 
writing clean new code can be efficient strategy for 
reducing technical debt density and preventing software 
decay over time. Explicit policy regarding quality 
improvements and team meetings discussions influenced 
higher frequenct of cleaner new code commits. Therefore, 
it is emphasized that there should be a process established 
upon technical debt density monitoring in new code, but 
also to control clean code practices.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

Clean coding has become inevitable in modern 
programming practice. Importance of this approach has 
been proven in multiple experiments, where it has been 
shown that writing a clean code could lead to better 
readability, maintainability and lower density of technical 
debt.  

There is a need to address clean coding in educational 
environment and some efforts have been made in this 
particular direction. Academic environment also 
recognizes this area as an important research topic, which 
was addressed in several previous years in research 
results.  

Still, there  is a large research space open, when clean 
code is in the focus, starting with the concept definition, 
key attributes, evaluation methods, experiments in 
practical use of clean code and evaluation methods in 
professional and educational environment. Professional 
challenges of writing clean code could be directed 
towards development of software frameworks that 
incorporate principles of clean code and the software 
tools for automated evaluation of particular clean code 
attributes. 
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Abstract - Synthetic media (Deepfake) are digital 

manipulations of an image/video in which a person and/or 

content of the media has been altered. Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) driven Deepfake can lead towards online 

disinformation, reduce trust in social media, and 

challenge online culture. Deepfakes can easily change 

viewer perception of truth in business or politics, so it is 

very important to develop models and strategies to 

improve their detection. In this paper authors will analyze 

latest state-of-the-art Deepfake generation and detection 

methods. The aim of the research that is presented in this 

paper is to detect and analyze disparity gap between 

Deepfake detection methods - machine learning and deep 

learning approaches used for binary classification and 

generative adversarial approaches used for Deepfake 

generation. From the results of our experiment, we can 

conclude that binary classifiers used for Deepfake 

detection are not reliable enough to properly generalize 

real-world data, thus Deepfake media still represent a 

high threat in online society, and new technological 

solutions are indispensable to counter this challenge. 

Key Words: Synthetic media, Deep Neural Networks, 

Autoencoders, Machine Learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital manipulations of an image/video recently 

become a threat to online media, human society, and 

democracy [1],[2]. According to the authors in [3] 

synthetic media refers to news style and media content 

that is fabricated to deceive the public. Fake 

information spreads through social media, and it can 

impact millions of users [4]. Today, most of the 

Internet users get their news via YouTube, Facebook 

[5]. It is hard to know what to trust, and what effect 

fake information can induce decision making [6]. 

Digital manipulations and disinformation warfare led 

by different actors tends to manipulate public opinion 

[7]. 

There are few different approaches to the 

Deepfakes generation. Face swap, lip synchronization, 

face synthesis and audio Deepfake. Generating videos 

by animating object in still images has various 

application across different fields such as movie 

production and e-commerce [8]. Deep learning 

approaches as facial recognition algorithm and 

variational auto-encoder (VAE) are used swap one 

person’s face with another and to make a deepfake 

video [9]. VAEs’ role is to encode images into low-

dimensional representation before decoding those 

representations back into images. To transform any 

video into a deepfake, two auto-encoders are needed. 

One auto-encoder is trained on the images of the target 

person’s face while the other trained on images of a 

wide diversity of faces. The images of faces used for 

both training sets can be curated by applying a facial 

recognition algorithm to video frames in order to 

capture different possess and lighting conditions that 

naturally occur. After the training is done, the encoder 

that was trained on the diverse faces will be combined 

with the decoder trained on the target’s face, this would 

result the target’s face to be on someone else’s body. 

The implementation of the Deep learning techniques 

and voice cloning into deepfakes generation become a 

unique challenge for deepfake detection. In the 

research [10] authors present deepfakes detection 

approaches. In the research [11] deepfake detection 

approaches are briefly analyzed.  

In this paper, authors will discuss the probabilistic 
perspective of the typical machine learning models 
based on predictive modeling and Autoencoder deep 
learning architectures which can be formulated as self-
supervised models. Currently, Deepfake detection 
methods are defined as frame-based binary 
classification problems, and the quality and 
accessibility of Deepfake datasets present the biggest 
challenge of Deepfake detection methods. 

To evaluate accuracy of the available Deepfake 
detection methods, we generate a Deepfake video using 
the latest, state-of-the-art Deep learning model for 
Deepfake generation based on generative neural 
network architecture and a first-order motion model 
[9]. Generated Deepfake video is used to test accuracy 
of available Deepfake detection online solutions.  
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II. EXPERIMENT 

Generation of the Deepfake content 

To create Deepfake video using First order motion 
model described in [9] and Google-Colab platform 
[12]. Google-Colab is a product of Google Research 
that allows users to execute Python code through the 
browser while providing free access to computing 
resources including GPUs [12]. In our experiment 
(Figure 1.) we implemented the research presented in 
[9]. Authors [9] train Neural network model to 
reconstruct the training videos using combination of 
the single frame and representation of the motion in the 
video. Model learns to encode motion as a combination 
of motion key-point and local transformations.  

 

 

Figure 1. Deepfake Generator 

As is shown on Figure 2., Authors use source image 
S and a frame of a driving video (frame D) as inputs. 
The unsupervised key-point detector extracts first order 
motion representation consisting of sparse key-points 
and local affine transformations with respect to the 
reference frame R. The dense motion network uses the 
motion representation to generate dense optical flow Tˆ 
S←D from D to S and occlusion map Oˆ S←D. The 
source image and the outputs of the dense motion 
network are used by the generator to render the target 
image (Figure 2.). 

 

 

Figure 2. First order motion model from [9] 

In our experiment we purposely choose to animate 
Leonardo da Vinci. Mona Lisa portrait shown on 
Figure 3.  As driving video, we use author video as is 
shown on Figure 4.  

 

Figure 3. Mona Lisa portrait by Leonardo da Vinci 

 

Figure 4. Driver video 

For the sound generation, service from 
naturalreaders.com is used, as the website comes with 
different sound generator that could be chosen by the 
user. 

The result of the generation successfully caused the 
target image to move and follow the movement as in 
the video. However, it wasn’t very realistic and one of 
the factors that could improve this is having video 
editing skills that could adjust the glitching and some 
unnatural angle at some spot in the video. Figure 5. 
shows the pictures of the output video generated from 
the still image. 

 

Figure 5. Frames of Output Video 

Detection of the Deepfake content 

For detection of our generated Deepfake video we 
use several free available Internet tools.  First used 
Deepfake detection tool is designed to recognize the 
latest AI-based media manipulation and synthesis 
techniques, including fake human faces in social media 
profiles, and realistic face swaps in videos. This 
platform can detect only face swap, and face 
reenactment models as presentation or replay attacks. 
For our Deepfake video platform return result showed 
on the Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. First Deepfake detection platform results 

The second Deepfake detection tool is developed as 
AI-based antivirus engine. Company develops and 
opensource Deepfake scanner. This platform also could 
not recognize our Deepfake video, as is shown on 
Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Second Deepfake detection platform results 

III. DISCUSSION 

Authors in [13] extend Google’s dataset with 1000 
videos from YouTube, from which they extracted 
images by applying techniques presented in Face2Face 
[14], FaceSwap [15], DeepFakes [16] and 
NeuralTextures [17]. The authors [13] fine train an 
Xception net, pre-trained on ImageNet, to detect real 
and Deepfake videos. Presented results in the paper 
[13] suggest a state-of-the-art Deepfake detection 
mechanism tailored to face manipulation techniques. In 
the research [18] authors tested proposed state of the 
art model for the Deepfake detection proposed in [13] 
and conclude that both the training and test data are 
drawn from the same distribution and this distribution 
doesn’t represent examples of the Deepfake videos 
found in real life. In other words, train and test data 
don’t represent real-world to achieve generalize to 
unseen data. This means that the model, when 
developed using such test data, usually overfit to the 
data samples specific to the paper from [13]. General 
conclusion is that there is no broad enough data set to 
enable generalization of the trained model. 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

I the recent future, we can expect potentially 
destructive use of Deepfake media, particularly as 
phishing attacks, and frauds. Currently, the vast 
majority of deepfakes are deepfakes of politicians. 
With the new generation of the Deepfake tools that 
become publicly accessible, and the Deepfake media 
spreading across the social media platforms, damage 
made by Deepfake may be irreparable. From the results 
of our experiment, we can conclude that binary 
classifiers used for Deepfake detection are not reliable 
enough to properly generalize real-world data, thus 
Deepfake media still represent a high threat in online 
society, and new technological solutions are 
indispensable to counter this challenge. 
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Abstract - Technical systems used in traffic are generally 

complex socio-technical systems, with variety of technical, 

organizational, and human issues to be considered during 

system design. Software components are key parts of these 

systems that provide data collecting, processing and storage, 

as well as the presentation of relevant information to 

stakeholders. During the design of traffic systems, the most 

suitable software architecture pattern should be selected to 

provide the best performance for the required 

functionalities. This paper presents a review of studies 

related to use of software architecture patterns in traffic 

systems published in period from 2010 to 2021. Results 

indicate the use of variety architecture patterns that are 

constrained with the used hardware and other equipment, 

as well as adjustment of common patterns to the needs of 

the system. At the other side, the major use of common 

software patterns is in the field of monitoring and 

controlling various traffic conditions. Insight into existing 

solutions in traffic systems may be helpful for design of new 

solutions and improvement of the existing ones.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic systems can be classified as complex socio-
technical system, viewed as a collection of social and 
technical elements integrated to achieve specific 
behaviour. According to Sommerville [1], socio-technical 
systems can be viewed as a socio-technical stack with a 
layered structure in which software engineering part 
includes operating system, communication and data 
management, software applications and business 
processes. Understanding, design, operation, and 
maintenance of these systems require a broad knowledge 
of many technical and social disciplines [2]. A pragmatic 
approach to the engineering of socio-technical systems 
assumes the gradual introduction of socio-technical 
considerations into procurement and development 
processes of software parts of the systems [3]. Before 
designing a software solution as a part of complex traffic 
system, it is necessary to fully understand the domain and 
the stated problem, which will lead to the most 
appropriate design and the selection of the most suitable 
software architecture. Since traffic systems can introduce 
problems of resource scarcity, climate change and 
environmental degradation, the selection of the most 
efficient technological solution for both hardware and 

software components becomes even more important for 
relieving these problems [4]. 

Complex socio-technical systems use variety of 
software architecture patterns, such as layered 
architecture, event-driven architecture, microkernel 
architecture, service-oriented architecture, microservices 
architecture, domain-driven architecture, resource-
oriented architecture, or space-based architecture 
[5][6][7]. Determining the most suitable software 
architecture requires understanding the functioning of 
each component and module in the system. Without a 
formal architecture specification, designed software 
systems are tightly coupled, brittle, and difficult to change 
[6]. Adoption of architecture patterns enables more 
reliable and accurate defining characteristics and 
behaviour of software applications, which ensures better 
response to the proposed business requirements and 
constraints [8], as well as more efficient maintenance and 
support for controlled evolution [9][10]. Russo and 
Ciancarini [11] suggested development of antifragile 
software systems based on fine grained architecture 
resilient on faults of the system. Taibi et al. [12] presented 
a systematic mapping study on recent research trends on 
microservice software architecture patters, while 
Pozdniakova and Mazeika [13] presented a systematic 
literature review of contemporary cloud-ready software 
architectures. 

Traffic systems are built from variety of technical 
components, such as sensors, electrical and mechanical 
devices, communication devices, hardware components 
and software components. All these components are 
usually distributed in a larger area of interest for the 
observed traffic issues. This complex distribution of 
system components requires complex pattern for 
organizing software elements in the systems. The recent 
trend is design of smart traffic systems (e.g., traffic 
congestion management, smart parking systems, smart 
transportation, etc.) as integral parts of more complex 
smart city systems [14], which are based on contemporary 
technologies such as cloud-based systems, big data, IoT, 
sensing technologies, and communication technologies. 
Software components are distributed in all segments of 
these systems, and their organization within well-
established architecture patterns is essential for overall 

Review of software architecture patterns 
in traffic systems 
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system performance. Based on a survey with researchers 
and experts from industry, Banijamali et al. [15] identified 
that event-driven and service-oriented architectures are 
dominant cloud-based architecture patterns in automotive 
domain, while multi-layered architecture, client-server 
architecture, pipeline and microservice patterns are less 
attractive for implementations. Literature reviews were 
performed on smart traffic light management systems 
[16], smart vehicles and elderly drivers [17], or intelligent 
transport systems for urban smart mobility [18]. However, 
based on our literature search, we have not detected any 
literature review on software architecture patterns in 
traffic systems, which motivated our research. 

Based on the previous observations, and our 
experience with complex traffic systems and software 
architectures [19][20][21][22][23], the objective of this 
paper is to provide review of the use of software 
architecture patterns in traffic systems. The following 
research questions are proposed for the literature review: 

RQ1: Which architecture patterns are used in traffic 
systems? 

RQ2: In which types of traffic systems are 
implemented software architecture patterns? 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The 
second section presents a literature review study with 
details on the method and results. The third section 
presents discussion of benefits and limitations of the 
study, while the last section contains conclusions and 
remarks for further research. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW STUDY 

With the aim to conduct a planned systematization of 
research evidence on using software architecture patterns 

in traffic systems, literature review guideline for 
systematic literature review (SLR) [24][25] was selected 
and simplified for this study. Since SLRs show better 
effectiveness and performances than informal literature 
reviews in all phases of literature review [26], the decision 
in designing the review was to make it as much formal as 
possible. Since it is a part of a larger study aimed at 
investigating the use of software architecture patterns in 
complex socio-technical systems, this study is a pilot 
study with simplified protocol for conducting literature 
review and systematization of findings based on the 
proposed research question. The simplification relates to 
constraining the search only to Google Scholar, while 
search in other widely used scientific publishing databases 
(ScienceDirect, Springer, IEEE, ACM, Wiley) was left for 
future systematic literature reviews. 

A. Method 

The review method roughly follows a general review 
approach proposed in [24], with the following main 
phases: (1) planning – aimed at defining a protocol for 
conducting review, (2) conducting – implementation of a 
proposed protocol to get results, and (3) reporting – 
production of a document with a technical report on the 
review. 

The review protocol contains description of used 
keywords and construction of search string, selection of 
databases for search, selection of the period for search, 
and description of inclusion/exclusion criteria for the 
studies to be analyzed. Keywords for searching were 
selected based on the proposed research questions without 
considering possible synonyms that can enhance search 
and provide more reliable results. The composed search 
string is: 

 

 

Figure 1.  Search results for the constructed search string 
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“software architecture” AND “traffic system” 

The search was performed on Google Scholar. The 
inclusion criteria for selecting the primary studies (PS) for 
further analysis are: (1) PS reports real experience within 
a case study, (2) PS was published in the period from 
2010 to 2021, (3) PS is written in English, and (4) PS is 
available for downloading. Exclusion criteria for studies 
are: (1) conceptual and review papers are excluded, and 
(2) simulation studies are excluded. 

The search that returns 497 results in Google Scholar 
is presented in Fig. 1. The assessment of the search results 
included the first 70 titles, since after the 50th title, 
majority of studies do not relate to the research topic. 

The first and quick review of search results was based 
on reviewing titles, abstracts, and keywords. During this 
first review, 23 papers (PS candidates) were selected for 
the detailed analysis of the text. The reasons for 
exclusions of the papers were: study relates to simulation 
and there is no real implementation, study topic does not 
match research objectives (studies related to computer 
networks traffic), study is literature review, and the paper 
is not available for download. 

For the selected 23 potential PSs, the second-round 
review included detailed reading of the whole paper. After 
inclusion/exclusion assessment 19 PSs were identified. 
The included PSs are listed in Tab. 1. 

TABLE I.   PRIMARY STUDIES RELATED TO THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

PS01 Xu, W., & Phillips, M. (2010, April). Application of GPRS technique for traffic data collection system 

communication software development and system evluation. In 2010 Second International Conference on Computer 

and Network Technology (pp. 402-406). IEEE. 

PS02 Aziz, M. W., Musharaf, U., & Sayyed, A. (2021). Towards a Software Architecture for Internet of Things based 

System of Systems. nternational Journal of Emerging Trends in Engineering Research, 9(3), 231-240. 

PS03 Ippolito, C. A., Krishnakumar, K., Stepanyan, V., Chakrabarty, A., & Baculi, J. (2019). An Autonomy Architecture 

for High-Density Operations of Small UAS in Low-Altitude Urban Environments. In 2019 AIAA Modeling and 

Simulation Technologies Conference. San Diego, CA. Jan (Vol. 2109). 

PS04 Chih-Ju, C., Sheng-Hao, S., Kuo-Hsiung, T., & To-Cheng, L. (2015, May). A novel SCADA system design and 

application for intelligent traffic control. In The 27th Chinese Control and Decision Conference (2015 CCDC) (pp. 

726-730). IEEE. 

PS05 Zeng, P., Wang, X., Li, H., Jiang, F., & Doss, R. (2020). A Scheme of Intelligent Traffic Light System Based on 

Distributed Security Architecture of Blockchain Technology. IEEE Access, 8, 33644-33657. 

PS06 Consiglio, M., Duffy, B. J., Balachandran, S., Glaab, L., & Munoz, C. (2019). Sense and avoid characterization of the 

independent configurable architecture for reliable operations of unmanned systems. Thirteenth USA/Europe Air 

Traffic Management Research and Development Seminar (ATM2019) 

PS07 Wang, S., Hou, Y., Gao, F., & Ji, X. (2016, December). A novel IoT access architecture for vehicle monitoring 

system. In 2016 IEEE 3rd World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT) (pp. 639-642). IEEE. 

PS08 Serrano, D., Baldassarre, T., & Stroulia, E. (2016, December). Real-time traffic-based routing, based on open data and 

open-source software. In 2016 IEEE 3rd World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT) (pp. 661-665). IEEE. 

PS09 Nugra, H., Abad, A., Fuertes, W., Galarraga, F., Aules, H., Villacis, C., & Toulkeridis, T. (2016, September). A low-

cost IoT application for the urban traffic of vehicles, based on wireless sensors using GSM technology. In 2016 

IEEE/ACM 20th International Symposium on Distributed Simulation and Real Time Applications (DS-RT) (pp. 161-

169). IEEE. 

PS10 Gong, Y., Rimba, P., & Sinnott, R. (2017, December). A big data architecture for near real-time traffic analytics. In 

Companion Proceedings of the10th International Conference on Utility and Cloud Computing (pp. 157-162). 

PS11 Horcas, J. M., Monteil, J., Bouroche, M., Pinto, M., Fuentes, L., & Clarke, S. (2018). Context‐dependent 

reconfiguration of autonomous vehicles in mixed traffic. Journal of Software: Evolution and Process, 30(4), e1926. 

PS12 Misrak, D. (2015). Web Based Transport Monitoring And Traffic System For Adama Transport Agency (Doctoral 

dissertation, ASTU). 

PS13 Sinnott, R. O., Morandini, L., & Wu, S. (2015, December). SMASH: A cloud-based architecture for big data 

processing and visualization of traffic data. In 2015 IEEE International Conference on Data Science and Data 

Intensive Systems (pp. 53-60). IEEE. 

PS14 Shakil, A., & Juric, R. (2020). Semantic Management of Urban Traffic Congestion. In Proceeding of the 53rd Hawaii 

International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS 2020). 

PS15 Pendleton, S., Chong, Z. J., Qin, B., Liu, W., Uthaicharoenpong, T., Shen, X., ... & Frazzoli, E. (2014, October). 

Multi-class driverless vehicle cooperation for mobility-on-demand. In Intelligent Transportation Systems World 

Congress (ITSWC). 

PS16 Asensio, A., Trasviña-Moreno, C., Blasco, R., Marco, Á., Casas, R. (2015) Wireless Sensor Networks in traffic 

management systems. Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Applied Informatics and Computing Theory 

(AICT '15), pp. 60-68. Salerno, Italy. 2015. 

PS17 Kar, A., Syamal, S., Chatterjee, S., Basu, A., Saha, H. N., & Choudhuri, S. (2019, October). SPEED CONTROLLING 

& TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (SCTMS). In 2019 IEEE 10th Annual Ubiquitous Computing, Electronics 

& Mobile Communication Conference (UEMCON) (pp. 1058-1063). IEEE. 

PS18 Shafie, A. A., Ali, M. H., Hafiz, F., & Ali, R. M. (2011). Smart video surveillance system for vehicle detection and 

traffic flow control. Journal of Engineering Science and Technology, 6(4), 469-480. 

PS19 Njama-Abang, O., & Edim, A. E. (2017) Design Of A Road Traffic Monitoring And Report System. Journal of 

Multidisciplinary Engineering Science Studies, 3(6), 1811-1820. 
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B. Results 

The primary studies were read in detail to get answers 
on the proposed research questions, which is presented in 
the following subsections. 

RQ1: Which architecture patterns are used in 
traffic systems? 

Insight into the sections related to design of the 
systems or implementation details, revealed the use of 
variety of software architecture patterns: client server 
[PS01,PS12], microservices [PS02], monolithic [PS04], 
distributed components [PS05,PS11,PS18], distributed 
publish-subscribe software [PS06], Master-slave [PS07], 
layered [PS08,PS09,PS10,PS13,PS14,PS15,PS17,PS19], 
and service-oriented architectures [PS06,PS16]. It is 
evident that layered structure is dominant pattern for 
organizing software parts in traffic systems, while service-
oriented architectures gain attention recently.  

In study [PS14], the authors reported combination of 
layered and component-based architecture. 

The authors of study [PS03] did not report any 
architecture pattern. The architecture of the software 
system is described, but there is no formal statement about 
the used architecture pattern, nor it is possible to draw any 
conclusion about an architectural pattern based on the text 
and images in the paper. 

RQ2: In which types of traffic systems are 
implemented software architecture patterns? 

Based on the description of implementation details of 
PSs, the types of traffic systems in which software 
architecture patterns were implemented are presented in 
Tab. 2. Implementation details column provides some 
details on the specific use for each type of traffic system. 
Most implementations were in traffic control systems. 
Another important type of implementation relates to 
vehicles in transport systems, including vehicles with 
driver and without driver. Traffic systems that include 
unmanned vehicles gained popularity in recent years, 
which includes road and air vehicles. 

III. DISCUSSION 

Results related to software architecture patterns 
indicate that system designers selected patterns that are the 
most suitable for the system purpose, which resulted in the 
use of a large variety of architecture patterns. It is evident 
that in systems related to monitoring and controlling 

traffic the dominant pattern is layered architecture which 
enables distribution of software components in different 
layers (sensing layer, middleware layer with severs, user 
or application layer).  

A. Benefits and implications 

This review study provides short and precise 
guidelines for conducting preliminary literature review as 
a pilot study before engaging with more detailed and 
comprehensive SLRs. This study, therefore, may be of 
interest for PhD students and researchers that plan to 
systematize literature for specific topic based on the 
proposed research questions. 

For researchers in the field of software architectures in 
traffic systems, this study can be used as starting point, 
from which some promising directions, such as selection 
of architecture quality attributes or reengineering of old 
systems to service oriented architectures, can be pursued.  

In addition, experience reported in reviewed studies 
can help system engineers and designers in avoiding some 
typical obstacles and constraints in selecting the optimal 
architecture solution for software part of complex traffic 
systems. 

B. Limitations and validity 

Despite the reported benefits, this study has some 
limitations that treats validity of the study findings, which 
should be discussed to increase the study validity [27]. 
Internal validity was increased through detailed 
description of all research phases and steps, which enable 
checking the reported study findings.  

The first limitation relates to constraining the search 
only to Google Scholar, which listed limited set of 
literature sources. For example, seven PSs, and majority 
of listed sources are published in IEEE Xplore digital 
library, which strongly indicates that future literature 
reviews should include this library. In addition, other 
digital libraries, such as ACM, Springer or ScienceDirect, 
with large number of journals and conference series 
should be also considered. 

The next limitation relates to constraining the search 
string only to combination of two phrases “software 
architecture” and “traffic system”, which certainly reduces 
the number of studies that can be included in the analysis. 
Therefore, identifying synonyms for selected keywords 
(e.g., “software structure” or “architecture pattern” for 

TABLE II.   TYPES OF TRAFFIC SYSTEMS FOR THE IDENTIFIED SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE PATTERNS 

Type of traffic 

system 

Primary studies Implementation details 

Vehicles in traffic PS01, PS04, PS07, 

PS11, PS17 

Intelligent control and adaptive control of vehicles, and speed 

control in electrical vehicles. 

Info for citizens PS02, PS12 Traffic route info, vehicle registration and licensing, driver 

registration and licensing. 

Control of 

unmanned vehicles 

PS03, PS06, PS15 Operation in urban areas, sensing and avoiding obstacles, 

cooperation of driverless vehicle fleet. 

Traffic control PS05, PS08, PS09, 

PS10, PS13, PS14, 

PS16, PS18, PS19 

Intelligent lights, transportation, traffic flow, visualization of traffic 

data, urban traffic congestions, occupation of spaces in cities. 
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”software architecture”) is necessary for a more detailed 
and systematic review of the literature. 

These limitations are signs that should guide future 
systematic literature reviews that can provide more 
comprehensive and reliable findings. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Presented review study provides insights into the 
recent research (period from 2010 to 2021) related to use 
of software architecture patterns in traffic systems. The 
findings are very helpful for the authors of the paper since 
their research focus is on analyzing, modelling, and 
designing traffic systems as complex socio-technical 
systems. Benefits of this study for other researchers, 
especially PhD students, and practitioners from economy 
are discussed in the third section. 

Future work will be directed towards modelling 
software architectures for specific traffic systems, such as 
control of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), air pollution 
caused by the traffic, and monitoring of traffic congestions 
and parking spaces in urban settings. Future work will 
also include development and implementation of design 
principles that are based on considering software 
architecture quality attributes that will increase system 
performance and maintainability. 
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Abstract - The paper deals with the qualitative analysis of 

real-life traffic data. The method of synthesis of semi-

linguistic summaries is described, and the conducted 

experiment illustrates the application of this method on a 

real-life data sample. It is shown how the method enables 

the detection of hidden patterns in the data, and the 

conclusions refer to the direction of vehicle movement. 

Furthermore, the prediction of the direction of movement 

leads to the possible detection of traffic jams, problems with 

parking space and taking appropriate action to eliminate 

them. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A significant increase in the number of motor road 
vehicles entails a number of negative effects on the 
environment and people. We are witnessing almost daily 
traffic jams, traffic accidents and various situations that 
are not regular or are very unpleasant. Traffic jams have a 
negative impact on resource consumption, especially time 
and fuel, but there are also many other resources whose 
consumption is more difficult or impossible to measure. 
Therefore, traffic management problems and traffic 
congestions are problems that are being solved, more or 
less successfully in many urban areas, especially in multi-
million cities. 

There are differences in the way these problems are 
addressed, at the level of cities, regions or countries, but in 
many cases traffic problems are solved through modern 
information technologies (IT). New IT includes the 
application of various types of sensors and sensor devices, 
drones, computer networks, cameras and other devices 
that significantly contribute to reducing traffic problems. 
The IT technologies used, in addition to devices, include 
algorithms for data analysis and decision making. These 
algorithms are often based on Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
and in many cases Machine Learning (ML) techniques are 
used. 

The importance of implementing new IT approaches 
should, above all, make traffic safer, reduce the number of 
injuries and fatalities, but also provide less time/energy 
consumption and reduce traffic congestion. The number of 
vehicles, vehicle types, time of day, various weather 
readings, etc. are often used as input parameters of 
algorithms. By data analysis, classification and prediction, 
the effects of improving the safety of the traffic system, 

better management of the parking space of vehicles when 
they do not participate in traffic, less pollution, etc. can be 
achieved. 

The paper deals with the analysis of traffic data, such 
as vehicle count by type, the direction of vehicle 
movement, at several locations within and near the urban 
area. A qualitative type of analysis, the so-called semi-
linguistic summaries, was used, with the help of which it 
is possible to observe patterns in the data. 

Real-life data originating from the city of Helsinki, 
Finland were used. The method is described primarily 
from a theoretical point of view, with a few practical 
details. The analysis was performed, and the paper 
describes only a part of the conclusions of the analysis 
with the aim of presenting this type of qualitative analysis 
to readers. The main goal of the described research is to 
consider the possibilities provided by this type of 
qualitative analysis of traffic data. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 
two provides an insight into selected previous research. 
Section three contains a description of the data and 
methods used in this research. Section four presents the 
research results and the discussion of the results. Finally, 
the conclusion summarizes the results, highlights their 
importance and identifies some of the possible directions 
for future research. 

II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

Having in mind the importance of transport, of course 
the number of conducted researches is impressive, and 
the material in the form of written works is extremely 
extensive. In this paper, only some of the available 
sources are analyzed, namely those that correspond in 
form and content to the research described in this paper. 
The aim is to gain insight into some of the techniques of 
analyze traffic data, as well as to gain insight into the 
importance of analysis and possible applications. 

Center research issues in [1] are traffic violations and 
factors associated with them. The Automated 
Enforcement System (AES) was tested as an additional 
way to control traffic. The probability of violations and 
predictions were made by the random forest algorithm. 
On the basis of this, a model was formed that includes a 
number of parameters. Factors influencing traffic 
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violations are treated, with special reference to regional 
differences, i.e. the fact that traffic violations are not 
treated or defined the same in all locations (countries or 
regions) is taken into account. Intersections were 
especially considered, and it was determined that the 
most common traffic violations are: traffic sign or 
marking violation, stopping beyond the stop line and red-
light running. The research conducted in China is 
described, and the AES system was in operation for 85 
days, during which it generated data. All in all, 12 types 
of possible traffic violations have been identified, and the 
distribution of traffic violations is given in the paper. The 
logic model contains the probability equation for traffic 
violence and the Python sklearn package was used to 
estimate the model coefficients [1, 2]. There are four 
factor groups: time, space, traffic and weather. Every 
group consists of multiple elements. The random forest 
algorithm is described by a pseudo-code, while 
performance measures are usual: Accuracy, recall, 
specificity and precision. F1-score and G-mean were also 
used. The results showed that the random forest algorithm 
outperforms logistic regression algorithm. 

In [3], traffic accident detection from the aspect of 
social networking data was investigated. The goal of 
reducing injuries and fatalities can be obtained using an 
advanced data classification that uses traffic data. The 
model was formed under the assumption that the data 
collected by the sensors are not sufficient, and that it is 
necessary to use social network-based data. The proposed 
model reportedly outperforms existing models, achieving 
an accuracy of 97%. A new smart framework was 
proposed on order to analyze social networking data 
including sentiment analysis. The system architecture for 
accident event detection and analysis is proposed, system 
uses twitter and facebook data. Deep Learning (DL) 
models were used in order to classify data. However, this 
approach is limited by the rights of social network users, 
and the issue of personal security can be raised, as well as 
a number of privacy and end user rights issues. 
Nevertheless, it is planned to further develop the system 
and to use more refined techniques. 

In addition to the ones shown, there are a number of 
studies that use manual class labeling methods, various 
word embedding models and classifiers [4, 5, 6, 7]. 

III. METHODS 

The conclusions of previous research assume that the 
data collected by sensors are not always sufficient in the 
prediction or analysis of traffic accidents or violations. 
The use of social networking data can be useful, but it 
raises the issue of violating the privacy of users, as well as 
many other issues related to the rights of users of social 
networks. Therefore, it was decided to use existing data 
collected from sensors in this research, which will be 
analyzed by a qualitative method, which can overcome the 
barrier of quantitative analysis and various statistical 
methods. The mentioned barrier often refers to 
insufficiently descriptive results of the analysis, and the 
absence of "deeper" conclusions and analysis of situations 
that occur less frequently. 

A. Data 

The data on which the method of analysis was applied 
are publicly available via Internet (https://hri.fi/data/), and 
refer to traffic data collected at several key points in the 
city of Helsinki, Finland. The data includes the following 
fields: 

• piste: ID of the counting point 

• nimi: name / location of the counting point 

• x_gk25 x coordinate in ETRS-GK25 
coordinate system 

• y_gk25 y coordinate in ETRS-GK25 
coordinate system 

• suunta: direction (direction 1 is towards city 
centre; D1-D13 towards west) 

• aika: time (hour; at 6am-9am and 3pm-6pm 
15 minutes) 

• vuosi: year 

• ha (henkilöautot): passenger cars 

• pa (pakettiautot): vans 

• ka (kuorma-autot): trucks 

• ra (rekka-autot): lorries 

• mp (moottoripyörät): motorbikes 

• rv (raitiovaunut): trams 

• autot: cars 
ID was used in this research, while location name and 

GPS coordinates were not used. The data were written in a 
csv format that is readable from any text editor or using 
MS Excel. The influence of the mentioned parameters on 
the direction was observed, which can be: towards the city 
center (1) or towards the west (2). Data have been 
collected since 2010, using the methodology described on 
the aforementioned web-site. There are 47,880 records in 
total, but due to the lack of resources only 5,284 were 
actually used. Namely, some of the algorithms required 
for data processing or data preparation are not feasible on 
an optimal or sub-optimal computer configuration. One 
example of this algorithm is the Boolean Reasoning 
Algorithm (BRA), which serves to discretize continuous 
values and which cannot be executed because it is 
extremely demanding in terms of memory. Discretization 
was performed with the Equal Frequency Binning (EFB) 
algorithm, which is much less demanding from the point 
of view of time and memory consumption. This means 
that continuous (real) attribute values were presented by 
ranges. 

B. Algorithms 

As mentioned earlier, the technique of qualitative 
analysis was used in order to determine the influence of 
10 parameters (attributes) to direction parameter. The 
question is how do the values of 10 attributes affect the 
value of the direction attribute? Technique based on 
linguistic summarization was applied in order to find pre-
defined patterns in data and verbalize those patterns. 
Linguistic Summaries (LS) were proposed by R. R. Yager 
[8] as a mean for getting an insight to deeper meaning of 
dataset. LSs were revised by L. A. Zadeh [9] who 
introduced term "protoform". The concepts of LSs and 
protoforms have been upgraded and used in different 
domains by several authors, (see e.g. [10, 11]). The 
process is broken down into five steps shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. LS extraction and analysis process 

Data preparation involves dealing with missing values, 
changing the format of data records, etc. Discretization, as 
already stated, converts continuous values into ranges. 
Here it is important to choose an algorithm that can be 
executed on a hardware/software platform, due to the high 
consumption of resources. 

After data preparation step and data discretization, it is 
necessary to generate the rules in If ... Then form. The 
indiscernibility relation that is the basis of Rough Set 
Theory [12, 13] was used. In addition to indiscernibility 
relation, the process of generating rules in the If ... Then 
form was executed by application of indiscernibility graph 
[14, 15]. Let E={e1,e2,…,ej} be a finite set of elements 
while A={a1,a2,…,an} is a finite set of parameters or 
attributes so that each element from E is characterized by 
attributes from A. If there are two sub-sets C and D so that 

CA, DA and CD=, then attributes from D are called 
decision attributes while attributes from C are called 
condition attributes. In this research, there is a single 
attribute in D, that is direction attribute, while set C 
consists of all other attributes. Generally, the goal is to 

find dependence in form: CD. This is a set of rules that 
describes dependences of direction attribute from set D 
and all other attributes from set C. Attributes from C are 
connected by AND logical operator. For a dataset an 
indiscernibility tree graph is formed. The attributes from 
set C (condition attributes) are arranged in an array, so 
that the most important attribute is at the beginning, and 
the remaining attributes are arranged according to the 
estimated significance. The significance of an attribute can 
be determined by subjective and objective methods, or a 
combination of the two, but it is usually the price of 
measuring the value of the attribute. In this study, the 
leading attribute is the ID of the location where the 
measurement is performed. By changing the meaning of 
the attributes, i.e. by changing the order of the attributes in 
the array, it is possible to generate different sets of If ... 
Then rules. An algorithm developed in the Java 
programming language classifies elements from the set E 
using indiscernibility relation and forms a graph. In the 
further procedure, the graph arcs form the If ... Then rules. 
Graph nodes are sets of elements from set E that satisfy 
the indiscernibility relation. Because the number of graph 
nodes is large, the Depth First Search (DFS) algorithm is 
used to generate the graph. Semi-linguistic summaries are 
formed according to tree-graph structure, and their form 
is: 

If elements from set SE have condition p then q of 
them have property s. 

Condition p is described by the values of condition 
attributes connected by AND logical operator, while s is 
the value of decision attribute. Parameter q is a linguistic 
fuzzy quantifier. Given that there is only one linguistic 
quantifier, the form is semi-linguistic. 

C. System Tunning 

A system that uses elements of RST, indiscernibility 
graph, and semi-linguistic summaries, is dependent on 
multiple parameters. Fuzzy quantifiers are same as in [11, 
15], and are defined as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2. Definition of Fuzzy Quantifiers 

Measures of confidence, coverage and, consequently 
truth value for each summary are calculated, as usual. 
Coverage value c is altered by a parametric S-shaped 
function fa,b(c), so small values are normalized, where 
a=0.02 and b=0.15. Five features of semi-linguistic 
summaries are calculated: validity (number of records that 
are used to derivate summary), generality (how many data 
support a summary), usefulness (how useful is a 
summary), novelty (is there something unexpected) and 
simplicity (how many conditional attributes were used). It 
is possible to fine-tune the system by selecting fuzzy 
quantifiers, the values of parameters a and b, as well as 
determining the minimum values of validity, generality, 
usefulness, novelty and simplicity. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

By applying the indiscernibility graph, for a given 
order of conditional attributes: [id, time, year, passenger-
cars, vans, trucks, lorries, motorbikes, trams, cars], a total 
of 2630 If ... Then rules were generated. Based on these 
rules, a total of 242 semi-linguistic summaries were 

generated for: truth0.75, validity>0.75 and 
simplicity>0.001. This setting of values that determine the 
system configuration leads to the summaries that are not 
general (generality=0), while the validity and novelty 
values are large. In other words, the semi-linguistic 
summaries that have been singled out describe interesting 
cases that are not supported by a large number of records. 
It is not possible to describe the analysis and conclusions 
of the analysis of all semi-linguistic summaries, but the 
description of the part of the id=F01 location analysis for 
year=2010 is given below. Seven semi-linguistic 
summaries were identified and presented in Tab. I. 

TABLE I.  SEMI-LINGUSTIC SUMMARIES 

 time vn lo mb tra ca dir 

1 AN [8-26) [4-*) [1-4) [*-1) - A 

2 AN [8-26) [4-*) [1-4) [*-1) [97-306) A 

3 BN [26-*) [4-*) [1-4) - - A 

4 BN [26-*) [4-*) [1-4) [*-1) - A 

5 BN [8-26) - - - - B 

6 BN [8-26) [4-*) - - - B 

7 BN [8-26) [4-*) [1-4) - - C 
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The following abbreviations were used: vn-vans, lo-
lorries, mb-motorbikes, tra-trams, ca-cars. Time of the day 

(time) have values: BN-Before noon [7:45h−15:45h) and 

AN-Afternoon [15:45h−24:00h). Direction (dir) is 
represented by: A-Many vehicles are going towards city 
center, B-Many vehicles are going towards west, C-Most 
vehicles are going towards west. The number of 
passenger-cars ranges from 79 to 250 for all cases, and the 
number of trucks is always greater than six, so these two 
attributes are not listed in the Table. 

There are several ways of analysis, and the procedure 
itself does not have to be strictly defined. By analysis of 
Tab. I, the before-noon and afternoon traffic summaries at 
this location are clearly visible. The afternoon traffic 
regime is described using summaries 1 and 2, and it can 
be seen under what conditions many vehicles are going 
towards the city center. The before-noon traffic regime is 

described using summaries 3−7, the difference in the 
direction is, again clearly visible. Namely, the number of 
vans exceeds 25 in the case when many vehicles are 
moving towards the city center. The analysis also 
indicates when and which attributes are not significant for 
the assessment of vehicle's direction. 

The analysis process can be continued, and in this 
sense, the presented results serve as an illustration of the 
possibility of applying semi-linguistic summaries. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The previously described research shows how to use 
qualitative traffic data analysis. Specifically, semi-
linguistic summaries based on real-life traffic data 
originating from the city of Helsinki, Finland were used. 

This type of analysis enables the synthesis of summary 
conclusions that enable the observation of patterns hidden 
in the data, and in that sense these are the techniques used 
in the domains of data analysis and data mining. 
Specifically in the case of the presented research, it was 
determined that the number of vehicles per type at one of 
the locations of the city of Helsinki, in before-noon and 
afternoon hours, affects the direction in which many 
vehicles move. The values of the attributes according to 
which it is possible to determine whether many or most 
vehicles are moving towards the city center or towards the 
west are clearly distinguished. It is possible to single out 
the necessary attributes and attributes that are redundant. 
In this case, a "van" type vehicle count can be an indicator 
of the direction of movement. 

The presented research results refer to one location, 
with a clear intention that a similar analysis can be 
performed at multiple locations within the city or in its 
surroundings. A prerequisite for performing this procedure 
is certainly the existence of sensors/cameras in various 
locations. The direction of vehicle movement indicates the 
creation of traffic jams, problems with the lack of parking 
spaces, etc. Analysis of this type enables a timely response 
in terms of traffic re-direction, changes in traffic signaling, 
etc. 

Future directions of research will include the use of a 
better computer platform and different system settings. 
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Abstract—The research of the paper is devoted to present of

an R&D of two recommender systems in carer guidance for Việt

Nam middle school students and one for testing a paper [1]

technique for data obtained in National research Irkutsk state

technical university. The first system is built on the base of John

Holland’s six personality types theory and collecting university

students’ opinions on their study conditions, and the second

one relates data from a social network and faculty enrollment

documents. Both systems describe new user (an entrant or a

pupil) properties by distances to student groups and then presents

top-N universities/departments as a recommendation. Techniques

of overcoming “cold start” problem and other ones in this domain

are considered.

Index Terms—recommender system, cold start, carer guidance,

user group description, machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

In the countries with predominantly young population, such

as Việt Nam, the demand of young specialists is high. While

still a high school student, one have to make a decision about

a career. Career choice depends on many factors such as per-

sonal interests, academic ability and employment opportunities

available after the graduation. Therefore, choosing the right

carer is not an easy task. In fact, quite often graduates remain

unemployed for a long time or do not work in their specialties

mastered in an educational institution. This leads to inefficient

use of state funds, their irrational distribution. That’s why the

choice of an university after receiving a certificate of maturity

is very important. Choosing a suitable university results in

an increase students’ study productively, as they work and

practice with enthusiasm. Supporting the decision activities

will give a better chance of achieving students’ goals in the

future.

In Tables 1 and 2, we present the result of interest assess-

ment to career guidance and relevance of improving of the

guidance system. Tables show that there is a real problem of

carer guidance and middle school students are very interested

in improving the corresponding activities.

At present, with the development of the Internet, the search

for information about universities is sufficiently efficient.

However, having a huge amount of information, selecting

substantive information is a difficult task. Recommender sys-

tems (RS) have emerged as a decision support tool, providing

TABLE I
INTEREST ASSESSMENT TO THE CARER GUIDANCE IN VIệT NAM, HÀ TĨNH CITY

Interest level Count of votes Ratio, %

Very interested 218 51.9

Relatively interested 155 36.9

Less interested 36 8.6

No interest 11 2.6
Total 420 100

TABLE II
QUESTIONARY RESULTS OF MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS ON NEED FOR

IMPROVEMENT OF THE CARER GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Answer option Quantity Ration, %

very necessary 272 64.8

necessary 145 34.5

no necessity 3 0.7

Total 420 100

users with the most useful and personalized variants for goods

and services. The functioning of RS is based on filtering

information with respect to a set of known properties of objects

and users. For example, RSs are used to assess the users’

preferences for goods and services (songs, films, video clips,

books, articles, etc.), which have been not previously given

ratings by the user trying to make a choice.

RSs are also quite successfully used in many business

spheres, such as entertainment: offering songs to listeners

(e.g., the LastFM system – www.last.fm), offering films (the

Netflix system – www.netflix.com), recommended videos (the

YouTube system – www.youtube.com); in education and train-

ing (learning resources, books, articles, site addresses), in

intelligent systems of teacher assistants (predicting students’

learning capabilities). RSs are the field of active IT research

since 2007. Our literature and technologies review is in [2].

Teaching experience of the first author of this paper in

secondary school shows the relevance of the problem of choice

of a profession. This research, being the results of a master

thesis, is dedicated to the development of an RS that allows

students (applicants) to receive recommendations when taking

career decisions. The aim of the research is development of a

RS for supporting students in their carer decision making.
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The resulting RS prototype has two options for producing

recommendations. The first one is realized on the base of

John Holland theory [?], according to which most people have

one of six personality types. After determining the type, a

set of corresponding universities are produced. The second

one is an aggregation of questioning data about concrete

universities obtained from students already being taught there.

The recommendations, then, are generated by means of col-

laborative filtration (CF) based on users’ profile comparison.

Thus, the RS prototype combines two approaches: using expert

knowledge and CF.

II. TECHNIQUE OF CONSTRUCTION FOR THE RS HELPING WITH

THE CARER CHOICE

Recommender systems [4] are decision support information

systems designed to assess the user’s level of interest in

a particular product or service (object) based on available

information about user and object. The RS development

industry began to actively develop with the emergence of

online sales services, and now it is one of the active areas

of development of decision support systems, a direction of

artificial intelligence, focused primarily on commercial use,

as well as on solving problems of increasing the productivity

of searching for relevant information. A profession is the

object of RS recommendation production. Let us consider the

development technique for RS construction from the point of

view of solving the standard set problems and challenges.

Development of the RSs is aimed at solving the following

set of problems [3]:

1) Increasing the sales of a product

• a number of commodities sold,

• organizing wider range product sales;

2) Increasing user satisfaction and/or loyalty;

3) Better understanding user needs;

4) Better products offers with respect to the user needs;

5) Selection of sets of products for users with a common

properties

• “good” ones, and

• product groups, having a common usability properties;

6) Mining the classes of products, structuring the RS product

domain, and

7) Generate a continuity of recommendations using the

classification;

8) Rectifying user profile, e.g. with targeted questioning;

9) For the users having no goal to make choice, but search-

ing for an expert opinions,

• Analysis of other users impact on a choice,

• Formalizing opinions,

• Recommending opinions.

In this context, the RS is aimed at solving 4–7-th problems.

This set defines the methods of RS proposal generation and

algorithms, which have to be implemented. As we can see,

the universities and their departments can be distributed on

various carer directions by two ways: with the use of expert

knowledge, when experts analyze a departments’ properties

and relate them to a direction, and with use of onions of

the students (users who already “consume” a product). In

the second case, a good opinion of a user on a department

(product) creates or solidifies a corresponding relation. In

the same time, a group of students positively characterized

a department form a group of “similar” users.

The main problem solved during the R&D is “cold-start”

problem. For RS based on CF, the similarity of user profiles

in terms of sets of specified characteristics are performed.

Content filtering RS compare products. In both cases, RS

cannot generate recommendations if it does not have enough

information about users or products. The cold-start problem

arises at the first stages of RS functioning and when a new

user’s behavior had not been observed sufficient time, i.e.,

the RS have no data about his preferences, or user’s profile

contains no useful information for a comparison. The same

situations arises for a new product, e.g. there is no user bought

the product, and no responses were given. In this system

explicit information collection has been realized for solving

cold-start problem in CF, and John Holland’s theory was used

as initial profile data filling in, including the input data for the

Holland’s questionary.

The simplest technique for user profile data collection and

usage is so called impersonalized acquisition. Recommenda-

tions are generated for an “average” user related to a nearest

group od users. An RS gives top-N products for the group,

efficiently ignoring personal preferences. The approach can

be developed to support personal data with construction of

subgroups of the groups relating them to a set of personal

characteristics. This may lead to unwillingness giving personal

data of users and impossibility to generate proposals when a

user cardinally changes his/her preferences. In this system, as

our intention is a detection of a direction of a carer, imper-

sonalized approach seems to give sufficient quality result.

The scalability problem. Scalability is a property of software

systems to be able to cope with the load prescribed by design,

as well as with increased load if additional information–

communication and computing resources are available. For a

simple RS with several users and products, there is no need to

maintain scalability, and algorithms such as “nearest-neighbor”

are widely used for assessing interests as the combinatorial

space is not large.

Thus, to construct carer choice RS prototype, we have

chosen to collect impersonalized data, structure users with

respect to their university/department preference and user

profiles by means of collaborative filtering, use questionary

and expert approach for initial user profile filling in.

A. Holland’s six types TODO

Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, Con-

ventional.

In order to determine the type one must answer 54 ques-

tions, the questions are evenly distributed on this six types.

For each question, a 0-4 scores are to be set depending

on the degree of manifestation. The store 0 corresponds to

“no manifestation” was mentioned of a kind, and score 4
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denotes “always manifestative”. For each type the scores of

the corresponding nine questions are collected, and the type is

figured out as a type with the maximum score sum. Student

profiles store all answers and estimates, just for a further

system development.

III. PRELIMINARY DATA PROCESSING

In realty RS, two program agents are implemented, which

are executed on an event occurrence. The first one starts by

timer of web browser and implements issuing user positive

evaluation, if user spends some time viewing a page of a

realty object. The second one, located at the server side, is

activated if the first one raised event of a positive evaluation.

Server agent receives the evaluation and may start recalcu-

lation of estimates for recommendations if there are enough

computational resources.

All data are stored in a database, which structure is rep-

resented as objects in Fig. ??. The central entity is IOffer,
representing the offer of a realty object. The information on an

object, which is independent of an offer, is stored as IObject-
object. The object structure corresponds to standard Yandex

and Google form of real estate representation.

IV. DATABASE STRUCTURE

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The RS is a web-application implement in Django MVP1

framework, MySQL has been chosen for data storage. Python

programming language is the main glue subsystem, gathering

web-application and recommender unit in one system. For

carrying out experiments with data, a Jupiter subsystem was

included in the system as well.

User roles are administrators, anonymous and regular user.

Administrator can manipulate user accounts and any raw

data. Anonymous users can register, view information on

universities, taught courses and professions. Regular registered

user can obtain recommendations, rate universities, add an

university to his/her preference list. The use-case diagram is

shown in Figure 1.
from django.db import models
from django.contrib.auth.models import AbstractUser

# User
class NGUOIDUNG(models.Model):
IdUser = models.AutoField(primary_key=True)
TenNguoiDung = models.CharField(max_length=20, null=False)
HoTen = models.CharField(max_length=200, null=False)
MatKhau = models.CharField(max_length=200, null=False)
Email = models.CharField(max_length=200, null=False)
Quyen = models.IntegerField(null=False)
GioiTinh = models.BooleanField(default=False)
SDT = models.CharField(max_length=15, null=True)
NgaySinh = models.DateTimeField(null=False,

default="1999-01-01")

# Interests
class TINHCACH(models.Model):
IdTinhCach = models.AutoField(primary_key=True)
Loai = models.IntegerField(null = False)
ChiTiet = models.CharField(max_length=1000, null=False)

1Abbreviation of Model-View-Controller programming pattern

Fig. 1. Use case diagram for real estate RS [TODO: UPDATE to CDT’s
thesis]

# List university

class TRUONG(models.Model):
IdTruong = models.AutoField(primary_key=True)
TenTruong = models.CharField(max_length=1000, null=False,default="")
ChiTiet = models.CharField(max_length=1000, null=True)
ChiTietFull = models.CharField(max_length=1000, null=True)

# Vote for an university
class VOTE(models.Model):
IdVote = models.AutoField(primary_key=True)
IdTruong = models.IntegerField(null=False)
IdUser = models.IntegerField(null=False)
Point = models.IntegerField(default=0)

# List of favorite universities
class FAVORITE(models.Model):
IdFavo = models.AutoField(primary_key=True)
IdTruong = models.IntegerField(null=False)
IdUser = models.IntegerField(null=False)

For representing answers on Holland’s questionary and

intermediate data two tables added.

from django.db import models
# Create your models here.
class ListUni(models.Model):
name = models.CharField(max_length=100)
description = models.TextField()
excerpt = models.TextField(max_length=300)
pictrure = models.ImageField(upload_to='Uni_picture')
group = models.IntegerField(default=0)
def __str__(self):
return self.name
class list1(models.Model):
name = models.CharField(max_length=100)
anddress = models.CharField(max_length=200)
description = models.TextField()
excerpt = models.TextField(max_length=300)
pictrure = models.ImageField(upload_to='Uni_picture')
group = models.IntegerField(default=0)
def __str__(self):
return self.name

TODO Activity diagram

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS GENERATION
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VII. WEB APPLICATIONS

VIII. DISCUSSION

Comparing these two approaches to the RS R&D ....

The first approach ... allowed collecting data in the runtime

of the RS and also used J. Holland’s theory, which has been

used for decades for carer guidance, ...

The second approach ... is more useful for solving prob-

lems 1, 6,7,9 of the list of Section II.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this brief narration of the results of two master theses,

information recommender systems (RS) were developed to

support the choice of a profession for students in Viet Nam

and Irkutsk, Russia. The following tasks have been solved:

1. The subject area of RS, assistance in choosing a profes-

sion (carer guidance), have been analyzed; typical problems

were recognized and their solution method were proposed.

2. The theory of John Holland in carer guidance was applied

for high school students in Ki Lam High School, Ha Tinh, Viet

Nam.

3. High school students of last courses tested the universities

rating setting playing role of university students.

4. A methodology for calculating recommendations for

carer guidance, based on the method of collaborative filtering

and expert evaluation, is proposed. The technique has been

implemented with Python modules.

5. Implemented an RS subsystems in the Python program-

ming environment based on the proposed techniques and data

structures; This Rs was tested by younger students of the Viet

Nam school.

The resulting RS MVP2, extended with automatic university

data crawling and more efficient algorithms, is to be deployed

in the school.

The source code is located at Github.com URL: https:

//github.com/tranducthe/diplom_CollaborativeFiltering.
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Abstract - Machine learning (ML) is a new revolution of the 

Internet of things (IoT) applications. ML in the industry is a 

rapidly developing area. Numerous ML research and 

application projects have been done by universities or in 

joint industry-university consortia in recent years. However, 

an important question to be further addressed is on value 

creation by ML industry applications. Machine learning 

applications in the sense of this paper are solutions using ML 

techniques to improve industrial manufacturing processes, 

enable new and efficient ways to operate production plants, 

create new service or supervision means for industrial 

installations, offer an optimized infrastructure, reduce 

operational cost or improve human safety in industrial areas. 

On the other side, smart digital systems require the 

integration of Machine Learning, Information mining 

algorithms, and artificial intelligence paradigms into specific 

application domains. The main issues are to design, develop 

and implement effective smart digital learning Systems that 

improve currently existing applications. The businesses are 

then able to leverage the extracted knowledge into more 

clients, more sales, and greater profits. The present paper 

brings together experts from academia, research, and 

industry offering a view on the ML application in the 

industrial environment, the challenges, the expected 

evolution of Machine learning technology, and its use in 

future factories, on connected and holistic processes. The 

paper is intended to contribute to a Machine learning 

supported paradigm change in manufacturing, industrial 

service, and over life sustainable industrial activities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Machine Learning Techniques, data mining, and 
Intelligent Data Analysis aim to extract useful information 
and discover some hidden patterns from the huge amount 
of databases, Smart digital Technologies which statistical 
approaches cannot discover [1][2]. It is a multidisciplinary 
field of research that includes machine learning techniques, 
statistics, expert systems, databases, high-performance 
computing, visualization, Rough sets, Fuzzy Logic, Neural 
Networks, Genetic algorithm, Case-based reasoning, SVM, 
Swarm intelligence and knowledge representation, etc 
[3][4]. 

Acting on the discovered knowledge by using the 
knowledge directly, incorporating the knowledge into 
another system for further actions, or simply documenting 
it and reporting it to interested parties. This process 
includes checking for and resolving potential conflicts 
[5][6][7]. Machine learning such as data mining of security 
data (e.g., related to police operations) could enable the 
discovery of systemic inefficiency in connection to security 
response, crime incidence analysis, and prevention efforts.  

     Data mining could help in providing an explanation of 
crime and terror [8][9]. The data mining techniques 
however could mine the historical data and extract hidden 
predictive information which could prove the initial 
assumption that it will face numerous problems. However, 
data mining can be a valuable tool in the hands of the 
decision-makers aiming to predict the internal and external 
environment, adjust accordingly, and hence make more 
rational decisions [10]. Data mining involves the use of 
sophisticated data analysis tools to discover previously 
unknown, valid patterns and relationships in large data 
sets. Data mining consists of more than collecting and 
managing data; it also includes analysis and prediction 
[11], [12][13]. 

This paper may be a useful tool that enables 
manufacturing, industrial service, and over life sustainable 
industrial activities. to find the major points for managing 
effective Smart Digital Technologies. 

This paper focused on a variety of techniques, 
approaches, and different areas of the research which are 
helpful, and Smart digital Technologies as the important 
field of data mining technologies.         

This paper consists of 3 sections; the first section is the 
introduction about machine learning and e-technology, the 
second section includes a comparison between different 
machine learning approaches for manufacturing, industrial 
service, and over life sustainable industrial activities. 
Section 3 includes the conclusion and the future work. 

II. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES 

 
Machine learning Techniques is one of the most 

interesting research areas in Computing and more 
specifically with great impact in Computer Science, 
Information Technology, and Information Systems. E-
Technology systems require the integration of Machine 
Learning, Information Retrieval, Data mining algorithms 
into specific application domains. The main issues are to 
design, develop and implement effective Machine learning 
Systems that improve currently existing applications. 
Machine Learning (ML) is the branch of artificial 
intelligence (AI), concerned with the design and 
development of algorithms that allow computers to evolve 
behaviors based on empirical data. As intelligence requires 
knowledge, computers must acquire knowledge shown in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Machine learning structure 

“Artificial Intelligence is a study of complex 
information processing problems that often have their roots 
in some aspect of biological information processing. The 
goal of the subject is to identify solvable and interesting 
information processing problems, and solve them.” -- 
David Marr. 

“Artificial Intelligence is the design, study, and 
construction of computer programs that behave 
intelligently.” -- Tom Dean.  

“Artificial Intelligence is the enterprise of constructing 
a physical symbol system that can reliably pass the Turing 
test.” -- Matt Ginsberg. 

This paper overviews some techniques and algorithms 
in machine learning. Furthermore, there are more and more 
techniques that apply machine learning as a solution. In the 
future, machine learning will play an important role in our 
daily life. 

III. SMART DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES  

      Smart Digital Technologies (SDT) has emerged as a 

powerful paradigm in e-Science, providing researchers 

with an immense volume of intelligent computing 

techniques and algorithms. SDT provides knowledge 

engineers to develop robust techniques and intelligent tools 

for e-government applications and tasks [10].  

       Smart Digital Technologies (SDT) is a sub-branch of 

AI. This computing branch is concerned with the study of 

adaptive mechanisms to enable or facilitate intelligent 

behaviour in complex and changing environments. These 

mechanisms include those AI paradigms that exhibit an 

ability to learn or to adapt to new situations, to generalize, 

abstract, discover, and associate. This computing area 

includes the following paradigms: fuzzy systems (FS), 

artificial neural networks (ANN), rough sets (RS), support 

vector machines (SVM), evolutionary computing (EC), 

swarm intelligence (SI), and genetic algorithms (GA). 

Each of the Smart Digital Technologies (SDT) paradigms 

has its origins in biological systems. ANNs model 

biological neural systems, EC models natural evolution 

(including genetic and behavioural evolution), SI models 

the social behaviour of organisms living in swarms or 

colonies, and FS originated from studies of how organisms 

interact with their environment and human thinking 

processes. On the other hand, soft computing, a term 

coined by, Zadeh, is a different grouping of paradigms, 

which usually refers to the collective set of CI paradigms 

and probabilistic methods. This study discusses exploiting 

some of the computational intelligence paradigms in the 

applications of e-technologies and activities, e.g. e-

learning, e-economy, e-commerce, e-court, e-business, e-

health [17]. 

 

TABLE 1. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS AS MACHINE LEARNING 

TECHNIQUES IN E- TECHNOLOGIES 

 
Application Knowledge Types and Tasks 

E-Business 

[14] 

Developing Knowledge Bases Classification, 

Clustering  Early Warning and Proactive, Control 

Systems. 

E-Business 

[15,16] 

Classification Early Warning and Proactive 

Control Systems  

E-Health [17] is used to design neural network With joint weight. 

In this algorithm testing of the neural network, the 

controller is done by the classic boost power 

transformer 

E-Economy 

[18] 

 For clustering of large database Using the 

exemplar. 

 Power system analysis computing, Power system 

measurements. 

E-Commerce 

[19] 

 data mining classification and clustering tasks 

E-Health [20]  Medical data mining  

E-Economy 

[21] 

 

Analysis of web mining applications 

E-Commerce 

[22] 

Mining the data over the www using various data 

through. E-government systems 

 
TABLE 2.         FUZZY LOGIC PARADIGM IN E- TECHNOLOGIES 

 
Application Knowledge Types and Tasks 

 

E-Business 

[23] 

Assignment of genes to templates is based on fuzzy 

membership function. A multi-objective 

evolutionary algorithm is used to determine compact 
clusters with a varying number of templates. 

 

E-Business 
[24] 

 Historical flood data are clustered into several 
partitions by applying a fuzzy clustering iteration 

algorithm and the optimal number of clusters is 

obtained by using cluster validity criterion, and a 
real-time flood  

Hydrograph partition is recognized by the fuzzy 

pattern recognition model. 
 

E-Market [25] Knowledge Discovery 

E-Health [26] 

 

Analysis of transformation of the probed data to a 

linguistic level using fuzzy set theory  

 

E-Business 
[27] 

 

 Focusing on rule-based fuzzy controllers. It is 
argued that the dominant position of analytic control 

theory prevented fuzzy control from being taken 

seriously until its increasing application in Japan 
 

E-Market [28] Knowledge Discovery using fuzzy logic 

E-Learning 

[29] 

 

Fuzzy Intrusion Detection  

 

E-Commerce 
[30] 

Analysis of web mining applications. 
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TABLE 3. GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA) TECHNIQUES IN E- TECHNOLOGIES 

 
applications Knowledge Types and tasks 

 

E-Learning 

[31] 

The application of GA techniques to the problem of 

overloaded arrays, in which the number of 

transmitted narrowband signals is greater than the 
number of receiver array elements, is explored. 

 

E-Business 
[32] 

The difference is defined using the contours of the 
fuzzy system of each image. The search for the 

optimal translation is considered a minimization 

process. 
 

E-Business 

[33] 

A stabilizing compensator was designed using 

genetic optimization combined with the Hinfin 

design. The proposed controller can be implemented 

digitally with synchronous sampling. 

 

E-Business 
[34] 

A method is proposed to automatically extract 
numerical control rules from the sensor data without 

the help of experts through a GA. 

 

E-Business 
[35] 

It adopts GA to give information pheromone to 
distribute. And, it makes use of the ant colony 

algorithm to get several solutions through 

information pheromone accumulation and renewal. 
 

E-Business 

[36] 

GA is added to ant colony algorithms every 

generation in the proposed algorithm. Making use of 
the GAs advantage of whole quick convergence, the 

ant colony algorithm's convergence speed is 

quickened. 
 

E-Business 

[37] 

this paper analyzes the characteristics and 

shortcomings of simple GA, simulated annealing 
genetic algorithm as well as immune algorithm 

respectively 

 
TABLE 4. CASE-BASED REASONING PARADIGM IN E- TECHNOLOGIES 

 
Application Knowledge Types and tasks 

 

E-Business [38] Ontology-based distributed case-based reasoning 

to effectively support knowledge retrieval within 
the virtual enterprise environment. 

 

E-Business [39] proposed a concept of software realization of a 

hybrid expert system  

E-Business [40] Induction learning technique. 

 

E-Business 
[44] 

 The retrieval mechanism of case-based reasoning 
in fixture design is analyzed. 

E-Commerce 

[41] 

 To identify the similarity between the cases and to 

develop a single and consistent rule set with their 
help. 

 

E-Commerce 

[42] 

 Operates on a software process that includes 

various sub-processes and utilizes experience by 
CBR technique to increase its effectiveness. 

E-Business [43] Creation of customized management model 

through CBR technique to satisfy the specific 
management requirements. 

 

E-Business [44] 

 

E- Tourism [55] 

 Solving complex case adaptation problems.  

 

Uses CBR techniques in the management and 

organizing tasks of the tourism processes and 

activities. 
 

 

 

 

TABLE 5. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES PARADIGM IN E- TECHNOLOGIES 

Applications Knowledge Types and tasks 

E-Business [45] Support Vector Machines are trained on large-
scale datasets and SVM classifying accuracy 

E-Government 
information 
system [46] 

A classification algorithm for E-government 
documents based on support vector machines is 
proposed. 

E-learning [47] The SVM classifier is approved to detect 
unknown samples of malware with the 
probability of 74 - 83 percent 

E-Business [48] The individual components then can be classified 
as bio- or non-bioaerosol by our SVM classifier. 

E-Commerce [49] To develop innovative services to cope with 
customers' evolving demands and to create 
customers' value 

E-Business [50] For the general workflow of E-government 
document circulation in the current information 
system, a scheme of the auto-classification and 
archiving based on service is presented so that it 
is realized in a heterogeneous information system 

E-Business [51] The experiment results show that the new parallel 
SVM training algorithm is efficient and the SVM 
classifying 

E – Bank  [52] This study applies Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as 
methods for determining the visual condition of 
roads on an inventory and traffic data set 

E-Commerce 
[53] 

An experiment based on the SVM model shows 
that the proposed method can detect malware 
with strong resilience and high accuracy 

 

TABLE 6. SWARM INTELLIGENCE PARADIGM IN E- TECHNOLOGIES 

Applications Knowledge Types and Tasks 

E-Business [54] 

 

focus on hierarchical task network  

E-Mail policy 
[56] 

Their initiatives for implementing business-grade 
electronic mail (e-mail) services for federal, state, 
local, and tribal agencies. 

E- Learning [57] To provide a quick sorting speed and reliable 
evaluation with a long lifespan, a radio frequency 
identification (RFID) system is often employed in 
practice. 

E-Business [58] 

 

 

Regression Test suite optimization is an effective 
technique to reduce the time and cost of testing. 

E-Business [59] This research with traditional AI approaches and 
focus on hierarchical task network (HTN) 
descriptions of constraints 

E-Commerce 
[60]  

 

In this paper, we look forward to identifying 
suspicious behaviors in e-government 
procurement systems, through the use of business 
intelligence techniques 
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From the above tables, it can be seen the following 
observations; 

The artificial neural networks paradigm has been used 
for a wide range of applications of Machine learning 
Techniques (MLT), including classification, clustering, 
medical diagnosis, control and power systems, and others. 

Support vector machines and swarm intelligence 
paradigms have been applied to many e- economic 
activities, producing state-of-the-art results.  

Fuzzy-logic and genetic algorithms paradigms have 
been applied successfully to e-business, e-market, and e-
commerce applications. 

CBR paradigm has been used successfully in e-
business and e-commerce for the following tasks, 
knowledge retrieval, and software realization of hybrid 
expert systems, induction learning technique, management 
requirements, and solving complex case adaptation 
problems.  

Ontologies were developed in E-Systems, Machine 
learning Techniques (MLT) to facilitate knowledge 
sharing, refine, search and reuse [55].  

Machine learning Techniques (MLT) assist in 
identifying patterns of criminal or terrorist behavior, 
identifying emerging criminal or terror threats, and 
predicting future criminal or terrorist actions [61]. 

IIII. CONCLUSION 

Machine learning continues to affirm its important 
position in the context of Information and Communication 
Technologies and the development of society. Data mining 
is considered as the main step in the knowledge discovery 
process that is concerned with the algorithms used to 
extract potentially valuable patterns, associations, trends, 
The value of data mining applications is often estimated to 
be very high. Many businesses have stored large amounts 
of data over years of operation, and data mining can extract 
very valuable knowledge from this data. The businesses 
are then able to leverage the extracted knowledge into 
more clients, more sales, and greater profits. Whereas 
concepts and basic foundations have been elaborated and 
reached maturity, further efforts are necessary for 
unleashing the full potential, federating systems and actors.  
Machine learning is a concept and a paradigm that 
considers pervasive presence in the environment of a 
variety of industries that include Converging Technologies 
for Smart Environments and Integrated Ecosystems, In line 
with this development. Although larger players in some 
application areas still do not recognize the potential, many 
of them pay high attention or even accelerate the pace by 
coining new terms for Machine learning and adding 
additional components to it. Moreover, end-users in the 
private and business domain have nowadays acquired a 
significant competence in dealing with smart devices and 
networked applications. As Machine learning continues to 
develop, the further potential is estimated by a combination 
with related technology approaches and concepts such as 
Cloud computing, Future Internet, Big Data, robotics, and 
semantics. 
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Abstract: Nowadays each human activity processes and 

produces different types of information. For the purposes of 

business improvement, we should use all available 

technologies and methodologies for this processing to be 

simultaneously dynamically and secure. Additionally, from 

the company perspective all of the enterprise related data is 

highly confidential so surely there should be protection rules 

applied. The focus of this paper is on the key approaches for 

data protection in each of the Business Intelligence levels, 

such as data transformation, storage, visualization and data 

shareability. We will emphasize on several appropriate tools 

for data protection.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Business Intelligence (BI) is a well-known sphere that 
is characterized by a formed approach for extracting, 
manipulating, storing and representing data in an 
appropriate way. The defined techniques for each of the 
BI stages help businesses to get a better understanding of 
their daily activities and to make predictions for future 
periods. In regard to enterprise data, one of the key points 
is concerned with the security of processing flow, due to 
the fact that all or part of the information may be highly 
confidential. This leads to the necessity of specifying rules 
for protection in each of the BI levels so that there will not 
be data leaking or unwanted access.  

II. SECURITY ON DATA PROCESSING LEVEL 

Usually in the daily activities of a certain business 
there are various data sources that are dynamically 
updatable. Let us take as an example a Human Resources 
(HR) unit, which is ordinarily responsible for tracking of 
vacation and sick days, maternity period, etc. Such a unit 
may work with information from different sources, for 
instance, Sales Force platforms, HR tools and local 
databases. If we need to process this data and as a result 
to summarize all the billable days for a number of 
employees, we need to have a defined algorithm for 
combining those sources. Additionally, it is necessary 
also to convert the raw data into understandable 
information.  

In this section, we will suggest an approach for data 
protection by considering the capabilities of Azure cloud 
provider from the data transformation level, dividing the 
security rules based on data preparation, authorization 
keys application and SQL server security rules 
manipulation.  

A. Data Preparation  

The starting point in which we can adjust security 
rules is the data preparation level. The information firstly 
needs to be extracted from the multi-updatable source and 
then to be transformed according to the business 
necessities. Stream Analytics Job (SAJ) is a tool related 
to real time data processing. As it is mentioned in 
Farseev’s paper, Windows Azure Stream Analytics cloud 
service allows using various query constructions such as 
“Like/Not Like patterns”, “CASE statements”, 
“Embedded procedures”, etc. [1].  

Azure Stream Analytics Job connects to one or more 
data inputs and accepts data from different kinds of event 
sources. It streams SQL query, written for each job, and 
there could be multiple tables joined. The event sources 
could be Event Hubs, IoT Hub, and Blob storage.   

When we want to send the transformed data in an 
appropriate format, we need to configure the SAJ output. 
It can be used with a single output per job or with 
multiple outputs per streaming by adding multiple INTO 
clauses to the query. Outputs vary as types such as Azure 
Data Lake Storage Gen 1, Blob storage, Power BI, Azure 
Table storage and others.  

We have several different data extractions based on 
time windowing, for instance, tumbling, hopping, sliding, 
session and snapshot. To clarify the necessities of 
window functions’ protection, we will briefly describe 
the process for some of them. 

If we consider the Tumbling window function, we 
need to take into account that it is used to segment a data 
stream into distinct time sections and to perform a 
function against them (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1.  Tumbling window 
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With regard to this type of functions, we may point 
out that they repeat, do not overlap, and an event cannot 
belong to more than one tumbling window. In the 
following example (see Code 1) we are using 
TumblingWindow() to create a table view of the number 
of user queries of each employee for a specific end time. 
There is no restriction of the event amount for the 
opening period of time. 

SELECT System.Timestamp() as WindowEndTime, 
Employee, COUNT(*) AS Count 

FROM HRStream TIMESTAMP BY CreatedAt 

GROUP BY TimeZone, TumblingWindow(second,5) 

Code 1. Example Function for Tumbling Window 

As opposed, if the events arrive at the same time, we 
need to use the Session window function (see Figure 2). It 
is required for grouping events based on time period and 
if time sections with no data need to be filtered out. It has 
three main parameters: timeout, maximum duration, and 
partitioning key. The session window begins when the 
first event occurs. If another event is entering within the 
specified timeout from the last ingested event, then the 
window extends to include the new one. 

 

Figure 2.  Session window 

If no events occur within the timeout, then the 
window is closed and the function is waiting for another 
section trigger. By this kind of a function (see Code 2), 
we illustrate the number of users that are entering a 
certain software tool in a specific period of time.  

SELECT System.Timestamp() as WindowEndTime, 
Employee, COUNT(*) AS Count 

FROM HRStream TIMESTAMP BY CreatedAt 

GROUP BY Employee, SessionWindow(second,5,10) 

Code 2. Example Function for Session Window 

The last example that we will consider is about the 
Snapshot Window function (see Figure 3). This is one of 
the most common SAJ processes of data manipulation. 
Snapshot windows group events that have the same 
timestamp. Unlike other windowing types, which require 
a specific window function, we can use Snapshot to apply 
the process by adding System.Timestamp() to the 
GROUP BY clause. 

 

Figure 3.  Snapshot Window 

Commonly, snapshot windows are applied to 
aggregate events after they have been grouped on a single 
timestamp by implementing other window functions, like 
for example TumblingWindow(). This method can be 
considered in the GROUP BY clause as a key column or 
a snapshot window definition. The following example 
returns the count of records with the same employee that 
occur at exactly the same time: 

SELECT Employee, COUNT(*) 

FROM HRStream TIMESTAMP BY CreatedAt 

GROUP BY Employee, System.Timestamp()   

Code 3. Example Function for Snapshot Window 

Aside from which window functions we are going to 
use, it is required security rules to be applied. If we 
follow the logic of Session windowing, we can 
implement a smaller value for maximum duration in 
order to provide fewer options for inappropriate data to 
be processed. However, other windowing methods do not 
support limitations in their working flow. That is why we 
need to follow security rules, based on the entire ASJ, 
such as: 

• Endpoints in Stream Analytics clusters – by the 
help of a single tenant dedicated compute cluster, 
it is possible to manage private endpoints, which 
allows running secure outbound connection to the 
input and output resources. 

• Identity authentication – by the configuration 
setting “Allow trusted services”, it could enable 
the secure connection with strong authentication. 

A. Authorization keys  

Another approach for data protection from the point 
of view of data processing is the implementation of Azure 
Key Vault. It is a service for securely storing and 
accessing secrets by which we can create access points 
such as API keys, passwords, certificates, or 
cryptographic keys. The working flow of this protection 
technique refers to two main users – developer and 
security administrator (see Figure 4). The security 
administrator is responsible for creating and configuring 
secrets or keys, and monitoring their usage. Additionally, 
he/she gives the developers URIs to call the key vault 
from their systems. 
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Figure 4.  Azure KeyVault 

The main application of Azure Key Vault in BI is 
concerned with the access permissions. Due to the fact 
that in the Azure cloud provider anyone can make a 
subscription and respectively to have a Tenant account, 
we could apply security principals by adding restrictions 
on read/write level of the certain Azure tenant ID. The 
security principal, in turn, is an object, which represents a 
user, service or application that requires access to Azure 
resources. Such kinds of applications could be SQL 
Server, BI tools or raw data output.               

B. Database Server security 

As we already mentioned, the algorithm of BI consists 
of the process of extracting, transforming, storing, 
visualizing and analyzing data. That is why we need to 
take into account the possibilities to protect information 
with respect to data storing. In this case, we will 
emphasize on connection security, based on Azure SQL 
Server. In order to represent the actual rules application, 
we use mydemoserver (see Figure 5) as a server for a 
single SQL database in the Azure environment. We 
should add a new IP client in the rule, since we could not 
access the information in our database even though we 
are the administrator in the same subscription.  

  

 

Figure 5.  Connection Security in DB 

For accessing certain database, we should apply 
Server-level or Database-level IP firewall rules, which 
need to be stored in the master database. To create IP 
rules in the Azure portal we need to enter name, Start IP 
address and End IP address (see Figure 6). Azure service 
provides the ability some of the saved clients’ roles to be 
removed though time period.  

 

Figure 6.  Creating an IP client 

In order to validate the security rules, we tested the 
access point by entering the credentials for the database 
server in SQL Server Management Studio. The actual 
server name is blurred due to the confidential restrictions 
(see Figure 7). It could be noticed that with an IP address 
87.97.205.43, which is different from saved one, we 
could not access the server or the database itself.  

 

Figure 7.  Connection Server Error 

Working with data protection rules relies on different 
limitation options for inappropriate access. We need to 
pay attention not only to input, but also to output 
information. We will recall that one of the outputs could 
be a BI tool directly and that is why we are responsible 
for the provided information. 

III. SECURITY ON DATA VISUALIZATION LEVEL 

The BI process ends with data visualization and 
analysis. There are plenty of existing software solutions 
which can be used for data implementation and most of 
them provide principles for data security on the end user 
level. In our paper, we will emphasize on data protection 
capabilities of two popular BI tools, such as Power BI 
and Tableau.  

Power BI (PBI) is Microsoft’s solution that gives 
business user-oriented data analysis and visualization 
capabilities to upgrade decision-making processes and the 
business visions [2]. Four features are available – Power 
Query, Power data, Power view and Power model, all of 
which provide data analysis efficiencies for enterprise 
users. Additionally, it maintains service in desktop, 
public browser and mobile environments. The end 
product of PBI is a report with different pages, each of 
which includes data visualizations.  
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Another popular BI tool is Tableau, which helps 
people to watch, observe, understand, and make decisions 
with a variety of data. Any type of graphs, plots, and 
charts can be made easily without programming [3]. As a 
result, Tableau builds reports by a combination of 
worksheets and dashboards, ordered in an appropriate 
way.   

Both of the BI software solutions provided 
possibilities certain information to be hidden due to the 
business requirements. From the visualization point of 
view, for instance, restriction could be implemented on 
enterprise hierarchy, i.e. a regular employee will not have 
rights to see the salary of his/her colleagues in the 
company. Therefore, we will consider the role level of 
security in both of the tools as a data protection approach.    

A. Row Level of Security in Power BI 

Row Level of Security (RLS) in PBI is formed as a 
filter, which restricts data access at the row level and 
defines the specific representation of the data within 
enterprise roles. The RLS configuration for data models 
can be imported into Power BI Service or Power BI 
Desktop. For Analysis Services or Azure Analysis 
Services live connections, Row-Level Security can be 
configured in the model, not in Power BI Desktop. The 
security option will not show up for live connection 
datasets [4].  

Additionally, it should be taken into account that the 
set RLS is applicable to the data model in each report and 
has no impact on the entire PBI workspace or application 
(see Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8.  Role/Row Level of Security in Power BI 

The process of RLS configuration in PBI starts with 
creating a role in Power BI Desktop and selecting a 
specific table for which to apply the filter. It should be a 
DAX rule that returns true or false. In order to define 
whether a user has rights to see a certain table, we have to 
extract the UPN with which he or she has entered the 
workspace [6]. By default, the row-level security filtering 
uses single-directional filters, regardless of whether the 
relationships are set to single direction or bi-directional. It 
is possible bi-directional cross-filter to be checked by 
selecting a relationship or ticking the “Apply security 
filter in both directions” option [7]. Even if we specify 
the logic for filtration, we should add a member account 
to the required role (see Figure 9). Surely, setting the 

UPN restrictions are automatically valid in case the user 
table and/ or roles one are altered. 

 

Figure 9.   UPN name in a Member group 

The result of implementing RLS can be observed in 
the security panel of Power BI Service. To test the data 
access of certain UPN, we can use the “View as Role” 
setting and simultaneously choose the required member 
group.   

B. Row Level of Security in Tableau 

Row Level Security (RLS) in Tableau refers to 
restricting the rows of data that a certain user can see in a 
workbook. This is different from Tableau permissions, 
which control the access to content and feature 
functionality.  

Due to the fact that one of the characteristics of 
Tableau is server data administration, we should take 
additional steps to prepare it for RLS. To set up a Tableau 
Server content environment, it should be taken into 
account: 

• Groups – sets of users who need the same type of 
access to content; 

• Projects – containers for workbooks and data 
sources which generally represents a category of 
content; 

• Permissions – sets of capabilities that define who 
can work with what content.  

Moreover, in Tableau Public software the filtration 
can be based on the worksheet fields. As a result, 
similarly to the Power BI approach, the data visualization 
can be restricted for a specific username (see Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10.  Role/Row Level of Security in Tableau  
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In Tableau, we can implement RLS by custom rule 
code. As an example, we will consider a deepest 
granularity filtration (see Code 4). By setting up an inner 
join between the view and the data, specific mapped 
rights are created. Multi-table extracts will evoke tables 
to match the joins, so creating the two views will simplify 
the resulting extraction [5]. We specify the WHERE 
clause in order to control the join. 

SELECT *  

FROM data d INNER JOIN entitlements e ON 

d.attribute_a = e.attribute_a AND  

d.attribute_b = e.attribute_b AND ...  

WHERE e.username = USERNAME() 

Code 4. Deepest granularity 

The deepest granularity method can have a 
performance advantage when it is formed as a data 
hierarchy and it can be implemented as custom code in 
Tableau Desktop. 

Role level of Security with the help of RLS allows 
data visualization to be protected from inappropriate 
sharing or representation. By this approach, the data, 
which has no security rules applied on the processing 
level, could be controlled on report level.     

IV. CONCLUSION 

There could be different approaches for security not 
only on the processing level, but also on a visual 
presentation basis. We should take into account that the 
information to be compromised in different ways and we 
should take actions before the confidential data is 
inappropriately shared or accessed.  
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Abstract – In this paper, we explore how state-of-art deep 

learning in synergy with augmented reality (AR) technology 

can be leveraged in area of fitness mobile applications 

adopting gamification approach. As outcome, we develop 

yoga instructor multiplatform mobile app relying on AR.js 

for marker-based mobile augmented reality in web browser 

and convolutional neural network (CNN) for yoga pose 

classification implemented in PyTorch. Moreover, some of 

the mobile application elements make use of AppSheet 

(menus and input forms) and Apps Script (trigger-based 

business logic), while the necessary data is stored within 

Google Sheets documents. Furthermore, the interaction of 

AR app with classification model is achieved relying on 

Flask. According to our results, the proposed architecture 

based on free-to-use cloud-based infrastructure shows 

acceptable performance in terms of response time. Finally, 

the classification model has been evaluated on publicly 

available dataset containing 1551 images for 5 yoga poses, 

reaching up to 71% correctly classified observations on test 

set (20% of the whole).  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, due to increasing processing and 
graphic capabilities of smartphone devices, mobile 
augmented reality (AR) has become widely adopted in 
different areas – from education to healthcare. The main 
idea of augmented reality is merging realistic scenes 
(commonly recorded by camera) with virtual interactive 
3D objects, while different outputs (texts, images, sounds, 
animations) can be generated as outcome of human-object 
interaction. This concept has been successfully applied in 
case of fitness mobile applications, as well [1]. 

On the other side, the involvement of gamification 
elements in AR fitness applications aiming to motivate the 
users to increase their physical activity [2-4] has emerged 
since the release of Pokemon Go [5] in 2016, reaching 500 
million users back then. The goal of this game is to collect 
monsters and items used for battle with other players by 
walking and exploring the surrounding. Furthermore, 
recent studies show that 52.5% of currently available 
fitness-oriented mobile apps contain at least one element 
of gamification [4], approving the effectiveness of such 
approach.  

In this paper, we explore the potential of adopting 
deep learning within AR fitness-oriented mobile 
applications. As a case study, we consider virtual yoga 
instructor with gamification elements. For marker-based 
augmented reality, we decide to use AR.js [6] web-based 
framework, while PyTorch [7] was used for 
implementation of deep learning image classification 
model based on convolutional neural network. User 

interface and business logic of the application are 
implemented relying on AppSheet and Apps Script 
framework for rapid prototyping of multiplatform mobile 
apps, as described in our previous work [8]. 

There are several marker-based AR fitness apps in the 
existing literature and online stores. For example. PUMP 
FIT [9] is a marker-based AR gym instructor app. On the 
other side, Plaicise [10] is AR mobile app that makes use 
of body movement during exercises for control within 
simple games (jumping inside squares, collecting circles 
by jumping them and similar). However, it can be noticed 
that currently available fitness AR apps lack the 
integration with deep learning, which has enormous 
potential in this area as well. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. AR.js  

AR.js [6] is a lightweight web framework based on 
JavaScript that provides the necessary capabilities for 
development of augmented reality mobile applications. It 
covers the two main AR paradigms: 1) location-based 
[11]: GPS locations trigger objects to appear/disappear 2) 
marker-based [12]: 3D objects show up when printed, 
barcode-alike images are detected. Moreover, it includes 
the functionality of 3D primitive drawing, model loading 
and manipulation for various formats, such as web-
friendly glTF which supports pre-defined animations. In 
this paper, we make use of marker-based approach, so 3D 
yoga instructor model appears when corresponding 
marker is detected. 

The syntax of AR.js is intuitive, relies on special 
HTML tags which give the ability to define complex AR 
applications in just several lines of code. The highest-level 
tag for AR.js app represents virtual scene <a-scene> 
which consists of camera stream with additional 3D 
objects that appear over it.  Furthermore, inside the scene, 
we define the markers which trigger the objects popping 
up, using tag <a-marker>. Various types of marker 
presets are supported such as standard hiro, kanji and 
numeric barcode markers.  Finally, the objects that appear 
placed inside the marker tag using and denoted as <a-
entity>, which can be either 3D primitive (such as <a-
box>) or model loaded from external file. In the later case, 
it is necessary to define the value of gltf-model attribute 
containing the path to the 3D model file. In Fig. 1, an 
example of minimal marker-based AR.js application is 
shown. In this example, we have interactive 3D objects, 
each is assigned to marker and specific event handler is 
activated when we click on them.  
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Figure 1. Example of minimal marker-based AR.js app 

B. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [13] for image 
classification relies on convolutional layers which enable 
extracting feature map starting from raw image pixels. 
This kind of layer extracts spatial relations making use of 
small windows processing the input data, by applying 
filters, the so-called convolutional kernels. Convolutional 
layers aim to learn the filters as suitable as possible for 
recognizing specific objects and patterns. On the other 
side, the classification process is performed by fully 
connected layers. Fig. 2 illustrates the operation 
performed by convolutional layer over the given input 
image.  

Figure 2. Illustration of convolution operation 

The main parameters which define the feature map 
size are the following: 1) depth – number of filters used 
for convolution 2) stride – number of pixels between two 
centers of convolution filter operation in the input image 
3) padding – adding zeros around the input corner 4) 
kernel size – dimensions of the applied convolutional 
filter. Formula which gives the feature map size starting 
from input size and previously described parameters is 
given as: 

      *( 2 )
1

input kernel padding
input

stride

− + 
+ =                    (1) 

Additionally, pooling layers performing the 
downsampling operation are placed between the 
convolutional in order to reduce the number of 
dimensions in the feature map, while preserving the most 
relevant information. This way, the processing time 
becomes shorter, especially for larger images. The most 
common types of pooling in CNNs are: 1) max pooling – 
returns the maximum value from the kernel area 2) 
average pooling – returns the average value of the pixels 
covered by kernel. For example, if we apply pooling layer 
with 2x2 kernel size over 4x4 input feature map, the 
output would be 2x2. In this paper, we rely on PyTorch 
[6] an object-oriented framework released by Faceebok in 
2016 for deep learning in Python, when it comes to CNN 
implementation.  

C. Flask 

Flask [14] is Python framework aiming the 
development of web applications. It provides all the 
necessary functionalities for implementation of server-
side in Python programming language, such as HTTP 
request handling and template rendering. Its main 
advantages are lightweight core with huge set of features 
and simple philosophy of writing code. Moreover, Flask 
enables the implementation of quite complex 
functionalities in less lines of code compared to other 
similar solutions, such as Django, requiring just several 
lines of boilerplate code. It is quite popular and LinkedIn 
is an example of web-based platform relying on Flask. 

In this paper, Flask is used to achieve the interaction 
of AR.js application with PyTorch model deployed 
within Google Colab [15] execution environment. 
However, as Google Colab relies on isolated virtual 
machines, it is necessary to make the implemented 
services visible outside its environment. For this purpose, 
flask-ngrok tool is used [16-18], which makes the 
implemented services accessible via internet using REST 
API. In Fig. 3, an excerpt of Python code showing how 
Flask is used to receive the user-provided image forward 
it to classification model and return the prediction results. 
However, before that, the prediction model class 
inheriting Module has to be defined, corresponding object 
instantiated and model trained. 

Figure 3. Excerpt of server-side Python code showing how the received 

image is forwarded to PyTorch image classification model 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Architecture overview 

User accesses the AR application via web browser. 
After that, it is necessary to grant permissions for using 
camera by the app and video stream becomes visible on 
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the screen. After that, user is able to point camera to 
paper markers, which are detectable by the app. When 
marker is detected, the 3D model of fitness instructor 
specific yoga pose appears above it. By clicking on the 
model, user is redirected to AppSheet page providing an 
user interface for image submission. User has to take a 
picture of her/him repeating the given yoga pose, while 
the image is stored on Google Drive. Once the image is 
submitted, Apps Script trigger sending HTTP request 
with user’s image as an attachment to Flask server run in 
Google Colab environment. Moreover, Flask server 
extract the image from the received request, transforms it 
to suitable form and forwards it to pre-trained yoga pose 
classification neural network. As outcome, neural 
network returns the predicted label of the user-provided 
image and forwards it as HTTP response. Finally, Apps 
Script triggers receives the response and checks the 
predicted label with the expected value stored in Google 
Sheets document. In case that the predicted and expected 
values match, the user’s score kept in Google Sheets 
document will be updated by the trigger. Additionally, if 
user has enough points collected for performing the given 
exercises, it is possible to claim discount coupons through 
AppSheet interface which are sent to the provided mail 
address using Apps Script trigger, relying on Gmail 
service. The previously described working principle is 
depicted in Fig. 4. 

Figure 4. Architecture and generalized working principle overview: 1) 

HTML page of AR.js app 2) Click/touch on 3D object 3) Apps Script 
trigger activation after entering data into AppSheet form 4) Retrieval of 

necessary data from Google Sheets document while executing business 

logic triggers 5) Sending coupon e-mail 6) Image retrieval from Google 
Drive disk 7) HTTP request to the prediction model for given input 

image 8) Request routing and parameter forwarding to the 

corresponding Flask request handler 9) Prediction results returned as 
HTTP response 10) Storing the results of business logic outcome 11) 

Refreshing the view on data 

B. Image classification model 

The image classification model is based on deep 
learning convolutional neural network. The first part 
consists of 5 hidden convolutional layers for feature map 
extraction, while each of them is followed by batch 
normalization, ReLU activation and max pooling. 

Additionally, except the first layer, the other 
convolutional layers also have dropout layer before 
normalization. The role of dropout is to promote the 
independence of feature maps, by randomly setting some 
of the input channels to 0 with pre-defined probability p. 
After the convolutional layers, the obtained featured 
maps are forwarded to the fully connected part (or 
multilayer perceptron – MLP). The second part of the 
network actually performs the classification task and 
consists of 4 hidden layers. Before classification, the 
images are prepared by reducing their resolution to 
256x256 in order to avoid long processing delays, 
especially in training mode. Table I summarizes the 
architecture of the CNN used for yoga pose classification 
in this paper. The model is able to distinguish between 5 
different yoga exercise poses.   

TABLE I.  SUMMARY OF CNN ARCHITECTURE FOR YOGA POSE 

CLASSIFICATION 

Layer 

type 

Kernel Stride Padding Input Output Channels Activation 

Conv. 1 5x5 1 0 256x256 252x252 6 ReLU 

Max 

pooling 1 

2x2 2 0 252x252 126x126 6 

Conv. 2 3x3 1 0 126x126 124x124 16 

Droput, p=0.5  

Max 

pooling 2 

2x2 2 0 124x124 62x62 16 

Conv. 3 3x3 1 0 62x62 60x60 32 

Dropout, p=0.3 

Max 

pooling 3 

2x2 2 0 60x60 30x30 32 

Conv. 4 3x3 1 0 30x30 28x28 64 

Dropout, p=0.4 

Max 

pooling 4 

2x2 2 0 28x28 14x14 64 

Konvolucio

ni 5 

3x3 1 0 14x14 12x12 128 

Dropout, p=0.5 

Max 

pooling 5 

2x2 2 0 12x12 6x6 128 

Fully 

connected 1 

- - - 6x6x128 256 - 

Fully 

connected 2 

- - - 256 128 - 

Fully 

connected 3 

- - - 128 64 - 

Fully 

connected 4 

- - - 64 32 - 

Output    32 5 - Softmax 

C. AR mobile app 

It is assumed that recognizable markers in printed 
form are put near the significant city locations, such as 
monuments, historical buildings and archeological sites. 
When user turns camera towards the showing some 
specific exercise pose pops up. The object itself is 
interactive and can be rotated by touching, while long 
click on it redirects to exercise submission form. Here, it 
is expected that users will provide camera-taken images 
showing how they successfully repeat the previously seen 
exercise. Screenshots of the previously described views 
in the app are given in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5. Yoga instructor mobile app leveraging marker-based 

augmented reality 

Once submitted, it is checked whether the pose on 
user-provided image matches with the correct answer for 
given yoga instructor marker. In case of correct answer, 
user’s score is increased for a pre-defined value, 
depending on the pose difficulty. The points collected this 
way can be later used for prizes digital discounts received 
via email. The idea is to gamify the learning of new yoga 
exercises and keep the user motivated for learning new 
poses this way. In Fig. 6, the AppSheet views responsible 
for prizes-related functionalities are displayed. 

Figure 6. Prize claim menu in AppSheet 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 

In this section, we evaluate the implemented 
application considering two relevant aspects: response 
time and classification performance. When it comes to 
response delay, the crucial execution paths are covered: 
checking whether the user-provided pose on image is 
correct and reward claim. On the other side, the CNN 
model for pose image classification is evaluated on 
publicly available online dataset [19]. Based on this 
dataset, there are five possible poses which can be 
detected, as depicted in Fig. 7.  

 

 Figure 7. Five possible poses from yoga exercise dataset 

In Table II, the experiments and their results are 
summarized. For each of the experiments, the following 
details are provided: 1) software components covered by 
the experiment 2) metric used for evaluation 3) 

experiment conditions and parameter values 4) value of 
the selected evaluation metric for experiment. 

TABLE II.  EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION RESULTS 

Furthermore, to illustrate the convergence of 
classification model, we provide the graph showing how 
the number of correctly classified images changes through 
training epochs, as it can be seen in Fig. 8. 

Figure 8. Percentage of correctly classified images against the number of 

training epochs 

For evaluation purposes, we used Android smartphone 
Xiaomi Redmi Note 8 (4GB RAM, 2GHz octa-core 
processor). Regarding the classification model execution 
environment it was trained and deployed in cloud relying 
on Google Colab, using the randomly allocated high-
performance GPU (Nvidia K80, T4, P4 or P100). When it 
comes to AppSheet and Apps Script components, they 
were deployed on Google’s cloud infrastructure. The 
AR.js web app was delivered online using GitHub pages. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have shown how AR fitness-oriented 
mobile app can be integrated with services providing 
predictions relying on deep learning in case of gamified 
virtual yoga instructor. Furthermore, the adopted image 
classification model using CNN was evaluated on realistic 
dataset for 5 yoga poses, reaching up to 71% of correct 
classifications in test phase. The proposed set of 
technologies enables rapid prototyping relying on free 
cloud resources (however, with limited number of users). 

In future, it we plan to explore the potential of 
integrating such approach within tourist sightseeing AR 
mobile apps in context of post COVID-19 tourism [20]. 

Experiment Component Metric Conditions Value 

1 Prize claim 

Apps Script 

trigger 

Execution time [s] User has enough points 

to claim the prize, so 

the coupon will be 

generated and sent 

using Gmail. 

1.28 s 

2 1. Pose check 

Apps Script 

trigger 

2. Image 

classification 
 

Execution time [s] Correct pose image 

provided, so it also 

covers score update. 

Image label prediction 

on GPU. 

4.73 s 

3 Image 
classification 

model 

Correctly 
classified images 

[%] 

1240 training samples 
311 test samples 

α=0.003, 

batch_size=128, 

num_epochs=14 

Adam optimizer 

71 % 

GPU training 

execution time [s] 

 227 s 

CPU training 

execution time [s] 

 368 s 
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Abstract - The aim of this paper is to analyze and consider 

the advantages of modern concepts, available 

methodologies, and the benefits they provide, in order to 

point out the necessity of their application to gain survival 

and the advantages in a modern, dynamic, turbulent 

market. Modern, competitive production is namely the lean 

production that enables a timely response to market 

demands, one that achieves fast and efficient production by 

using modern information systems, digitization, robotics 

and the like. Companies need to be flexible, dynamic and 

innovative in every way possible. 

Key words: Flexibility production, Lean concept, Industry 

4.0. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Organizations, if they want to survive, must adapt to 
changes and the needs of the market and customers. 
Traditional business and production methods must be 
replaced by new, modern and flexible ones. 

Potential improvements or modernization of business 
activities, as well as the ways in which they can be 
implemented, are the subject of numerous discussions 
and represent an important challenge to which a society 
must pay appropriate attention if they want to ensure a 
prosperous future. One of the current concepts of 
improving and modernizing a wide range of business 
activities along the entire value chain are the concepts of 
Lean and Industry 4.0, which do not represent the 
immediate future, but the present that needs to be 
adequately addressed. 

Efficient and flexible production is a modern 
production with more difficult companies aware of the 
necessity of timely response and responds to market 
demands dictated by the customer who expects a quality, 
functional product. The buyer does not want to pay for 
production errors and should be minimized. A stock 
accumulation should be avoided, which creates costs and 
produces the “right” time. 

With rapid development in the fields of information 
technology and hardware, the world is about to witness a 
fourth industrial revolution [1]. 

Present traditional production processes are 
centralized, and Industry 4.0 will transform them into 
decentralized ones. Decentralization will enable network 
elements to make their own decisions, and to initiate 
certain activities based on those decisions, which will 
greatly change the production as we know today. 

The concept of Industry 4.0  is going to change the 
way India manufactures, designs and refurbishes the 
products [2]. Driven by the power of big data, high 
computing capacity, artificial intelligence and analytics, 
Industry 4.0 aims to completely digitize the 
manufacturing sector. 

In the literature, industry 4.0, which is also called "the 
industry of the future" or "smart manufacturing", does not 
seem to refer to a single, common definition. 
Nevertheless, experts agree that digital technology will 
play an essential role: industry 4.0 production processes 
will incorporate autonomous technology and tools that 
will communicate with one another throughout the value 
chain, thereby disrupting the role of operators and 
managers [3]. 

II. LEAN PRODUCTION 

Flexible production involves continuous and 
interrupted production flows, that is, the benefit and 
advantage of these flows, compensating for their 
shortcomings, with the aim of continuing the flows of 
materials within the production. This means that the 
system can respond to the requests of each individual 
customer in the shortest possible time, without stalling in 
the production, accumulation of unfinished products, and 
the like [4]. 

Pull production is the opposite of Push. This means 
that the products are made only when the buyer requests 
it or pulls it out, and not earlier. Accordingly, there is no 
production without the demands of customers. After the 
introduction of tactile production, single current flow of 
materials and reliable machines, the enterprise can 
introduce pull production, providing products at the 
moment when the customer needs them. 

The lean transformation leader has the role of change 
agent, helping the organization and its leaders embed the 
principles of continuous improvement into organizational 
values to make sure everybody in the organization starts 
improving his or her processes [5]. 

In order for the entire Lean concept to be 
implemented, there are a number of methods and 
techniques that must be included within the company. 
The two basic principles – continuous flow and extraction 
system – must be fully met, while the rest are acquired 
through nurturing the Lean philosophy in the company, 
and everything is focused on continuous improvement. 
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If all the principles of the Lean concept are effectively 
implemented in the company and implemented on a daily 
basis, such a company will have numerous benefits, such 
as: 

- reduced stocks; 
- shortened production cycle time; 
- increased operational readiness; 
- increased product quality; 
- increased efficiency of employees; 
- reduced number of machine failures; 
- increased utilization of machines and space; 
- smaller warehouses. 
One of the modern concepts available to 

manufacturing companies that want to achieve a 
competitive edge is certainly a lean concept. This concept 
seeks to eliminate all losses in production, avoids 
scattering of materials, resources available, with the aim 
of achieving high quality, flexibility and price that the 
buyer is ready to pay. It strives for continuity, 
optimization and integration of machines, people and 
other resources in the production process. 

5 S is one of the tools used at the first level of lean 
maturity that helps setting the standards on how a 
workplace is organized. By identifying and demonstrating 
how a workstation should be organized to work 
efficiently, and how the work in process in managed, 
deviations from this way of working will be shown [5]. 
When implemented right, a deviation from the standards 
should lead to action before it leads to delays. A visual 
managemet tool than can prevent waste generation is the 
5S tool.  

Traditional methods such as Six Sigma 6σ focus more 
on quality than it does at speed. 

All major six sigma problems are solved using the 
DMAIC methodology (Define - Defining or Determining, 
Measure - Measurement, Analyze - Analyzing, Improve - 
Improving or Improvement and Control - control or 
management). This technique can be used to teach 
techniques: how to collect data, how much to use, and 
how often they count and how to be flexible. 

The Six Sigma concept is a system that combines 
tools for continuous improvements that are on to make it 
possible to draw attention on processes, analyze them and 
compare each other, and objectively determine resources 
for those processes that require that they pay more 
attention to them.  

III. INDUSTRY 4.0 

The beginnings of the Industry 4.0 concept are linked 
to the high-tech strategic plan of the German government, 
which was presented in 2006. However, the beginning of 
Industry 4.0 is marked in 2011, when a new, fourth 
industrial revolution was announced at the Hanover Fair, 
based on the further development of global industry 
through the production automation using modern (cyber-
physical) means of production [6]. 

Contrary to the way the first three industrial 
revolutions took place, Industry 4.0 relies on 
breakthroughs in the ways the available information is 
being used. Since no specific event or epochal 

technological breakthrough is associated with it, there are 
controversies whether it is a matter of revolution or 
evolution, such as a trend of improvement and 
modernization of existing processes. In general, Industry 
4.0 encompasses the development and integration of 
innovative information and communication technologies 
in industry, with the aim of encouraging intelligent 
networking of processes (production and business) and 
products along the entire value chain [7].  

A simple definition, proposed by Bidet-Mayer [8], 
describes “connected factories that are made flexible and 
smart through networks of machines, products and 
individuals“. Schumacher et al. [9] provide a more 
detailed definition of Industry 4.0 by referring to recent 
technological developments where the internet and 
support technologies provide a backbone for 
incorporating physical objects, human beings, smart 
machines, product lines and processes across 
organizational boundaries in order to form a new sort of 
smart, networked, agile value chain. Industry 4.0 
therefore implies constant communication with all of the 
parts of the value chain that are outside the company, 
especially suppliers and customers. Real-time sharing of 
information among 4 all the different stakeholders makes 
the supply chain more responsive [10]. In addition to this 
horizontal integration of the value chain, there is also 
vertical integration: all the operations carried out in the 
company may now be connected and optimized in an 
integrated network [3]. 

Examples of Industry 4.0 are technologically 
innovative solutions that, in accordance with marketing 
and strategic activities, affect the change in the perception 
of modern business. Smart systems that contribute to the 
betterment are based on technology and the quality 
connections with the economy. The key business changes 
brought by Industry 4.0 are focused on reaction and 
communication speed, agility and flexibility, digital 
automation and the growth of trust. The elements that 
have been improved consequently affect the growth of 
productivity and the quality of the realization of 
operations [11]. 

Companies around the world, as well as governments, 
are working hard to implement advanced technologies 
into the industry’s manufacturing processes and thus 
leverage new information and communication 
technologies (ICTs) in order to produce more 
productively and flexibly. The German government has 
marked the strategy of digitalization of production 
processes under the name “Industry 4.0”, where it wants 
to maintain a leading position in the production and 
development of technologies and standards, so that they 
will be the first to export ready-made solutions. The 
answer to “Industry 4.0” is given by the USA under the 
name “Advanced Manufacturing Partnership 2.0”, which 
aims to create high quality products, to create a 
renaissance of production, that is, to connect the industry 
with the Internet. The Government of Japan is responding 
to “Industry 4.0” with a strategy called "Revitalization 
and Robots Strategy" in order to increase productivity in 
industry by promoting the development and 
implementation of the robotics industry, as well as 
revitalizing the digital society and industrial sector. The 
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Chinese government is adopting a strategy called “Made 
in China 2025” which wants such technological 
development to make China a leading technological 
power by 2025, by applying innovations in order to 
improve global competitiveness, research and apply new 
jobs through production adjustment [12]. 

Regarding the fourth industrial revolution, i.e. 
“Industry 4.0”, China cooperates with all industrialized 
countries. Thus, they are working with Germany on 
standardization, a German-Chinese alliance for 
vocational training and education has been created, as 
well as a common framework for the action plan named 
“Design innovation together!”[12] China also cooperates 
with other countries, such as Switzerland, France, etc. 
The Chinese government is taking all steps to make 
Chinese industry and its development play an important 
role in the development of the world market, in other 
words, to make China one of the most technologically 
advanced countries in the world by 2025. 

It is estimated that in the next five years, digitalization 
will increase the annual income of the European 
industrial sector by more than 110 billion Euros. Gunther 
Oettinger, Commissioner for the Digital Economy and 
Society, says: "In order for Europe to maintain its leading 
position, it must successfully and rapidly digitize its 
entire industry." In the European Union, investments of 
1.350 billion Euros in Industry 4.0 are planned by 2030, 
which means that it is committed to the digitalization and 
development of Industry 4.0. [13].  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We are witnessing a fast, dynamic development of 
technologies, especially information technologies that are 
increasingly being used in the production and changing 
the concept of the industry. 

Industry 4.0 targets the implementation of 
interconnecting, smart, and self-controlled structures of 
processes and systems [5].  

Changes are inevitable and companies must follow 
them, go one step ahead of them for survival and 
competitiveness. Only in that way and with a quick 
response to the requests and wishes of customers will the 
market. 

It is critical to understand the role of Industry 4.0 in 
today's fast-changing and competitive business 
environment; where companies are facing challenges in 
dealing with big data and rapid decision making for the 
improved productivity [10].  

On the changes and demands of the market and 
customers, in the sea of competitors, companies can 
respond with the improvement and efficiency of their 
production and process, which can be enabled by the 
application of six sigma, lean concepts and modern 
methods and techniques. In the world, the concept is 
increasingly being applied, with the tendency to achieve 
efficient and so-called fit production.  

The concept of continuous improvement, adaptation, 
monitoring of changes, reduction and elimination of 
losses is the only correct and the right way to achieve 

efficient production. By applying the modern, mentioned 
philosophies of the company, they can respond in a 
timely manner to the demands of customers who will be 
loyal and satisfied with the quality and price of the 
product. 

Serbia is not the best example when it comes to the 
application of modern, flexible concepts, tools, Lean, and 
especially Industry 4.0. There is little interest and very 
modest results in the development of Industry 4.0. It is 
the orientation and aspiration to Industry 4.0 that could 
provide a chance for its revitalization. Shift and 
contribution to the development of Industry 4.0 may 
occur in some scientific institutions and IT companies 
where there are experts who are well versed in digital 
technologies, developing parts of industrial software. 

If the industry wants to prosper, whether in 
production or in services, it is necessary to invest in 
equipment, to apply available methodologies, to strive for 
flexible production, which is the industry 4.0, while in 
some countries that can serve as an example and model, 
there is already a lot of talk about the industry 5.0. 
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Abstract – Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have a 

wide application, so they are also used to protect data from 

malware and unauthorized attack on mobile devices. Mobile 

devices are used and developed daily and have a wide range 

of software that can be used. Therefore, mobile devices are 

an easy target for malware. There are various methods in 

detecting malware, and they are all based on CNNs.  The 

methods are very successful and effective in preventing and 

detecting malware. Mobile devices use different lock 

methods. Based on the trained model, CNNs improve data 

protection on mobile devices, thus reducing the possibility of 

unauthorized to data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the daily development of mobile devices and 
deep learning, smart mobile applications that use deep 
learning technologies have emerged. In recent years, deep 
learning has achieved tremendous success in image 
processing, natural language processing, language 
analysis, and other fields of research. The resources 
required to run these models have increased significantly, 
and therefore pose a challenge for the application of such 
applications on resource-limited mobile devices. The 
development of smartphones, laptops and other new 
mobile devices has further promoted the development of 
AI (Artificial Intelligence) applications on mobile devices 
[1].  

Mobile computing devices are very popular and 
powerful, and people want to embrace the benefits of 
CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) on their mobile 
devices [5].  

II. RELATED WORKS 

A deep model has been defined that has been trained 
and applied to a specific service and is designed to run on 
mobile devices as a mobile deep learning application 
(MDLA). Its training can be cloud-based, or it can be 
based on edge devices that use federal learning 
technology. Cameras, microphones, and sensors can 
receive different types of information such as video, 
audio, and real-world acceleration. All this data is 
provided to MDLAs. MDLAs have evolved rapidly 
because of their benefits to users. MDLAs benefit users by 
performing malware detection, application 
recommendation, user verification, visual tasks for mobile 
devices, optimization of mobile internet browsing, human 
activity monitoring, medical health monitoring, and other 
smart fields. For network operators and third-party service 
providers, MDLA can support distributed machine 

learning, federated learning, multiple smart IoT (Internet 
of Things) applications, and more. Intelligence in mobile 
applications is changing the way people live, work, and 
communicate with the world. While these apps are great 
for smartphones, they require a lot of storage space, 
calculations and high-power consumption and network 
bandwidth. These requirements are a constraint on mobile 
devices and prevent the development of MDLAs. CNN 
(Convolutional Neural Network) is the main method of 
mobile vision of tasks and is known for its great temporal 
and spatial complexity. The main idea of MDLA is to 
reduce the need for resources to perform deep learning 
tasks, or to design a deep learning framework suitable for 
mobile devices to optimize computing. To reduce resource 
requirements, the number of calculations and storage 
space required by the model itself is reduced. For different 
inputs, some calculation results are reused to reduce the 
demand for computer resources. Multiple deep learning 
tasks are performed on one mobile device [1]. 

Primary authentication on smartphones is based on 
PIN (Personal Identification Number), GUI (Graphical 
User Interface) passwords, fingerprint sensor and face 
unlock mechanisms. Users are either satisfied or do not 
use these mechanisms to protect private data and prevent 
unauthorized use of the device. One suggestion is a 
handwritten signature, a pseudo signature drawn on a 
touch screen smartphone for authentication. The 
advantage of using a signature is that the signature is not 
forgotten, and no one can imitate the signature of other 
people perfectly. If a signature is copied, that user is 
blocked from accessing the smartphone. The device 
verifies the signature with the already trained CNN model 
and approves the approach based on the classifier results 
[2]. 

Smart homes provide comfort, efficiency, convenience 
and secure connection of various appliances and devices. 
The appliances and devices can communicate with each 
other and can be remotely controlled by smartphones via 
the Internet. Smartphones carry sensitive and personal 
data and for this reason it is important to protect the 
security and privacy of smartphones and stored data. The 
Smartphones Sensor User Identification (SSUI) 
framework facilitates user identification based on the 
relationship between different types of sensor data and 
smartphone users. In SSUI, time and frequency 
characteristics are extracted and learned separately using 
CNN. CNN outputs are processed using recurrent neural 
networks (RNNs). The SSUI framework has an accuracy 
of 91.45% in different scenarios, on the Heterogeneity 
Dataset for Human Activity Recognition - HHAR [3]. 
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With the daily use of smart devices, the number of 
applications is increasing. Almost all functions performed 
with the help of computers are performed more on mobile 
devices. Personal data is misused through malicious 
applications in the devices and these applications make 
the devices unusable. A model based on permissions to 
detect malicious applications on mobile devices running 
the Android operating system has been implemented. The 
AndroTracker dataset is used to identify whether Android-
based apps are malicious or not. CNN is used as a learning 
algorithm. CNN achieved a success rate of 96.71% [4]. 

CNN can learn without first extracting features and fits 
well in the fast iteration of Android malware.  The 
traditional solution for detecting Android malware 
requires constant learning through pre-selected features to 
maintain high-performance malware identification. A 
color-based AndroiD malware detection system (R2-D2) 
has been developed. The system can convert bytecode 
from the Android archive to RGB (Red Green Blue) color 
code and save it as a fixed size color image. The color 
image is fed into the convolutional neural network for 
automatic feature extraction and training. Approximately 
2 million benign and malicious Android applications for 
experiments have been collected [5]. 

Android is a mobile operating system that is 
increasingly the target of malware. Malicious applications 
are designed to turn mobile devices into bots as part of a 
larger botnet, so they have become quite common and 
pose a serious threat. The deep learning approach to 
discovering Android botnets is based on CNN. It is 
implemented as a CNN-based model that is trained in 342 
static application functions to distinguish botnet 
applications from normal ones [6]. 

III. MALWARE PROTECTION ON MOBILE DEVICES 

Existing solutions for protecting privacy and security 
on mobile devices remain ineffective in many respects, 
and many analysts warn that malware families and their 
variants for Android are growing rapidly [14].  

There are many techniques to avoid detecting most 
antimalware. For example, repackaging, an attacker 
decompiles a trusted application to obtain the source code, 
then adds malicious payloads and recompiles the payload 
application to make it available on various market 
alternatives, and sometimes on the official market [15]. 

Detection of signature-based malware, the most 
widespread technique adopted by free and commercial 
mobile antimalware, is often unintelligent. This is 
expensive because the process of obtaining and classifying 
malware signatures is laborious and time consuming [16]. 

 Android malware detection technique based on 
dynamic analysis that considers the sequences of system 
calls that can occur in malware and legitimate 
applications. Behavioral similarities between malicious 
applications can be used to detect new malware [17].  

Detection of malicious behavior for mobile 
applications can be considered as a special case of more 
general problems that reveal common phenomena and 
automatic learning of models from training examples is a 
very attractive way to solve this. The aim is to classify 

such concurrent phenomena as true or false carriers of 
malicious behavior for applications that contain it. The 
CNN training input consists of pre-marked system call 
sequences, each of which represents a trace of the 
application and does not require special pre-processing. 
The network learns a set of reliability scores for each input 
sequence [18].  

CNN can classify malicious mobile applications. For 
the classification process, the input units are rows 
composed of words, i.e., words consist of strings of 
special symbols, each representing a particular operation. 
A series of operations coded as specific symbols make up 
a sentence. Each row represents the behavior of the 
application via the Android system. In the training series, 
each row is marked with a "genre", assuming that one of 
the values is "pos" and "neg". Positively marked lines 
correspond to reliable applications, applications with 
negative markings indicate malicious ones. Each word in a 
row represents a system call extracted by the execution of 
the application. Among the features that characterize the 
detection of malware, there is a typology and sequence of 
system calls that are called during the application 
lifecycle. First, river system calls are built, so that each 
textual designation of the system call is represented by a 
numeric index, in this way each input line, which 
corresponds to a series of system calls made by the 
application can be represented as a numeric vector. Data 
vectorization is achieved on the TensorFlow platform 
[19].  

The growth of Android malware is leading to 
improved access to malware detection. 
DeepClassifyDroid, is a new Android malware detection 
system based on deep learning. DeepClassifyDroid has a 
three-step approach to feature extraction, feature 
embedding, and deep learning-based discovery. The first 
and second steps perform a broad static analysis and 
generate five different sets of characteristics. The final 
step to detect malware based on convolutional neural 
networks. DeepClassifyDroid detects 97.4% of malware 
with several false alarms [22]. 

IV. UNAUTHORIZED ATTTACKS ON MOBILE DEVICES 

The problem of detecting an attack consist in 
answering whether the captured biometric sample is 
original or not. Image data is transformed before the 
camera collects it on the user’s device. The real samples 
are collected as one shot by directly photographing 
authentic user, in case of an attack the biometric sensor re-
captures the previously captured image of the user, which 
is displayed on the screen. The camera captures and pre-
processes the image of the target user’s face, and when 
that image is displayed on the attack screen, it is further 
modulated using its own reproduction, geometric and 
reflective characteristics of the media. Face recognition is 
not trivial because it affects even the slightest variation in 
the user’s facial features, and lighting conditions. Most 
methods are based on common assumptions and 
characteristics [7].  

Based on liveness or motion detection. The archetypal 
method is eye blink detection, which can be effective if 
the attacker uses a photo but is easily circumvented by 
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repeated video playback attacks or even by cutting holes 
in a printed face image and simulating blinking with your 
own eyes [8].  

The second class of methods attempts to detect the 
subtle movements of a living human face, using an 
estimate of the optical flow, an increase in motion, or a 
temporal extension of a low-level texture descriptor. Some 
methods use correlations of movement between 
foreground and background and other stage clues. If the 
attacker does not use fixed support when performing a 
print or display attack but would otherwise fail. These 
methods have the disadvantage of requiring a series of 
shots for a single prediction, and most of them can be 
bypassed by false eye blinking and careful handling of 
attack devices [9].  

Based on physics or geometry. The face is usually a 
false representation of the user on a flat surface, which has 
different reflection properties compared to a living face. 
Some methods seek to detect this “flatness” or abnormal 
reflection by physical or geometric motivations. One 
method attempts to capture in-depth information using the 
Structure-from-Motion technique. It is proposed to detect 
differences in movement between areas of the face by 
optical flow estimation or explicit modeling of 3D 
projective invariants. Another option is to model local 
curvatures using multiple images. Methods require user 
collaboration to be successful [10].  

Lambert’s model of reflection, it is necessary to model 
the interaction between illuminators and the reflecting 
surface to separate albedo and normal maps, which are 
then used to distinguish the right approach from attack 
patterns. Real-world lighting is mixed and uncontrolled, 
so assumptions are not valid in practice. It is possible to 
model diffuse and specular components [11].  

Based on texture, noise analysis, or image quality. 
These methods seek to detect artifacts left by the re-
capture process or to assess the degradation of the overall 
image quality. Texture characterization is usually 
motivated as a means of distinguishing the intrinsic 
textural properties of attack instruments and living faces, 
but it also encompasses other types of high-frequency 
information. Frequency-specific data can be captured by 
filtering Difference of Gaussians or Fourier analysis [12].  

Methods based on low-level descriptor texture or high-
frequency information can be effective in detecting paper 
texture and pattern sums, but efficiency depends on the 
exact shooting conditions and the camera's ability to solve 
fine details [13]. 

A method based on CNN training to distinguish 
between the original approach and attack images. The 
architecture considers detection of representation attacks, 
formulating the problem as a Class 2 classification and 
using only aligned face-to-face images for network 
training. The use of variable-resolution face patches 
during training reduces over-adaptation to user-specific 
characteristics and promotes the learning of more robust 
non-single-scale representations and a loss function that 
more closely models the goal [7]. 

A well-known problem is the smudge attack, when the 
user draws an unlock pattern to unlock the lock pattern on 

the smartphone screen, the extraction of the pattern 
sometimes becomes difficult due to the presence of fatty 
residues around. Residues blur the phone screen, and 
significantly reduce the pattern of guessing the pattern 
lock. To address this, there is a CNN-based attack method. 
CNN shows high accuracy in image classification but 
using only CNN for an attack is not enough, as there are 
389.112 possible patterns, and training CNN for all cases 
is difficult. There are two solutions, screen segmentation 
where the crane is divided into four segments to reduce 
the number of possible templates to 1470 in each segment. 
Another is the use of pruning rules, which reduces the 
number of total template cases by combining a pattern in 
each segment. Applying Android pattern lock restrictions 
reduces the number of possible patterns. Ideally, when the 
actual locking pattern is entered, without oil residues, the 
proposed scheme supports excellent performance [20]. 

The Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) is 
an architecture that aims to continuously authenticate on 
mobile devices. The complexity of the network is reduced 
by learning indirect traits such as gender and hair color 
instead identity. DCNN is based on multiple attribute 
detection tasks. The DCNN architecture is efficient in 
terms of speed, power consumption and accuracy on 
mobile devices [21]. 

Malware detection is basically a software 
classification problem based on information gathered from 
program analysis. The classification of Android 
applications is based on the system API (Application 
Programming Interface) call sequences and Deep Neural 
Networks (DNNs). The ability of DNNs to learn complex 
and flexible functions leads to the effective detection of 
malware [23]. 

V. DISCUSSION 

There are a lot of solutions to protect data from 
malware, as well as unauthorized attack and access to 
mobile devices. They are very efficient but require high 
performance. CNNs have excelled in classifying malicious 
malware as well as preventing unauthorized access. To 
prevent the spread of malware, antimalware needs to be 
constantly updated. The difference in malware affects 
performance and this applies to all classification methods. 
The more complex the application, the greater the 
diversity and thus the more difficult the classification. 
CNNs are used as a learning algorithm. Different 
approaches give different results and solutions. 

Mobile phones are evolving every day and have better 
and better performance. Mobile phones are used daily, and 
people store and use their personal data on them, which is 
of great importance. There are various security methods 
for unlocking mobile devices and unauthorized access. 
The most used protection is the PIN because it is the 
easiest to remember, as is the template. The suggestion to 
use the user's signature is a great solution because the 
signature is unique and difficult to copy. The device 
verifies the signature based on the trained CNN model. 

One of the common methods of protecting mobile 
devices is face recognition. There are several face 
recognition solutions. One solution can be tricked by 
using a printed image or a video that simulates blinking, 
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while the other solution requires a series of frames. Face 
recognition is affected by the slightest variation in the 
facial features of the user, and this is one of the biggest 
obstacles. It is necessary to find a solution that will 
recognize the face of the user in different situations and 
variations. With the help of CNNs and trained models, 
user attacks are prevented. To differentiate between 2D 
and 3D face recognition, and thus reduce the possibility of 
fraud and unauthorized access. The protection used daily 
is drawing a pattern to unlock mobile devices. The 
disadvantage is that greasy stains from the fingers remain, 
and it significantly reduces the accuracy of unlocking the 
phone. CNNs help in classification and thus increase the 
accuracy of unlocking. 

The role of CNNs in protecting data from malware and 
unauthorized attacks is in the classification of data. CNN 
recognizes whether malware is benign or malicious based 
on trained models. CNN checks to see if the user 
unlocking the phone is accessing the phone authorized or 
unauthorized and trying to commit fraud.  

It is recommended to continue in this direction 
because the results achieved so far are excellent. What 
needs to be addressed in further work is to minimize the 
demand for resources of mobile devices. In addition, 
applications should be as simple as possible for the user 
and not have too many requirements to run on the devices 
themselves. In terms of preventing unauthorized attack 
and access, it is necessary to reduce the amount of data 
required for the user to enter, and to keep the process as 
short as possible. It should go in the direction of using 
something unique and difficult to falsify for authorization, 
and thus prevent fraud. It is extremely difficult to maintain 
high accuracy, precision, speed, performance, and to keep 
resource requirements to a minimum. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Convolutional neural networks are evolving daily and 
have different applications. It has also found its 
application on mobile devices. The paper describes 
applications on mobile devices in the prevention of 
malware, as well as the prevention of unauthorized access 
to mobile devices. Both applications have one thing in 
common, and that is to protect the data of mobile device 
users. 

Mobile devices are used every day, and where people 
store their personal data. There are malicious programs 
that can damage data on mobile devices. In addition to 
malware, people are struggling to prevent unauthorized 
access to personal data on mobile devices. There are many 
solutions that succeed in this, but there is always room for 
improvement. Just as antimalware is being promoted, so 
are malware, and the same is true for unauthorized access 
methods. By classifying the data and training the CNNs 
model, positive results are obtained, and great success and 
accuracy is achieved. The need for resources needs to be 
reduced because mobile devices are compact, and small, 
and do not have as much power as computers. 
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Abstract - Mobile applications are a rapidly growing 

segment of the global mobile market. In this paper, Android 

mobile platform for the mobile application development, 

using the Kotlin programming language is discussed. If you 

are familiar with Java it won't be hard to understand 

Kotlin. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Android Studio is the official Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) for Android app development, based 
on IntelliJ IDEA. On top of IntelliJ's powerful code editor 
and developer tools, Android Studio offers even more 
features that enhance your productivity when building 
Android apps. Since the first release of Google’s mobile 
operating system, developers have been developing 
applications mostly using Java and, in some specific 
scenarios, using C++. Developers use the official IDE, 
named Android Studio, and a SDK (Software 
Development Kit) provided by Google to build Android 
applications. The SDK compiles the Java code into Dalvik 
bytecode, which is then packaged on an apk. Then, 
developers submit those apks to application stores, such as 
the official, named Google Play Store, which currently has 
more than 3 million applications in its official store [1]. 
Android users can install applications into their Android 
devices by downloading those apks directly from the 
applications stores. Despite the Android operating 
system’s success, different development approaches and 
frameworks have emerged to ease mobile applications’ 
development during the last years [2, 3]. For instance, 
approaches such as PhoneGap/Cordova [4] from Adobe, 
Xamarin from Microsoft [5], React-Native from Facebook 
[6], and more recently Flutter from Google [7], aim at 
facilitating the development of multi-platform mobile 
applications by allowing developers to write applications 
using a non-native programming language and then to 
obtain a version of a native version for each platform 
(Android and iOS). Meanwhile, Google and Apple 
continue evolving their development toolkits to build 
native applications to avoid mobile developers migrating 
to such third-party development frameworks [8]. 

In an attempt to ease mobile programming practice, in 
June 2014, Apple released Swift, a modern, multi-
paradigm language that combines imperative, object-
oriented, and functional programming for developing iOS 
applications [9]. Similarly, in 2017 Google announced the 
Kotlin programming language as an officially supported 
language for Android development [10]. Kotlin is a 
pragmatic programming language that runs on the Java 

Virtual Machine (JVM) and it is fully interoperable with 
Java because both Java and Kotlin code is compiled to 
JVM bytecode. Consequently, it is possible to mix Kotlin 
and Java code in the same application, call Kotlin code 
from Java code, and the opposite. Kotlin provides a 
different approach to write applications because it 
combines object-oriented and functional features, some of 
them not present in Java or not available for Android 
development [11]. 

The paper describes an android application that was 
made in the Android Studio and which is connected to a 
database that is located in the cloud, Firebase. The 
programming language used for the application is Kotlin. 

II. BACKGROUND 

An Android app is a software application running on 
the Android platform. Because the Android platform is 
built for mobile devices, a typical Android app is designed 
for a smartphone or a tablet PC running on the Android 
OS. Developers may download the Android software 
development kit (SDK) from the Android website. The 
SDK includes tools, sample code and relevant documents 
for creating Android apps [12]. 

The main concepts that make up an Android 
application are: 

• Activities: An activity is a basic user task, 
such as adding a contact to an agenda or 
taking a photo. 

• Views and View Groups: the view is a widget 
for the interface, such as a button or text 
entry; views are grouped into groups of 
views, which represent hierarchical 
organizations of appearance and content. 

• Intent: intent is a specification of a request for 
action. 

• Events and event listeners: an event is a 
phenomenon within an activity, which can be 
managed directly by a business method 
connected to the display element that 
produced the event [13]. 

A. Android Studio 

Android Studio is the official integrated development 
environment (IDE) for Google's Android operating 
system, built on JetBrains' IntelliJ IDEA software and 
designed specifically for Android development. It is 
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available for download on Windows, macOS and Linux 
based operating systems. It is a replacement for the 
Eclipse Android Development Tools (ADT) as primary 
IDE for native Android application development [14]. 

B. Kotlin 

Kotlin is one of many Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 
languages and was developed by JetBrains, the maker of 
IntelliJ IDEA. Previously, developers struggled to update 
Java quickly as it was almost impossible to make bigger 
changes in syntax due to backward compatibility. 

While the developers of JetBrains began Kotlin in 
2010, it took over five years to release Kotlin version 1.0. 
One year later, in 2017, at the Google I/O conference, 
Kotlin was announced as an official language for Android 
development. 

Nowadays, Kotlin is the second most used JVM 
language and is increasing in popularity due to the fact 
that it is developed under an open-source license and is 
easy to use. Developers also like Kotlin for it's: 

• Expressiveness 

• Interoperability 

• Language features 

• Structured concurrency [15] 

C. Firebase 

Firebase is a toolset to “build, improve, and grow your 
app”, and the tools it gives you cover a large portion of the 
services that developers would normally have to build 
themselves, but don’t really want to build, because they’d 
rather be focusing on the app experience itself. This 
includes things like analytics, authentication, databases, 
configuration, file storage, push messaging, and the list 
goes on. The services are hosted in the cloud, and scale 
with little to no effort on the part of the developer [16]. 

Meaning “hosted in the cloud” is that the products 
have backend components that are fully maintained and 
operated by Google. Client SDKs provided by Firebase 
interact with these backend services directly, with no need 
to establish any middleware between your app and the 
service. So, if you’re using one of the Firebase database 
options, you typically write code to query the database in 
your client app. This is different than traditional app 
development, represented in fig. 1. which typically 
involves writing both frontend and backend software. The 
frontend code just invokes API endpoints exposed by the 
backend, and the backend code actually does the work. 
However, with Firebase products, the traditional backend 
is bypassed, putting the work into the client. 
Administrative access to each of these products is 
provided by the Firebase console. 

 

 

Figure 1. The difference between a traditional database and a Firebase 

database 

III. INSTAGRAM CLONE 

A. Starting the project 

Before you start anything you need to have a created 
project with Bottom navigation activity. You need to 
change the color of your application because we don't 
want it to be by default. All icons and pictures that we 
used in the project must be in the project folder called 
“drawable”. After that all dependencies and plugins need 
to be set at the exact place in the project and with the 
wright version of that plugin or dependence. After all this 
you can connect to Firebase real time data base and 
Firebase storage for storing your posts and profile 
pictures. 

B. Fragments 

A fragment represents a modular portion of the user 
interface within an activity. A fragment has its own 
lifecycle, receives its own input events, and you can add 
or remove fragments while the containing activity is 
running [17]. 

• HomeFragment - This fragment shows us 
posts that the people you follow are posting. 
The logic is such that it checks whether the 
person who posted the post is on the list of 
followers, and if so, his post is displayed on 
the home page. 

• SearchFragment - This fragment is for 
searching app users who have an account. 
The search is programmed so that as soon as 
we start typing someone’s name or username 
it will show us all users with those letters 
even though we have not finished typing. 
When someone's name is typed, the program 
turns everything into lowercase letters and 
checks it that way. 

• ProfileFragment - This fragment shows the 
current user. If so, then we have options for 
setting up an account as well as for logout. 
You can also see the numbers for how many 
people we follow, how many people follow 
us and the number of posts. All this is stored 
in a real time database from where the 
program takes all the necessary information 
to make it easier for the user. 
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• NotificationFragment - This fragment is for 
getting messages when someone comments 
on us, likes the post. 

C. Layout 

A layout defines the structure for a user interface in 
your app, such as in an activity. All elements in the layout 
are built using a hierarchy of View and ViewGroup 
objects. A View usually draws something the user can see 
and interact with. Whereas a ViewGroup is an invisible 
container that defines the layout structure for View and 
other ViewGroup objects [18]. In fig. 2. we can see an 
example of layout on profile page. 

The unit of measurement used for all measurements in 
the layouts is dp1 . 

 

Figure 2. Example of layout, profile page (fragment) 

D. Activities 

An activity is a single, focused thing that the user can 
do. Almost all activities interact with the user, so the 
Activity class takes care of creating a window for you in 
which you can place your UI with #setContentView. 
While activities are often presented to the user as full-
screen windows, they can also be used in other ways: as 
floating windows, Multi-Window mode or embedded into 
other windows. There are two methods almost all 
subclasses of Activity will implement: 

• #onCreate is where you initialize your 
activity. Most importantly, here you will 
usually call setContentView(int) with a 
layout resource defining your UI, and using 
findViewById to retrieve the widgets in that 
UI that you need to interact with 
programmatically. 

• onPause is where you deal with the user 
pausing active interaction with the activity. 
Any changes made by the user should at this 
point be committed. In this state the activity 
is still visible on screen [19]. 

 
1 dp-Density-independent pixels. An abstract unit of measurement 

based on the physical display density of the device in relation to the 
baseline of the screen of 160 dpi. 

• SignUpActivity - We examine what the user 
has compressed and whether he has entered 
all the data correctly. In case the user already 
has an account, he can click “Already have a 
account? Sign in ”and the app will take you 
to the login page. If we do not have an 
account, it is necessary to enter the 
appropriate data. The program takes the data 
entered by the user as the basis of his 
account, checks it and stores it in a database. 
The user in the database has his own ID that 
this application generates itself, full 
username, username, biography (something 
about himself) and profile picture. 

• SignInActiviy - Logging into the application 
is done after a successfully created user 
account in SignUpActivity. When logging in, 
the program checks the entered e-mail values 
and passwords with the database. If 
successful, the program will log you into 
your account in a few seconds. 

• MainActivity - This activity is the main 
activity. This means that other activities of 
this program are called from MainActivity. 
Part of the code of this activity are Bottom 
Navigation and there are consists of: 

o  If the home icon is clicked, it will 
display the HomeFragment with all 
new companion posts. 

o If the search icon is clicked, the 
program will switch to the 
SearchFragment to search for the 
users we want to track. 

o If the add icon is clicked, the 
program will switch to the 
AddPostActivity, activity where 
images can be added and new user 
posts posted. 

o If the notifications icon is pressed, 
the program will switch to the 
NotificationFragment fragment. 

o If the profile icon is clicked, the 
program will switch to the 
ProfileFragment fragment, where we 
set the appearance and description 
of the user who uses it. 

• AddPostActivity - Adding a post is coded so 
we have to enter an image, the comment is 
not so important. When an image is 
published, that image with attributes from the 
class model appears in the database for 
publication. 

• AccountSettingActivity - With user profile 
options, you can change the image, profile 
description (biography) and logout from the 
profile. When changing the profile picture, 
the option to crop the picture as desired and 
to write a biography has been added. In case 
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both items change, we have the 
uploadImageAndUpdateInfo function that 
changes and saves the new biography and the 
new image to the database. In case only the 
biography is changed, there is a function that 
changes only the biography of the 
updateUserInfoOnly user. The default 
activity itself has a userInfo function that 
displays a description and profile picture 
from the database. This means that every 
time the profile is changed everything will be 
up to date. When logging out, it switches to 
the page where the user logs in to their user 
account (SignInActivity). 

E. Models 

A class model is a class where we describe the 
attributes of that class in order to connect them to the 
appropriate adapter and perform activities on that class 
through it. In our case, these are the User and Post classes. 

• User - This model represents the user who 
has his default constructor and the constructor 
that receives the attributes of the class, as 
well as the get and set methods for those 
attributes. Attributes that describe the user are 
username, fullname, biography, image, and 
unique user number (uid). Each of these 
attributes is also found in an online database. 
We also have an email but it is not among the 
attributes because we only need it to log in to 
the account. In fig. 3. we can see the 
appearance of user data from the real time 
database. 

 

Figure 3. Appearance of user data from the real time database 

• Post - The post model is connected to an 
adapter that performs activities on the 
publishing data. The default constructor, the 
constructor with passed publish attributes, 
and the get and set methods are included. The 
attributes that describe the post are the unique 
post number, the user who posted, the 
description, and the postimage. All of these 
attributes also describe the RealTime 
database on the Internet. In fig. 4. we can see 
the appearance of publication data from 
RealTime database. 

 

Figure 4. Appearance of publication data from RealTime database 

F. Adapters 

An Adapter object acts as a bridge between an 
AdapterView and the underlying data for that view. The 
Adapter provides access to the data items. The Adapter is 
also responsible for making an android.view.View for 
each item in the data set [20]. 

• UserAdapter - The user adapter is used to 
regulate what happens in the database. Used 
wherever user iteration is enabled. Its 
function is to check and monitor what the 
user is doing, e.g. if a user wants to track 
someone, that person must be added to their 
watchlist from the database. Conversely, if 
we no longer want to track it, the adapter 
must remove it from the watchlist in the 
database. 

• PostAdapter - The attributes of one post are 
described with this adapter. It displays the 
posts stored in the database under the 
corresponding variables and displays them 
e.g. used for HomeFragment. When posting 
on HomeFragment, the posts described in 
PostAdapter will be displayed, that is: who 
posted that post, his profile picture, their 
username and full username. 

G. Preview of finished aplication 

When launching the application and when 

successfully logging in to the user account, all the posts 

of the people we follow will be posted on the home page, 

we can see that in fig. 5. As it is explained how user 

search works, a picture is shown which obviously shows 

that as soon as we start typing a word, it throws out users 

with those letters of the username. 

 

Figure 5. Preview of posts and search function 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The key advantages of Kotlin include excellent code, 
best performance, less runtime and useful libraries that 
made it the first choice for programs compared to Java. 
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All its rich functions and advantages have made it the 
future program of Android applications. 

With less coding and debugging, it speeds up the 
development process as well as the use of existing codes, 
and makes it easier for developers to learn and implement 
into existing or new projects. This first-class official 
programming language aims to provide more 
opportunities for developers by setting up a non-profit 
foundation in partnership with Google to preserve the 
language. 

We will not know for sure whether Kotlin is the future 
of mobile development or not. But for now, you should 
definitely take it as a language to learn. It is extremely 
flexible, powerful and easy to learn. It also shows no signs 
of slowing down any time soon, so 2021 is the ideal time 
to learn Kotlin. 
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Abstract - Microservices are a well-known and widely used 

architecture pattern nowadays. They can be used to build a 

completely new system, but also for transitioning old legacy 

systems for achieving better operation and maintenance 

performances. In this paper, the analysis of literature 

sources is performed in order to identify on which parts of 

existing software systems microservices can be extracted. 

Challenges related to identification of microservices from 

variety software artifacts are identified, systematized, and 

discussed.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many software systems are in use today. Some of those 

systems that are used for long time are named as a legacy 

software [1]. Legacy software systems are mostly built 

with monolithic architecture. These monolithic software 

systems are easier for development, but their 

modifications are quite hard to implement, leading to 

very high complexity and high costs of maintenance 

activities. In many cases, modifications of such systems 

introduce new errors that may cause problems in their use 

and future maintenance. The main disadvantage of these 

systems is their inability to adapt to new requirements or 

new technologies [2]. 

Upgrades of legacy systems with new features become 

difficult over time due to it rigor structure. Modifications 

of old software systems can be performed in one of the 

following ways [3]: (1) removing the system when its 

functionalities should be completely changed, (2) 

continuing the system use when small-scale changes are 

required, (3) system reengineering for achieving better 

maintenance when system quality and performances 

decrease, and (4) replacing parts or the whole system 

when it cannot support required functionalities. 

Reengineering of the system is performed when the old 

system cannot fulfil changed requirements. In the process 

of reengineering, the system gets a new form, but keeps 

the old functionality [4]. One of the most popular 

evolution type of software system nowadays is 

reengineering existing software towards microservices 

architecture. One way to do this is to identify the 

microservice from the existing software components – 

software artifacts. 

The objective of this paper is a review of challenges in 

identifying microservices from software artifacts in 

existing software systems. Challenges are extracted 

through analyses of scientific literature. The next section 

present review of literature review studies related to 

adoption and migration to microservice architectures. The 

method and the results of the research are explained in 

the third and fourth sections respectively. The last section 

contains conclusions and future research directions.  

In the continuation of this section, explanations of the 

terms Software artifact and Migration to microservices 

are given. 

A. Software artifacts 

Artifacts are the most important parts of the software 

systems because they represent the foundation for 

building, operating, and maintaining software systems. 

The software elements can have multiple artifacts [5]. 

The main goal of the artifacts is to define program parts 

and determine their functionality. They are used in the 

process of development and maintenance of software 

components [6]. Efficient software development and 

maintenance require organization of software artifacts in 

a meaningful manner, which means that artifacts must 

contain their own rules for creating, controlling, and 

interacting with other artifacts. All artifacts should be 

made to be upgradeable and free for access [7]. 

There are a lot of artifacts in software life cycle, which 

can be classified into three main categories [5]: 

• Code Artifacts (Test Suites, Setup Scripts, 

Complied Code, Test Outputs) 

• Documentation (Diagrams, End-User 

Agreements, Internal Documents) 

• Project Management Artifacts (User 

Cases/Stories, Criteria) 

B. Migration to microservices  

Since the monolith software applications are not the best 

choice, their replacement should be considered and 

implemented. The best alternative is based cloud 

architecture [8]. Cloud computing use the virtual servers 

to store computing resources. Microservices are part of 

cloud architecture which decomposes entire application 

into multiple very small and fine-grained services. The 

advantage of services is that each service is separated and 

independent from the others. Each microservice is 

independent relative to development, deployment, and 

implementation process [9]. In addition, microservices 

specification should be independent from the selection of 

programming language, operating system, and hardware 

platform. Microservice independence means that the 

changes and errors in one service will not affect other 

services and the entire system, which makes system 

maintenance easier [10]. 
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The modernization and migration of legacy system is 

structured as a process with multiple steps. The process is 

very complex and depends on decomposition goals, types 

of relationships, system structures, etc. Microservice 

identification process can be done manually, or 

automatically. In the literature can be found several 

proposed migration processes [11]. 

II. LITERATURE REWIEWS ON MICROSERVICES 

Migration of existing software systems to microservices 

architectures has gained significant attention by research 

community and practitioners from industry, which 

resulted with the increasing number of research 

publications. This has led to a great number of scientific 

publications that should be summarized and synthetized 

to provide a basis for further research and implementation 

in the practice. A common approach for literature reviews 

in software engineering are: Systematic Literature 

Review (SLR) [12][13], Systematic Mapping Study 

(SMS) [14][15], and informal literature review [16]. This 

section provides a short overview of literature review 

studies related to adoption and migration to microservice 

architectures.  

Several literature reviews have been published recently, 

dealing with different aspects of microservice 

architectures and systems. Kalske et al. [17] presented an 

informal literature survey of challenges in architectural 

transitions from monolithic architecture to microservices 

and identified organizational and architectural challenges 

as two groups of challenges. Taibi et al. [18] presented a 

SMS on architectural patterns of microservices. Hassan et 

al. [19] presented a SMS on various views, approaches, 

and activities for transition to microservices. Aksakalli et 

al. [9] presented a SLR on deployment and 

communication patterns in microservice architectures. 

Velepucha and Flores [2] presented a SMS on migration 

problems and challenges from monolithic architecture to 

microservices. Li et al. [20] presented a SLR on quality 

attributes of microservices architectures. Neves [21] 

conducted a SMS on technical challenges of 

microservices migration within his master thesis. Ghani 

et al. [22] presented a SLR on microservices testing 

approaches. Razzaq [23] presented a SLR on adoption of 

microservices architectures for IoT systems.  

Insight into published literature reviews revealed that 

there is a great interest for studying issues related to 

microservice architectures, but also that there are a lot of 

spaces for additional research. This paper aims to 

contribute to the field of microservice literature reviews 

by providing review of challenges in identifying 

microservices from different software artifacts. 

III. REVIEW METHOD 

The literature review method consists of several phases. 

The first phase relates to selecting keywords and forming 

strings for literature searching on digital libraries with 

scientific publications. Only papers related to the research 

topic are included in the analysis, and these studies are 

called primary studies (ps).  

In this research, the following keywords were included: 

reengineering, transition, migration, identification, 

decomposition, candidate, and microservices. From 

combination of two keywords the following search 

strings were formed:  

“reengineering” AND “microservices” 

“transition” AND “microservices” 

“migration” AND “microservices” 

“identification” AND “microservices” 

“decomposing” AND “microservices” 

“candidate” AND “microservices” 

 

A literature search was performed on Google Scholar and 

the following digital libraries: ScienceDirect, IEEE 

Xplore, and Springer. 

IV. RESULTS 

Using the specified search method, 110 research papers 

wеre found for the proposed time range from 2016 to 

2021. Based on text analysis of the collected research 

papers, it was concluded that 16 of them do not 

correspond to the topic. Other 94 papers are closely 

related to the research topic Identification of 

Microservices from existing software and were 

included in more detailed analysis. 

The challenges were identified through analysis of 94 

selected papers.. All challenges are collected and grouped 

based on the specified subject. These groups are named to 

reflect challenge in migrating to microservice 

architecture. One of the created groups is Microservice 

identification from artifacts, with 10 papers relating to 

this topic. These 10 papers were selected as primary 

studies (ps) and presented in Table 1. From the primary 

studies 10 challenges were identified (CH) and presented 

in Table 2.  

Challenges were formed based on the type of artifacts. A 

presentation of the identified challenges was also made in 

the form of a diagram presented at Figure 1. 
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TABLE I.    PRIMARY STUDIES 

No. Reference 

ps1 
G. Kecskemeti, A. C. Marosi and A. Kertesz (2016) "The ENTICE approach to decompose monolithic services into 

microservices", 2016 International Conference on High Performance Computing & Simulation (HPCS), 2016, pp. 591-

596, doi: https://doi.org/10.1109/HPCSim.2016.7568389. 

ps2 
R. Chen, S. Li and Z. Li (2017) "From Monolith to Microservices: A Dataflow-Driven Approach", 2017 24th Asia-
Pacific Software Engineering Conference (APSEC), 2017, pp. 466-475, doi: https://doi.org/10.1109/APSEC.2017.53. 

ps3 
Baresi L., Garriga M., De Renzis A. (2017) “Microservices Identification Through Interface Analysis”, In: De Paoli F., 

Schulte S., Broch Johnsen E. (eds) Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing. ESOCC 2017. Lecture Notes in Computer 
Science, vol 10465. Springer, Cham. doi: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-67262-5_2 

ps4 
Safa Habibullah, Xiaodong Liu, and Zhiyuan Tan (2018) "An Approach to Evolving Legacy Enterprise System to 

Microservice-Based Architecture through Feature-Driven Evolution Rules", International Journal of Computer Theory 

and Engineering vol. 10, no. 5, pp. 164-169, 2018, doi: https://doi.org/10.7763/IJCTE.2018.V10.1219 

ps5 
Sinan Eski, Feza Buzluca, (2018) "An automatic extraction approach: transition to microservices architecture from 

monolithic application", XP '18: Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Agile Software Development: 

Companion, May 2018, Article No.: 25, Pages 1–6, doi: https://doi.org/10.1145/3234152.3234195 

ps6 
De Alwis A.A.C., Barros A., Polyvyanyy A., Fidge C. (2018) “Function-Splitting Heuristics for Discovery of 

Microservices in Enterprise Systems”, In: Pahl C., Vukovic M., Yin J., Yu Q. (eds) Service-Oriented Computing. ICSOC 

2018. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 11236. Springer, Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-03596-9_3 

ps7 
Garriga M. (2018) “Towards a Taxonomy of Microservices Architectures”, In: Cerone A., Roveri M. (eds) Software 
Engineering and Formal Methods. SEFM 2017. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 10729. Springer, Cham. doi: 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-74781-1_15 

ps8 
Shanshan Li, He Zhang, Zijia Jia, Zheng Li, Cheng Zhang, Jiaqi Li, Qiuya Gao, Jidong Ge, Zhihao Shan, A (2019) 

“Dataflow-driven approach to identifying microservices from monolithic applications”, Journal of Systems and 
Software, Volume 157, 2019, 110380, ISSN 0164-1212, doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2019.07.008 

ps9 

Saidani I., Ouni A., Mkaouer M.W., Saied A. (2019) “Towards Automated Microservices Extraction Using Muti-

objective Evolutionary Search”, In: Yangui S., Bouassida Rodriguez I., Drira K., Tari Z. (eds) Service-Oriented 
Computing. ICSOC 2019. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 11895. Springer, Cham. doi: 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-33702-5_5 

ps10 
M. H. Gomes Barbosa and P. H. M. Maia (2020) "Towards Identifying Microservice Candidates from Business Rules 

Implemented in Stored Procedures", 2020 IEEE International Conference on Software Architecture Companion (ICSA-

C), 2020, pp. 41-48, doi: https://doi.org/10.1109/ICSA-C50368.2020.00015. 

 

TABLE II.    CHALLENGES IN IDENTIFYING FROM SOFTWARE ARTIFACTS 

CH Challenge Artifact Explanation 

CH1 
Microservice delivery based on 
building with common parts. [ps1] 

common parts 
Refers to the creation of patterns based on common 
parts from already defined microservice images. 

CH2 

Generalization monolithic services 

fragmentation into microservices. 

[ps1] 

services 
Prohibit decomposition unless it introduces alternative 
protocols to communicate between fragmentations. 

CH3 

Improvement of the initially 

generated microservice candidates by 

including post-decomposition criteria. 
[ps2] 

post-decomposition 

criteria 

After the decomposition process, extracted candidate 
for microservices need expert judgement based on pre-

established criteria. 

CH4 
Microservice decomposition with 
non-functional aspects. [ps3, ps9] 

non-functional 
criteria 

Extending approach by adding response time, resource 

allocation, cost, scalability and availability of the 

system. 

CH5 

Transformation of large enterprise 

system by applying enhanced 

evolution rules. [ps4] 

evolution rules Settings of new rules for migration process. 

CH6 
Extraction microservices with graphs. 
[ps5] 

graphs 
Using graph representation of the system, migration 
process and microservices extraction could be more 

accurate. 

CH7 
Microservice discovery process using 
database artifacts. [ps6] [ps10] 

database 
Database artifacts are collection of tables (Business 
Objects), triggers, functions, views… 

CH8 

Latent use of serverless architectures 

to deploy and manage microservices. 
[ps7] 

serverless 

architecture 

“Serverless functions are single-purpose, programmatic 

functions that are hosted on managed infrastructure.” 
[26] 

CH9 
Searching for factors to determine a 

process of migration. [ps8] 
different factors 

Detection of factors which can improve the migration 

process. Examples of factors are: frequency of 

communication among processes, the execution time of 
processes, runtime data monitoring and collection… 

CH10 

Expansion of the microservice 

identification process using by code 
artifacts [ps10] 

code 
Example of code artifacts are listed in introduction 

section. 
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Microservice identification 

from artifacts

Microservice delivery based on 

building with common parts.

Latent  use of serverless 

architectures to deploy and manage 

microservices.

Microservice discovery process 

using database artifacts.

Microservice decomposition with 

non-functional aspects.

Extraction microservices with 

graphs.

Transformation of large enterprise 

system by applying enhanced 

evolution rules.

Improvement of  the initially 

generated microservice candidates 

by including postdecomposition 

criteria.

Generalization services 

fragmentation into microservices.

Expansion of the microservice 

identification process using by code 

artifacts 

Searching for factors to determine a 

processes of migration.

 

 Figure 1. Identified challenges 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The theme of this paper are challenges in identifying 

software artifacts for migration of existing software 

systems to microservices. This is important subject 

because there are many software systems in use that are 

developed in monolithic architecture. This architecture is 

difficult and expensive to maintain. One way to overcome 

the imperfections of these system is to migrate them to 

service oriented architectures. Microservices architecture 

provides easy maintenance and upgrades that extend the 

life of applications and allows to follow the trends of 

modern technologies. The main contribution of this work 

is summary view and analysis of challenges in identifying 

microservices from software artifacts. This analysis can 

help other researchers that plan to research migration to 

microservices, and engineers that can find references on 

dealing with specific types of artifacts in migration 

process. The limitation of this work is the small number 

of references and possibility that some specific software 

artifacts are missed in the analysis. Since microservices 

appear in the last ten years, inclusion of papers published 

before 2016 can help to get insight into their development 

and early implementations.  

For future work is planned to increase the number of 

references and the inclusion of older works to get more 

comprehensive insight into this topic. Detailed review of 

other migration challenges is also future research 

direction. Examination of the area of software artifacts in 

more details is future research direction that is important 

for proposing a method and a tool for migrating specific 

monolithic software systems to microservices 

architecture. 
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Abstract - Cloud computing represents the delivery of 

computing services via the internet. The number of people 

and companies using some of the cloud services is rapidly 

growing. The increasing demand for cloud infrastructure 

has resulted in a significant increase in data center energy 

consumption. Addressing this critical issue is necessary in 

order to reduce energy consumption and thus reduce carbon 

dioxide emissions. Green cloud computing is recognized as a 

possible solution to this problem, as its primary goal is to 

maximize energy efficiency. In this paper, in addition to 

defining cloud computing with the main cloud service 

models, deployment models and computing platforms, a 

presentation of green cloud computing solutions for energy 

savings is given. These solutions were then classified, and 

their results in reducing energy consumption were 

compared and discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term cloud computing already represents one of 
the key phrases in the IT sector. It encourages users to 
upload their data to the remote cloud, and then access it 
in the most simple way. Cloud technology has a wide 
range of applications, offering scalability, reliability and 
security, and good performance at comparatively 
affordable rates [1]. The evolution and development of 
these technologies has modified modern networking, and 
provided promising environmental protection 
perspectives, and also economic advantages. These 
technologies hence tend to improve energy efficiency and 
system reliability. Minimizing energy consumption is an 
important element in this approach. In addition, by 
enhancing resource usage, energy consumption could be 
considerably reduced. The use of energy in computer 
systems such as clouds also leads to numerous other 
important problems such as carbon emissions and system 
stability. The current support for green or sustainable 
computing has received considerable attention in recent 
years. Green cloud computing cannot be constrained to 
main computing components, but can develop into a 
broader spectrum of computing resources including 
equipment and the physical area these resources require. 
The use of energy and resources in clouds is highly 
interconnected. In particular, when used in adequate 
measure, resources with a low utilization rate still 
consume inappropriate amounts of energy in comparison 
to their energy consumption when they are optimized. 

In this paper an overview of green cloud energy-
saving solutions and their energy efficiency is presented 
and discussed. 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing represents the use of computer 
system resources on-demand, for the purpose of storing 
data, developing, networking, etc [2]. Cloud computing 
infrastructure refers both to applications that are provided 
as Internet services and to hardware and system software 
in data centers. All the information that users need to 
access is located in the cloud or virtual space. Users do 
not have to be in a specific place to access it, because 
they can access all the data via the Internet. There are 
many benefits of cloud computing, such as cost savings, 
flexibility, scalability, speed, efficiency, and data 
security. 

A. Cloud service models 

Services proposed by cloud providers can be mainly 
categorized into software as a service (SaaS), platform as 
a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS).  

SaaS presents a distribution mechanism for software 
where applications are hosted and made available over 
the network to clients by a service provider [3]. SaaS 
applications must also communicate with other data and 
other applications in a broad range of contexts and 
platforms. Examples of implementation of this service 
such as Salesforce.com, Google apps, Amazon apps, have 
developed their SaaS architectures to host exterior 
applications as well as their own online services. 

PaaS provides an environment where developers can 
develop and design apps and do not need to worry about 
how much memory and other resources their work will 
demand [4]. The PaaS approach offers benefits to 
developers for designing applications and their 
maintenance in terms of completing the whole software 
life cycle. It also offers a full range of technology to 
construct and operate SaaS applications. PaaS's The 
distinction between PaaS and Saas lies in the fact that 
SaaS only represents completed cloud applications, 
whereas PaaS provides a cloud application development 
platform. 

IaaS represents a combination of hosting, hardware 
and basic cloud services [5]. The basic purpose of the 
IaaS paradigm is to supply high-performance and user-
friendly computing power. IaaS design seeks to increase 
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the hardware utilization of the entire platform, optimize 
the deployment of virtual machines and raise demand for 
service. 

B. Cloud deployment models 

According to [6] four main cloud deployment models 
are categorized: private cloud, public cloud, community 
cloud, and hybrid cloud. 

The private cloud is also called the internal cloud, and 
is administered and managed by a single company or 
group [7]. A consistent degree of security, privacy and 
governance control is the benefit of an infrastructure that 
is managed and controlled by just one organization.  

Public cloud, also known as external cloud represents 
an open cloud environment used by general public [8]. It 
may be operated and managed by the government, or an 
organization or some sort of combination between them.  

Community cloud implies a specially designed cloud 
environment that is shared and operated in a common 
domain by a number of associated organizations [9]. This 
approach shares resources in a community that has shared 
interests with various groups.  

Hybrid cloud consists of two or more independent 
cloud infrastructures but is connected through 
conventional data portability technology [10]. It offers 
benefits for numerous deployment models and allows the 
companies to manage the continuous workload on private 
clouds. 

C. Cloud computing platforms 

The most known cloud computing platforms are: 
Amazon Web Service, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure 
and IBM Cloud. 

Amazon Web Service (AWS), a daughter company of 
Amazon, is a leading cloud provider in the world. It 
offers hundreds of different services, including IaaS and 
PaaS solutions. It provides services and products in all 
major spheres, including machine learning, databases, 
computing, IoT, migration and transfer, data storage, etc. 
Facebook, Twitter, Adobe and Netflix are just some of 
the world-renowned companies that use AWS services. 

Google Cloud, offered by Google, provides solutions 
for data storage, data analytics, machine learning, 
networking and many more. Like AWS, Google Cloud 
also offers a wide set of IaaS and PaaS services. When it 
comes to pricing, Google claims to be the most cost-
effective compared to other competitors. 

Microsoft Azure, or simply Azure, was created by 
Microsoft Corporation. Azure offers a wide array of 
services within various categories, such as analytics, 
AI/machine learning, databases, data storage, blockchain, 
etc. Unlike the previous two cloud services, in addition to 
IaaS and PaaS services, it also offers SaaS. 

IBM Cloud, developed by IBM, is a cloud platform 
for business. It includes SaaS, IaaS and PaaS offered 
through public, private and hybrid cloud deployment 
models. IBM Cloud offers a large number of products 
and services that can be used by programmers to develop, 

manage and run all kinds of applications. This platform 
covers AI/machine learning, analytics, automation, 
blockchain, IoT, containers, data storage, etc. 

III. GREEN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Green cloud computing, or simply Green cloud, 
represents the sustainable way to use the cloud [11]. With 
the increasing growth of cloud computing usage, energy 
consumption is also increasing, and because of that, green 
cloud computing has become an interesting topic for 
researchers, especially in finding energy-efficient 
solutions. Green cloud computing entails designing, 
manufacturing, and utilizing digital spaces in a way that 
minimizes their environmental impact [12]. Green cloud 
computing aims to reduce energy usage as well as the 
amount of waste disposed to the environment. That is 
why energy-efficient solutions are needed to limit the 
environmental impact of cloud computing. The benefits 
of green cloud computing include energy savings, 
reduction of carbon dioxide emissions and the use of 
hazardous materials, less e-waste, recycling of e-waste, 
decreasing the amount of paper used, etc. 

As stated before, one of the challenging research 
issues in the area of cloud computing is the problem of 
energy efficiency, and that is why many authors propose 
new solutions for reducing computational energy 
consumption. Jeba et al. [13] present an efficient energy 
optimization framework based on dynamic resource 
scheduling for virtual machine migration in cloud data 
centers. Dashti et al. [14] propose dynamic virtual 
machines placement for energy efficiency by particle 
swarm optimization in cloud computing. Jena [15] uses a 
clonal selection algorithm for task scheduling (TSCSA) 
in order to optimize energy and processing time. Sigwele 
et al. [16] proposes an energy reduction technique based 
on baseband workload consolidation using virtualized 
general-purpose processors (GPPs) in the cloud. Usman 
et al. [11] propose an energy-efficient flower pollination 
algorithm (EE-FPA) for optimal resource allocation of 
data center virtual machines and also for resource under-
utilization. Yang et al. [18] propose an energy‐efficient 
cloud system with two novel methods, the dynamic 
resource allocation method and the energy-saving 
method. Aslam et al. [19] present a virtual machine 
consolidation approach based on an artificial neural 
network to enhance energy efficiency in the green cloud. 
Wen et al. [20] propose an energy-efficient virtual 
resource dynamic integration method to minimize the 
energy consumption of a data center. Gholipour et al. [21] 
propose a novel energy-aware resource management 
technique using joint virtual machines and container 
consolidation approach for green computing in cloud data 
centers. Xu et al. [22] present a virtual machine 
scheduling algorithm based on the gravitational effect to 
optimize the energy efficiency of cloud computing 
systems. Ajmal et al. [23] propose a green cloud 
computing algorithm named cost-based energy-efficient 
scheduling technique for dynamic voltage frequency 
scaling systems (CEEST) which reduces energy 
consumption without compromising the quality of 
service. Hussain et al. [24] propose energy and 
performance-efficient task scheduling algorithm (EPETS) 
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in a heterogeneous virtualized cloud to resolve the issue 
of energy consumption. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

As previously stated, green cloud computing 
represents a paradigm of computing models that are 
utilized to make the resources more energy-efficient in 
terms of expense and power. Through the usage of 
resources there is a number of factors that should be 
addressed. In present day society, a society that remotely 
controls the data centers and servers under cloud 
computing models, green cloud computing is necessary to 
make them more energy-efficient and economical. The 
main, and most complex aim of green cloud computing is 
maximizing that energy efficiency. As data increases 
exponentially, green cloud computing has problems 
connected to computation infrastructures that not only 
decrease energy consumption but also increase the 
performance and economic efficiency of cloud services. 
After researching numerous applications of green cloud 
computing, this section provides the main concept 
categorization which is identified by reviewed 
publications. Also, the results of their energy efficiency 
are portrayed. 

The trend of research, and a number of publications 
per year is presented in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Number of publications per year 

The graph is founded on data extracted from Google 
Scholar database, hence it is the biggest database of 
scholarly work. The extraction process was conducted 
through Harzing’s Publish and Perish [25] software. The 
process of filtering was carried out with the use of 
parameters (keywords) in the title field, and keyword 
field. A search query for title field was based on the 
string “Green cloud computing”, and for keyword field 
“Energy efficiency”. The publications time scope 
parameter was set to filter related works from the period 
of 2016 to 2021. The trend of research shows a slight 
decrease in a number of publications per year, in a period 
of the last 3 years which is normal as it relates to various 
areas of the field being extensively explored in past 
periods. 

Numerous authors published research work on the 
topic of green cloud computing and various concepts for 
obtaining better energy efficiency. Table I represents the 

conceptual matrix of green cloud computing areas and 
their interconnection in terms of environment and energy 
optimization.  

TABLE I. CONCEPT CLASSIFICATION OF LISTED SOLUTIONS 

Authors 
Virtual 

machine 

Network 

infrastructure 

Task 

scheduling 

Resource 

allocation 

Jeba et al. 

[13] 
x    

Dashti et al. 
[14] 

x    

Jena [15]   x  

Sigwele et 

al. [16] 
 x   

Usman et 
al. [17] 

   x 

Yang et al. 

[18] 
   x 

Aslam et al. 

[19] 
x x   

Wen et al. 
[20] 

x    

Gholipour 

et al. [21] 
x    

Xu et al. 

[22] 
x    

Ajmal et al. 
[23] 

  x  

Hussain et 

al. [24] 
  x  

 
Table II shows the energy saving results, which are 

extracted from 12 relevant publications included in the 
green cloud computing section. The results indicate a 
percentage improvement in energy savings after the 
application of the proposed solutions. 

TABLE II. ENERGY SAVINGS OF LISTED SOLUTIONS 

Authors Energy savings for proposed 

solutions 

Jeba et al. [13] 30% 

Dashti et al. [14] 14% 

Jena [15] 30% 

Sigwele et al. [16] 38% 

Usman et al. [17] 35% 

Yang et al. [18] 39,89% 

Aslam et al. [19] 30% 

Wen et al. [20] 45% 

Gholipour et al. [21] 9,9% 

Xu et al. [22] 20% 

Ajmal et al. [23] 30% 

Hussain et al. [24] 20% 

A comparison of results from Table II is presented in 
Figure 2. It can be seen from this chart, that the proposed 
solution in [20] minimizes the energy consumption by 
45%, which represents the largest energy savings 
compared to others. The lowest energy savings in a given 
sample were in [21] with only 9,9%. On average, 
proposed solutions achieved energy savings of 28,48%. 
The standard deviation of 10,63 indicates that the 
percentages of the proposed solutions do not deviate 
much from the average energy savings. The coefficient of 
variation is 37,32%, so it suggests that the arithmetic 
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mean is a satisfactory measure of the central tendency, 
respectively, that the data is satisfactorily grouped around 
the arithmetic mean. 

 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of energy savings from listed solutions 

V. CONCLUSION 

Green cloud computing is recognized to be a wide and 
promising field for study. To benefit from different 
assets, it has produced optimal strategies for using 
resources, improving networking infrastructures, 
scheduling tasks, and allocating resources, and all in 
favor of making them more energy efficient. A number of 
research initiatives and technologies that aim to improve 
the energy efficiency of different elements of green cloud 
computing were categorized, and their energy efficiency 
results were compared. From this review, it is concluded 
that energy efficiency and power management solutions 
are important factors in the transition from traditional 
cloud computing technologies to more green and 
sustainable ones. 
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Abstract – The wide involvement of Internet of Things (IoT) 

in variety of modern systems is evident and grows 

continuously. The smart agriculture as very important 

segment of our lives is equally affected with these advances 

in technology. Considering that the smart agriculture is very 

complex system, the numerous applications can be 

developed for this improvement. This paper is targeting one 

small section of agriculture, plant watering systems. 

Particularly, this paper investigated the design of portable 

and scalable smart plant watering system that can be 

applied in a broad range of scenarios, ranging from one 

plant watering system in the apartment, to the larger area 

home and larger area gardens with multiple watering 

targets. In this paper the evolution of the system designed 

from local centralized system to the IoT layered architecture 

system is presented. Together with the system evolution and 

development, the system architecture and the prototype, 

called the SmartGrowth system, are presented as well. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development of the technologies strongly 
reflects to the world changing our ways of living. The 
application of the technology has or should have the 
purpose of improving our lives. The concept of appliance 
of emerging technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT) 
is deeply involved in variety of segments of everyday life. 
The approaches in IoT applications and deployments 
develop persistently. The smart agriculture as vital portion 
of our lives is not bypassed with this phenomenon [1]. 
Taking into account that the smart agriculture is very 
complex and that has variety of subgroups, we should be 
aware that various applications can be designed within 
this field. All these applications should have one thing in 
common, the optimization of food and plant growth.   

This paper is focusing on one segment of agriculture, 
plant watering systems. To be more precise, this paper 
investigates the approach in design of scalable, portable 
plant watering system, an adaptable system that can be 
applied in a wide scope of situations, stretching from 
single plant watering, to covering the bigger regions with 
multiple watering locations.  

This paper presents the approach in the evolvement of 
the centralized local system to the IoT layered architecture 
plant watering system. The IoT layered architecture 
should provide the portability and scalability of the 
system. With these features system can be used as the 

platform for development, testing and evaluation of smart 
home plant watering systems and home gardens.  

This paper is structured as follows. After the 
introduction, the smart home and smart gardening systems 
are briefly explained. Next, the system architecture and its 
development and evolution are explained, followed with 
the description of system prototype. At the end the 
concluding remarks are given. 

II. SMART HOME AND SMART GARDENING 

The smart home projects and systems are numerous. 
Very large portion of these projects is built upon the open-
source hardware and software, with extensive usage of 
Arduino, NodeMCU/ESP8266 microcontroller boards and 
Raspberry Pi single board computers. One of these 
projects is described in [2]. The goal of this project is the 
design of the system of voice and remote control of home 
appliances via World Wide Web. In the system presented 
in [3] the authors integrated Olivia into smart door lock 
for ‘The Smart Home Surveillance System’ implemented 
on Raspberry Pi. The system is designed to identify and 
differentiate between the owner and stranger using face 
recognition. Olivia can interact with the stranger at the 
door in case the owner is not present at home and will 
notify the owner with Email and SMS. 

The integration of similar open-source hardware and 
software platforms is applicable in smart watering and 
irrigation systems. The paper [4] presents a farm 
monitoring and automatic irrigation system that has three 
modules: unified sensor pole (USP) as intelligent IoT 
based module, irrigation unit (IU), and sensor information 
unit (SIU). The IU is responsible for parsing and writing 
incoming data from USP. SIU stores the sensor data by 
sending data stream to Mosquitto broker and to log files. 
The data are used by the HTTP server to allow remote 
sensor data monitoring. 

Paper [5] has in focus the implementation of 
intelligent technologies like the internet of things (IoT), 
computer vision etc. for facilitating farming activities and 
providing flexible farm operations. This paper emphasizes 
farm management and appropriate monitoring of farm 
parameters as an indispensable for productive farming in 
smart cities or rural areas. The paper presents an IoT 
based Smart AgroTech system for urban farming that 
considers humidity, temperature, and soil moisture as 
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necessary farming parameters deciding whether the 
irrigation action should begin or stop. 

The goal of the paper [6] is design of watering system 
for monitoring status of the plant health. This approach in 
design involves analyzing the moisture content, 
temperature of surrounding area where plant grows as 
parameters for watering schedule. Adafruit cloud page is 
used as an IOT platform and it is further used to analyze 
the plant health and send an email alerts. The presented 
Plant watering system that is innovative, time-saving, and 
user-friendly and it consists of: Arduino UNO board, 
sensors, soil moisture sensor (YL38), pH sensor, flame 
sensor, DHT sensor (DHT11) and Wi-Fi module 
(ESP8266). The system uses the Machine Learning 
techniques as well. 

The paper [7] deals with automation of gardening 
systems using IoT considering the facts that water 
resources should be carefully managed leading to 
imperative that we use water extremely judiciously. The 
system tracks the environmental conditions such as 
humidity of the soil, and temperature and runs algorithms 
which help keep the garden in good condition and at the 
same time using resources optimally. The Arduino board 
is used as a hardware, and systems contains module for 
fertilizer suggestions for different plants etc. 

The application of internet of things communication 
technologies in smart agriculture and challenges is very 
interesting area to investigate. The [8] gives literature on 
this topic. The literature search is made in three different 
databases: ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore, and Scopus and 
total of 94 research articles were reviewed among the total 
of 886 titles found. 

The research presented in [9] shows that NodeMCU 
can be used to monitor the low wetness and warm 
temperature and to show the results using Blynk App. 
After detecting, the message is passed between NodeMCU 
and Blynk App and it automatically starts the motor in 
home gardening, farm, etc. 

The paper [10] investigates the critical parameters for 
automating sustainable vertical gardening (VG) systems 
by using the IoT concept in smart cities. This paper 
analyzed 30 peer-reviewed publications published 
between 2004 and 2018, and eight international patents on 
VGs. The research resulted with identification of research 
challenges and four potential future investigation ideas on 
how to approach these challenges in principle.  

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

In this section the evolution of this scalable home 
gardening system is presented. It started with centralized 
system focused on managing single plant watering system 
intended for home indoor usage. 

The system is centered around NodeMCU and with 
directly connected DHT11 and soil moisture sensors, relay 
and watering pump. The system was wirelessly connected 
with Mobile phone for displaying data with Blynk 
application. The system is presented in Fig. 1 with the 
specification of wiring the components of the system.  The 
system is tested in the scenario of watering one plant.  

 

Figure 1.  Initial stand-alone prototype system  

The model of the same system is presented in Figure 2.   

 

Figure 2.  Architecture of centralized local system 

With the goal of creating scalable and portable 
platform testing home gardening/plan watering system, 
the layered IoT architecture is proposed. This architecture 
is presented in Fig. 3 and in accordance with the IoT 
architectures presented in [11]. The system is partially 
inspired on the project presented in [12]. 

The architecture scalability requirement was tailored 
to the need to make this system easily adoptable to the 
different environments. This architecture should provide 
the deployment of the system on the small-scale level, 
such as one watering plant in the small apartment, then to 
the larger apartments and houses with several watering 
targets, to the home gardens in outdoor environments.  

 

Figure 3.  Proposed IoT layered architecture of smart gardening 

system 

The model of the system is used as a starting point for 
designing the prototype. The prototype, called the 
SmartGrowth, is explained in the next section. One of the 
most important components of the prototype are the 
software, Home Assistant, an open-source software 
installed on Raspberry Pi. The second important feature of 
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the prototype is its scalable design allowing this system to 
be used equally in indoor single plant watering scenarios, 
and in wider scale outdoor home gardening and small 
smart farming watering scenarios.  

IV. SYSTEM PROTOTYPE 

The goal of the smart garden system prototype is to 
optimize water used for watering the plants thus allowing 
the optimal amounts of water needed for plant growth. It 
also saves labor time required to manipulate irrigation 
system turning it on and off. This prototype is a system for 

digital irrigation, which combines data processing, sensor 
used for data collection, display of results using 
smartphone (Android, iOS) and*or Web applications for 
monitoring. The system is shown in Fig. 4. 

The prototype system measures soil moisture, based 
on the measuring parameters defined by the system user. 
When the soil moisture goes below defined levels, the 
irrigation is turned on, and vice versa. The user adjusts the 
soil moisture limit via the web-based application for each 
zone.  

 

Figure 4.  Smart gardening irigattion prototype system SmartGrowth

The development of a prototype smart garden system 
is based on the usage of open-source hardware and 
software. The communication between the components is 
based on Wi-Fi technology, e.g. between devices 
connected via NodeMCU development boards that use the 
ESP8266 microchip and the Raspberry Pi 4 as the main 
computer. The control is done through an open-source 
system called Home Assistant, which receives feedback 
from the devices via the TCP/IP protocol. Home Assistant 
is a system installed on the Raspberry Pi and it plays a 
major role in controlling and managing the smart garden 
system. The system defines all the necessary parameters 
for communication between devices, as well as the 
executing commands. 

The advantage of this approach in building the system 
is its modularity. Sensors as well as other devices in the 
system can be added or changed in a very simple way. In 
addition to its modularity, a great advantage of the system 
is its cloud-based architecture, enabling control and data 
monitoring from a remote location. 

The data exchange between the data components in 
achieved with Wi-Fi technology. The central component 
of the system, Raspberry Pi 4, has integrated Wi-Fi 
interface, while the sensor nodes are connected to the 
NodeMCU development boards. Because the NodeMCU 
board has integrated ESP8266 chip, the transfer of data 
collected from the sensor, as well as the transfer of 
command to the actuators is made with Wi-Fi technology 
and TCP/IP protocol.  

The soil moisture sensor has the task of examining the 
soil moisture and sending information to the NodeMCU 
development board. The collected information is sent to a 
central computer which further processes it. Based on the 
data collected by the sensor and the information set by the 
user via the application, the system forwards the data 
further to another NodeMCU development board. 
Depending on the soil moisture measures and the 
minimum value set by the user, the second development 
board switches the water pump on or off. In addition to 
the soil moisture sensor, a DHT11 soil temperature and 
humidity sensor is also connected. The DHT11 sensor has 
the task of testing the temperature and humidity of the air. 

A. Components of the system 

List of components used for system prototype. 

• NodeMCU ESP 8266, 

• FC-28 soil moisture sensor, 

• DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor, 

• relay, 

• USB Cable, 

• prototype board, 

• watering pump, and 

• Raspberry Pi 4 

The Raspberry Pi 4 hosts Home Assistant, the central 
software component of the system. It is an open-source 
platform that began its development as a hobby project, 
dealing with the control of Philips Hue. Currently, it has 
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community of more than 70,000 IoT fans. This software is 
used to control smart home devices. Home Assistant 
supports over 1,000 services and pieces of hardware 
according to Schoutsen, and this includes Nest, Philips 
Hue, Sonos, WeMo, Ikea, Arlo, Ecobee, Ring, Dyson, 
Xiaomi and August devices. Like Samsung SmartThings, 
it acts as a hub for home devices.  

Connecting NodeMCU development boards and 
communication with the Home Assistant system is done 
using the ESPHome add-on. This add-on should be 
additionally installed on the Home Assistant system. After 
installation, the two NodeMCU boards are configured, one 
of them has the role of collecting information using a 
sensor, while the other has the task of turning the relay on 
and off, i.e., water pumps. For communication between 
Home Assistant installed and two NodeMCU clients is 
ESPHome native API. The ESPHome native API is based 
on a custom TCP protocol using protocol buffers. For the 
future development, the implementation of more 
standardized MQTT will be considered.  

B. Device configuration 

Home Assistant uses YAML syntax for configuration 
of devices such as sensor nodes, actuators, etc. YAML is a 
data serialization language that is often used to create 
configuration files and works simultaneously with any 
programming language. The YAML language is designed 
for human interaction, and it allows creation of complex 
configurations. It is a strict JSON superset which is 
another language for data serialization. YAML one of the 
main differences is that newlines and indents actually 
have a meaning in YAML, as opposed to JSON which 
uses parentheses and headers. 

The yaml code used for sensor node is shown in 
Listing 1. 

esphome: 

  name: senzori 

  platform: ESP8266 

  board: esp01_1m 

 

# Enable logging 

logger: 

 

# Enable Home Assistant API 

api: 

 

ota: 

  password: "OTApassword" 

 

wifi: 

  ssid: "MySSID" 

  password: "Mypassword" 

  # Enable fallback hotspot (captive portal) in case 

wifi connection fails 

  ap: 

    ssid: "Senzori Fallback Hotspot" 

    password: "HotspotPassword" 

 

captive_portal: 

 

sensor: 

 

  - platform: dht 

    pin: 0 

    temperature: 

      name: "Temperatura-Vazduha" 

    humidity: 

      name: "Vlaznost-Vazduha" 

    update_interval: 5s 

     

  - platform: adc 

    unit_of_measurement: "%" 

    icon: "mdi:flower-outline" 

    accuracy_decimals: 0 

    pin: A0 

    filters: 

      - lambda: |- 

          if (x > 0.7) { 

            return 0; 

          } else if (x < 0.38) { 

            return 100; 

          } else { 

            return (0.7-x) / (0.7-0.38) * 100.0; 

          } 

    name: "Procenat-Vlaznosti-Zemljista" 

    update_interval: 5s 

Listing 1. Code for sensor nodes 

V. RESULTS 

The system is tested in home environment during the 
several days with one watering plant in several scenarios 
(Fig. 5). 

 

Figure 5.  The compoments of the prototype SmartGrowth system in 

operation 

Here is explained the example scenario of prototype 
operations. The user set a minimum soil moisture 
percentage of 50%, while the sensor read a soil moisture 
value of 37% (Fig. 6). As the user setpoint is higher than 
the value read by the sensor, the water pump will switch 
on and run until the soil percentage is above 50% (Fig. 7). 
In this way, where the user sets the minimum value of soil 
moisture, depending on the plant, we can accurately 
determine the optimal amount of water it needs. During 
the scenario the prototype shows its effectiveness, and 
reliability. 

 

Figure 6.  NodeMCU sensor node with temperature ans soil moisture 

sensors 
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Additionally, the modularity of the system allows easy 
addition of multiple sensor and watering plant systems, 
giving the opportunity for easy system expansion. On the 
other hand, the usage of ESP8266 as portable sensor 
nodes, with the support of Wi-Fi, gives the opportunity for 
the system to be deployed in large outdoor the areas with 
the range offered by the Wi-Fi technology. 

 

Figure 7.  The watering pump component of the system 

 

Figure 8.  Smart Growth system 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The successful testing of the presented prototype 

justified the choice of Home Assistant as a prototyping 

platform. The tested prototype will be used as a base for 

further research. The first phase of further research will 

include implementation of MQTT protocol in the system. 

Further, the addition of multiple portable sensor nodes 

will be tested with the system, together it the analyses of 

the system behavior with increased numbers of devices. 

Third, direct of the research will be pointed to the 

experiments with the range of NodeMCU centered inopen 

outdoor and closed indoor areas for assessing the system 

deployment in gardening or building plant watering.      
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Abstract - Nowadays, the Internet of Things (IoT) has 

received a great deal of attention from researchers as it 

becomes an important technology that promises the life of a 

smart human being, allowing communication between 

objects, machines, and all things together with humans. The 

Internet of Things is a system consisting of real-world 

objects and sensors attached to or combined with these 

things, connected to the Internet through a wired and 

wireless network structure. Things made available on the 

Internet of Things will share information about the state of 

things and the surrounding environment with people, 

software systems, and other machines. With the technology 

of the Internet of Things, the world will become smarter in 

all respects, as the Internet of Things provides the means for 

smart cities, smart healthcare, smart homes, and buildings, 

in addition to many important applications such as smart 

power, grid, transport, management and monitoring of 

waste. In this paper, a model for the integration of IoT 

systems is presented, including its main components. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The challenges posed by the rapid development of 
technologies are closely related to information technology. 
As a new technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) is 
attracting a lot of attention and expectations to make a 
major contribution in many areas. The concept of IoT was 
conceived by Kevin Ashton, a member of the radio 
frequency identification (RFID) development community 
(RFID) in 1999 [1], and recently became more relevant to 
the practical world mostly due to the growth of mobile 
devices, embedded and ubiquitous communication, cloud 
computing and data analytics. The world of IoT is 
populated by billions of facilities that can sense, 
communicate and share information, all interconnected via 
public or private Internet Protocol networks. These 
interconnected objects have data regularly collected, 
analyzed, and used to initiate action, providing 
tremendous intelligence for planning, managing, and 
decision-making. The common definition states that the 
IoT is a network of physical objects. The Internet is not 
just a network of computers, but it has evolved into a 
network of devices of all kinds and sizes: vehicles, 
smartphones, home appliances, toys, cameras, medical 
instruments and industrial systems, animals, people, 
buildings, all interconnected to communicate and share 
information based on certain protocols to achieve smart 
reorganizations, positioning, tracing, security and control, 
and even personal real-time Internet monitoring, Internet 
upgrades, process control, and administration. With the 
rapid development of the IoT, large manufacturers are 
committed to exploring the combination of multiple 

sensors, in the sense of obtaining more environmental data 
with a single device. The deployment of wireless sensor 
networks in Smart City infrastructures has led to very 
large amounts of data being generated every day in a 
variety of domains, with applications including 
environmental monitoring, health insurance, and 
transportation monitoring. To take advantage of increased 
data volumes, new methods and techniques for efficient 
data management and analysis need to be used to generate 
information that can help manage resource usage both 
intelligently and dynamically.  

In this paper, we propose a model for the integration of 
IoT systems in a Smart City. The model is presented as a 
multi-level architecture. The UML data flow diagram of 
the IoT systems integration model is also presented, 
depicting the integration and communication between the 
individual entities. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 
II focuses on some of the most popular data integration 
tools. Section III discusses the proposed model for 
integration of the IoT systems in a Smart City as a multi-
level architecture. The last section highlights the 
conclusions. 

II. INTERNET OF THINGS, SMART CITY, AND 

INTEGRATION TOOLS 

As a new technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) is 
attracting a great deal of attention and expectation to make 
a major contribution in many areas. The Internet of Things 
refers to the unique identification of values and their 
virtual display in the Internet structure. The term Internet 
of Things was first used by Kevin Ashton in 1999 and has 
become synonymous with linking things online. RFID4 
[2], sensors, actuators, and cell phones are often seen as 
prerequisites for the advent of the Internet of Things. The 
last few years have seen an explosive growth of 
information and communication technologies to improve 
the design of hardware and software. The use of ICT in 
cities in different forms for different urban activities has 
led to increased efficiency of city operations and these 
cities are marked by the use of many terms such as "cyber 
Ville", "digital city", "electronic city", "flexi city", 
"information city", "telicity", "wired city" and "smart 
city". An intelligent city is the biggest abstraction in the 
labels used because it encompasses other labels used for 
cities [3]. Data integration is the process of combining 
data from different sources into a single, unified view. The 
most popular integration tools are: SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) is a platform that is part of the SQL 
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Server Management Studio, developed by Microsoft. The 
platform is used for data integration and workflow 
applications, for building high-performance data 
integration solutions. SSIS includes graphical building 
tools for debugging, tasks for performing workflow 
functions, such as FTP operations, executing SQL 
statements, sending emails, source and destination of 
download and write data, their transformations, 
calculations, etc. [4]. A widely used data integration 
software product, Oracle Data Integrator [5] provides a 
new declarative design approach to defining data 
transformation and integration processes, resulting in 
faster and simpler development and maintenance. Based 
on the unique ELT architecture, Oracle Data Integrator not 
only guarantees the highest possible level of performance 
for performing data transformation and validation 
processes but is also the most efficient solution available 
today. Oracle Data Integrator provides a unified 
infrastructure for streamlining data and application 
integration projects. Data integration is at the heart of the 
entire Talend Data Fabric platform. Convenient self-
service tools make it easy to enter data from almost any 
source, and the built-in functionality ensures that your 
data is usable from day one. From fast data downloads to 
cloud data warehousing to the most sophisticated multi-
cloud projects, Talend Data Fabric can meet your needs 
[6, 7]. 

III. A MODEL FOR INTEGRATION OF IOT SYSTEMS                          

IN A SMART CITY  

In this section, the proposed model for integration of 
the IoT systems in a Smart City is presented as a multi-
level intelligent city architecture. It contains five levels, as 
follows (Fig. 1):  

Level 0: Read data from the integration database. This 
level reads the IoT systems configuration data stored in 
the integration database, which is important for the next 
level.  

Level 1: Communication and connection parameters 
required. The communication medium plays an important 
role in achieving the concept of connecting IoT systems in 
an intelligent city. The main goal is to establish a 
connection with sensors from different IoT systems. 

Level 2: Download data. At this level, the 
data/information collected by the sensors is stored for 
further processing. The collected formats are further 
processed using semantic web technologies to convert 
them into a common format. 

Level 3: Data preparation / formatting. The 
information collected is summarized before transmission, 
using semantic web technologies analysis and fusion. The 
main goal at this level is to convert the collected 
heterogeneous information into a common format. RDF11 
is the most common way to exchange information over the 
Internet and facilitates heterogeneous data sharing and 
integration across different domains of the Smart City. 

Level 4: Data storage. At this level, data is stored that 
is processed and ready to be shared via sensors throughout 
the architecture of the intelligent city. 

 

Figure 1.  The five levels of the multi-level architecture  

The holistic view of the proposed city architecture is 
depicted in Fig. 2. The approach focuses on city 
management as a subsystem system. Each autonomous 
subsystem is connected to the proposed multi-level 
architecture, which is fully integrated and interconnected 
with each subsystem. Each system shares its data with the 
proposed multi-level architecture that can provide cross-
domain services to citizens. The proposed multi-level 
architecture acts as an integration point for information 
coming from the subsystems. The proposed multi-level 
architecture can use the information and data available to 
them to make better decisions in real-time. 

The UML data flow diagram of the IoT Systems 
Integration Model, presented in Fig. 3, shows integration 
and communication between the individual IoT entities. 
The model consists of several entities that are 
interconnected and in sync. The entities, i.e. the separate 
parts of the model, can be physically located at different 
locations, but at the same time, they function as if they are 
a single system or a single whole. 
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Figure 2.  A holistic view of the proposed Smart City architecture  

 The UML diagram consists of the following entities: 

• Data Warehouse 

• Integration System 

• Integration Database 

• IoT System N ((Node N), (Sensor N), (Database 
for system N)).  

The integration system is defined as the process of 
bringing entities together into a single system and 
ensuring that entities function together as a system. 
Integration system integrates IoT systems that are part of 
Smart City. Initially, the integration system addresses the 
integration database from which it reads parameters and 
information about IoT systems and their nodes to which 
they need to connect and download data, as shown in the 
diagram. The integration system can receive information 
from the nodes of IoT systems in two ways: 

• Option 1 (Data pulling): The integration system 
sends a request to Node N for data. 

• Option 2 (Push system): Node N sends data 
whenever there is something new. 

An integration database is a database that contains 
data for IoT systems used in Smart City and in which data 
should be integrated and stored in a common data 
warehouse. IoT systems are configured in the database 
nodes i.e. the sensor nodes that make up those systems 

and the information for connecting and accessing sensor 
node data.  

The UML diagram presented in Fig. 3 shows an 
example of System N, which is just one IoT system of all 
the systems that can be part of Smart City. System N 
consists of Node N, Sensor N, and Database for System 
N. Node N sends data requests from Sensor N. Sensor N 
returns data, while Node N writes the data to its database. 

A data warehouse is a database management system 
designed to enable and support business intelligence and 
analytics. Data warehouses are intended primarily for 
research and analysis, and they often contain large 
amounts of historical data. The data in the data 
warehouse is usually obtained from a wide variety of 
sources, such as application logs and transaction-based 
applications. The data warehouse centralizes and 
consolidates large amounts of data from multiple sources. 
Its analytical capabilities enable organizations to extract 
valuable business insights from their data to improve 
decision-making. Over time, it builds a historical record 
that can be invaluable to data scientists and business 
analysts. Because of these possibilities, the data 
warehouse can be considered the "only source of truth" of 
the organization. In the diagram, the data warehouse 
writes data from System N. When the data is going to be 
written, the data warehouse returns a response stating that 
the data is written. The integration system will try to 
write the data until the data warehouse returns a relevant 
response. 
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Figure 3. UML diagram of the IoT Systems Integration Model  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a model for the integration 
of IoT systems in a Smart City. The model is shown as a 
multi-level architecture. The UML data flow diagram of 
the IoT systems integration model is presented, which 
shows integration and communication between the 
individual IoT entities. The model consists of several 
entities that are interconnected and in sync. The entities, 
i.e. the separate parts of the model, can be physically 
located at different locations, but, at the same time, they 
function as if they are a single system or a single whole. 

Our future work is going to be directed towards the 
detailed design of the integration database and the 
implementation of the integration system based on the 
hereby presented model. 
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Abstract - The application of Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNNs) and mobile devices together has led to 

significant progress in various fields. Face recognition is 

used daily as protection on mobile devices. Human emotion 

is defined by facial expression, and therefore a model for 

recognizing emotions based on facial expression is proposed 

in this paper. CNNs play a major role in the recognition and 

classification of facial expressions.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, everyone uses social media, a digital 
camera, or a mobile phone, where face detection is widely 
used. There are various popular applications, which use 
face detection to tag friends or apply filters. Face detection 
is defined as computer technology used to detect human 
faces in digital images. In the field of facial detection, 
there are various algorithms used, and some of them are 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Viola-Jones 
algorithm. Face recognition is something that all people 
know about, but they have never thought about it more 
deeply. Work is being done daily to improve this feature 
to provide the best service [1]. 

Unlike traditional CNN approaches, models mounted 
on mobile devices must minimize storage requirements 
while maintaining high performance. Advances in deep 
machine learning techniques and increased availability of 
large datasets have led to improved performance in tasks 
such as predicting emotions, valence, and excitement 
toward facial images in real-world scenarios, not just in 
confined environments [2]. 

The task of automatic facial expression recognition is 
to recognize each different facial expression and classify it 
into appropriate classes of emotions [8]. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Because of the digital race, the iPhone X has 
implemented new face detection and recognition software. 
The two most common methods of face detection are the 
Viola-Jones algorithm and the Convolutional Neural 
Network. Paul Viola and Michael Jones, in their 2001 
Robust Real-Time Object Detection, proposed a visual 
object detection framework that was capable of rapid 
image detection. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 
are the product of facial detection waves. The Viola-Jones 
algorithm offers great accuracy for frontally placed faces 
but is less accurate if the faces are tilted or if the side 
profile is. CNNs offer not only fast detection, but also a 
lot of different abilities when it comes to face positioning 
[1]. 

The Emosic application prompts the user to 
photograph his face and predicts a visible facial 
expression based on the category of emotion – neutral, 
happy, sad, surprised, scared, horrified, angry or despised, 
as well as the level of valence, i.e., how positive/negative 
is the influence and excitement shown, i.e., how 
active/inactive the impact is shown using the 
convolutional neural network model. Based on the 
predicted impact on users, the Emosic application 
recommend several songs to the user. Emosic is the 
concept that emotionally intelligent user interfaces (EIUI) 
on mobile devices are now feasible using modern machine 
learning approaches and large datasets. The trained model 
achieves prediction performance like the reference dataset 
and users positively evaluate the song recommendations 
provided by the interface [2]. 

Object detection is a very important task for various 
applications, including autonomous driving, face 
detection, video surveillance, etc. A CNN-based algorithm 
is a great solution for detecting objects with high 
accuracy. Most deep learning applications run on servers 
or desktops. The architecture of the CNN-based object 
detection algorithm model on Android devices is based on 
SqueezeNet to obtain image feature maps and a 
convolutional layer to find bounding boxes for recognized 
objects. The size of the model is 8 MB, and the 
architecture of the model makes the calculation more 
efficient, and thus allows implementation on mobile 
devices. The model is based on CNN and is implemented 
with TensorFlow and Android. The model is trained by 
the KITTI standard, which contains 10 GB of well-tagged 
data for object detection purposes. The model can detect 
objects in view of camera on the Android device [3]. 

A CNN architecture called ShuffleNet is an extremely 
efficient computing architecture. It is specifically designed 
for mobile devices with very limited computing 
capabilities. The architecture uses two new operations, 
point group convolution and channel mixing, to reduce 
computational costs while maintaining accuracy. 
Experiments on ImageNet classification and detection of 
MS COCO objects show superior performance of 
ShuffleNet compared to other structures. Maintaining 
comparable accuracy, ShuffleNet achieves 13 times 
greater acceleration than AlexNet [4]. 

To place deep CNN on mobile devices, there is an 
efficient whole CNN compression scheme, called one-
time compression of the entire network. The scheme 
consists of three steps: rank selection with Bayesian 
matrix variation factoring, Tucker decomposition to the 
kernel tensor, and fine-tuning to recover accumulated loss 
of accuracy, and each step can be easily performed using 
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publicly available tools. A significant reduction in model 
size operating time and energy consumption is obtained, at 
the cost of a small loss in accuracy [5]. 

The popularity and portability of mobile devices with 
high-quality cameras is influencing the development of 
real-time face recognition using CNNs for ordinary users. 
CNNs are not easy to implement for real-time applications 
on mobile devices, because storage, memory, and 
computing power are relatively limited. It is designed to 
respond to the CNN architecture for face recognition on 
mobile devices. The main challenge is processing images 
of users’ faces on the devices itself without uploading 
images to an external cloud server for processing. The 
advantages are the security of user information and 
privacy, and the processing speed on mobile devices, 
because data does not have to be loaded over the network 
[6]. 

A model with less than a million parameters was 
created by adjusting the width and depth of the bottleneck. 
The proposed CNN model is fine-tuned to use less tan 0.5 
million parameters. Fine-tuned CNN model achieved an 
accuracy of 90.3% for 5 classes and 86.8% for 7 classes in 
the Realworld Affective Faces (RAF) database composed 
of facial images [7]. 

Two approaches to facial expression recognition are 
unit detection and facial point detection. The first 
approach was implemented using a framework called 
FACS (Facial Action Coding System). The framework 
quantifies a person’s facial expression by observing 
changes in facial muscles when an emotion is triggered. 
FACS is characterized by the movement of muscles 
around 44 areas of the face or so-called action units 
(AUs). Facial expression can be recognized by the 
existence and intensity of several AUs. Facial expressions 
have two main steps, AU detection and AU recognition. 
Performing this task requires the use of the Deep 
Convolutional Neural Network which has an architecture 
consisting of a filter layer and a classification layer. The 
filter stage includes a convolutional layer, followed by a 
temporal pooling layer and a soft max unit [8]. 

Face recognition is a technique used to verify or 
identify a person’s identity by analyzing and linking 
patterns based on a person’s facial features. The variance 
of expression and the intensity of light affect the speed of 
face recognition. The most effective technique is based on 
machine learning that has solved these problems [9]. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD OF  RECOGNIZING EMOTIONS 

BASED ON FACIAL EXPRESSIONS 

There are different facial expressions. Each facial 
expression represents one emotion. The FER (Facial 
Expression Recognition) dataset consists of 6 sets of 
images. Facial expressions are divided into six classes: 
happy, sad, surprised, fear, disgust, angry, and in addition 
neutral expression were added [10].  

An expression of a smile is an expression that can 
show that someone feels happy or that they like 
something. A happy expression is on the upward 
movement of the cheek muscles and the side or edges of 
the lips to form a smile [11].  

The facial expressions of anger stem from what is 
expected and reality. The expression is shown on both 
sides of the inner eyebrows that join and lean down, 
while the lips are narrowed, and the eyes are sharp when 
looking [11].  

A face that shows sadness appears when there is 
disappointment or a feeling that something is missing. 
Based on the characteristics of a sad facial expression 
when the eye loses focus, the lips are pulled down and the 
upper lid is lowered [11]. 

A form of expression that occurs when someone 
experiences an inability to cope with any event or in a 
terrifying atmosphere, then that person is said to be 
afraid. The expression of fear on the man's face can be 
seen from the two eyebrows that are raised at the same 
time, the eyelids are clenched, and the lips are open 
horizontally [11]. 

A person who expresses his face in a state of disgust 
because he sees something that is not usual or listens to 
information that is not worth hearing. The expression of 
disgust will be read when a person's face in the area of 
the nasal bridge folds and the upper lip is raised [11]. 

Expressions of surprise are obtained when someone 
does not know in advance an event or a received message 
that is sudden, unexpected, or important. the expression is 
a shocked face represented by raised eyebrows with wide 
open eyes and a reflex of opening the mouth [11].  

A neutral face is an empty expression that implies a 
lack of noticeable emotions. Most of the time, an 
emotionless face is defined by a flat mouth, unfocused 
eyes, and relaxed cheeks. Although it conveys negativity 
to some, others see it as a reflection of calm. Figure 1 
shows a sample of dataset containing images of facial 
expression [11]. 

 

Figure 1. Sample of dataset containing images of facial expression [10] 

The facial expression recognition method consists of 
three main steps: face detection, CNN feature extraction, 
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and modeling.  The method takes as input n images from 
different datasets [10].   

The face contained in the picture is found and 
cropped. These images represent the input to the 
convolutional neural network to extract relevant 
characteristics. the task of recognition is through 
modeling performed by a machine learning algorithm. 
Face detection is performed using the Viola-Jones 
algorithm, which shows good compromise performance 
between accuracy and speed of face detection. Each 
image is pre-processed, and the output is a vector with 
three pairs of dots indicating the position of the face. The 
images are then cropped covering the entire face and 
transformed into a gray scale for the purpose of 
standardizing for the next step [10]. 

The second step uses the VGG – face descriptor, a 
specialized model trained to recognize faces using a deep 
learning approach. This model consists of 2.6 million 
faces obtained from YouTube and with minimal manual 
tagging. The MatConNet framework enables the 
integration of the VGG face model. Each image is 
prepared with the final size, scaling, or resizing the image 
as needed. Grayscale images are used to reduce the 
variability in brightness in images. Changing images to 
grayscale does not reduce performance, and CNN models 
allow images to be represented through neuronal 
activations, where each neuron acts as a filter that 
matches and highlights features such as edges, contours, 
saturation, or gradients, giving CNN features a large 
capacity to learn correspondence. The final step aims to 
teach the model to distinguish facial expressions that 
represent CNN characteristics. Achieving this step is 
done by comparing between different traditional machine 
learning algorithms [10]. 

On mobile devices, it is necessary to create an 
application, which would recognize the face via the 
phone's camera, and determine the emotion based on the 
facial expression. The classification of facial expressions 
is done using CNN and depends on how well trained she 
is. Trained CNN should contain as few parameters as 
possible, for easier and more efficient execution on 
mobile devices. Mobile devices are not powerful enough, 
and therefore it is necessary to customize the application 
to be able to use it. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Face recognition is used daily, and one of the 
applications is on mobile devices. It is most used for the 
purpose of unlocking mobile devices. The face is 
something that defines a person because it is unique. A 
person has different facial expressions, and each facial 
expression represents the emotion of whether he is happy, 
sad, angry, etc. Some of the challenges are recognizing 
facial expressions and determining emotions based on 
facial expressions. Small variations in facial expressions 
can differentiate emotions. All this leads to the difficulty 
of determining emotions based on facial expressions. 

The advantage is that CNNs can be used because they 
can classify images and recognize facial expressions. It is 
necessary to train a model based on CNN. A trained 
model should have as few parameters as possible, and 

this is extremely difficult to achieve. The number of 
parameters determines the execution speed of CNN. 
Speed is very important, as well as accuracy and 
efficiency. Mobile devices are powerful, but they have 
their drawbacks such as storage, power, and the ability to 
calculate quickly. 

Using the phone's camera, face recognition can be 
performed, and emotion can be determined based on 
facial expressions. It is necessary to create a prototype 
application for the computer, and then it can be adapted 
for mobile devices. In further research, a prototype 
application will be created and tested. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Mobile devices are evolving every day and have a 
wide application. Convolutional neural networks are 
becoming more prevalent, and it brings innovations every 
day, and deficiencies are eliminated. The paper describes 
the applications of CNNs on mobile devices for 
recognizing emotions based on facial expressions. A 
method for recognizing emotions based on facial 
expressions has been proposed. 

It is necessary to create an application that will be 
able to recognize emotion based on facial expressions. 
Recognizing facial expressions and determining emotions 
will be done using convolutional neural networks. CNNs 
are powerful, accurate and fast. The disadvantage is 
storage, because CNNs require a large capacity, as well 
as a powerful configuration that will be able to do it all. It 
is necessary to modify the application to be used on 
mobile devices, because mobile devices are not as 
powerful as computers. This is one of the biggest 
challenges that will be solved in further work and 
research. 
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